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\,,/ - 1. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

2

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
.3

_ ____________--------x
d

:
In the matter of: :

*

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY ! Docket No. 50-508 OL
6 (Steam Generat6r:(H. S. Robinson Muclear Plant) : Repair through
7 Major Component

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - x Re p l a c eme n t s )
8

a
.

9 Hartsville County Magistrates Court
. Courtroom 300

' ' 30 Hartsville, South Carolina

11 Tuesday, February 7, 1984

a 12

<-N -13 The hearing in the above-entitled matter convened,
( }
''#" Id pursuant to notice, at 9:00 a.m.

15

BEFORE:
-16

MORTON B.'MARGULIES, ESQ., Chairman
17 - Atomic Safety & Licensing Board

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
18 Washington, D.C. 20555
39 DR. JERRY R. KLINE. Member

Atomic Safety & Licensing Board20
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

'

Washington, D.C. 20555

DR. DAVID L. HETRICK, Member
22

Atomic Safety.& Licensing Board
U.S. Nuclear. Regulatory Commission23
Washington, D.C. 20555.
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RICHARD JONES, ESQ.
Vice President and Senior Counsel8
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( )
,f mgc'l-1'l ~ ' PROC 3EDINGS

'2 JUDGC MARGULIES: Please come to order.
,

3 Good' morning, ladies and gentlemen. This

4 proceeding involves an' application of Carolina Power and

: , c5 Light Company filed July 1, 1982, with the Nuclear

~6 Regulatory Commission to operate the nuclear H.B. Robinson
*

7 Steam Slectric Plant, Unit 2,. located in Hartsville, ,
,

e South Carolina.-

"' - 9 The amendment that the Applicant seeks would permit

.10 the Licensee to repair the steam generators by replacement

'

11 of major components.

12 -Docket Nos. 50-261-OLA and ASLBP-83-484-03-LA

,2.
' 13 have been assigned to.this matter.,

>i )
k' '14 Ue are the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board that-

. 15 -was; appointed to determine whether a hearing should be held

-16 and.to conduct the hearing, if one were to be held.

17 I would like to introduce the members of the

p 18 Licensing Board at this time.
,

19 On my left is Judge Jerry _R. Kline. Dr. Kline

20 is an environmental scientist.

21- On my right is Dr. David L. Hetrick. Judge-

'22 Hetrick is a nuclear engineer.

23 I am the Chairman, Morton B. Margulies, and my

24 background is in the legal profession.

25 We held a special prehearing conference in

fy ;
- f-1
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Florence, South Carolina in March 1983 and issued an order( / mgc l-2

2 in April of 1983 calling for the holding of a hearing based

3 upon four contentions of an Intervenor, the IIartsville

d ~ Group.~ The' contentions have since been reduced from four
L

5 to two..

6 Very generally, the first contention V .h is

7
numbered 1(a) and 1(b) raises the issue as to whether the

a Applicant's record of noncompliance, including in the area

' of quality assurance, demonstrates that the Licensee cannot

10 provide reasonable assurance that it can carry out repairs

II' in accordance with applicable regulations and that health

12 and safety will not be endangered.

'3A The second contention, which is numbered 3, general-

\-.)+
t

14
ly alleges.that the National Environmental Policy Act of

15 1969 requires the preparation of an environmental impact

16 statement that contains a detailed statement on alternatives

37 to the proposed action, and-that it should strike a

'8
. cost / benefit. balance against the repair of the steam

"~
generators'in favor of the retirement of the Robinson plant

!
O as the most cost beneficial alternative.

21 The parties that will.be participating in the

22
proceeding are the Applicant, Carolina Power & Light Company,

23
which has the. burden of proc: in this proceeding.

I #
Also participating are the Intervenor, the

25 Ilartsville Group, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff.

.(-
., .

. - - . -
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(_,) . mgc l-3 1: The Staff is the same as any other party in this proceeding,
2 and its contentions are not binding on this independent

'3 Licensing board. The decision of this Licensing Board can
4 be subject-to appeal within the Nuclear Regulatory

,

5 Commission. The decision of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
6 -c9.nlbe appealed'to the Federal Courts.

7 Persons.not a party to this proceeding will be
a permitted to make a limited appearance by oral or written '

9 statement, setting forth their positions to the issues

10 relating to.the proposed amendment. Oral statements will
11 be limited to ten minutes. Written statements are not,

12 limited in length. They will both be: included in the record

13 cf this proceeding, but will not constitute evidence. They; ,_

i )>

's / Id will not be made under oath.
..15 Limited appearances will-be taken tomorrow morning

.

to: between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 12:00 noon. Persons

37 who have filed a written notice of intent to appear will be
is given priority'in terms of the-order in which they will

e19 | appear. Should additional sessions be required, we will set
20 those sessions'later in the proceeding.
21 We will now take appearances of counsel and
22 representatives of the party who appears for the applicant.
23 .MR. TROWBRIDGE: My name is George F. Trowbridge.
24 I'am a member of'the Washington, D.C. law firm of

25 Shaw, Pittman, Potts and Trowbridge.
,

Q,| -

i

.
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} m3c 1-4 On my right is Mr. Richard Jones, Vice-President
<

s_/
2'

and Senior Counsel for Carolina Power & Light Company.
3

On my left is John O'Neill of our office in
.

4 Washington.

5 JUDGE MARGULIES: Who appears for the Intervenor?
-6 MR. MATTHEWS: My name is Benton Matthews. I am
7 an authorized representative of the Hartsville Group.
8 ' On my left is Dr. John Ruoff, who will also be
9 appearing for the Hartsville Group.

10 JUDGE MARGULIES: Who appears for the Nuclear

11 Regulatory, Commission Staff?
12 MR.-BACHMANN: I am Richard Bachmann, Counsel
13

, . for the'NRC Staff.
!y,) Id 'To my immediate left is Mr. Glode Requa, Project

15 ~ Manager for the H.B. Robinson plant.

16 ' JUDGE MARGULIES: 'Thank you.
17 As a preliminary matter, I would like to discuss
is the withdrawal of Contention 8. The-Hartsville Group
19 submitted a Contention 8, which dealt with the on-site
20 storage of the-lower steam generators.,

21- You have withdrawn that contention. The contention
22

was based on the issue of whether sufficient information was
23 furnished by the Applicant as to that on-site storage.
2d Did you receive additional information to
25 satisfy your interest?

,m

. - "\d
P-
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-(_) mgc l-5 1 MR. RUOFF: Yes, we did, Your Honor. We received

2 additional information on discovery, and we are satisfied

3 at'least tkat we are in no position to litigate the issue

4 further.

5 JUDGE MARGULIES: And that information came through

6 discovery?

7- MR. RUOFF: It did, Your Honor.

8 JUDGE MARGULIES: We would like the parties to

9 make opening statements in the proceeding, to be limited to

10 approximately ten minutes, to outline the proof that the

11 ' parties wish to present and what they wish to establish in

12 'the proceeding.-

13 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, I am prepared to.

f- s .

- f\-} -. Id make an opening statement, but I believe Mr. Bachmann has,

15 already suggested that we would like to start this hearing

16 by' recessing it.for a conference with the Intervenors and

17 Staff to hopefully settle an important matter in the

is proceeding.
.

19 JUDGE MARGULIES: Hcw much time do you want,

20 Mr. Trowbridge?

21 -MR. TROWBRIDGE: I would suggest ten minutes, and

22 that w'e come back and inform the Board how we are doing,

23 -if we need any more time.

24 JUDGE MARGULIES: Do the other parties agree to

25 that procedure?

.

- x m/
t i
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Imgc l-6 MR. BACHMANN: Yes, sir.

2 MR. MATTHEWS: Yes, sir.
,

3 MR. RUOFF: Yes.

d JUDGE MARGULIES: We will recess for ten minutes.

5 (Recess.)
6 JUDGE MAGULIES: Back on the record.
7' MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, we have reached

8 an important agreement with Intervenors and Staff. Let

O
me explain a little backgrounid to our agreement.

10
The Board may know, during the last calendar-year,

M the plant was down twice because of tube leaks for inspection

2|und'forpluggingoftubes, in February and again in November.
I3

! \ After the November outage, we expected -- and weO.

- Id
expected until as late as about ten days ago, that we would

15
.be ab..e to continue operation with the steam generators until,

-say,Jhly,atwhichtimewewouldhaveexpected-thatthe16

17 . hearing and Board decision would'have been completed.
'

I8
About ten days ago, we had more leaks, and we

" :again came down and again-have done inspection of the tubes
20

and have concluded that it is not practical to resume

21 operation'and that the repair program ought to begin promptly.
,

.22
The stipulation between the parties -- and if'I

3
misstate it in'any way, I am sure I will be corrected -- is

24'

that the parties agree'that the repair program may begin

25 -

promptly, that the hearing will nevertheless go forward on
.

/ g
,

x /'
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( -mgc l-7 1 the two issues before the Board, and-that we will not

2 operate the plant until the nearing and decision are completed.

3 We have also reached, as part of our agreement,

4 a stipulation on the part of the company that, if in the end

5 the amendment we seek is not forthcoming, that the company

6 Will not seek in its ratemaking proceedings to pass on to its

7 consumers the direct cost of the repair program from here

8 on out,' effective.today. That would not include costs that

9 have already been sunk in the repair program or are already

K) committed, such as cancellation costs for equipment.

11 I believe that the proper mechanism for accomplishinc

12 this stipulation would be an order by the Board pursuant to

13
.

2-point-what-is-it -- 76 -- just a second. I will give you

'( / - -14 -the section reference -- 2.761, I believe it is, in whichx-

15 the Board would rule without a written decision that'the

16 company may proceed with the repair program.

17 (Pause.)

18 MR.'BACHMANN: Judge Margulies?

19 JUDGE MARGULIES: Yes?

20 MR. BACHMANN: Before the Board makes a ruling, the
-

21 Staff has a' comment or two, since we are parties of the

- 22 stipulation, that we would like to put on the record.

23 -JUDGE MARGULIES: Please proceed.

24 MR. B ACHMANN: In introduction to my comments,

:25 I would at this point introduce into evidence as Staff

,/ y
k .

I-

-

-
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a
'

,3

/ i
' ( / - mgc - 1-8 3- Exhibit 1 tP; safety evaluation report that was produced

2 by the Staff at the time of the safety evaluation report
3 related to steam generator repair at H.B. Robinson Steam
d Electric Plant, Unit No. 2. It is identified as NUREG-1004,

5 Copies of this have been submitted to the Board and parties
6 previously. The reporter.has a copy.
7 I would like the Board to refer to Page 9-1,
a Section 9. 0 entitled "Special Licensing Conditions." The
' Conditions 1 through 4, in fact -- excuse me -- 1 through 5 -- '

10
and I am stating now for the record -- would be imposed by

> - 11 the Staff upon'the Board's approval of the stipulation that.

12 the repair program may proceed at this point. These are
13.s special license conditions that the Staff would put upon
14 CP&L.

15
JUDGE MARGULIES: Do you agree to that,

16 Mr. Trowbridge?.

17
MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yes.

18
JUDGE MARGULIES: Do you wish to be heard,

l' Mr..Matthews?
20

MR. MATTHEWS: No, sir.

21
MR. BAC11MANN: Could we have a ruling that this

22 is admitted into evidence, sir?
23

JUDGE MARGULIES: Yes. The safety evaluation
24.

report, NUR G-1004, bearing the date November 1983, will
25 be admitted-into evidence as Exhibit 1

7-
A ,) *

.
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Imgc l-9 MR. RUOFF: Your Honor, if I might speak.

2 JUDGE MARGULIES: First, is there any objection

3 to the admission?

d MR. RUOFF: No.

5 MR. O'NEILL: (Nodding negatively.).

6 JUDGE MARGULIES: It will be so admitted.

7 MR. RUOFF: I am a little concerned in reading

a this section of the Rules about any rights we might be locing

' if your decision comes under 2.761, since it seems to

30 include in the stipulation a waiver of our rights to file

Il exceptions, to request oral argument and to seek judicial

12 review, and I cannot immediately point to another section of

13 the Rules that would allow the stipulation which we are
),

/ 'd prepared to enter int'o without deoriving us of rights.'

IS MR. TRONBRIDGE: The right to take exceptions or

16 appeals would extend, as we visualize the Court's order,

'7 only to the conduct of the repair program. If you should

18 not prevail in the proceeding with respect to operating the

l' plant, you would have all right of appeal within the agency

0 '

or through the courts.

21 JUDGE MARGULIES: Mr. Trowbridge, would you point

22 out which part of 2.761 you wish to proceed under?

23 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I wish to proceed under the,7

24 entire -- excuse me -- let me look at it a second.

25 '

End-1
,

-_/
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1

1; MR. TROWBRIDGE: It would be 2.761A and subpara-
2 graphs 1, 2 and 3 under a.

!

3 MR. MATTHEWS: Your Honor, I wonder if we might
4 not go off the record and have a ber.ch conference on this.
5 JUDGE MARGULIES: Mr. TroNbridge, this involves
6 too vital a matter not to see it in writing and we would want
7

some additional time to study it before rendering a decisicn
8 on it.

9
MR. TROWBRIDGE: All right. We will reduce this

10 to writing and submit it to the Board.
11

JUDGE MARGULIES: Fine.

12
MR. TROWBRIDGE: Excuse me for a moment.

13 (Pause.)
14

We vould propose to prepare a stipulation this
15 evening and clear it uith the Staff and the Intervenor and
to present it to the Board hopefully the first thing in the
17 morning.

18
JUDGE MARGULIES: Fine.

''

Are the parties ready to proceed with their opening
20 statements?
21

MR. TROWBRIDGE: If I may, let me deal with, first,
22

several procedural matters preliminarily.
23

The parties have previously reached some agreement
24

. on the procedure and schedule with respect to the hearing.
25

First, that we would proceed with Intervenor's

i

d
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,

)

r

s
: I l ' | Contention 31onthe cost benefit analysis of the alternatives%)-

2' to repcir and retirement and then, with contentions IA and 1B
3 --onfthe management competence.,

. e-
-4 JUDGE MARGULIES: We'have no problem with that orde r

15 -of procedure. It is totally acceptable.
- .

-

.y
6- MP.. TROWBRIDGE: The Licensee's direct case on

: Contention 3 consists of three pieces of prepared testimony,7-

'theLfirst of.these being the testimony of a panel consistinge

9'- ,of Masrs. Montague, Williams and Stancil as to the. economics
:10' of repair |ve'rsus retirement.

..

,

ull .We then have two ad'ditional supporting pieces of
12 testimony concerning the matter'of PTS'and the expected per-

g formance of'these new steam generators. The purpose of the
13

<

(,, 14 _latter two_' pieces;of. testimony is to support two assumptions

~ implicit inLth'e. economic. analysis, namely that the expected15

111fe of1the plant will not be' foreshortened by problems ofu 16 '

Ll7 ~ TreactorLVessel embrittlement and the1 projected plant capacity
:18- factors will not be affected by major unanticipated steam

~

19 . generator -outages ?in 'the future. Because both we and the Inter-
~

20 venors:are. anxious to' proceed'with the economic-analysis so,

thai _welcan free up our. witnesses and consultants, the parties7 -21

22
.

_have further: agreed to complete.all testimony including. cross
23 examination and rebuttal on the economic analysis.and to post-
24 pone until after that Licensee's testimony on PTS and expected,

c25 ! steam' generator-performance.,,

;[-
gf .

L
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,

( 1 i In this connection, I would hazard a guess thatv

2 Contention 3 will take up most if not all of this week. For

3 our part, we expect to conduct considerable cross-examination

of Intervenors' direct testimony and we will also provide4

5 rebuttal testimony.

6 It is our present hope and expectation that the

7 rebuttal testimony can be provided to the Board and parties
e in written form at least an evening before it is offered into
9 evidence. Te do not presently have uith us all of the wit-

10 nesses nor I believe does the Staff that would be necessary
11 to go into Contentions lA and B. They are however on standby

in case I am unduly pessimistic about the length of the pro-12

13 ceeding on Contention 3.
,

t ,_j 14 One last procedural matter: we have agreed that

in addition to the Staff's SER, which has already been accepted15

16 into evidence, that the Staff's FES and our final Steam

Generator Repair Report would be admitted into evidence by17

stipulation and if that is agreeable I would propose that the18

19 Staff offer its FES into evidence now and we will then offer
'

20 our final Steam Generator Report.
21 JUDGE MARGULIES: Is there any objection?

,
22 (No response.)

23 MR. BACHMANN: Your Honor, may I just clarify for

24 the record the document referred to by Mr. Trowbridge as thes

25 FES, it'is the Final Environmental Statement related to

-

/

m
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'v- 4

() I steam generator repair at H. B. Robinson steam electric plant,

.2' ' Unit 2, also identified as NUREG-1003. Copies have been pro-

3 vided to the Board and to the reporter.

4 JUDGE MARGULIES: Is there any objection to that?

5 MR. BACHMANN: Could we mark it as Exhibit 2, please?

6 JUDGE MARGULIES: Is there any objection to its

7 admission?

8 MR. RUOFF: (Nods negatively.)

9 MR. MATTHEWS: No objection.

10 JUDGE MARGULIES: It will be admitted as Staff

11 Exhibit 2.

12 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I would suggest if it is agreeable

13 to yon that it would be admitted as Staff Exhibit 2 and the
r,,b
( i-
'x_/ - 14 SER be admitted as Staff Exhibit 1.-

15 We will have a number of Applicant exhibits.

I'6 JUDGE MARGULIES:' They are so admitted.

17 (The documents referred to
18 were marked Staff's Exhibits

19 1 and 2 for identification and

20 and were received in evidence.i

21 JUD'GE MARGULIES: .Now as to the Steam Generator
22 Report, could you identify it.dore specifically and any amend-
23 ments to it, Mr. Trowbridge?

24 MR. TPOWB?.IDGE: Yes, we have already provided to

25 the Board and the parties the H. B. Robinson Unit No. 2 Steam

,.
k-

./j_'s'
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[*^

() - 1 Generator Repair Report including through Revision 1. I have

2 copies here which I willprovide to the reporter and I ask
3 that the' Steam Generator Repair Report be admitted into evi-
d dence.

5 JUDGE MARGULIES: Is'there any objection?

6 MR. BACHMANN: No objection.

7 MR. MATTHEWS: No objection.

8 JUDGE MARGULIES: The Steam Generator Repair Report
9 through Pevision 1 is admitted as Applicant's Exhibit No.1

.

10 It will be admitted as Applicant's Mo.1 .

'
*1*

(The documents referred to
12- were marked Applicant's Exhibit

13f-g No. 1 for identification and
'd

were received in evidence.)
15

JUDGE MARGULIES: Mr. Bachmann, have you provided
16 the reporter with sufficient copies of 1 and 27
37 MR. BACHMA1;M: Yes, I have, sir.

18
JUDGE MARGULIES: Thank you,

l'
MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, finally I would'like

20
to note for the Board and also.to explain why Licensee's pre-

.21 pared' testimony does not address that portion of the last
_

22
) paragraph of Contention 3, which takes issue with Licensee's

23
- statement'in its Steam Generator Repair Report that replacement

24 -of|the steam generator will result in substantial reduction
25

in occupational exposures compared to recent experience. This
. ,-~y

~.
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./ %,
s ,I i 11s because ~we are prepared to concede that reduction in occupa-.t

2 tional 2xposure cannot properly be claimed as a benefit in a

3 cost benefit contention where the issue is replacement versus

4 = retirement. .As between-these alternatives, retirement would

5 .obviously eliminate occupational doses associated with future

6 steam generator inspectional repairs.

7 The reduction in occupational exposure would have

a been relevent only to a contention asserting that continued

9 operation'without replacement would be preferable to the re-

10 placement alternative. ~That concludes'my opening statement,

11 Mr. Chairman.
,

12 JUDGE MARGULIES: Mr. Matthews?

13 -AR. MATTHEWS: We.would just like to thank the;,-q
i t.

5/ :14 | Board for being.here. As'one of our members told us about

115 a year ago, heLsaid it would be a cold day before you ever

'16 get the NRC down here. I guess it worked.

17 We appreciate your concern for-the issues we have

18 raised and hope we have an opportunity to have them examined

End.2.. 19 as thoroughly as possible, thank you.

20

~21

i

22

23

'24

25
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\w / -mgc 3-1 1 JUDGE MARGULIES: Staff?

2 MR. BACHMANN: Yes, sir. The Staff will be

3 providing.one witness, Mr. Fields, on the cost / benefit

d analysis, and I agree with the Applicant as to the order of

5 presentation.

L 6 I would like to make one comment, and that is going
7 .backLto what Mr. Trowbridge on the contention. The Staff

a supports the Applicants. I assume we could possibly call

9 that a motion to eliminate this before the Board. The fact

10 that if one looks at Staff Exhibit No. 2, the final

i 11 ' environmental statement, and goes to Chapter 5, which, by
12 the'way, will.be part of the subject of our testimony -- on

13(~}- Page 5-5, Table 5.1, " Comparison of-Alternatives," we
; /
' ' ' 'Id look at Alternativefl,'which is the issue'before us --

15 Alternative 5, " Continued Operation," which the Staff has

16 assumed would lead to early retirement of the plant -- in

17 no way did the Staff prepare _ testimony or consider occupational
is exposures with the hose replacement, compared to occupational <

19 exposures that have historically been here at Robinson.

20 I might also point out that, as fir. Trowbridge

21 told the Board. earlier, they are down for good at this point.
22 Given the amendment, they will be back up with the new
23' steam generator. Not given the new amendment, they just,

24 don't-go back up again.

25 We also.do not see because of these points any
X.r

( }-
L\ /f

.
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necessity for having an issue before the Board which

2 compares historic past occupational exposures to proposed
3 occupational exposures. We consider it essentially a non-

d issue.

5 Thank you.

6 Mp RUOFF: Your Honor, if I might address this

'7 point, Mr. Bachmann characterizes Mr. Trowbridge's agreeing
8 that CP&L is prepared to concede that retirement eliminates

9 o'ccupational exposures as a motion -- I guess I did not hear
10 it as a motion. If it was a motion, I suppose I might like

11 some clarification .cn1 that. But our position on that would

12- be.that while we are certainly delighted that neither the

13,-3 company nor-the. Staff disagrees with us, that nonetheless,,

- ! )
- N'- 14 in the total context of looking at balancing the cost / benefit

|

15 of repairing or replacing or not replacing the steam
- 16 generators, that that savings on occupational exposure is

17 a savings which should.be included in the balance, and that
18 'is why'we would oppose striking that, even though it is
19 ' clear at this. point that none of us needs to litigate the
20 question.

21 MR. TROWDRIDGE: My statement was intended as

22 a concession. I don't think any motion is necessary.

23 JUDGE MARGULIES: From the nature of the opening

24 statements.mnat.the parties have made, are they, in effect,

25 stating there are significant environmental consequences
-)

- ' L)

F

~
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(_,/ mgc 3-3 to the repair, and that is why closing the facility should
I

2
be considered as a preferable alternative and a cost / benefit

balance struck to determine if the alternative can be
'

accomplished at a reasonable cost?

5

I make particular reference to the Turkey Point
6

case which states that if there are no significant environ-
#

mental consequences, then going into the matter of cost /
8

benefit balancing is really not a matter of interest to the
'

Commission under NEPA, and it is not a requirement under
10

NEPA, and it throws into question the testimony that the
'I parties are intending to put in here.
I

MR. BACHMANN: Judge Margulies, may I speak to that
7-

'3
question, please?

i i 14's
JUDGE MARGULIES: Yes, you may.

I
MR. BACHMANN: To put this entire contention in

''

perspective, one must look to the National Environmental
II

Policy Act, as NEPA is referred to, which tasks the federal
I8

agency with preparing an environmental statement.
"

The threshold upon which the agency is required
2

to prepare.its statement is, if it is a major federal action
21

significantly affecting the human environment -- that is the
22

best I can quote -- that is what is required.
23

The contention states -- the gist of the contention
24

states that the Applicant has submitted a statement doing
a cost / benefit analysis and came out on the side of

,
,

%'

o.-
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8 4

'A~ / mge 3-4 1 replacing the steam generators. The contention states that
2 the NRC, as.the agency involved, should perform this

:3 cost / benefit analysis as part of the environmental statement,
d They come down on the early retirement side based on the
5 cost / benefit analysis.

6 I'am just setting the stage. I said it is required

7 under'those' conditions.
8- On the Staff Exhibit 2, NUREG-1003, which has

' been admitted into evidence, in essentially the introductory
10 section, Roman Numeral VII, after having done the environmental
11 statement, and I quote: "The Staff has concluded the proposed

.

.12 . program will not significantly affect the quality of the human
13 env'ironment."(7

t ;
~# Id

In other words, we did the statement and found that

15 we didenot need to do the statement. I point to Page 1-1,

16 the purpose of this' environmental statement, Section 1.
17 On June <10,:1983, the Director of the Office of

18 Nuclear Reactor' Regulation' directed that an environmental
l' - impact statement be prepared for the amendment application
20 regarding the repair of the HBR-2 steam generators. I was

. 21 'present at that-meeting. I realize I may be giving testimony.
22 If you want to st; ear me, you can,
23 The decision was made within the agency to prepare
24 an. environmental statement, even though we felt it was not
25 required. The' Staff still believes it was not required by

)
' '\.j
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V. . mgc. 3-5 - 1 NEPA. We do not consider it a major federal action
'

2 -significan'tly affecting the human environment.
!

3 We prepared the_ statement nonetheless, and our

d conclusions are. Staff Exhibit 2. I hope that may clarify

5 your qdestion to Mr. Trowbridge.
.

'

6 i.At.no point do we concider this a major federal

7 . action significantly affecting the human environment.

8 JUDGE MARGUI.IES: Mr. Trowbridge?
P

9 ' MR. T ROWBRIDGE: (No response.)

10 JUDGE MARGULIES: I have the Turkey-Point case

iM; il here, if any of the. parties wish to examine it.

, .12 MR. TROWBRIDGE: May I take a moment? This is an

j'~xf - 13 importantLpoint, and I would like.to confer with co-counsel.

N'_] ' Id 'MR. BACHMANN:- Could we'have'a five-minute-recess?

15 JUDGE MARGULIES: Yes,-if the parties wish to

16 -lodk'at the Turkey _ Point case, I have a photostat of it.
I ( Rece s s .') -

End 3 ' 18-
9
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j

A ,f 1 JUDGE MARGULIES: Back on the record.
2 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, let me answer your
3 question as carefully as I can. Applicant does not believe

1 4

' ' 4 that-the_ occupational exposures associated with t.' steam

5 : generator repairs are a significant environmental effect and

-6 therefore, if an acmendment was requested, that ' this is not a

7 . major action involving and environment impact. We believe

8 the Staff's FES makes out a convincing case in support of that ,

9 Nevertheless I have to go back in history to how
* 10 the issues in this proceeding have been framed. We could have

attempt'ed to' persuade the Staff with respect to Contention 2'11

12- 'that no FES was required and that therefore no cost benefit
f-s 13 analysis need be-made.

1 l'"'~' 14~ We were,_however, aware of uncertainty.in-the Com--

- 15 ~ mission precedents on this point.and particularly the Commis-

16- sion's decision ~in connection to the ' Surrey ~ plant.
~

17 We' recognize'that if the Staff had not prepared
18 an.FES'this Board might not. agree or if this Board did agreei

19 no1FES was necessary then we faced the likelihood of an. appeal
.20 and we' decided that.from our standpoint and we so advised the
21 Staff that the prudent thing to do in this proceeding was to
22 2go ahead and prepare an-FES.

'23 We anticipated that an FES would strike a cost

24 benefit" balance.in faver of replacement and if that turns out
. 25 ' .to be the~ case ~, i' 9 -cr i somewhat academic whether or not

, , , ~ . .
f 4

,\ /v
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w
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( )~ 'l the FES was required. HSo, we elected not to take issue with

2 this on its merits without-having-to ask for a ruling by the

~3 Board as to the necessity for the FES.

41 JUDGE MARGULIES: Well now that the FES has come

5 -out and has found that there were not significant impacts,how

-

- 6 do you relate your position to the Turkey Point. decision?
'

7' MR. TROWBRIDGE: We_are still, if you would like,

8 to put-it one way, Hedging our bets. We think that we should

9- nevertheless proceed on a determination of cost balance, cost

10 benefit balance and if we are correct in our conviction that

11 replacement is the beneficial alternative, that we need not

12- then.get to the legal question as to whether or not the FES
T

13 was required..7

( )
k/ 14 JUDGE MARGULIES: You would reverse the procedure
.

15 suggested in' Turkey Point?

16 In Turkey Point they first started with the degree

17 of environmental impact and'once making that determination

18 then-decided the cost benefit analysis was not required.,

19 MR. TROWBRIDGE: In a sense, yes. I would never

20 get to the. question of whether an FES was required if the cost

21
_

benefit favored replacement. I don't think this is an entirely

22 . unusual technique, which is to take one bite before you deter-

23 mine whether a second issue has to be addressed.
.

24 If the Board were to find with us -- in other words,

25 if the Board is~to find on the basis of this hearing that

j
'\ |
v

,. .. . . _ - - - . . .- .- .. . .
_ _ ._________________ _ __ _____ _ _______________ __J.
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2

1 replacement is the preferable alternative on a cost benefit

2 basis, the Board need not decide whether or not the FES was

3 required.

4 JUDGE MARGULIES: We would like to hear your views

5 from the Hartsville Group.

6 MB. RUOFF: Thank you, Your Honor.

7 It is our position that this is a major Federal

8 action, significantly affecting the human environment.

9 We believe that the significant effect on the

10 human environment comes principally from -- the environmental

11 effect comes principally from the occupational exposures which

12 have already been discussed today, which would be avoided in

13 the event Robinson were retired.,-

)
k/ 14 We would note that the Turkey Point decision does

15 not reach that occupational exposure issue, because as it

16 notes at Footnote 26 there, the Intervenor in that case failed

17 to preserve the occupational exposure issue so that all the

18 Appeals Board was dealing with there at Turkey Point was low

19 level exposure as well as some broader programmatic issues.

20 But in terms of the immediate impacts at Turkey

21 Point the issue was low level radiation exposures and not

22 worker exposure.

23 'The Commission in the.Surry decision, as the Appeals

24 - Board notes in the Turkey Point decision, reached the position

25- that they -- I think the Appeals Board describes it as a

-

.Y
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X. '
). 1 borderline case there-so the Commission has not made a deter-

2 mination. -The Appeals Board in the Turkey Point case did not
3 make a determination on the_ occupational exposure issue here
4 and-we would, although we think the balance will come'out

5 differently-than Mr. Trowbridge,_would like to move on to the

6 cost benefit issue rather because we believe this is a sig-

7- 'nificant Federal action significantly affecting the environ-
8 ment and that addressing those issues is not foreclosed by the

19- case-law and'is in fact-supported'by the decision of the

10 ~ Commission in-Gurry.

11. !!R. BACHMANN: Judge Margulies, may the Staff be

12 heard?

js. 13 JUDGE fiARGULIES: Certainly.
| \

'

\j 14 MR. BACHMANN: I am having problems relating to the4

15 various statements-that have been made by counsel on this
.

16 'particular issue and following the logic, maybe I can put it

17 back into perspective for perhaps myself_and also the Board.
18 What weEare discussing here is that part of the
19 Contention on1the cost benefit is that the Applicant and I
20 fquote "cannot rightly claim that occupational exposures to

i

21'

workers during testing and repair of the new steam generators
22 wili be reduced but should be required to assume that future
23 exposure would be sub'stantially the same as' current exposure."

.

24 That is the Contention. I think we are getting a

25 little off the mark. If I have heard Mr. Trowbridge correctly.

' \y(
-

Iv
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A.

's_jf 11 the Applicant is willing to concede that future exposures will

2 not be substantially reduced and I<have a problem seeing what
3 . issue we have left to litigate. That is the conclusion of one

-4 point..

'5 While I have the floor I would like to make another.
Dr.'Ruoff has? stated that it is'the Hartsville Group's conten-6

7 tion that these occupational exposures must be taken into
4

8- account.

:9 On Januaryf5, 1984, a number of us were in Boston
~

-

10 taking aideposition of the Intervenors' witnesses, Dr. Raskin

11 and Dr.1 Austin, who-presented written testimony. Their testi-
12 many.will be presented in-the Intervenors' case.

j-s( 13 10n page 91 of that desposition, I questioned both
I \

\ /v 14 Drs. Raskin--and Austin together and stated and I am. talking
,

.15 about their study on the cost benefit analysis which is a part
'

16 of the prefiled testimony -- I stated "In your study, did you--

17, . use:as an input occupational exposures to workers at.the plant
18 in any shape,' manner or form?"

- 19 The answer from both of them was "No." Now I fail

20- to see how-the Intervenor.can proceed in saying that everyone
,

^

'

21 else should take.into account. occupational exposures when their
22 own1 witnesses in their own words said that they did not take

- 23 .it into account at all in-any shape, manner or form in their

~ End 4.1 24 study,'in their cost benefit analysis.
.

25

.g^\.-
V
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. MR. RUOFF:

I

'd If I might respond to that, Your Honor.
2

The testimony to be offered by Dr. Raskin is
3

on'the narrow issue of the quantifiable aconomic impacts.
4

It addresses in that testimony that'there are additional
*

5

social costs which must be considered by this Board in making
6

its determination, the fact that in their quantifiable
7

-

economic study, Drs. Raskin and Austin did not quantify the.

8

cost of occupational exposures, does not mean that it is not
~

9 a consideration.
10

MR. BACHMANN: I would like to respond to his
11- response.

12-
, ,

- My. question was: "Q Did>you use as-an input.

13
. occupational ~ exposure to the workers in the plant in any shape,
{m) Id

manner or form?."
15'

I didn't specifically talk about quantifiable dollar
16~ inputs. '

It.was.quite' clear to me and those present at that
I7 .

deposition,.and the-answer was', "No, we did not."
18

I-don't see how, by the Intervenors' own witnesses'
19

words in the sworn deposition, that we should go any further-

20

in.~ dea'.ing with occupational exposure as an issue in this
21 hearing.
22

- JUDGE MARGULIES: . Do-you expect,to present evidence
23

nd quantify'those exposures', Dr. Ruoff?a

' 24
MR.-RUOFF: 'We do not' intend to present any evidence

25 beyond relying-upon the exposure rates which have been

/3 '

$ 1
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1(,)!mgc5-2 1 . offered in the FES and relying upon those as constituting a

2 significant?determinental effect on the human environment.
3- MR..TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, may I correct one

d statment Mr. Bachmann made?
5- -I did not in my previous. statements agree that
6 occupational exposures will not- be reduced compare to prior
7 experience with' replacement of the steam generators.
8 What I did agree was that we would not claim them,

-- 9 this reduction in exposures, as a benefit, where the
'

10 alternative being; considered was retirement, where there would
11 be no occupational exposure'at all. That is all I meant to-

r - 12 .say.
.

~~, ~ 33 ~

In fact, Applicant does believe that the occupational
~a i

- ' ' ' 14' exposures will be substantially reduced over prior experience,
15> .but'that is not necessary to be decided in this proceeding.
16 JUDGE MARGULIES: Are there'any'other preliminary

17' matters?

.

18 (No response.)

I'
JUDGC MAIGJLIES: There being none, we will proceed

20
with-the evidentiary hearing.

21
Gentlemen, will you please stand? I will swear

,

22 you in.

23:
_ , .

.24
'.I
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. f3
S. Imge 5-3. 3 .Whereupon,

~

2 B. MITCHELL WILLIAMS,.
.

3 ROBERT S. STANCIL

d -BOBBY LEWIS MONTAGUE

5 - were called-as witnesses and, having been first duly sworn,

were examine'd and testified as follows:6- :

7- ' MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, for the benefit

8 of the reporter and the Board, nearest the Board is

'- Mr. Williams. In-the middle is Mr. Stancil, and on the end

;
-10 is.Mr. Montague.

:XXX ~ II' DIRECT EXAMINATION

12 BY MR.' TROWBRIDGE:

13'
TQ Gentlemen', do you have-before you a documentff s

.f' \ ~'[
'

' Id- entitled!" Testimony of B.L. Montague, B.M. Williams and

15 - R.S. Stancil, Chrolina Power & Light Company?"

- 16 1A (All witnesses: Chorus of "Yes, we do.")

37- Q Referring to that portion ofithe testimony on
_

I8'
Page-l under the heading " Testimony of Individual Panel

l' Members," do any of'you with respect to your portion of'

20 - thatftestimony have'any_ corrections _to make?
~

21 JA (Witness Montague) No, I do not.

- 22
-

(Witness'-Stancil) No, sir.A

23 .A - (h'itness Williams) No, sir.

24
Q- Do you;each adopt as.your testimony in this

c

25- proceeding that portion of the testimony, the question and
_

<m
| \

W ./-

.

-.

4

4
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\ ,)mgc 5-4' I answers addressed to you?

2 A (Witness Montague) Yes, I do.

3 A (Witness Stancil) (Nodding affirmatively.)

4 /A (Witness Williams). Yes, sir.

5 - QL -Mr. Montague, beginning on Page 6 and' going on to
6 the end of Page 11, is there a section of testimony under
7' .the heading " Testimony of B.L. Montague"? Do you have any

8 corrections to make in this testimony?

-9 A- (Witness Montague) No, I do not.

10 Q .Do you adopt this as your testimony?

11 A Yes, I do.

12 Q Does the panel a s an entirety adopt the remaining

13 portions of the . testimony under the heading " Testimony off_

' A-. ' 14 Entire-Panel"? Does each of you adopt that as your testimony

15 in this procee' ding?-

16 A (Witness Stancil) (Nodding affirmatively.)

17 A- (Witness Montague) I do.

18 A- (Witness Stancil) I do.

19 A (Witness Williams) Yes, sir.

20 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, I' offer the

21 ' testimony of;Mssrs. Montague,' Williams and~Stancil into
22 evidence, and'I have furnished the reporter with a copy of

,

23 the testimony.

24 JUDGE MARGULIES:. Is there any objection?s

25 MR. BACHMANN: No objection.

/s-
( l-

. .s, /-
1
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.

MR. RUOFF: Might I inquire, Your Honor, whether
,

2 .'hese gentlemen are being presented as expert witnesses?t

3 MR. T ROWBRIDGE: - I'm sorry?

d - MR. .RUOFF: 'Are these gentlemen being presented

5- as expert witnesses?

6 MR. TROWBRIDGE: They are, in my view, experts.

7 I don't think the. question really arises whether they are

s - experts in the. sense that we are relying on opinions. Their

' testimony, I think, speaks for itself.

10~ MR. RUOFF5 .I think the place it might arise is,

11 there are.some' points where there is reliance on hearsay,

12
~

which might be appropriate for an expert.

13r~5. . MR. TROWBRIDGE: If so, on the basis of the resumes.

'''~(V
i

Id in.their testimony, I ask that they be considered' expert

15 witnesses.

16 JUDGE MARGULIES: Is there any objection to the
4

17 testimony?-

18 MR. RUOFF: On that basis, no, Your Honor.

'19 JUDGE MARGULIES: The testimony, consisting of a

20 -statement with Appendices A through E inclusive, will be

21 admitted into evidence. It will be bound into the record

22 _ as if the written testimony were given orally. .

23'XXX- (The written testimony of B.L. Montague,

24
. B.M. Williams and R.S. Stancil on behalf of the Applicant,

25,
- Carolina Power & Light company, follows.)

.. A .
d _.)
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'

_ NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Reporter: N#
BEF^RE HE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )-

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-261-0LA
(H. B. Ro'oinson Steam Electric ) ASLBP No. 83-484-03LA
Plant, Unit 2) )

TESTIMONY
of

B. L. MONTAGUE, B. M. WILLIAMS and R. S. STANCIL
Carolina Power & Light Company

TESTIMONY OF INDIVIDUAL PANEL MEMBERS

Q. Mr. Montague, will you state your full name, title and business address?

A. My name is Bobby L. Montague. I am employed by Carolina Power & Light

Company as Vice President-Planning & Coordination. My business address

! is 411 Fayetteville Street Mall, Raleigh, North Carolina.
i

Q. Do you adopt as a summary of your professional education and experience

the resume attached to this testimony as Attachment A?

A. Yes. -

Q. Mr. Williams, will you state your full name, title and business address?

A. My name is B. Mitchell Williams. I am employed by Carolina Power & Light

Company as Director-Staff Services in the Planning & Coordination
!

Department. My business address is 411 Fayetteville Street Mall,

Raleigh, North Carolina.

Q. Do you adopt as a summary of your professional education and experience

the resume attached to this testimony as Attachment B?

A. Yes. -

Q. Mr. Stancil, will you state your full name, title and business address?
,

'

A. My name is Robert S. Si.ancil. I am employed as Principal Engineer-
|

(^') Regulatory Staff Services in the Planning & Coordination
>
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n
i j Department of Carolina Power'& Light Company. My business address is

.

411' Fayetteville Street Mall, Raleigh, North Carolina.

Q. Do'you adopt as a summary of your professioni1 education and experience
. . . .

the resume attached to this testimony, as Attachment C7

.A. Yus..

TESTIMONY OF ENTIRE PANEL

Q. Did CP&L prepare and distribute to the parties in this proceeding the

Robinson 2 Steam Generator Replacement Stu'dy dated September,1983, which

is attached to this testimony as Attachment D?

A.. Yes.

Q. Who' prepared the September study?

A.. It was prepared by Messrs. Williams and Stancil under Mr. Montague's

general supervision,

q(,7 - Q. Has CP&L since prepared an updated version of the September study dated

January, 1984, and attached to this testimony as Attachment E?
.

f A. Yes.

Q. Was.it also prepared by Messrs. Williams and Stancil under Mr. Montague's

general supervision?

A. Yes.

Q.. Do you adopt the January updated Robinson Unit 2 Steam Generator
4

Replacement Study as part of your testimony in this proceeding?

A. Yes.

Q. What was the bacic purpose of the two studies?
.

A. -CP&L performed an economic analysis to compare the cost and benefits of

two primary scenarios regarding the Robinson 2 steam generator.

'

replacement.
. (s''8v
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( [) One scenario - the Replacement Case - considered the costs and benefits

of replacing the steam . generator lower assemblies. Replacement of the

steam generator lower assemblies is expected to allow Robinson 2 to
.

return to full-rated power operation without frequent periodic steam

generator-inspection outages.

'The second scenario - the Retirement Case - postulated that the

Robinson 2 steam generators would not be. repaired and that the unit would

be permanently retired at the end of 1984. This scenario reflected the

costs associated with retirement and the costs of replacing the

Robinson 2 generation ~ from other sources.

Q. Describe briefly the basic methodology used in preparing the January
_

study.

A. The Robinson 2 Steam Generator Replacement Study is basically an

(_) incremental study which considered the costs which would change with

. different scenarios. The costs considered in the study include the fuel
_

costs, 0&M costs and purchased power costs of operating the system, the

capital costs, decommissioning costs and nuclear liability insurance

costs associated with Robinson Unit 2; and capital costs associated with
,

having to advance the schedule of future generating capacity additions if

. Robinson 2 were to be retired.

The system fuel costs and purchased power requirements were

developed from CP&L's primary production cost simulation model, PROMOD,

which is generally used by CP&L for planning, forecasting and study

purposes.

<

v
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(~T The Robinson 2 0&M costs, capital costs and nuclear liabilityV
insurance costs t epresent CP&L's current long-range planning assumptions.

The decommissioning costs were based on the cost estimates and rate
"

. treatment which have been adopted by the North Carolina Utilities

Commission and the South Carolina Public Service Commission.

The capital costs of. future generating unit additions are based on

the . Company's 1984 Constructiun Budget estimates. In the Retirement

Case. the accelerated' schedule for future generation additions results in

ir. creased capital revenue requirements because the units are placed

in-service, and therefore in the rate base, in earlier years.

. The various costs were projected over a 15-year study period of

1984'through 1998. .These projected costs were then converted into

revenue requirements 'to reflect the costs to the customer, which we
A( ,) believe is the appropriate means of assessing the impact of any decision

to retire Robinson 2.
_

Q. What are the principal differences between the. September and January

studies?

A. First, we have. updated a number of the study inputs used in the September
'

study. to conform to CP&L's current planning projections. These inputs

reflect recent changes in projected load growth and in the schedule for

additions of new generating capacity during the study period, including

the recently anncunced cancellation of Harris Unit 2. Also, our

projections of future system fuel costs and the projected O&M, capital
.

additions , - decommissioning, and write-off costs for Robinson 2 were
e

updated.

Secondly, we have included in our January study the capital costs
. O( / associated with.having to advance the schedule of future additions to

' CP&L's generating capacity which would be necessary in the event of the

.. . . .. .
_ _ - _ _ - - _ _ - _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _
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'

b' retirement of Robinson 2, to make up for the lost capacity from that
,

)

unit.- In our September study we pointed out that the capital costs

associated with having to advance new generating units would add to the
..

costs of retiring Robinson 2 but we did not actually include them.

Q. Please summarize the results of the January Replacement Study.

A. The results of the cost comparison show that replacement of the steam

generator lower assemblies will save CP&L's customers approximately $2.2

billion in nominal dollar revenue requirements as compared to the

Retirement Case over the 1984 through 1998 study period. The present

value of the savings in 1983 dellars is approximately $862 million.

Inclusin of the capital costs associated with the accelerated

cor.struction schedule contributed about $1.9 billion to the total

$2.2 billion cost of retirement of Robinson 2. Even excluding the

: D)-(_ capital costs associated with the accelerated construction schedule, but

! including the reduced fossil fuel costs and increased Robinson 2 0&M
_

costs which are in the January study, replacement of the steam generators

results in approximately $300 million savings.

In addition to the significant increase in revenue requirements

in the Retirement Case, the accelerated construction schedule resulting

from the retirement of Robinson Unit 2 would increase the cash

requirements of CP&L by an additional $1.1 billion over that amount

required in the Replacement Case, during the study period. Such an

increase in cash requirements could have an adverse impact on the

Company's financial health and result in even higher costs to the
Company's customers.

Q. Is the magnitude of the savings. you calculate sensitive to CP&L's
:V projected system load growth?

A. Yes.

.. ._. , ._- .- , .
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n( ) Q. What load growth did you assume in your January Replacement Study?

A. We used an average annual growth rate of 2.6% for the study period, based

on the Company's December 1983. Load Forecast. We need to point out,
..

-however, that our 1983 load forecast has changed very little from the

1981 and 1982 forecasts. The change in the growth rate percentage is

mainly 'due to a different base year.

Q. Does your January Replacement Study include a sensitivity analysis using

a different load growth?

A. Yes.

I
Q. What load. growth did you use for purposes of _ .nis sensitivity analysis?

A. We used an average annual load growth of 1.7% for the study period. The

1.7% growth rate results in the same forecasted annual peak loads that we

. . _
understood the intervenor was adopting for use in this proceeding. We

,

(f think this is unrealistically low and use it only for sensitivity

purposes. It is not a logical basis for planning to meet the power needs
-

of our customers.

-Q. What were the results of your sensitivity analysis using the 1.7% load

forecast?

A. Substituting the 1.7% load forecast in our study reduced the magnitude of

- the benefit. However, replacement of the steam generators continues to

show a significant savings when -compared to retirement of Robinson 2.

Our analysis, assuming a 1.7% load growth rate, indicates a savings of $2

billion for the Replacement Case.

TESTIMONY OF B. L. MONTAGUE

Q. Please briefly describe the methodology used to develop CP&L's annual

long-range energy and load forecasts.
0-
'd A. Our energy forecast is a Data Resources, Inc. (DRI) based econometric

forecast. DRI- is an industry leader in economic information systems,-

forecasting : and consulting. With a staff of over 700, they are
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recognized-as the largest manager- of on-line economic data in the world.
.

-The forecast is based on derived equations which explain future usage by

the' different sectors which CP&L serves (e.g. . residential, industrial,
~

..

commercial, etc.). : These equations are derived by relating historical
.

Eusage ; of : electricity . -to historical economic, climatological, and

demographic ; data. By the statistical technique known as regression

analysis -the effect of each of these independent variables can be

quantified. :These equations (known as behavioral equations) are derived,

for- the'most disaggregated groupings (sectors or subsectors) for which

. data is available. L Attachment F is a table summarizing the results of

our December 1983 energy forecast.

~The energy forecast is. then used as the basis for the load forecast.

. _ . The load forecast Jis --developed by determining future load factors for

. each sales classification and applying them~ to their corresponding energy.

forecast. to derive future coincident peak loads. Attachment G is a table
..

summarizing the results of.our December 1983 load forecast.
'

,

Qi The study:you have presented is based upon load growths of 2.6% and 1.7%.

Without getting into forecasting details, are there reasons you can give

which lead you to believe that the load growth of 2.6% should receive the

, . greatest weight in these proceedings?

iA.- . Ye s . ' During:the decade since the Arab oil embargo, which includes one of-
_

the-worst -recessions in this co'untry's history, our load growth was 4.2%.
.

-That compares'to the 2.6% in our December 1983 forecast.
.

. North Carolina and South Carolina are~ part of the " Sun Belt" and

electricity usage is expected to continue to outpace the nation as a
1

~ hole..;Both North Carolina and South Carolina have aggressive industrialw; - p
.:

1v: -development prograins. : North Carolina is ranked third in business climate-

in the nation, and South-Carolina'is ranked fifth. This is the result of
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m
) the most recent study by Alexander Grant and Company, a Chicago based,

x./,

national accounting firm, with the cooperation of the Conference of State

Manufacturers Associations.
..

.Q. Is there any generalized type comparison which you can make that

indicates load growth in the " Sun Belt" is likely to outpace other parts

.of the country?

A. Yes. For the period 1975 through 1983, the compound annual growth rate

for the utilities in the Southeastern Electric Reliability Council (SERC)

was 3.5% while it was 3.1% for the utilities in all the Reliability
Councils in the United States. The 1983 peak load growth over 1982 for

the utilities in SERC was 11.7% compared to 7.5% for the utilities in all

Councils.

Q. Are there other reasons why you think your 2.6% forecasted load growth is
,n
(_)i .the most appropriate load growth?

,

'

A. Yes. In a recent study, the Department of Energy reported that a growth
,

rate of 3% per year was a reasonable estimate of future electric demand

-growth for the United States for the remainder of the century.

In addition, a further reason for confidence in our forecast is the
,

fact that over the past several years we, as well as many other

utilities, have adjusted our forecasts of future load growth downward.

| .This trend now seems to have bottomed out. In fact, the projected load

in our last three long-range forecasts has been about the same. The

projected load for 1995 in our December 1981, December 1982, and December

'1983 forecasts have been 9318 MW, 9386 MW, and 9206 MW, respectively.

Q. Is there any indication that the loads are developing the way you
t

project?'

,') .I
A. Yes. In December 1980, December 1981, and December 1982, we forecasted

''

our 1983 peak to be 6713 MW, 6730 MW, and 6577 MW, respectively. The

- _ . . . . - -
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. () actual 1983 peak- was 6926 MW. Certainly this indicates loads are

materializing as forecasted.

Q. What was the peak load growth from 1982 to 1983 and what does this imply?
..

- A. The peak load growth from 1982 to 1983 was 13.7%. However, this was

influenced by abnormally hot weather. A more representative growth might

be that indicated by energy growth since it covers the whole year and

tends to normalize or smooth out the effect of a period of abnormally hott

weather. The energy growth for the System between 1982 and 1983 was

6.1%.

Q. Does CP&L typically make load forecasts which would show load growth

under differing economic conditions?
~

-A. _Yes. _e develop, along with our "most likely" forecast, a "high"W

forecast and a " low" forecast each of which is based en a given economic
, - .

I C, scenario.

Q. _In your most recent load forecast filed with the North Carolina Utilities
.

Commission in early 1983, what were the load growths forecasted for each

of~these economic scenarios?.

A. The load growths were 2.9% for the "most likely", 3.6% for the "high",

and 2.4% for the " low". This was our 1982 forecast. We have not yet

performed a high and low forecast for 1983, but as I 'just noted, our.

forecast has changed very little for the past three years.

Q. : Mr. . Montague, what probabilities did DRI assign the "high", "most

likely", and " low" economic scenarios which stand behind your December
_

1982 forecast?

A. The "high" was .20%, the "most likely" was 50%, and the " low" was 20%.

.Q. What conclusion do you think this board should draw from this?,_

/T
\d .A. ~ If our " low" only has a probability of 20% of coming to pass, then the

probabilities of any forecast lower than our " low" actually occurring

seems to be so unlikely that'it should receive very little or no weight.

%
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- (v') Q. Are there other reasons why you think lower load growth scenarios should
.

be given little weight?

A. Yes. We have a statutory obligation to provide electric service to our
..

customers and we must plan for generation to meet those needs. There are

some downside risks which have not been evaluated in our study, which if

they come to pass, could seriously jeopardize our ability to provide

reliable service to our customers at reasonable cost. Chief among these

downside risks are load growths higher than projected; reduced capacity

from our System as well as other utilities due to acid rain legislation

and other environmental limitations; and sharply increased fossil fuel

costs due to a change in international conditions.

Q.- Mr. Montague, you pointed out that load growth is expected to be 3%

nationally. You then point out that North Carolina and South Carolina
t'h
() are 'a part of the " Sun Belt" and growth here is expected to outpace the

nation as a~whole. Why then are your forecasts less than 3%?
-

A. This is due primarily to our aggressive Conservation and Load '.sanagement

Program. It is the policy of Carolina Power & Light Company to pursue

cost effective conservation and load management programs which permit

good service and support sound economic growth within our service area.

Our goal is to reduce peak load by 1750 MW by 1995 which is a 16%

reduction. We feel this ambitious goal is achievable, because we are

building on a solid base of experience and technology. Also, the goal is

balanced among customer sectors.
.

In establishing our goal, a corporate Conservation and Load

Management Policy Committee directed the efforts of our outside

consultants (McKinsey & Company) and 75 employees serving on 15 task
U forces in a comprehensive six-month study during 1981. The task forces

analyzed each customer sector .to-identify the major Conservation and Load
.

um.
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j] Management opportunities. Once feasible program ideas were identified,

their load and energy impacts, costs and benefits, and customer
,

acceptance levels were analyzed. To select programs that would receive
..

' broad customer support, significant market research was conducted in the

Residential and Industrial sectors. Based on this comprehensive study, a

strategy consisting of 37 programs was developed resulting in the 1750 MW

goal. The Company has committed necessary resources to accomplish the

1750 MW goal including the formation of - a new Conservation & Load

Management Department which has a general office staff of 76, plus

additional personnel in our District and Area offices.

Q. Is the conservation and load management effort progressing as planned?

A. -Yes. The total megawatt reduction through the end of 1983 was 441 MW

which is slightly ahead of our goal.
g
() Q. _Other than your Company's judgment that it has an aggressive Conservation

and Load Management Program, has there been any evaluation made to

compare -your Program to other utilities?

A. Yes. The Investor Responsibility Research Center, Inc., (IRRC) surveyed

120 publically and privately owned utilities last year and compared the-

Conservation and Load Management Programs of those utilities. IRRC is a

, not-for-profit 'research firm that provides impartial research and

analysis on economic, social, and public policy questions to some 170

institutional investors.

Q. What are the results of the study?

A. The report ranks utilities on the basis of projected total megawatts
saved. On that basis, CP&L is ranked 9th out of 120. On the basis of

projected megawatts saved as a percentage of generating capacity, CP&L..IL) ranks No. 2 in the nation.

.

. .
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}- TESTIMONY OF ENTIRE PANEL

0. In. addition to your Robinson Unit 2 Steam Generator Replacement Study,

are there other comparisons which can be made to determine the benefit of
..

replacing the. steam generators?
'

A. Yes. Our Steam' Generator Replacement Study is a detailed study which

. considered numerous relevant parameters to determine the benefit of

replacement. There are, however, some simple common sense comparisons

which -can be made to assess the benefi ts of replacing the steam

generators.

One such comparison is to balance the capital cost of replacing the

: steam generators against the capital cost of replacement capacity if

Robinson.2 were retired. The estimated cost of the steam generator

replacement and associated work is approximately $134 million. In effect,

.pI
then, we can spend the $134 million and get 665 MW of needed generating

'

. . ,

capacity.. That works out to be about $202 per KW.
.

In contrast, one of the lowest capital cost options which could be

built to provide the needed capacity is combustion ~ turbines. Although

not suitable for base load operation, we can assume for purposes of this

comparison . only, that several combustion turbines could provide the

necessary capacity at times of peak load. The current estimated capital

cost for combustion turbines is about $299 per KW, which is considerably

greater than the cost of replacing the steam generators. In addition to

the higher capital cost, the turbines would also have much higher
.

production costs, on the order of 20d per KWH, as compared with
Robinson 2 at about 2c/KWH, in the mid-1980's.

.Q. What would the cost be to replace Robinson Unit 2 with a new coal-fired,
,

4_f unit?-
'
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f) A. CP&L placed the 705 MW coal-fired Mayo Unit No.1 in commercial operation
v

in March 1983, at a cost of approximately $715 per KW. I might add that

the cost of that- unit compared very favorably with the cost of other
.

similar units being constructed around the country. Even at the

favorable cost of $715 per KW, Mayo Unit No. I costs considerably more

than the capacity obtained by replacement of the Robinson steam

generators.- Coal-fired units built in future years will cost more than

Mayo 1, .due to the effects' of escalation and environmental restrictions,

plus other factors. Our current estimate for a new scrubbed fossil unit

with an in-service date of 1994 is about $2500 per.KW.

As these simple comparisons illustrate, replacement of the Robinson

Unit 2 steam generators is clearly the most cost-effective alternative.

Q. Are there sunk costs .which will be incurred even if the steam generators
Gij are not replaced?

_

A. Replacement' of the steam generators is estimated to cost about
-

$134 million. Because of commitments. already made .to vendors, about

$54 million of that amount will be payable even if the steam generator

replacement plan is abandoned. Therefore, the incremental cost of

replacing the steam generators will be about $80 million. That is the

only identified expenditure required to replace the steam generators.

Essentially, for an incremental expenditure of $80 million, CP&L is

providing;for the continued availability of a needed base load generating

unit. The potential for greatly increased costs to our customers if

Robinson is forced into early retirement clearly is unacceptable. In

addition to the economic benefit described in our study, the cost to
,

- replace the steam generators can be viewed as an insurance premium. The |M(V :

benefit from continued operation of the Robinson nuclear unit could be

increased substantially if, as discussed above, we were to experience

|
l
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n) . another fuel supply upheaval such as the Arab oil embargo of 1973, or if{ . ..

some form of acid rain legislation emerges which adversely impacts the

cost of coal-fired generation. Events such as these have not been
.

included in our study, yet the risk of these or similar occurrences is

surely real.

Q. -You mentioned _ the cost to replace the steam generators can be viewed as

an " insurance premium". Is this " insurance premium" a good investment

even if load growth is' low?

A. Yes. As we have pointed out, we believe our 2.6% forecasted load growth

should receive the greatest weight in these proceedings. However, even

if load growth should develop slower than anticipated, replacement of the

steam generators is more prudent than plant retirement. Given today's

projected load growth, we would have no choice but to start construction

(37

) of Mayo 2.as _ quickly as possible if Robinson was retired. However, on

-the other hand, if we have the capacity of Robinson, we would not have to'

.

accelerate ' construction of Mayo 2 and if loads did not grow, we could

delay Mayo-2 indefinitely. Replacement of the Robinson steam generators

allows us to hold Mayo 2 in reserve as a contingency against uncertain

load growth.

Q. You mentioned earlier the risks associated with acid rain legislation.

What would be the additional cost of replacement power for Robinson 2 if

that replacement power came from scrubbed plants?

A. A major cost which has not been evaluated in this study would be the

additional cost of replacement power for Robinson 2 due to acid rain

legislation. The cost /KWH for electricity from a scrubbad fossil plant

X-)

|

l
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(p)- is typically 30% to 40% higher than that from a non-scrubbed fossil

plant. Assuming 3.8c/KWH from a non-scrubbed plant in 1986 dollars then:

3.8c/KWH x 30% increase = 1.14c/KWH or $11.40/MWH increase.

For Robinson at 665 MW and 66% capacity factor, the annual cost of

replacement power from this source in 1986 dollars would be:

- 665 MW x .66 CF x 8760 Hr/Yr x $11.40/MWH = $43,830,310.

'This cost .for 5 years would be approximately $253 million. And this is

over and above the costs shown in the study.

Even though . scrubbers- might not be required on some of our units

which burn low-sulfur coal, there would likely be additional cost. It is

anticipated that the increased demand for low-sulfur coal would te felt

.in higher prices throughout the coal market.

-Q. .The results of your. steam ' generator replacement st,udy are expressed in
/%.

d nominal dollars and 1983 present value. dollars, are they not?

A. Yes.
-

Q. What is the significance of stating the benefits in present value
dollars?

A. Economic analyses generally consider costs or benefits in present value

dollars in order to put results on a common basis.

Q. . Are nominal dollars also useful in assessing the costs or benefits of

various alternatives?

:A. .Yes, they certainly are useful and very important. flominal dollars are

~the cost or benefit that will result from an alternative, over time. In

our study, retirement of Robinson 2 results in an increase in costs to

our customers of $2.2 billion, in nominal dollars, over the 15-year study

period. This is the increased cost our customers will experience, not ig

.the smaller present value amount of $862 million. i
'

|
,
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-Q. What is your conclusion concerning replacement of the Robinson 2 steam
'

generators, based.on your study and testimony?

A. We conclude that. replacement of the Robinson Unit 2 steam generators is
..

in the best economic interest of our customers. It would be totally
unreasonable to needlessly forfeit the benefits to all of CP&L's

customers which will result from continued operation of Robinson 2.

CP&L's 798 thousand customers in North and South Carolina have. benefited

from . operation of Robinson for over a decade. Based on reasonable

assumptions and. expectations, -replacement of the steam generators and

continued operation of the unit will result in a continuation of these

benefits.

Q. Does this complete your testimony?

-A. Yes.

/7;
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ATTACHMENT A

B0BBY LEWIS MONTAGUE

g -Vice President-Planning & Coordination
f%.,';

Education & Training

B.S. Degree in Heating and Air Conditioning from N.C.S.U. - 1958.
Registered Professional Engineer in North Carolina and South Carolina.. . -

Military Service

- February 1958 - October 1960 Guided Missile Program, Redstone Arsenal -
U. S. Army - First Lieutenant.

Professional Societies

National. Society of Professional Engineers - member.
Professional Engineers of North Carolina - member.
North Carolina Society of Engineers - member.
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air Conditioning

Engineers - member.

Industry Committee Assia_nments

Former Chairman -' Energy Utilization- & Conservation Technology Program
Ccmmittee - Electric Power Research Institute.

Member - Power Systems Plenning & Operations Task Force - Electric Power
o Research Institute.
(f Member - Technical Advisory Committee - Southeastern Electric Reliability

Council.

Experience '

A. Prior to Joining CP&L:

November 1960 - July-1962 Hackney Brothers Body Company - Wilson,
North Carolina - Designed refrigerated
truck bodies..

May 1966 - January 1967 Associate Mechanical Engineer -
Hayes-Howell & Associates - Southern Pines,
North Carolina - Designed mechanical and
electrical systems.

B . _- Carolina Power & Light Company:

July.1962 Heating and Cooling Specialist - Sales Department -
Southern Pines, NC (Resigned 5/66).

February 1967 Heating and Cooling Engineer - Customer Services
Department - Southern Pines, NC.

September 1967 Senior Heating and Cooling Engineer - Customer
-Servit.es Department - Southern Pines, NC.

January 1968 Senior Heating and Cooling Engineer - Customer
Services Department - Raleigh, NC.

I
1
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- )- B. Carolina Power & Light Company (Contd)

july 1968 Senior Heating and Cooling Engineer - District
Operations Department - Raleigh, NC.

-May 1969 District Sales Manager - District Operations-

Department - Sanford, NC.

December 1971 District Marketing Manager - District Operations
: Department - Raleigh, NC.

June 1972 System Heating and Cooling Engineer - Marketing
Services Department - Raleigh. NC.

July 1974 Commercial-Residential Services Manager - Energy.
Services Department - Raleign, NC.

September 1975 ' Industrial Services Manager - Energy Services
Department - Raleigh, NC.

December 1976 - Manager - Energy Services - Customer Service
Operations Support Department - Raleigh, NC.

July 1978 Director --Prcject Analysis, Shearon-Harris Nuclear
Power Plant'- Nuclear Construction Section - Nuclear
Plant Construction Department - New Hill, NC.

_

May.1980 Manager - System Planning & Coordination Department -
Raleigh, NC.

_

- June 1981- Vice President - Planning & Coordination Department -
Present Raleigh, NC.

,

_
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ATTACHMENT B

Iv) B. MITCHELL WILLIAMS
,

Director-Staff Services

Education-& Training..

:B.S. Degree in Agricultural Engineering from N.C.S.U. - 1969.

Professional Societies

North Carolina Society of Engineers member.

Experience ..

A. Prior to Joining CP&L:

Jur.e 1969 ' August 1972_ Engineer - Distribution Engineering -
Virginia Electric & Power Company -
Williamston, NC.

August 1972 - August 1973 Engineer - Transmission Line Engineering -
Virginia Electric & Power Company -
Richmond, Virginia,

p B. Carolina Power & LightIompany:
'

'Aug0st 1973 Agricultural Development Engineer - Henderson
District - Nashville Area Office --Northern Division
Operations - Nashville, NC. '

April 1974
Transmission Line Coordinator - Transmission Location
Unit - Transmission Engineering & Construction

-

-Section - System Engineering & Construction
Cepartment - Raleigh, NC.s

Janua'ry 1977 Senior Industrial Power Engineer - Sumter District
Office - Southern Division Operations -- Sumter, SC.

^

b- January M 79 Senior Industrial Services Engineer - Industrial
Services Unit - Energy Services Section - Customer
Service Operations Support Department - Raleigh, NC.

a August'1979 Project Staff Services Specialist - Administrativef Unit - Staff Services Section - System Planning &
Coordination Department - Raleigh, NC.

July 1981 Principal Engineer - Regulatory Unit - Staff Services
h Section - Planning & Coordination Department -

Raleigh,-NC.

f'') February,1982- ' Director-Staff Services - Staff Services Section -'k/ Present Planning & Coordinat%n Department - Raleigh, NC.-

\
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ATTACHMENT C
ROBERT S. STANCIL

Principal Engineer-Regulatory Staff Services~

,

V
Education & Training

B.S. Degree in Civil Engineering from N.C.S.U. - 1971.
Registered' Professional Engineer in North Carolina.-

Registered. Land Surveyor in North Carolina.

Professional Societies

American Society of Civil Engineers - member.
North Carolina Society of Engineers - member.

Experience

A. Prior to Join':g CP&L:

May 1971 - July 1973 Roadway Design Engineer-in-Training - North
Carolina State Highway Commission -
Raleigh, NC.4

July 1973 - October 1974 Engineering Supervisor - Landmark
Engineering Company, Inc. -
Cary, NC.

B. Carolina Power & Light Company:

October 1974 Junior Engineer - Environmental Engineering Section -
Power Plant Engineering Department - Raleigh, NC.

.

April 1975 Civil Engineer - Environmental Engineering Section -
Power Plant Engineering Department - Raleigh, NC.

-September 1975 Engineer III (Civil) - Environmental Engineering
Section - Power Plant Engineering Department -
Raleigh, NC.

August 1976 Senior Engineer - Environmental Engineering Section -
Power Plant Engineering Department - Raleigh, NC.

January 1977 Senior Engineer - Project Engineering Section - Power
Plant Engineering Department - Raleigh, NC.

December 1979 Senior Engineer - Civil Unit - Engineering
Support-Fossil Power Plant Section - Fossil Power*

' Plant Engineering Department - Raleigh, NC.
_

May 1980 Senior Engineer - Regulatory Staff Services Unit -
Staff Services Section - System Planning &
Coordination Department - Raleigh, NC.

75
i |.
L/
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[ B.. Carolina Power & Light Company (Contd)

July 1981 Project Staff Services Specialist - Administrative
Unit - Staff Services Section - Planning &
Coordination Department - Raleigh, NC.

'

February 1982 Project Engineer - Regulatory Staff Services -
Regulatory Staff Services Unit - Staff Services
Section - Planning & Coordination Department -
Raleigh, NC.

June 1983- Principal Engineer - Regulatory Staff Services -
Present Regulatory Staff Services Unit - Staff Services

Section - Planning & Coordination Department -
Raleigh, NC.
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{ ) CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

ROBINSON UNIT 2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY

FOR OPERATING LICENSE AMENDMENT PROCEEDING

I. BACKGROUND

In the current NRC licensing proceeding with respect to the replacement
of the Robinson Unit 2 stea,m generator lower assemblies, the Hartsville
Group contends (see Appendix A) that retirement of Robinson 2 would be

more cost-beneficial than the proposed steam generator repair. In
mid-1983, Carolina Power & Light Company performed an economic analysis
to compare the costs and benefits of repairing the Robinson Unit 2 steam
generators and continuing its operation, with the costs and benefits of
retiring the unit and relying on replacement power.

I

II. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
~

,

.

The Company performed an economic analysis to compare the cost and
benefits of two primary scenarios regarding the Robinson 2 steam
generator replacement. One scenario - the Replacement Case - consid'ered
the costs and benefits of replacing the steam generator lower assemblies
(SGLAs) in an extensive outage in 1984. Replacement of the SGLAs is

expected to allow Robinson 2 to return to full-rated power operation,
without frequent periodic steam generator inspection outages.

s

0

-
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( ) The second scenario - the Retirement Case - postulated that the
Robinson 2 steam generstors would not be repaired and that the unit
would be pemanently retired at the end cf 1984. This scenario
reflected the costs associated with retirement and the costs of
replacing the Robinson 2 generation from other sources. -

The study revealed that over the 15-year study period from 1984 through
1998, the Replacement Case would save CP&L customers approximately $830
million when compared with the cost of the Retirement Case.

In addition to the two primary scenarios, the study also included
sensitivity analyses of certain factors, including O&M cost, capital
cost, load growth, and capacity factor. All sensitivities continued to
show a net savings to CP&L customers for the Replacement Case scenario.
A detailed discussion of the sensitivity analyses and other results is
provided in Section IV - Study Results. Also, a discussion of the bases
for the study is provided in Section III - Study Assumptions.

Based on the study results, including the sensitivity' analyses, it is
concluded that there will be considerable benefit to CP&L's customers ~

resulting from replacement of the steam generator lower assemblies and
continuation of Robinson Unit 2 operation.

,

U
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|) III. STUDY ASSUMPTIONS

This section provides the various assumptions which were used in the

study for each scenario, including the sensitivity analyses.

A. GENERAL

|

The following are general assumptions which were used as a basis
for all study cases.

|

|
|

1. Two primary study cases were considered:

a. Replacement Case - Replace the steam generator lower
I

assemblies in 1984. i

|

| b. Retirement Case - Retire Robinson Unit 2 at the end of |

1984.

See Appendix B for a schedule of the primary and
~

sensitivity study cases.
,

j 2 ., Study Period: 1984-1998 (15 years)

|

The 15-year stedv period (1984 through 1998) was chosen for' 4

1
'

two basic reasons: 1) that time period was considered long
enough to reflect the effect of the steam generator repairs
and payback period and to show the effects of retiring
Robinson 2 on December 31, 1984, and 2) the use of any longer
period would require increasingly speculative assumptions
regarding costs and other data necessary for such
calculations. The use of a longer study period should not
change the conclusions resulting from the 15-year study.

9
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{ } 3. Cost Components

a. Operating Costs:
.

1) System fuel costs were determined by the production
cost simulation model, PROM 0D, which is generally
used by the Company for planning, forecasting and
study purposes. See Appendix C for a descript'on of
the PROMOD model. Appendix 0 provides the annual

estimates of Robinson 2 fuel and spent fuel disposal
costs which were used in the study.

2) 0&M costs were based on the Company's 1983 long-term
projections as provided in Appendix E.

3) Power purchases were used as necessary to main', a

20% annual planning reserve margin. All otner
purchases were economy or emergency purchases.

Purchased Power cost assumptions, upon which the

power purchases were based, are provided in,

Appendix F. Also, projected' system resources, loads
and reserves as used in each of the study cases are ~
provided in Appendix G.

b. Capital Cos c.

I

1) Only the capital cost of Robinson 2 was considered.
The capital costs and associated revenue

requirements for other generating units required

.

under the Retirement Case were not included.
2) The financial factors were based on the capital

structure and cost of capital as originally
requested in the Company's 1983 North Carolina Rate
Case (Docket E-2, SUB 461), as follows:

|

|

: v
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I I

Weighted
Type Ratio Cost Cost

Long-Term Debt 49.5 9.59 4.747%

Preferred Stock 12.5 8.96 1.120%

Comon Equity 38.0 15.50 5.890%

Overall Rate of Return 11.757%

Tax Rate = 49.24%

Discount Rate = 9.420% (11.757% overall rate of
return, net of tax)

No adjustment was made for future changes in the
capital structure or cost of capital due to
inflation or other economic impacts. This structure
was assumed to remain constant throughout the study
period.

3) Fixed charge rates were based on the above capital
structure and cost of capital. Separate sets of
fixed charge rates were developed for both the
initial capital cost and post commercial capital
additions. These fixed charge rates reflect a
25-year depreciable life for all capital costs.

I

-

j
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h 4. Sensitivity Analysis:

In order to assess the effects of changes in various study
components, sensitivity analyses were performed on values of
the capacity factor of Robinson 2, system load growth,
Robinson 2 0&M cost, and capital additions for Robinson 2.
Specific sensitivity parameters are described under the
individual study case assumptions and are also shown in
Appendix B.

B. REPLACEMENT CASE

The follnwing are assumptions specific to the Replacement Case.

I
1. The steam generators were assumed to be replaced in 1984

j during a 43-week replacement outage starting January 21, 1984.
i
! ,y
V 2. It was assumed that Robinson 2 would maintain an operating

capacity factor of 70 percent until it is removed from service
! for the replacement outage. An operating capacity factor of

85 percent was used for Robinson 2 thereafter. For

clarification, an " operating capacity factor" is an average
capacity factor which excludes periods of scheduled outage.,

For example, assuming a projected 85% operating capacity
factor and 15 weeks of scheduled outage time would result in a
projected annual capacity factor of approximately 60%.
However, for Robinson 2, this annual capacity factor would be
somewhat higher because of the difference in summer and winter

seasonal capability. Appendix H provides projections of
operating capacity factor, scheduled outages, annual capacity

1 factor, and energy generation for the Replacement Case for
'! each year of the study period,

,

v

'
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J 3. The Company's nuclear outage schedule in effect at the end of
March 1983 was used as a basis for outage scheduling and
operating capacity factors. See Appendix H for a list of the
Robinson 2 scheduled outages used in the study.

C

4. For additional system generating capacity needed during the
study period, the Company's current construction schedule was
used, plus additional undesignated units, as follows:

Unit
Size In-Service

Unit (MW) Date

:

Harris 1 900 1986

Harris 2 900 1990 |g
Mayo 2 720 1992

, jf g Undesignated 1 690 1996

d Undesignated 2 690 1998

1

. Appendix G provides the system reserves associated with the
above capacity additions. Additional generating capacity was
used for determining production cost only. The capital costs
associated with these units were not considered, as a
conservative approach for the comparison with the Retirement !

ICase.

! 5. Capital Cost:

i

a. The capital costs of projected Robinson 2 additions and
modifications estimated for the entire study period were
based on the Company's 10-year construction program. The
estimates incorporated those modifications included in

A
V

. ..
- _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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(g) the Company's 1983 Construction Budget. Appendix I
provides the estimated annual capital cost of Robinson 2

g additions and modifications which were used in the study
for the Replacement Case,

b. The capital cost of the replacement steam generators was
depreciated over 25 years using straight-line
depreciation.

c. The existing steam generators were retired by
,

appropriately adjusting the depreciation reserve.
j

'

6. Decomissioning:

h Decomissioning revenues were provided based on estimates

'|- supporting current rate recovery. These revenue projections i
. ,

m were provided from a decomissioning revenue computer program,

and were based on the current plans , adopted by the North-

i: Carolina Utilities Comission (NCUC) and the South Carolina
'

k Public Service Comission (SCPSC), which use a retirement date '
j of April 13, 1997. (Note: This retirement date is used only

L

ij for decomissioning revenue collection and is not the
Company's proposed retirement date).

'

It was assumed that the existing steam generator lower
assemblies will be stored on site and decomissioned at the

L same time the unit is decomissioned. Interim storage was
assumed in an on-site tomb; the cost of this tomb is included
in the 1983 Construction Budget and reflected in this study.
Ultimate disposal cost is considered negligible since the
radiation level of that equipment should be insignificant at
the time of unit decomissioning.

O
c/

,

d
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g 7. Sensitivity Analysis:

a. Capacity Factor: For sensitivity analysis purposes only, |
.

the operating capacity factor for Robinson 2 was !

assumed to be 70 percent for the entire study
period. In addition to other scheduled outages, a
four-week steam generator inspection outage was
assumed to be required every three effective full

| power months (EFPM). No improvement in operating
capacity factor was assumed after replacement of the

|
SGLAs. Operating capacity factor is an average

j capacity factor which excludes periods of scheduled
i outage. Assuming a 70% operating capacity factor
i
g for Robinson 2; an annual refueling, maintenance and
5 steam generator inspection outage; plus an

additional steam generator inspection outage, the

| ,, resulting annual capacity factor would be

m) approximately 51%.
1

f
! b. Load Growth: For sensitivity analysis purposes only, -

!

j zero system load growth was assumed after the
a

forecasted 1984 summer peak of 7043 MW. Using this's
ij peak will allow for the increase in additional Power

1 Agency load, which is already under contract. This
case was compared to a similar sensitivity under the
Retirement Case.

c. 0&M Cost: It was assumed, for sensitivity analysis
purposes only, that the Robinson 2 0&M cost would be
significantly higher than current projections. For

14 years of the study period, the sensitivity case
0&M costs ranged from 41% to 95% higher than the

Company's long-term 0&M estimates which were used in

the Replacement Case. During 1984, the year of the,

steam generator replacement outage, the sensitivity
0&M costs were 15% higher thar. in the Replacement
Case. The sensitivity case 0&M costs averaged over

. .

.. . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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I

p)L 58% higher for the 15-year study period. Therefore,
s,

the sensitivity O&M cost values were substantially
higher than the O&M costs based on historical actual
costs and projections based on repair of the steam

generators.

d. Capital Additions: For sensitivity analysis purposes
only, the capital estimates for Robinson 2 additions
and modifications beyond 1986 were arbitrarily
increased by a factor of 4.

,

C. RETIREMENT CASE

.h
The following are assumptions specific to the Retirement Case.

*jl

m

1. It was assumed, for study purposes only, that Robinson 2 would

be permanently retired on December 31, 1984. This date was
7-~)
\m / based on a qualitative review of the accelerating corrosion

,;

rates from the spring 1983 steam gen.erator inspection outage
,

and an extrapolated future corrosion rate. The actual date of .
retirement would depend on future actual operating experience
and the point at which continued operation of the unit would

[i-j not be economical. Any decision on retirement of the unit
would be influenced by several factors, such as a continuous1-

evaluation of the allowable thermal limits, any necessary
reductions in power level, and the frequency of required

inspection outages.
I

2. The operating capacity factor of Robinson 2 was assumed to be
70 percent until retirement on December 31, 1984.

-3. The Company's nuclear outage schedule in effect at the end of
March 1983 was used as a basis for outage scheduling and

f|'') operating capacity factors, except as indicated herein.
u

i

I

. . . . _ _ _ _
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$ 4. Based on the results of the spring 1983 steam generator
inspection outage, it was assumed that a four-week steam
generator inspection outage would be needed every three EFPM,

until retirement.
|

5. The retirement of Robinson 2, as assumed in the Retirement
Case, would result in insufficient generating capacity on the j

CP&l. system. For study purposes, construction of generating
units planned or anticipated for the future was assumed to be
accelerated to make up the deficiency created by the
retirement of Robinson 2, as shown by the following table: |

Unit Assumed Assumed )
Size Accelerated Schedule

Unit (MW) In-Service Date Acceleration
!

|

| ,, Harris 1 900 1986 No acceleration assumed *

h.) Harris 2 900 1990 No acceleration assumed *

Mayo 2 720 1991 1 year

Undesign. 1 690 1994 2 years *
.

Undesign. 2 690 1996 2 years

Undesign. 3 690 1998 2 years

*No acceleration of the in-service date of Harris 1 or 2 is
assumed because of the current stage of construction, lead

time requirements on equipment and construction, and

regulatory schedules.

Appen:fix G provides the system reserves associated with the
above capacity additions.

The benefit of the acceleration of the units, as shown in the
above table, was included for determining production costs.
However, the additional capital costs and associated revenue('

m/,

|
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'^'i requirements for constructing the replacement capacity, plus
.J other financial impacts of accelerating construction of the

above units, have not been included in the study cost
comparisons, as a conservative approach. Inclusion of these
costs would further increase the cost of Robinson 2
retirement, resulting in increased savings from continued
operation of Robinson 2 after replacement of the SGLAs in
1984.

6. The decision date for accelerating the construction of new
3' units was assumed to.be January 1, 1984.

7. Capital Cost:

a. The capital cost of Robinsun 2 additions and'

modifications through December 31, 1984 was included.

| n
| V b. The unavoidable portion of capital cost commitments (such

|
-as " sunk" costs for materials and equipment, and work

already performed) for future additions and modifications ,
identified in the Company's 1983 Budget and 10-year
construction program, was included.

c. It was assumed that the undepreciated cost of Robinson 2
based on retirement on December 31, 1984 would be

|

recovered over a 10-year period.

8. Decommissioning:

.

{
The assumption was made that upon early retirement, the unit

|-
will be entombed, with surveillance following for the next

r 30 years. At the end of the surveillance period, the unit
I! would be dismantled and permanently disposed of. This amounts
;-

'

\
J

e _ _ _ . . _ . . _ _ . _ _ __
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'

l
'

h 'to basically the current decommissioning cost-recovery plan,
'Is approved by the NCUC and the SCPSC for.ratemaking purposes, ,

but accelerated for work.to begin in 1985 rather than 1997. !'

Escalation rates for projecting nominal costs were those |3
1 adopted by the NCUC and the SCPSC for decommissioning cost

collection. All decommissioning costs were assumed to be

collected from customers in 1984 to make the fund whole andq-
I allow work to begin in 1995.
|[

?
' ;'

9. Sensitivity Analysis:
r

Q a. Capacity Factor: No sensitivity for Retirement Casej

d capacity factor was performed,
l I

w
b. Load Growth: For sensitivity analysis purposes, zero]

!) . load growth was assumed after the 1984 summer peak

k3 of 7043 MW. Using this peak will allow for the

[
increase of additional Power.Acency load, which is

] already under contract.

M
c. O&M Cost: No sensitivity for Retirement Case O&M costj

l
was performed.'

r

d. C'apital Additions: No sensitivity was performed in the

[
Retirement Case for the cost of capital additions

i1- and modifications for Robinson 2.

L IV. STUDY RESULTS

The Company's economic analysis to assess the benefit of steam generator

]: - . repairs at Robinson 2 was based on comparing two primary scenarios. The
-Replacement Case considered the cost and benefits'of replacing the
Robinson-2 SGLAs in a 43-week outage beginning January 21, 1984. The'

Retirement Case assumed that the SGLAs would not be replaced. resulting
.

o
+

l'
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h
' considered the appropriate costs which would be incurred for each

in the retirement of Robinson 2 on December 31, 1984. Both study cases
:;

;
scenario. The costs considered included the fuel and O&M costs of ,

! operating the system, purchased power costs, nuclear liability insurance
, .

costs, the carrying charges on nuclear fuel inventory, and the capital

costs associated with Robinson 2. The various assumptions upon which

the economic analysis for each scenario were based are discussed in
Section III.- Study Assumptions.

The results of the study cost comparison show that replacement of the
Robinson ~2 SGLAs will save the Company's customers approximately

$830 million in nominal dollars (or $348 million in 1983 dollars) over
the-1984 through 1998 study period. Table I shows a comparison of |

2

estimated annual charges (including all of the above-mentioned cost

components) for.the two primary study cases. This table reflects the
|lower. cost in 1984 which would be experienced by the Retirement Case
-

~

'
,

'

below that of the Replacement Case because, under the Retirement Case,
,

_

less outage time for Robinson 2 would be required in 1984. However,

| [ Table 1 also shows that the replacement alternative will provide net
'

; ' savings to customers for each year after 1984, accumulating to ,

$830 million by the end of the study period (1998). Net savings are

! expected to continue to accrue for the remainder of the operating life'

of the unit.
|

The study, including the results revealed on Table 1, was based on the
Company's best estimates of cost and other input available at the time'

L the study.was prepared. .Therefore, these results are considered to
reflect the most probable cost comparison. However, in order to assess
the effect of possible changes.in some of the key study assumptions,!

sensitivity analyses were performed. Assumptions upon which sensitivity
. analyses were performed include Robinson 2 O&M cost, the capital cost of'

1 Robinson 2 additions.and modifications, system load growth, and

Robinson 2 capacity factor.
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$ For the sensitivity analysis, the Company's best estimate for each of
these assumptions was separately replaced with a value that was
generally considered to be a boundary or worst case assumption. The
values used for each sensitivity analysis are described for each study
case in Section III - Study Assumptions.

Table 2providestheresuitsofthevarioussensitivityanalyses. As
shown on Table 2, for each sensitivity cost comparison using generally
boundary or worst case assumptions for the variable indicated, there
remains a cost savings to customers for replacing the Robinson 2 SGLAs.

Considering all of the economic analysis and cost comparisons performed
for the Robinson 2 SGLA replacement, the study shows that replacement of
the Robinson 2 SGLAs will result in a net cost savings to Carolina Power

& Light Company's customers.
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TABLE 1"'s'

L)
ROBINSON UNIT 2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY

COST COMPARISON OF REPLACEMENT CASE WITH RETIREMENT CASE
.

REPLACEMENT CASE:
Replacement of Savings of Savings of

Steam Generator RETIREMENT CASE: Replacement Case Replacement Case

Lower Assemblies Retire Robinson 2 Over Over

in 1984 December 31, 1984 Retirement Cast Retirement Case

Year (000s $) (000s $) (Nominal 000s $) (1983 000s $)

1984 761,828 719,514 -42,314 -38,671

1985 767,737 817,866 50,129 41,869
!

1986 847,616 894,338 46,722 35,664

1987 918,807 926,714 7,907 5,516

1988 1,101,398 1,118.362 16,964 10,815

| 1989 1,092,615 1,210,525 117,910 68,702
9-

1990 1,189,124 1,214,104 24,980 13,302 ,

1991 1.458,562 1,486,412 27,850 13,554 .

1992 1,441,645 1,514,283 72,638 32,307
.-

1993 1,621,005 1,723,921 102,916 41,833

1994 1,934,101 1,990,309 56,208 20,880

1995 2,081,988 2,131,892 49,904 16,942

1996 2,315,034 2,435,528 120,494 37,386,

1997 2,579,761 2,669,751 89,990 25,518

1998 2,868,250 2,956,285 88,035 22,814

TOTALS $22,979,471 $23,809,804 $830,333 $348,431

.
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$ TABLE 1

ROBINSON UNIT 2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY

COST COMPARISON OF REPLACEMENT CASE WITH RETIREMENT CASE

REPLACEMENT CASE:
Replacement of Savings of Savings of

Steam Generator RETIREMENT CASE: Replacement Case Replacement Case
Lower Assemblies Retire Robinson 2 Over Over

in 1984 December 31, 1984 Retirement Case Retirement Case
Year (000s $) (000s $) (Nominal 000s $) (1983 000s $)

1984 761,828 719,514 -42,314 -38,671
1985 767,737 817,866 50,129 41,869

1986 847,616 894,338 46,722 35,664

1987 918,807 926,714 7,907 5,516

1988 1,101,398 1,118,362 16,964 10,815

1989 1,092,615 1,210,525 117,910 68,702

-(' 1990 1,189,124 1,214,104 24,980 13,302
) .

"' 1991 1,458,562 1,486,412 27,850 13,554

1992 1,441,645 1,514,283 72,638 32,307

1993 1,621,005 1,723,921 102,916 41,833
'

,

1994 1,934,101 1,990,309 56,208 20,880

1995 2,081,988 2,131,892 49,904 16,942'

1996 2,315,034 2,435,528 120,494 37,386

; 1997 2,579,761 2,669,751 89,990 25,518

1998 2,868,250 2,956,285 88,035 22,814

TOTALS $22,979,471 $23,809,804 $830,333 $348,431
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TABLE 2
t.

.

ROBINSON UNIT 2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY
RESULTS OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS(]',

COST SAVINGS RESULTING
SENSITIVITY ASSUMPTIONS FROM SGLA REPLACEMENT

.

NOMINAL 000s $ 1983 000s $

BASE CASE B30,333 348,431

1) Increased Robinson 2 388,622 154,697
0&M Costs in Replacement Case by
an average of over 58% for each
year of the study period.

2) Increased Robinson 2 Capital 676,522 292,126
costs in Replacement Case.
Robinson 2 capital additions
and modifications after 1986
were increased by a factor of 4.

3) No improvement in Robinson 2 497,325 190,149

'l(d operating Capacity Facter'
after replacement of the'

SGLAs, in the Replacement
Case. Operating Capacity
Factor held at 70%, and -

assumed a 4-week steam
generator inspection outage
every three EFPM.

4)Zerosystemloadgrowthwas 314,617 112,094

assumed for both the
Replacement and Retirement
Cases. The forecasted 1984
summer peak load of 7043 MW
was held constant for the
remainder of the study period.

j

Under all sensitivity assumptions, the Replacement Case continues to show a
significant cost savings.

,
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. g HARTSVILLE GR.0VP CONTENTION 3

The Hartsville Group's Contention 3, as allowed for litigation by the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB), is as follows:

,

"The Applicant's Evaluation of Alternatives incorrectly weighs the costs of
retirement of Robinson. The cost-benefit balance should be struck against
the repair of the steam generators in favor of retirement of Robir.30n as the
most cost-beneficial alternative. The EIS should strike that balance. An I

analysis of the alternative of closing Robinson 2 is required by 102(2)(e) 42
USC4332(2)(e). j,

"The cost-benefit analysis involving repairs to an aging nuclear plant like
i Robinson 2 is analogous to the analysis of major repairs to an aging |

automobile. Repairing the steam generators at Robinson 2 is like putting new I
i

Ih tires on a car with bad main bearings.
;

"The Energy Systems Research Group of Boston found in an October 1982 study .

of Indian Point, The Economics of Closing the Indian Point Nuclear

Power Plants, that the percentage impact on rates of closing those facilities
I would be less than 2%. Application of their Cost Assessment of Nuclear

Substitution model to Robinson would show that the proposed steam generator
repair to keep Robinson operating is not cost-effective. Robinson 2 is older
than the Indian Point plants, and has continuing major equipment problems and
reactor embrittlement which compounds the potential for Pressurized Thermal
Shock, which may close Robinson 2 down within three to six years and/or
result in significant derating. Non-oil fired make-up power is available to
substitute for power that Robinson would have generated.

-
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.

1

|
( "The cost-benefit analysis should include not just the cost of repairs to

Robinson 2, but other avoided future costs if Robinson 2 is retired,
including expenditures on nuclear fuel, operating and maintenance expenses,
and a portion of the costs of nuclear waste disposal.

"Because the Applicant cannot demonstrate 'that the proposed changes in the
Model 44F steam generators will solve the problems which have led to tube
leaks in the cld Model 44F steam generators, the Applicant cannot rightly |

claim that occupational exposures to workers during testing and repair of the
new steam generators will be reduced but should be required to assume that |

future exposures will be substantially the'same as current exposures. As the
staff's ' Steam Generator Status Report' of February 18, 1982 notes regarding'

earlier ' fixes': 'these fixes have met with varying degrees of success, but
none of them is a panacea. Furthermore, short-term solutions to one problem
may create other problems.'"

.
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CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

ROBINSON UNIT 2 STEAM CENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY
*'

SENSITIVITY CASES

s

ROBINSON 2 LOAD O&M CAPITAL,

ROBihSON 2 HARRIS 1 HARRIS ? MAYO 2 UNDES. 1 UNDES. 2 UnnES. 3 CAPACITY FACTOR GROWTH COST COSTCASE NO. -

Replacement Replace SGLAs 1986 1990 1992 1996 1998 - (1) Current Base Base

(Base) 1984 ?
,

Retirement Retire Unit 1986 1990 1991 1994 1996 1998 (2) Current. Base Base

1984

CF Replace SGLAs '19b6 1990 1992 1996 1998
'

1984
'

(3) Current Base Base..

' IAI
LG-1 Replace SGLAs 1986 1990 1992 1996 1998 - (1) O Base Base

1984

IAI'
LG-2 Retire Unit 1986 1990 1991 1994 1996 1998 (2) O Base Base

1984

O&M Cost Replace SGLAs 1986 1990 1992 1996 1998 - (1) Current' +58%(B) Base
1984

Cap. Cost Replace SGLAs 1986 1990 1992 1996 1998 - (1) Current Base x4(C)
1984

'

.

Robinson 2 Capacity Factor (CF) Assumptions
TU Operating Capacity Factor * of 70% used until removed for Replacement Outage. Operating Capacity Factor * of 85% used thereafter.

'(t) Operating Capacity Factor * of 70% used untti Retirement. A four-week Steam Generator inspection Outage was assunied every three
EFPMs, untti Feplacement, , ,

(3) Operating Capacity Factor * of 70% used for duration of the study. A four-week Steam Generator Inspection Outage was ass med every three
EFPHs for study duration.

*0perating capacity factor is an average capacity factor which excludes periods of scheduled outage.

General Notes
TA) Zero load growth (LG) was assumed after the 1984 sunner peak of 7043 MW. For this sensitivity case, all other parameters and results were

the same as used in'each primary study case.
(B) The Replacement Case was used as the basis for the sensitivity case for O&M costs. For this sensitivity case, all parameters and results

were the same as the Replacement Case, except for Robinson 2 O&M costs, which were increased on the average by over 58% in each year over the
15-year study period, o", %

(C) The Rep)ccement Case wa s used as the basis for the sensitivity case for capital cost. For this sensitivity case all parameters and results em
were the same as the Rolacement Case, except for the capital cost of future additions and modifications. These capital costs were increased m [3
by a factor of 4 for tLis sensitivity case. -* 6

-+i
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Q CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

ROBINSON UNIT 2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY.

'

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROM 0D COMPUTER MODEL

.

INTRODUCTION

PROMOD III is the primary computer software tool that CP&L uses for planning
studies, forecasting fuel and purchased power requirements, and to perform
economic analyses for consideration of various contingency scenarios.
PROMOD III was developed by Energy Management Associates, Inc., from whom
CP&L leases the'right to use the model.

SUMMARY OF PROMOD III

The PROM 0D III system simulates the economic operation of the system and

~O determines the associated financial impact of fuel and purchased power. It
,

is first and foremost a comprehensive production costing model for projecting
future operating costs. .

PROM 00 III differs from conventional production costing programs in its
treatment of generating unit forced outages. It is these random and
unpredictable forced outages that comprise the major factor in the disruption
of fuel. budget forecasts, operating cost estimates, and projected utilization
of high-cost peaking and mid-range equipment. PROMOD III employs a special
mathematical technique to explicitly consider the impact of forced outages on
fuel requirements and, thus, operating costs. A more detailed discussion of
PROMOD III's treatment of forced outages is provided later in this
discussion.

In addition to forced outages, PROM 0D III considers the relative efficiencies

f (operating costs) of the generating units so that generator output will be
matched with electric demand in the most econcmical manner. Other operating

,, ,

- restrictions which impact CP&L operating costs include spinning and
quick-start reserve requirements and import and export capability limitations

| of the transmission network. These as well as other considerations are
! explicitly modeled in the PROM 00 III program. Its strength lies in the
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,

f(vO
combination of probabilistic production costing techniques with detailed
modeling of operating considerations to produce realistic estimates of fuel
consumption and operating costs.

PROMOD III INPUTS

The minimum basic data needed to make a CP&L PROM 0D III study falls into five
.

categories:

Generating Unit Data - unit types, heat rates, fuel types, capacityo

states, forced outage rates, seasonal derations, and maintenance

requirements. Specialized data may be input for conventional hydro

units.

Fuel Data - ccst of the various fuels used by generating units.o

o Load Data - demand and energy forecasts and chronological load

(n) shapes.
,

Transaction Data - type, capacity, energy, availability, timing,
,o

* and costs.
1
i

Utility System Operating Data - operating reserve requirements,i o

reliability target levels, and available tie support.:

I

MODELING TECHNIQUE

l
; At the heart of PROM 00 III is a modeling technique which allows the explicit
I consideration of randomly occurring forced outages, forced derations, and

j postponable maintenance outages of every generating unit and generation

I resource alternative. PROM 00 III's probabilistic technique, in effect,
dispatches every possible configuration of the generation system to obtain
the best forecast of expected fuel consumption, unit generation, and system

- reliability, and ultimately leading to the best estimate of future operating

1

'
-- _ _ - _________ __ - _ __-_-
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[) costs. PROM 00 III accounts not only for the effect of a unit's outages and
derations on its own operation, but also for the effect of a unit's outage on
the operation of all other units in the utility system.

A simple example provides an introduction to the PROM 0D III probabilistic
technique: 1

'

r

In this' example, there is a single hour's load to be satisfied by two
generating units. The value of the load is 150 MW. The generating
unit, to be considered first on the basis of cost, has a capacity of
80 MW cnd an 80 percent probability of being available, while the second i

unit has a capacity of 100 MW and an availability of 90 percent.
i.

In Figure 1, the loading of the first unit is depicted. The unit may be I

either available for service (probability 0.8) or unavailable
(probability 0.2). In the event the unit is available, it will satisfy :i

80 MWH of load and leave 70 MWH remaining. In the event the unit is i

V unavailable, it will supply nothing and.150 MWH will remain. The
,

expected generation of Unit 1 is, therefore, 64 MWH, and the expected |
remaining load is 86 MWH. _ |

1

In Figure 2, the loading of the second generating unit is illustrated.
Because of the two possible outcomes from the loading of the first unit,
there are now four possibilities for the loading of the second unit.

-The calculations show that the expected generation of Unit 2 is
68.4 MWH, and the expected remaining load is 17.6 MWH. If more units
existed, the number of outcomes would continue to expand exponentially.

In PROM 00 III, a number of separate calculations and probability
branches shown-in Figures 1 and 2 are replaced by a technique which, for
this example, would require only one calculation per unit loaded.
Although it is a more complex calculation, it requires the retention of
only one outcome after each unit-is loaded rather than an exponential

p proliferation of outcomes. This technique is illustrated
V diagrammatically in Figure 3. Each unit, together with its probability

.-. .. - - , ... . -. . _.. .. .-
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! |

O er a i s v 41 61 . 's co 64"ed 4th the re 4=i=9 io d <ro the
previous unit so that a new remaining load is produced representing all

. of the-outcomes possible with the units dispatched to that point, h
'

weighted according to the appropriate probabilities. Thus, the
remaining-load in Figure 3 after Unit- 2 is loaded is- an accumulation of 1

the same MW values and probability _ values that are used to describe-the
,

varicus remaining load outcomes in Figure 2 after Unit 2 is loaded.
I

..

L 1The above example demonstrates PROM 00 III's treatment of full-forced outages. j

[ -Generating units can be.further represented by a multistate failure model to j

give consideration to partial loss of unit capability. !
jp

'
,

f,
.

TThe' PROM 00 III algorithms include much more than a multistate version-of the .
,

- probabilistic calculation discussed above. The basic program contains [
-dispatch logic capable of simulating the effect of unit commitment and il ;

economic ~ dispatch. The economic-dispatch process is achieved by the division
_of themal generation units (coal, oil, gas, nuclear)'into discrete capacity E

.U - segment much in the same way that a real-time, control system dispatches units
,

I on. load control ~in' discrete steps.- Heat rates and availability data for each
segment, coupled with unit forced outage rates and fuel cost data, provide -

,

[ the program with-input which must be considered in accurately predicting
'

.. economic dispatch. CP&L models its generating units with five capacity and
.

availability states.*

1

CP&L employs a slightly different approach in the modeling of nuclear .t

generation 'within PROM 0D III. CP&L targets projected nuclear generation at a f-

!.. level which takes -into account maintenance outage requirements and the , .

[ available capacity factor expected between maintenance outages.

In addition to determining the gereration anticipated from the Company's
thermal power sources, PROMOD III.uses heat rate data, along with the type of
heat content of the fuel, to arrive at the amount of fuel consumed.

.

+ . , . --c-- , . , - - , , , , . - - , , , , - - . .---.-.,..,...,,.,a,. ., , e r n-n - n .n , , --,,e, , - - , , , , . , , e a r,, - , --
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'

; PROM 00 III simulates the production of energy to meet projected customer
'

loads. Historical CP&L load data provides the basis for detennining the load
pattern for a typical week during each month under consideration. The
typical week load pattern is used to derive load duration curves for
weekdays, weeknights, and weekends, three periods during which similar
operating conditions exist. These load duration curves are used in the
program's probabilistic simulation to accurately reflect CP&L's generation
scheduling and unit commitment process.

i

i

i Power interchanges may also be addressed within a PRCMOD III simulation.-

Transactions involving a fixed amount of energy increase or decrease the
system load during the period for which they are applicable. Thus, hydro and
thermal generating units will be called upon to produce more or less energy
to meet the demand, depending upon the amount or nature of the transaction.
CP&Lmodelsnonfirm(economy)purchasesinPROM0DIIIasapowersourcewhich
can be used after CP&L's fossil steam' units have been loaded but before
CP&L's internal combustion turbine units are utilized. The amount of IC

,

iU generation displaced is controlled by the specific characteristics of the
i *

j economy power source, such as maximum capability and availability, and is
based upon analyses of historical economy interchange activity and future .

market conditions.

Emergency transactions occur in PROMOD III only when the utility system has
exhausted all of its other resources and is faced with unserved energy. In

I the area of emergency transactions, CP&L's approach is to model the use of
its ties with other utilities as a source of power with a capability
consistent with maintaining targeted system reliability. This-power source
is not utilized until all other units have been loaded to their maximum
dependable capacities.

I

i

--

m
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.

O ADDITIONAL INFORMATION,

a

In 1977, CP&L acquired a license for the use of PROMOD III from Energy

Management Associates, Inc., the creator of the program. Within that
license, CP&L acknowledges and agrees that the use of the program is
furnished on a confidential basis and that CP&L will treat the program and
other supporting material as the proprietary information of Energy Management

;

Associates. The information which has been provided herein is an attempt to
supply as much detail as possible regarding the program employed by CP&L, ;

iwithout compromising _CP&L's confidentiality commitment to Energy Management

Associates, Inc.
,
'
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.

Load Unit 1 Unit 1 Expected150 MW Cacac:ty = 80 MW Expected Remaining
Availacihty = 0.8 Generation Load >

150
i toMW

Remaining
80 ,

ad
p , 0.8 x 80 0.8 x 70

. Unit 1
Generanen

0

3MW Y+$

9

>

#1 Hour

e'4 ie
150 .3

150 MW
> Remaining 0.2 x 0 0.2 x 150Load

-

0 '

64 MWH 86 MWH

.

Figure 1: - Probabilistic View of Loading One Unit
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O

Lead Unit 1 Unit 2
'

150 MW Cacacny = 80 MW Cacacty = 100 MW
Avastabshty = 0.8 Availacility = 0.9

0;8

150] ' '3 150[ - , --150 --

I
Unit gUnit , f/,1 680MW / 1g ;

eneration/ Generaten ;

70 > 70 -*

/p Remaining icadph Remairunf0.2 - 0.0) //i
Icad go,

150(0.02 - 0.0)= 150 x i2 =

+70 (0.10 - 0.02)+ 70 x (1.0 .- 0.2) '

^
= 86 MWH .0-02+

17.6 MWH -ie r =
0 0- 0

||
0.00.2 1.0 go2 1.0e

o
' ' ' '

,, ,

Unit 1 Generation Unit 2 Generation
= 150 - 86 = 86 - 17.6
= 64 MWH = 68.4 MWH

'
.

.

9

Figure 3t PRCMOD III's Method Of Prebabilistic Simulation
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CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY ;

ROBINSON UNIT ~2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY

i

ROBINSON 2 ESTIMATED FUEL AND SPENT FUEL DISPOSAL COSTS ',
.

,,

The following table provides the Company's annual estimates of Robinson 2
'

fuel and spent fuel disposal costs, as used in the study for the Replacement4

. Case:
i .

+
.

' Robinson 2 Robinson 2

| Total * Spent Fuel
L Fuel Disposal

;
~

Cost Cost
Years ($/MWH) ($/MWH)

|

.!

1984 4.7 1.1h. 1985
, 5.0 1.2

1986 6.5 ~ 1. 3
'

1987 7.1 1.4 -

1988 ~7.5 1.5 !

1989 8.3 1.6 i

1990 9.2 1.7
-1991 10.0 1.8
--1992 11.0 1.9 -|,

|

| 1993 12.7 2.0 ..

''

1994 13.7 2.1 $
|. h
| 1995 14.4 2.2 !,

= 1996 15.6 2.3 .!
- 1997- .16.9 2.5

! '1998 17.7 2.7 '

.

- ~

. * Includes spent fuel disposal Costs.-

u
'

|

|- -

. . - - . _ . _
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' (~'N CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY h
\ )' q

ROBINSON UNIT 2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY s

1983 LONG-TERM 0&M COST PROJECTIONS FOR ROBINSON 2

,

In ea'rly 1983, CP&L developed long-term O&M cost projections for its

generating plants. These long-tenn projections were based on the Company's
1983 O&M Budget and the schedule of outages and maintenance activities which

had been identified at that time. The following are the Company's 1983
long-term 0&M cost projections for Robinson 2, which were used in the study:

Robinson 2 ,

0&M Cost

Projections
Year (000s $) '

i

h 1984 37,769

1985 32,944
'

1986 28,724 -

1987 38,519

1988 41,978

1989 41,306

1990 37,141 '

1991 49,155 }
1992 52,706 S

1993 49,651 h
1994 54,290

1995 64,910

1996 69,589 :,

1997 60,426 [
1998 77,198

O

_ __ _ - __ - - - -
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(3 CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANYV
.

ROBINSON UNIT 2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY
.

PURCHASED POWER COST ASSUMPTIONS

The following assumptions for the cost of purchased power were used for the
Robinson 2 Steam Generator Replacement Study.

, General

Power purchases based on these assumptions were used as necessary to
maintain a 20% annual planning reserve margin. All other purchases were '
economy or emergency purchases.

___

Period 1984-1988

. For this period it was assumed that. sufficient capacity to replace
Robinson 2 would be available from Southern, TVA,'and/or SCE&G systems. [
Based on a 1982 survey of all three companies, the following estimated -

|
purchased power costs were used. 'i

* '

:\ t
! -:1

Demand Charge: Based on an average cost of existing mature coal-;

fired units, as follows:

|
L

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

$/KW/MO. * 8.00 8.50 9.00 10.00
;- ,

Energy: Based on mid-priced coal-fired fuel cost + O&M cost + 10% of
that sum, as follows:

!

Mills /KWH: * 39.81 47.61 51.73 52.11

[ ,,-~g
.

~

j V *No-firm purchases required in 1984.

l.

o
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G Period 1989-1998 8V I

In this period, no determination can be made as to the availability of
' capacity from neighboring utilities. A reasonable assumption might be

that some capacity could be purchased in this time period; but in lieu
of the lower. rates being offered in the mid 1980's, it should be assumed
that capacity would have to be purchased at prices based on new coal-
fired units with scrubbers installed in this time period. Purchased
power costs were assumed as follows (note that 1989 demand charge is
based on a transition value between the 1988 and 1990 demand charges):

Demand Charge: Year $/Kw/Mo, |

1989 20**
1990 30

1991 33 !

1992 36 >

f) 1993 39y-
1994 42

1995 46

1996 50

1997 55

1998 60 !

Energy Charge:

Mills /KWH Undesignated Unit Fuel Cost + O&M + 10%

(for each year in this period)

The price for economy purchases continued to be based on a split between the
Company's coal and oil generating costs.

** Transition Value

O
,

n
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V] CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY(
ROBINSON UNIT 2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY

.
PROJECTED SYSTEM RESOURCES, LOADS AND RESERVES FOR THE REPLACEMENT CASE

i

Previous

Year's

Installed Other New Total Peak
Capacity Resources Capacity Resources Load Reserves Percent

Year (MW) (MW) (MW) (MW) (MW) (MW) Reserves *
.

1984 8725 75 8800 7043 1757 24.9
1985 8725 75 8800 7346 1454 19.8 ;
1986 8725 75 900 9700 7557 2143 28.4
1987 9625 75 9700 7674 2026 26.4
1988 9625 75 9700 7852 1848 23.5I'y 1989 9625 75 9700 8043 1657 20.6
1990 9625 75 900 10600 8224 2376 28.9
1991 10525 75 10600 8461 2139 25.3 -

1992 10525 75 720 11320 8605 2715 31.6
1993 11245 75 11320 8854 2466 27.9
1994 11245. 75 11320 9094 2226 24.5
1995 11245 75 11320 9386 1934 20.6
1996 11245 75 690 12010 9696 2314 23.9
1997 11935 75 12010 9998 2012 20.1

g1998 11935 75 690 12700 10300 2400 23.3 4

!

f
-

,

*CP&L's planning criteria is to-maintain a minimum 20% reserve margin.

Ov

D -- - -
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( CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

ROBINSON UNIT 2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY

!
PROJECTED SYSTEM RESOURCES, LOADS AND RESERVES FOR THE RETIREMENT CASE '

,

Previous

Year's

Installed Other New Total Peak '

Capacity. Resources Capacity Resources Load Reserves Percent
Year (MW) (MW) (MW) (MW) (MW) (MW) Reserves *

,

1984 8725 75 8800 7043 1757 24.9
1985 .8060 740 8800 7346 1454 19.8

1986 8060 93 900 9053 7557 1496 19.8 ;

1987 8960 234 9194 7674 1520 19.8 i

'1988 8960 447 9407 7852 1555 19.8 !

I 1989 8960 677 9637 8043 1594 19.8

1990 8960 75 900 9935 8224 1711 20.8

1991 9860 75 720 10655 8461 2194 25.9

1992 10580 75 10655 8605 2050 23.8

1993 10580 75 10655 8854 1801 20.3

1994 10580 75 690 11345 9094 2251 24.8 |

1995 11270 75 11345 9386 1959 20.9 h
1996 11270 75 690 12035 9696 2339 24.1 h

1997 11960 75 12035 9998 2037 20.4
,

1998 11960 75 690 12725 10300 2425 23.5

!

*CP&L's planning criteria is to maintain a minimum 20% reserve margin.

/7
N..Y I

. k . , . . .. - ,
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A CAROLINA POWER &-LIGHT COMPANY
V

ROBINSON. UNIT 2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY
,

"

-PROJECTED SYSTEM ENERGY INPUT REQUIREMENTS
.

-The following table provides the Company's projected system energy input
: requirements which must be served by the Company's generating units or

'

purchases from other utilities. These system energy input requirements are
based on the Company's 1983 forecast of energy sales.

d

,

'

Projected

System

Energy

Input
4

Requirements *

Year (GWH),

1984 35985.0
_

1985- 37303.0

1986 -38475.0

1987 39460.0 '

i

1988 40705.0

L 1989 41978.0

1990 43232.0

.1991 44654.0

1992 46064.0
i.
; 1993 47427.0 |

1994 48789.0 !
i

1995 50290.0 |

1996 51868.0 !
"

1997 53493.0

1998 55171.0 ;

|

* Based on 1983 Energy Forecast-
-

A . .- - - - - . . . . - . . - . - - _ . . - - . . - - . _ . . - _ . - . . , . . . . - . - - , . . - . . . , .
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CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANYp
'd ROBINSON UNIT 2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY

'

PROJECTED OPERATING DATA (1) FOR ROBINSON 2 FOR THE REPLACEMENT CASE
.

Operating (2) Annual (3) Energy (4)
,

I
Capacity' Capacity Generation

Year Factor (Percent) Scheduled Outages Factor (Percent) (GWH)

'1984 85(5) 01/21 - 11/16 15 878.7

1985 85 10/19 - 12/31 69 4045.0

1986 85 01/01 - 01/31 80 4660.0
I

1987 85 01/31 - 05/15 62 3611.4

1988 85' 07/16 - 10/28 63 3671.7

88 5103.3 |-1989 85 -

1990 85 01/01 - 04/01 65 3804.5

1991 85 06/03 - 09/01 66 3866.3

(l '1992 85 11/02 - 12/31 73 4259.9

1993 85 01/01 - 01/31 80 4660.6

1994 85 04/04 - 07/07 66 3850.4

1995 85 09/04 - 12/03 66 3824.4
~

88 5117.61996 85 -

1997 85 02/03 - 05/04 65 3806.7

1998 85 07/06 - 10/04 66 3867.0

NOTES:

WThe data provided are the Company's current projections at the time the
study was performed; however, these projections are subject to change as
system or controlling conditions change.

(2)0perating capacity factor reflects forced outages only, not scheduled
outages.

("# Based on a 665'MW maximum dependable capacity rating for Robinson 2 and
projected annual' energy generation.

(4) Annual energy generation is developed from seasonal Robinson 2 capacity '

ratings of 665 MW for summer and 700 MW for winter.,q
D In 1984, prior to the start of the steam generator replacement outage

(January 21) Robinson 2 is projected to operate at only 70% operating
capacity factor. Upon return to service following that outage, Robinson 2
is projected to operate at 85% operating capacity factor.

_

i

- . -__-_ --- _
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-( ) CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

ROBINSON UNIT 2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY

ESTIMATED FUTURE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS FOR ROBINSON 2,

.

.

The following table provides estimates of the future capital investments for
additions and modifications at Robinson 2, as used in the study for the

i-

Replacement Case:

Robinson 2 Estimated

Net Construction
|'

Cost of Future '

Additions and Modifications
Year ($000s)

1984 69,155
) 1985 26,021

1986 7,921
1987 2,174 -

1988 2,377
,

1989 2,584
1990 2,829
1991 3,075
1992 3,359

<

1993 3,656
1994 3,992

f 1995 4,354
1996 4,742
1997 5,168
1998 5,633

.

NOTE

g For study purposes, it was assumed that $62,800,000 was spent for the
'V Robinson 2-steam generator replacement project in years prior to 1984. The

estimated' total capital cost of the Robinson 2 steam generator replacement
project, which was used in the study and reflected in the Company's 1983
Construction Budget, is'$105,673,000.

h
. _
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CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

ROBINSON UNIT 2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY

FOR OPERATING LICENSE AMENDMENT PROCEEDING

I. BACKGROUND

In the current NRC licensing proceeding with respect to the replacement
of the Robinson Unit 2 steam generator lower assemblies (SGLAs), the
Hartsville Group contends (see Appendix A) that retirement of Robinson 2
would be more cost-beneficial than the proposed steam generator repair.
In mid-1983, Carolina Power & Light Company performed an economic

analysis to compare the costs and benefits of repairing the Robinson
Unit 2 steam generators and continuing its operation, with the costs and
benefits of retiring the unit and relying on replacement power. This

g study, dated January 1984, updates the data and assumptions upon which
the original study (dated September 1983) was based. The updating of
the study was performed to provide a current basis for considering the
benefits of steam generator repair and to incorporate various changes in
data and assumptions based on the Company's most recent experience and
planning criteria.

II. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Company performed an economic a.ialysis to compare the cost and
benefits of two primary scenarios regarding the Robinson 2 steam
generator replacement. One scenario - the Replacement Case - considered
the costs and benefits of replacing the steam generator lower assemblies
in an extensive outage during 1984 and 1985. Replacement of the SGLAs

is expected to allow Robinson 2 to return to full-rated power operation,
without frequent periodic steam generator inspection outages.

,-
,

I d

N.)

h%
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The second scenario - the Retirement Case - postulated that the
Robinson 2 steam generators would not be repaired and that the unit
would be permanently retired at the end of 1984. This scenario

reflected the costs associated with retirement and the costs of
replacing the Robinson 2 generation from other sources.

The study revealed that over the 15-year study period from 1984 through '

1998, the Replacement Case would save CP&L customers approximately $2.18
billion when compared with the cost of the Retirement Case.

In addition to the two primary scenarios, the study also included a
sensitivity analysis based on forecasted system load growth. This

| sensitivity analysis continued to show a net savings to CP&L customers
for the Replacement Case scenario. A detailed discussion of the

sensitivity analysis and other results is provided in Section IV - Study
Results. Also, a discussion of the basis for the study is provided in
Section III - Study Assumptions.

I

Based on the study results, including the sensitivity analysis, it is
concluded that there will be conriderable economic benefit to CP&L's
customers resulting from replacement of the steam generator lower
assemblies and continuation of Robinson Unit 2 operation.

III. STUDY ASSUMPTIONS
i

.

This section provides the various assumptions which were used in the
study for each scenario.

A. GENERAL

The following are general assumptions which were used as a basis
for all study cases.

1. Two primary study cases were considered:,,
: :

v''

a. Replacement Case - Replace the steam generator lower
assemblies during 1984 and 1985.

1

:
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b. Retirement Case - Retire Robinson Unit 2 at the end of
1984.

See Appendix B for a schedule of the primary and
sensitivity study cases.

2. Study Period: 1984-1998 (15 years)

| The 15-year study period (1984 through 1998) was chosen for
two basic reasons: 1) that time period was considered long
enough to reflect the effect of the steam generator repairs
and payback period and to show the effects of retiring
Robinson 2 on December 31, 1984, and 2) the use of any longer
period would require increasingly speculative assumptions
regarding costs and other data necessary for such
calculations. The use of a longer study period should not
change the conclusions resulting from the 15-year study.

I I

3. Cost Components

a. Operating Costs:

1) System fuel costs were determined by the production
cost simulation model, PROM 00, which is generally
used by the Company for planning, forecasting and

; study purposes. See Appendix C for a description of
the PROMOD model. Appendix D provides the annual

l estimates of Robinson 2 fuel and spent fuel disposal
costs which were used in the study.

2) 0&M costs were based on the Company's 1984 long-term

projections as provided in Appendix E.

3) Power purchases were used as necessary to maintain a
20% annual planning reserve margin. All other
purchases were economy or emergency purchases.

Purchased Power cost assumptions, upon which the

power purchases were based, are provided in

i
l

IAnam
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Appendix F. Also, projected system resources, loads
| | and reserves as used in each of the study cases are

provided in Appendix G.

b. Capital Costs:

1) The capital costs and associated revenue -

requirements for Robinson 2 and other generating
units requiring schedule advancement under the
Retirement Case were included. The schedule for
future generating unit additions for the two primary
study scenarios is shown in Appendix G.

2) The financial factors were based on the capital
structure and cost of capital as originally
requested in the Company's 1983 North Carolina Rate
Case (Docket E-2, SUB 461), as follows:

I I

Weighted

M Ratio Cost Cost

Long-Term Debt 49.5 9.59 4.747%
|J

Preferred Stock 12.5 8.96 1.120%

Common Equity 38.0 15.50 5.890%

Overall Rate of Return 11.757%
'

Tax Rate = 49.24%

Discount Rate = 9.420% (11.757% overall rate of
return, net of tax)

No adjustment was made for future changes in the
capital structure or cost of capital due to

h inflation or other economic impacts. This structure

-
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i

!
^

) was assumed to remain constant throughout the study
period.

3) Revenue requirements factors were based on the above

capital structure and cost of capital. Separate

sets of revenue requirements factors were developed
for both the historical capital cost and projected -

capital additions for. Robinson 2. Revenue

requirements factors were also developed for the
initial capital cost of those units which would be
advanced if Robinson 2 were retired. These revenue

requirements factors reflect a 25-year depreciable
life for Robinson 2 capital costs and a 30-year ..

depreciable life for coal-fired units.

i
B. REPLACEMENT CASE i

*n

C The following are assumptions specific'to the Replacement Case. :

1. The steam generator lower assemblies were assumed to be

replaced in 1984 and 1985 during a 43-week replacement outage
starting July 21, 1984.

I
2. It was assumed that Robinson 2 would maintain an operating |

capacity factor of 70 percent until it is removed from service
for the replacement outage. An operating capacity factor of-
85 percent was used for Robinson 2 thereafter. For

clarification, an " operating capacity factor" is an average
capacity factor which excludes periods of scheduled outage.

,

I For example, assuming a projected 85% operating capacity !

j factor and 15 weeks of scheduled outage time would result in a
1 projected annual capacity factor of approximately 60%. f

However, for Robinson 2, this annual capacity factor would be j
.n somewhat higher because of the difference in summer and winter 0

si'vy seasonal capability. Appendix H provides projections of j;
operating capacity factor, scheduled outages, annual capacity i

n
_ , _ ,. . -- .. - . _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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gg factor, and energy generatien for the Replacement Case for
each year of the study period.

3. The Company's nuclear ou: age schedule in effect at the end of

November 1983 was used as a basis for outage scheduling and
'

operating capacity factors. See Appendix H for a list of the
Robinson 2 scheduled outisges used in the study. -

4. For additional system generating capacity needed during the
study period, the Company's December 1983 construction

schedule was used, plus additional undesignated units, as
follows:

Unit
Size In-Service

~

Unit (MW) Date
! "

h Harris 1 900 1986

Mayo 2 720 1991
! Undesignated 1 690 1994

Undesignated 2 690 1996
; Undesignated 3 690 1998.

1

Appendix G provides the system reserves associated with the
above capacity additions. For the additional generating*

capacity, both the production costs and the capital costs
associated with these units were considered in the study.

5. Capital Cost:

a. The capital costs of projected Robinson 2 additions and
modifications estimated for the entire study period were
based on the Company's 10-year construction program. The

estimates incorporated those modifications included ini

the Company's 1984 Construction Budget. Appendix I
provides tne estimated annual capital cost of Robinson 2

m
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g additions and modifications which were used in the study
.for the Replacement Case,

b. The capital costs and associated revenue requirements of
the additional generating units listed in Item III.B.4.
above, were considered. The capital cost estimates of
these generating units are provided in Appendix J. These

'

,

d capital cost estimates are based on the Company's 1984
Construction Budget estimates.

c. The capital cost of the replacement steam generators was
depreciated over 25 years using straight-line
depreciation.

6. Decommissioning:

Decommissioning revenues were provided based on estimates

| supporting current rate recovery. These revenue projectionsi

were provided from a decommissioning revenue computer program,
and were based on the current plans adopted by the North

Carolina Utilities Commission (NCUC) and the South Carolina
Public Service Commission (SCPSC), which use a retirement date
of April 13, 1997. (Note: This retirement date is used only
for decommissioning revenue collection and is not the
Company's proposed retirement date).

It was assumed that the existing steam generator lower
assemblies will be stored on site and decommissioned at the
same time the unit is decommissioned. Interim storage was
assumed in an on-site tomb; the cost of this tomb is included

in the 1984 Construction Budget and reflected in this study.
No additional ultimate disposal cost for the existing SGLAs
was considered in the study.

O

.
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g- C. RETIREMENT CASE

The following are assumptions specific to the Retirement Case.
,

'

1. It was assumed, for study purposes only, that Robinson 2 woulo
be permanently retired on December 31, 1984. This date wasJ

based on a qualitative review of the accelerating corrosion ~

- rates from the spring and fall 1983 steam generator inspection.-

outages and an extrapolated future currosion rate. The actual
date of retirement would depend on future actual operating
experience and the point at which continued operation of the
unit would not be economical. Any decision on retirement of
the unit would be influenced by several factors, such as a
continuous evaluation of the allowable thermal limits, any
necessary reductions in power level, and the frequency of
reo ired inspection outages.

h 2. The operating capacity factor of Robinson 2 was assumed to be
^

70 percent until retirement on Decemoer 31, 1984

3. The Company's nuclear outage schedule in effect at the end of

November 1993 was used as a basis for outage scheduling and
operating capacity factor , except as indicated herein.3

4 B& sed on the results of the fall 1983 steam generator
inspeci.iuo outage, it was assumed that a four-week steam

generator inspection outage would be needed every two EFPM,'

until retirement.

5. The retirement of Robinson 2, as assumed in the Retirement
~

Case, would result in insufficient generating capacity on the-

CP&L system. For study purposes, construction of generating
units planned or anticipated for the future was assumed to be

,} dCcelerated to make up the deficiency created by the'~

'
/ retirement of Robinson 2, as shown by the following table:

_

b._b.
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Unit Assumed Assumed4 g
Size Accelerated Schedule

Unit (MW) In-Service Date Acceleration

Harris 1 900 1986 No acceleration assumed *

Mayo 2 720 1989 2 years

Undesign. 1 690 1991 3 years -

Undesign. 2 690 1994 2 years )

Undesign. 3 690 1996 2 years

*No acceleration of the in-service date of Harris 1 is assumed 1

because of the current stage of construction, lead time
requirements on equipment and construction, and regulatory ]
schedules. ]

Appendix G provides the system reserves associated with the
above capacity additions.

I j
6. Capital Cost: 1

1
J

a. The capital cost of Robinson 2 additions and
modifications through December 31, 1984 was included.

b. The unavoidable portion of capital cost commitments (such
as " sunk" costs for materials and equipment, and work;

already perfonned) for future additions and modifications
identified in the Company's 1984 Budget and 10-year j

construction program, was included.

c. It was assumed that the undepreciated cost of Robinson 2
based on retirement on December 31, 1984 would be

recovered over a 10-year period. For study w rooses
lonly, it was assumed that no return would be ad on

the unamortized balance of the write-off.
O

\

L
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d. The capital costs and associated revenue requirements of
the additional generating units listed in Item III.C.S.i

above were considered. The capital cost estimates of
3

2 - these generating units are provided in Appendix J. These

capital cost estimates are based on the Company's 1984
;-

|
Construction Budget estimates with appropriate
adjustments for advancement in the in-service date.

-

'

7. Decommissioning:

' The assumption was made that upon early retirement, the unit
will be entombed, with surveillance following for the next

_

30 years. At the end of the surveillance period, the unit<

would be dismantled and permanently disposed of. This amounts-

to basically the current decommissioning cost-recovery plan,
as approved by the NCUC and the SCPSC for ratemaking purposes,
but accelerated for work to begin in 1985 rather than 1997.

h Escalation rates for projecting nominal costs were those
adopted by the NCUC and the SCPSC for decommissioning cost

collection. All decommissioning costs were assumed to be

collected from customers in 1984 to make the fund whole and
allow work to begin in 1985.

IV. STUDY RESULTS

.

The Company's economic analysis to assess the benefit of steam generator
repairs at Robinson 2 was based on comparing two primary scenarios. The
Replacement Case considered the costs and benefits of replacing the
Robinson 2 SGLAs in a 43-week outage beginning July 21, 1984. The
Retirement Case assumed that the SGLAs would not be replaced, resulting
in the retirement of Robinson 2 on December 31, 1984. Both study cases

considered the appropriate costs which would be incurred for each
scenario. The costs considered included the fuel, O&M and purchased

power costs of operating the system; the capital costs, decommissioning

D costs and nuclear liability insurance costs, associated with Robinson 2;
and the capital costs associated with having to advance the schedule of

|
l

|
|

lk
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future generating capacity additions if Robinson 2 were to be retired.
The various assumptions upon which the economic analysis for each
scenario were based are discussed in Section III - Study Assumptions.

The results of the study cost comparison show that replacement of the
Robinson 2 SGLAs will save the Company's customers approximately $2.18

billion in nominal dollars (or $862 million in 1983 dollars) over the
1984 through 1998 study period. Table 1 shows a comparison of estimated
annual charges (including all of the above-mentioned cost components)
for the two primary study cases. Net savings are expected to continue
to accrue beyond the end of the study period for the remainder of the
operating life of the unit.

The study, including the results revealed on Table 1, was based on the
Company's best estimates of cost and other input available at the time
the study was prepared. Therefore, these results are considered to

h reflect the most probable cost comparison. A sensitivity analysis based
on system load growth was performed in order to assess the effect of
possible changes in this study assumption.

For the sensitivity analysis, the Company's current load forecast, with
- an annual growth rate of 2.6% over the study period, was replaced with a

forecast that was considered to be a boundary assumption. The annual

| load growth rate used in the sensitivity case was 1.7%.
.

Table 2 provides the results of the sensitivity analysis. As shown on

Table 2, for the sensitivity cost comparison using the boundary
assumption for system load growth, there remains a cost savings to
customers for replacing the Robinson 2 SGLAs.

Considering all of the economic analysis and cost comparisons performed
for the Robinson 2 SGLA replacement, the study shows that replacement of
the Robinson 2 SGLAs will result in a significant net cost savings to
Carolina Power & Light Company's customers.

-
'

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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TABLE 1gg -

ROBINSON UNIT 2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY

COST COMPARISON OF REPLACEMENT CASE WITH RETIREMENT CASE

-

REPLACEMENT CASE:
Replacement of Savings of Savings of,

'

Steam Generator RETIREMENT CASE: Replacement Case Replacement Case
Lower Assemblies Retire Robinson 2 Over Over

'

in 1984 December 31, 1984 Retirement Case Retirement Case
Year (000s $) (000s $) (Nominal 000., $) (1983 000s S)

1984 733,733 715,573 -18,160 -16,597
1985 749,377 717,587 -31,790 -26,552
1.986 777,896 736,765 -41,131 -31,396
1987 866,352 828,727 -37,625 -26,248
1988 947,405 951,387 3,982 2,539
1989 981,481 1,130,962 149,481 87,098
1990 1,156,091 1,292,266 136,175 72,514
1991 1,500,936 1,859,262 358,326 174,383
1992 1,534,042 1,933,145 399,103 177,507

h 1993 1,873,903 2,192,440 318,537 129,477
F 1994 2,486,634 2,694,650 208,016 77,274

1995 2,531,451 2,816,211 284,760 96,676
1996 3,076,298 3,586,642 510,344 158,346
1997 3,516,873 3,670,039 153,166 43,432
1998 4,272,620 4,055,745 -216,875 -56,203

_

TOTALS $27,005,092 $29,181,401 $2,176,309 $862,250

_

D

-
_ _ _ - - - - -
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TABLE 2

ROBINSON UNIT 2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY

RESULTS OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

.

COST SAVINGS RESULTING

SENSITIVITY ASSUMPTIONS FROM SGLA REPLACEMENT

NOMINAL 000s $ 1983 000s $

BASE CASE 2,176,434 862,338

1.7% annual system load growth 2,00),033 559,270
was assumed for both the

) Replacement and Retirement<

Cases.

Under the sensitivity assumptions for system load growth, the Replacement Case
continues to show a significant cost savings.

O

,

_ _ . _ . , _ _ _ _ - - - - _ - _ _ - - - _ - - - - - - - - - -
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i

/''') HARTSVILLE GROUP CONTENTION 3 .

V

The Hartsville Group's Contention 3, as allowed for litigation by the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB), is as follows:

.

"The Applicant's Evaluation of Alternatives incorrectly weighs the costs of
retirement of Robinson. The cost-benefit balance should be struck against
the repair of the steam generators in favor of retirement of Robinson as the
most cost-beneficial alternative. The EIS should strike that balance. An
analysis of the alternative of closing Robinson 2 is required by 102(2)(e) 42

USC4332(2)(e).

"The cost-benefit analysis involving repairs to an aging nuclear plant like
Robinson 2 is analogous to the analysis of major repairs to an aging
automobile. Repairing the steam generators at Robinson 2 is like putting new

,,

'] tires on a car with bad main bearings.
.

"The Energy Systems Rcsearch Group of Boston found in an October 1982 study
of Indian Point, The Economics of Closing the Indian Point Nuclear
Power Plants, that the percentage impact on rates of closing those facilities
would be less than 2%. Application of their Cost Assessment of Nuclear
Substitution model to Robinson would show that the proposed steam generator

repair to keep Robinson operating is,not cost-effective. Robinson 2 is older.
than the Indian Point plants, and has continuing major equipment problems and
reactor embrittlement which compounds the potential for Pressurized Thermal
Shock, which may close Robinson 2 down within three to six years and/or
result in significant derating. Non-oil fired make-up power is available to
substitute for power that Robinson would have generated.

o

s. . ..

._ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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"The cost-benefit analysis should include not just the cost of repairs to
Robinson 2, but other avoided future costs if Robinson 2 is retired,
including expenditures on nuclear fuel, operating and maintenance expenses,
and a portion of the costs of nuclear waste disposal.

"Because the Applicant cannot demonstrate that the proposed changes in the
Model 44F steam generators will solve the problems which have led to tube
leaks in the old Model 44F steam generators, the Applicant cannot rightly
clai'n that occupational exposures to workers during testing and repair of the
new steam generators will be reduced but should be required to assume that
future exposures will be substantially the same as current exposures. As the
staff's ' Steam Generator Status Report' of February 18, 1982 notes regarding
earlier ' fixes': 'these fixes have met with varying degrees of success, but
none of them is a panacea. Furthermore, short-tenn solutions to one problem
may create other problems.'"

O

g'
. L,
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CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

ROBINSON UNIT 2 STENI GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY
SCHEDULE OF STUDY SCENARIOS

ROBINSON 2 LOAD
CASE NO. ROBINSON 2 HARRIS 1 MAYO 2 UNDES. I UNDES. 2 UNDES. 3 CAPACITY FACTOR GROWTH

,

Replacement Replace SGLAs 1986 1991 1994 1996 1998 (1) 2.6(A)
(Base) 1984 i

Ret;rement Retire Unit 1986 1989 1991 1994 1996 (2) 2.6(^I
1984

IOI(1)
'

l.7LG-1 Replace SGLAs 1986 - 1998 - -

1984,

1994 1998 - (2) 1.7(B)LG-2 Retire Unit 1986 -

1984

Robinson 2 Capacity Factor (CF) Assumptions
11) Operating Capacity Factor * of 70% used until removed for Replacement Outage. Operating Capacity Factor * of 85% used thereafter.
(2J ODerating Capacity Factor * of 70% used untti Retirement. A four-week Steam Generator inspection Outage tias assumed every two

EFPMs. until Replacement.
*0perating capacity factor is an average e,apacity factor which excludes periods of scheduled outage.

General Notes .

TAFlheCompany'sDecember1983loadforecast,withanaverageannualloadgrowthrateof2.6%overthestudyperiodwasused.
(B) A load forecast having a 1.71 average annual load growth rate (LG) was assumed over the study period.

E$
n
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CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY -,

_/ ROBINSON UNIT 2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROMOD COMPUTER MODEL

INTRODUCTION -

PROM 0D III is the primary computer software tool that CP&L uses for planning
studies, forecasting fuel and purchased power requirements, and to perform
economic analyses for consideration of various contingency scenarios.
PROM 0D III was developed by Energy Management Associates, Inc., from whom
CP&L leases the right to use the model.

SUMMARY OF PROM 0D ,I I

The PROMCD III system simulates the economic operation of the system and
,i determines the associated financial impact of fuel and purchased power. It
'-

is first and foremost a comprehensive production costing model for projecting
future operating costs.
.

PROM 0D III differs from conventional production costing programs in its
treatment of generating nit forced outages. It is these random and
unpredictable forced outages that comprise the major factor in the disruption
of fuel budget forecasts, operating cost estimates, and projected utilization
of high-cost peaking and mid-range equipment. .oROM00 III employs a special

mathematical technique to explicitly consider the impact of forced outages on
fuel requirements and, thus, operating costs. A more detailed discussion of
PROM 0D III's treatment of forced outages is provided later in this
discussion.

In addition to forced outages, PROM 0D III considers the relative efficiencies
'

(operating costs) of the generating units so that generator output will be
matched with electric demand in the most economical manner. Other operating

i ) restrictions which impact CP&L operating costs include spinning and
quick-start reserve requirements and import and export capability limitations
of the transmission network. These as well as other considerations are

. , .

explicitly modeled in the PROM 00 III program. Its strength lies in the

Q
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combination of probabilistic production costing techniques with detailed
modeling of operating considerations to produce realistic estimates of fuel -

consumption and operating costs.

PROM 0D III INPUTS

The minimum basic data needed to make a CP&L PROMOD III study falls into five '

categories:

o Generating Unit Data - unit types, heat rates, fuel types, capacity
states, forced outage rates, seasonal derations, and maintenance
requirements. Specialized data may be input for conventional hydro
units.

o Fuel Data - cost of the various fuels used by generating units.

o Load Data - demand and energy forecasts and chronological load

O sa Pes- -

o Transaction Data - type, capacity, energy, availability, timing,
and costs.

~

o Utility System Operating Data - operating reserve requirements,
reliability target levels, and available tie support.

MODELING TECHNIQUE

At the heart of Ph0 MOD III is a modeling technique which allows the explicit
consideration of randomly occurring forced outages, forced derations, and
postponable mainter ance outages of every generating unit and generation
resource altarnative. PROMOD III's probabilistic technique, in effect,
dispatches every possible configuration of the generation system to obtain
the best forecast of expected fuel consumption, unit generation, and system
reliability, and ultimately leading to the best estimate of future operating

- _ _ ... E
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costs. PROMOD III accounts not only for the effect of a unit's outages and
derations on its own operation, but also for the effect of a unit's outage on
the operation of all other units in the utility system.

A simple example provides an introduction to the PROM 0D III probabilistic
technique:

.

In this example, there is a single hour's load to be satisfied by two
generating units. The value of the load is 150 MW. The generating
unit, to be considered first on the basis of cost, has a capacity of
80 MW and an 80 percent probability of being available, while the second
unit has a capacity of 100 MW and an availability of 90 percent.

In Figure 1, the loading of the first unit is depicted. The unit may be
either available for service (probability 0.8) or unavailable
(probability 0.2). In the event the unit is available, it will satisfy
80 MWH of load and leave 70 MWH remaining. In the event the unit is

@ unavailable, it will supply nothing and 150 MWH will remain. The
expected generation of Unit 1 is, therefore, 64 MWH, and the expected
remaining load is 86 MWH.

In Figure 2, the loading of the second generating unit is illustrated.
Because of the two possible outcomes from the loading of the first unit,
there are now four possibilities for the loading of the second unit. :

The calculations show that the expected generation of Unit ? is
68.4 MWH, and the expected remaining load is 17.6 MWH. If more units
existed, the number of outcomes would continue to expand exponentially.

In PROM 0D III, a number of separate calculations and probability
branches shown in Figures 1 and 2 are replaced by a technique which, for
this example, would require only one calculation per unit loaded.
Although it is a more complex calculation, it requires the retention of
only one outcome after each unit is loaded rather than an exponential
proliferation of outcomes. This technique is illustrated
diagrammatically in Figure 3. Each unit, together with its probability

!

_ . . . _ . . . . . . . . . -
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O of being available, is combined with the remaining load from the
previous unit so that a new remaining load is produced representing all'

of the outcomes possible with the units dispatched to that point,
weighted according to the appropriate probabilities. Thus, the
remaining load in Figure 3 after Unit 2 is loaded is an accumulation of
the same MW values and probability values that are used to describe the
various' remaining load outcomes in Figure 2 after Unit 2 is loaded.

*

The above example demonstrates PROMOD III's treatment of full-forced outages.
Generating units can be further represented by a multistate failure model to
give consideration to partial loss of unit capability.

The PROM 0D III algorithms include much more than a multistate version of the
probabilistic' calculation discussed above. The basic program contains
dispatch logic capable of simulating the effect of unit commitment and
economic dispatch. The economic dispatch process is achieved by the division
of thennal generation units (coal, oil, gas, nuclear) into discrete capacity

.] segment much in the same way that a real-time control system dispatches unitsI

on load control in discrete steps. Heat rates and availability data for each
segment, coupled with unit forced outage rates and fuel cost data, provide
the program with input which must be considered in accurately predicting
economic dispatch. CP&L models its. generating units with five capacity and

-

availability states.

'CP&L employs a slightly different approach in the modeling of nuclear
generation within PROM 0D III. CP&L targets projected nuclear generation at a
level which takes into account maintenance outage requirements and the

available capacity factor expected between maintenance outages.
;! '
l In addition to determining the generation anticipated from the Company's'

thermal power sources, PROM 0D III uses heat rate data, along with the type of
heat content of the fuel, to arrive at the amount of fuel consumed.

,

-

.
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,

PROM 0D III simulates the production of energy to meet projected customer
loads. Historical CP&L load data provides the basis for determining the load
pattern for a typical week during each month under consideration. The
typical week load pattern is used to derive load duration curves for
weekdays, weeknights, and weekends, three periods during which similar
operating conditions exist. These load duration curves are used in the
orogram's probabilistic simulation to accurately reflect CP&L's generation '

scheduling and unit commitment process.

1

Power interchanges may also be addressed within a PROMOD III simulation.
Transactions involving a fixed amount of energy increase or decrease the :

system load during the period for which they are applicable. Thus, hydro and
thermal generating units will be called upon to produce more or less energy
to meet the demand, depending upon the amount or nature of the transaction.
CP&L models nonfirm (economy) purchases in PROM 0D III as a power source which

can be used after CP&L's fossil steam units have been loaded but before
CP&L's internal combustion turbine units are utilized. The amount of IC

Q generation displaced is controlled by the specific characteristics of the
economy power source, such as maximum capability and availability, and is

_

based upon analyses of historical economy interchange activity and future
market conditions.

Emergency transactions occur in PROMOD III only when the utility system has
exhausted all of its other resources and is faced with unserved energy. In
the area of eniergency transactions, CP&L's approach is to model the use of
its ties with other utilities as a source of power with a capability
consistent with maintaining targeted system reliability. This power source'

is not utilized until all other units have been loaded to their maximum
dependable capacities.

O
.

1

C. . . .
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i

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION~s

C-
In 1977, CP&L' acquired a license for the use of PROM 00 III from Energy
Management Associates, Inc., the creator of the program. Within that
license, CP&L acknowledges and agrees that the use of the program is
furnished on a confidential basis and that CP&L will treat the program and
other supporting material as the proprietary information of Energy Management -

Associates. The information which has been provided herein is an attempt to
supply as much detail as possible regarding the program employed by CP&L,

'

without compromising CP&L's confidentiality commitment to Energy Management

,
Associates, Inc.

^
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CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
(

ROBINSON UNIT 2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY

ROBINSON 2 ESTIMATED FUEL AND SPENT FUEL DISPOSAL COSTS

The following table provides the Company's annual estimates of Robinson 2 -

fuel and spent fuel disposal costs, as used in the study for the Replacement
Case:

Robinson 2 Robinson 2
Total * Spent Fuel

Fuel Disposal
Cost Cost

Years ($/MWH) ($/MWH)

1984 4.54 1.11
gS 1985 5.25 1.18V 1986 5.89 1.23

1987 6.31 1.29
1988 6.73 1.37
1989 7.42 1.45
1990 7.85 1.54
1991 8.21 1.64
1992 9.36 1.75
1993 10.95 1.87
1994 11.85 1.99
1995 13.35 2.12
1996 15.26 2.25
1997 16.05 2.38
1998 16.98 2.52

.

(
,

* Includes spent fuel disposal costs.

.'
#

_

..
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w CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
\

ROBINSON UNIT 2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY

1984 LONG-TERM O&M COST PROJECTIONS FOR ROBINSON 2

In January 1984, CP&L developed long-term 0&M cost projections for its '

i
generating plants. These long-term projections are based on the Company's
experience at Robinson 2 and are consistent with the 1984 O&M Budget. The
following are the Company's 1984 long-term O&M cost projections for
Robinson 2, which were used in the study:

Robinson 2

0&M Cost

Projections
Year (000s $)

(^') 1984 55,778

1985 43,738

1986 44,014

1987 46,197

1988 45,324

1989 46,973

1990 53,451

1991 57,300

1992 53,717

1993 71,457

1994 70,589

1995 66,905

1996 80,337

1997 86,960

1998 89,622

-

. ,'

--imi i in
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CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

ROBINSON UNIT 2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY

PURCHASED POWER COST ASSUMPTIONS

The following assumptions for the cost of purchased power were used for the
-

Robinson 2 Steam Generator Replacement Study.

General

Power purchases based on these assumptions were used as necessary to
maintain a 20% annual planning reserve margin. All other purchases were
economy or emergency purchases.

Period 1984-1988

O For this period it was assumed that sufficient capacity to replace
(j

Robinson 2 would be available from Southern, TVA, and/or SCE&G systems.

Based on a 1982 survey of all three companies, the following estimated
purchased power costs were used. *

Demand Charge: Based on an average cost of existing mature coal-
fired units, as follows:

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

* 8.00 8.50 9.00 10.00$/KW/M0.

Energy: Based on mid-priced coal-fired fuel cost + O&M cost + 10% of
that sum, as follows:

* 39.81 47.61 51.73 52.11Mills /KWH:

_
*No firm purchases required in 1984.

.
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, ~1 Period 1989-1998
L)

Ir. this period, no determination can be made as to the availability of
capacity from neighboring utilities. A reasonable assumption might be
that some capacity could be purchased in this time period; but in lieu
of the lower rates being offered in the mid 1980's, it should be assumed
that capacity would have to be purchased at prices based on new coal-

-

fired units with scrubbers installed in this time period. Purchased

power costs were assumed as follows (note that 1989 demand charge is
based on a transition value between the 1988 and 1990 demand charges):

Demand Charge: Year $/KW/MO.

1989 20**

1990 30

1991 33

1992 36

( ') 1993 39

1994 42

1995 46

1996 50

1997 55

1998 60

Energy Charge:

Mills /KWH Undesignated Unit Fuel Cost + 0&M + 10%

(for each year in this period)

The price for economy purchases continued to be based on a split between the
Company's coal and oil generating costs.

** Transition Value

O

_. .. - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY -,-
, ,

0 ROBINSON UNIT 2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY

PROJECTED SYSTEM RESOURCES, LOADS AND RESERVES FOR THE REPLACEMENT CASE

1

Previous -

Year's
Installed Other New Total Peak

Capacity Resources Capacity Resources Load Reserves Percent

Year (MW) (MW) (MW) (M'.1) (MW) (MW) Reserves *

1984 8754 75 8829 6937 1892 27.3

1985 8754 75 8829 7158 1671 23.3

1986 8754 75 900 9729 7365 2364 32.)

1987 9654 75 9729 7500 2229 29.7

1988 9654 75 9729 7639 2090 27.4

f '; 1989 9654 75 9729 7815 1914 24.5
''

1990 9654 75 9729 8034 1695 21.1

1991 9654 75 720 10449 8244 2205 26.7

1992 10374 75 10499 8496 1953 23.0

1993 10374 75 10499 8735 1714 19.6

1994 10374 75 690 11139 8956 2183 24.4

1995 11064 75 11139 9206 1933 21.0

1996 11064 75 690 11829 9451 2379 25.2

1997 11754 75 11829 9681 2148 22.2

1998 11754 75 690 12519 9923 2596 26.2

.

*CP&L's planning criteria is to maintain a minimum 20% reserve margin.

.

V

N /
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CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

( ROBINSON UNIT 2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY

PROJECTED SYSTEM RESOURCES, LOADS AND RESERVES FOR THE RETIREMENT CASE

'

Previous

Year's

Installed Other New Total Peak

Capacity Resources Capacity Resources Load Reserves Percent

Year (MW) (MW) (MW) (MW) (MW) (MW) Reserves *

1984 8754 75 0829 6937 1892 27.6

1985 8089 530 8619 7158 1461 20.4

1986 8089 75 900 9064 7365 1699 23.1

1987 8989 75 9064 7500 1564 20.9

1988 8989 207 9196 7639 1557 20.4

T~3 1989 8989 75 720 9784 7815 1969 25.2
'~''

1990 9709 75 9784 8034 1750 21.8

1991 9709 75 690 10474 8244 2230 27.0

1992 10399 75 10474 8496 1978 23.3

1993 10399 75 10474 8735 1739 19.9

1994 10399 75 690 11164 8956 2208 24.7

1995 11089 75 11164 9206 1958 21.3

1996 11089 75 690 11854 9451 2403 25.4

1997 11','79 75 11854 9681 2173 22.4

1998 11779 75 11854 9923 1931 19.5

*CP&L's planning criteria is to maintain a minimum 20% reserve margin.

,.

s
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( APPENDIX G
Page 3 of 3

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

ROBINSON UNIT 2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY

PROJECTED SYSTEM ENERGY INPUT REQUIREMENT 5

The following table provides the Company's projected system energy input
requirements which must be served by the Company's generating units or
purchases from other utilities. These system energy input requirements are
based on the Company's December 1983 forecast of energy sales. -

&

Projected

System >

Energy

Input
Requirements *

g Year (GWH)i

1984 35605

1985 36937

1986 38173

1987 39211

1988 40218

1989 41360

1990 42683

1991 43979

1992 45436

1993 46821

1994 48172

1995 49575

1996 50898

1997 52211

1998 53583

D
* Based on the CP&L December 1983 energy and load forecasts

,

Ad . . - - - . . . . . . _ - - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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APPENDIX H
Page 1 of 1

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

ROBINSON UNIT 2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY

PROJECTED OPERATING DATAII) FOR ROBINSON 2 FOR THE REPLACEMENT CASE

Operating (2) Annual (3) Energy (4)

Capacity Capacity Generation

Year Factor (Percent) Schedulei Outages Factor (Percent) (GWH)
_

02/03 - 05/03
1984 70(5) 07/21 - 12/31 22 1261.2

1985 85(5) 01/01 - 05/17 54 3159.8

1986 85 02/08 - 05/23 62 3620.2

1987 85 05/23 - 09/04 63 3682.7

1988 85 11/05 - 12/31 74 4301.8

1989 85 01/01 - 02/17 76 4417.8

1990 85 04/23 - 07/22 66 3863.1

1991 85 09/23 - 12/22 65 3809.5

1992 85 88 5117.6g -

1993 85 02/22 - 05/23 66 3821.1

1994 85 07/25 - 10/23 66 3852.8

1995 85 12/25 - 12/31 86 5002.9

1996 85 01/01 - 03/24 67 3918.5

1997 85 05/26 - 08/24 66 3869.1

1998 85 10/26 - 12/31 71 4146.4

|
NOTES:

U)The data provided are the Company's current projections at the time the
study was performed; however, these projections are subject to change as
system or controlli'ig conditions change.

(2)0perating capacity factor reflects forced outages only, not scheduled
outages. '

(3) Based on a 665 MW maximum dependable capacity rating for Robinson 2 and
projected annual energy generation.

(4) Annual energy generation is developed from seasonal Robinson 2 capacity
ratings of 665 MW for summer and 700 MW for winter.

(5)In 1984, prior to the start of the steam generator replacement outage
(July 21) Robinson 2 is projected to operate at only 70% operating
capacity factor. Upon return'to service in 1985 following that outage,
Robinson 2 is projected to operate at 85% operating capacity factor.

.

| ______ _ _ _ _,
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APPENDIX I,

Paga 1 of 1

|

| E)
-- CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY7y

ROBINSON UNIT 2 STEAM GENERATOR REPLACEMENT STUDY

ESTIMATED FUTURE, CAPITAL INVESTMENTS FOR ROBINSON 2

.

The following table provides estimates of the future capital investments (on ~

a cash flow basis) for additions and modifications at Robinson 2, as used in
the study for the Replacement Case:

Robinson 2 Estimated

Net Construction,

Cost of Future
Additions and Modifications

Year ($000s)

1984 114,596

'~'i 1985 48,127
'~' 1986 14,186

1987 2,846

1988 2,377

1989 2,584

1990 2,829

1991 3,075

1992 3,359

1993 3,656

1994 3,992

1995 4,354

1996 4,742

1997 5,168

1998 5,633

NOTE

For study purposes, it was assumed that $40,852,000 was spent for the

h Robinson 2 steam generator replacement project in years prior to 1984. The
estimated total capital cost of the Robinson 2 steam generator replacement
project, which was used in the study and reflected in the Company's 1984
Construction Budget, is $134,205,000,

ab - . .. |
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: APPENDIX J
Page 1 of 2.

V
~

CAPITAL COST ESTIMATES FOR GENERATING UNIT ADDITIONS

REPLACEMENT CASE

,

The following capital cost estimates were used in the study. These capital
cost estimates-are based on the Company's 1984 Construction Budget estimates.

CAPITAL COST
*

IN-SERVICE ESTIMATE

UNIT DATE (000s $),

MAYO 2 1991 778,509

*
UNDESIGNATED 1 1990 1,731,802

*
UNDESIGNATED 2 1996 1,541,021

*
UNDESIGNATED 3 1998 1,814,132

.

~ *
The term "undesignated" is used because the Company has not made any
comitments regarding these units. These units are shown strictly for study
purposes to indicate that additional capacity will be needed in the time !rame,o

indicated, based on a minimum 20% reserve margin. For study purposes, it was
assumed that these units would be coal-fired units with scrubbers with a
target net capacity of 690 MWs. The costs of these units are based on a total' ' -

project engineering and construction schedule of 9 years.
.

y

C

W.
f
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APPENDIX J
PAGE 2 0F 2

CAPITAL COST ESTIMATES FOR GENERATING UNIT ADDITIONS

RETIREMENT CASE

.

The following capital cost estimates were used in the study. These capital -

cost estimates are based on the Company's 1984 Construction Budget estimates,
with appropriate adjustments for advancement in the in-service date.

<

v CAPITAL COST

IN-SERVICE ESTIMATE

! UNIT _ DATE (000s $)
i

! MAYO 2 1989 660,973

*
UNDESIGNATED 1 1991 1,387,591

O *
UNDESIGNATED 2 1994 1,309,026

*
UNDESIGNATED 3 1996 1,541,021

*
l

._
The term "undesignated" is used because the Company has not made any

commitments regarding these units. These units are shown strictly for study
j purposes to indicate that additional capacity will be needed in the time frame

indicated, based on a minimum 20% reserve margin. For study purposes, it was
assumed that these units would be coal fired units with scrubbers with a
target net capacity of 690 MWs. The costs of these units are based on a total
project engineering and construction schedule of 9 years.

.O

.
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Omgc5-6 I MR. TROWBRIDGE: I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman. Did you

2 just refer to the attachments by letter?

3 JUDGE MARGULIES: Yes.

4 MR. TROWBRIDGE: A through?

5 JUDGE MARGULIES: E inclusive.

6 (Pause.)

7 JUDGE MARGULIES: Through G inclusive.

8 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Thank you.

9 (Pause.);

10 JUDGE MARGULIES: D and E are bound separately,

11 and the narrative portion has A through C, and F and G

12 attached to it.

,
13 MR. TROWBRIDGE: That is correct.

'

14 The witnesses are available for cross-examination.
15 JUDGE MARGULIES: You may cross-examine.

16 MR. RUOFF: Thank you, Your Honor.

17 It may take me a moment to get the three of you

18 Straightened out.

XXX 19 CROSS-EXAMINATION

20 BY MR. RUOFF:

21 0 Which o you gentlemen is principally responsible

22 for'the company's forecast of capacity and load?
23 A (Witness Montague) I am.

24 Q And you are Mr. Montague?

25 A Right.

O
.
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.F' ''

kjmgc-.5-7 1- Q Thank you.

2 What'is the annual increase in-company peak

3 capacity,Jpeak load demand, which you project during the

d : study period, Mr. Montague?

5 A The projected peak through 1995 was 2.6 percent.

6 Icbelieve that is' correct, but I would have to calculate

7 that'.' '

.8 'O .Has that figure changed since your September 1983

9 study? Has your' load' forecast changed?-
'

10 A In'the September study, the forecast dated

11 December-1982 was~.used..
12 .Q _All right. And what-was the projected annual

13
_ ,5 increase in load;for that study?
a 1^
%' Id- A The prcjected. annual increase in~ load in that study

,

15 was!2.9 percent; ~however, I would point out.that those

,16 percentages are slightly misleading, in that there is a-
*

17 .different' base year. In actuality, the-forecasted loads out

18 .through 19951are only about 180 megawats lower in the December

19'
~

-'83 forecast, as' compared to the December '82 forecast.

20
Q.- But the forecast has declined from 1982 to 1983;

21 -is that correct?-:

'22 A Very slightly,'yes.

.23 .Q What has been the trend of the company's load

24 forecasts?.

'' 25 A I would have to ask a clarifying question. Over

.) q
U

- .- - - - -- .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _
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mge 5-8 I what period of time?

2 O If we were to go back to 1971, for example, or make

3 it 1973, what load would you have been forecasting for 19907
d A I do not have the 1973 load in front of me. I could

5
--

look it up, but I would say it would have been considerably

6 higher in 1995. I would point out, though, that in the last

# 7 three forecasts, our projected peak load for 1995 for all

8 practical purposes has been the same, and as we pointed out --

9 or as I pointed out in my testimony -- it is our viewpoint

; 10
,_ that the trend which has been apparent in the utility
_

li
-

business over several years -- and that is a declining

12 forecast -- it is our opinion that that trend has, in fact,

13 bottomed out. And as I pointed out in my testimony, I think
_

14
.

that the load which we experienced last year, for instance,

- 15 comparing that to the three previous forecasts for last year's
-

16
._

load, I believe substantiates that.

17 Q But your forecast from '82 to '83 is lower?

_ 18 A 180 megawatts. 'I right point out that we are not
. __

| 19 alone in our viewpoint.
,

20 MR. RUOFF: Your Honor, he is not responding to

i 21 any question which I have asked.

22 JUDGE MARGULIES: Mr. Montague, would you listen

M- 23 to the questions carefully and respcnd to the question, and
-- g

24-

if there are no questions pending, wait until the next
'a
_ 25
-

question comes forth?~
*

_

a
m

$
-

b
_ . _ _ _
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,mgc 5-9 ' WITNESS MONTAGUE: Yes.

2 BY MR. RUOFF:
m

3
.Q _ In' developing the loa'd forecast which you used in

d preparing your 1984. study, what prices were the inputs into
'

5- ,that study, the. prices of electricity?

6 A' ' (Witness'Montague) What prices were the inputs into

7 the study?

s - Q .Yes, sir.

' -A' As-I recall, there is a one percent real price

10 increase.

II'
LQ A one percent'real price increase over the whole

12 period?' Would you define price elasticity for me?
13-

~

';N LA ;Well, as I understand price elasticity, it is'the
( ) -.

's ' 14 |resulting change that=one.gets from a change'in the price-

15 .of electricity. In other words, if the price of electricity

16 goes'up,-then the usage would go up.

17- Ql So that as the price of electricity increases, the

18 ; demand decreases; is that correct?

I' A That is correct.

", 20_ - g- All right. And:this was something that-.you

21 . factored into your.1984 study; is that correct?

22. -

-Are you asking about the study, as opposed to theg

23 forecast?

24
- Q- |Well, is the forecast underlying your study?

L ; 25 A The forecast was used in the study.

}~x
f I

[N- ~,,|
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mgc 5 -10 ? 1 -Q I~want to be clear on this. Does your study
- ;2~ , rely 1upon thefforecast, or are you'using different numbers.

3~g.c 'than.your forec'st'proje'cted?
.

a

df, 1At The< forecast-is~an input to the study, but-it is'

T ' '

, 5 only.onelinput':to the-study. .One of these gentlemen could~3

', 6 answer your; question's related specifically to the issue of-
:

'7-
.

ithe' January 1984-study. ~

: 8'
,

'O :If we look:at~Page 103 of Appendix G ---

,

'
.MR. TROWBRIDGE: ' Excuse-me..

~

Are.we now talkingn
,

^10- about:the January.stu'dy?
'

Y
[i 3 '

~
' '

'MR. .RUOFF: _The' January study,'yes.,

12
'

.MR.=TROWBRIDGE: Which is Attachment,E'to the
, s

"

"tes,timony?, pu ,

'13-gp... :

M [, .MR.;RUOFF: (Nodding affirmatively.)
' ' 14 '

15 ~

_ And,now we are.'at Appendix G,.oneTof three of
,

:16
.s

.
At.tachment?E.

m
II~

_ iWITNESS MONTAGUE: . :You did say-Appendix G? 'Is that
,18f

, what-you are;saying?-
-

~

19
_

1 MR.iRUOFF:';Yes,:Mr. Montague.
~

-

[20 WITNESSLMONTAGUE: Yes. .All--right.
_

.

'

/21
~

<

7w - iBY'MR. RUOFF:g

"?22y g.. .And'on.this question, if you don't know the answer,
23

z - if-on'e ofothe.otherigentlemen would volunteer,.I would, - 1

. .

2f..
,

; ~appreciatie L that;,
. .

f 25- '-

D'oes that' table there show. peak load megawatts?: .

hf)
':,-

'+

w a

;gq ; 9.. 't.gem ,

<

+ y

v
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:

O :mgc ~ 5 -11 1
~

y. .A. (Witness - Montague) Yes, it does show peak

2 - Nadmegawatts.

3- ;Q We'.e the numers which are~ presented in that table

: 4' there tiaken :directly from the company's load forecasts?~

-

5 A ' Ye s , . ' th'ey - we re .
c..

6 Q: All right.- ,

f Erid . 5 : :7

-

g.

9:

E10

- 11.
1

, .)

-

; .yy

-
13f,e W 1

' ~

~ 1's }~.

.15.

~

, 16 .'
,

.,. - 17,

,
'

:18_+ .
.

4

| ?19 -
.

<

:.20-

'

21

s .

b
.-

-

. $- s.p ;23

ya . .

25
,

1

- s

5

.v
..
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4
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.Q Now when you compared, and this is again something3 1

9
2' any of'the gentlemen could answer, when you compared your pro-
3 Ljec'ted system, resources, loads and reserves and the costs in

the two scenarios, first replacing the steam generators at4

is nobinson and then retiring Robinson, did you use the same
6= ' loa'd forecast?

7 A~ Yes, we did.

. 8- Q so you have already assumed in there a one percent
9 real increase.in electricity, is that correct?

10 A That is correct.

11 Q Now is'it not the conclusion of your study that if

12 Robinson were retired, the price of electricity to rate payers
13 would increase?

. ,7
s.

(_/ 14 . A .. That is' correct.

15 0 Would'it not follow then that your-load would de-

=
-- '16 crease given~the price-elasticity of demand?

17 A I think.that is a logical conclusion. I-do not
'

~ 18 know to what degree.

19 Q You have~not quantified that effect in your study,
-26 have you?

:21 A .I have not quantified that effect.,_

. :22~-

Q. Why not?. And if someone else did it --

.
23 ~A It hadn't occurred to me to do-that, quite frankly.

: 24 g. 311:right, so that when you show a 1.7 percent
25 fdecrease, that is not rerunning the model, assuming increasing

r
n

y )

w
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L(,-;)- ~
1 prices from the Robinson case, is it, from the Robinson retire -

v
2 ment case?

.

3 A I don't understand the 1.7 percent.

. 4 Q All right.

5 Did you all do a sensitivity using a lower load

6 forecast?-

7 A' Yes, a sensitivity was done using a lower forecast,
8 that is correct.

'

9 Q But you did not run a di2ferent forecast, dic you,
10 assuming increased prices from Robinson?

'11 A- We did not run another forecast.
~12 A (Witness Williams)'I might add the 1.7 percent
13- forecase,.which was the basis for the sentitivity, was hot.j .

A) 14 the company's forecast.

15 g .Nor was it ESRG's' forecast, was it?

16 A Quite honestly, I don't know.

37-
<Q What would be.the effect if you ran your study

is of Robinson retirement with the increased price of electricity
.

I' resulting from your postulated increased price resulting from
120- that retirement?

21 .A (Witness Montague) I do not know because we have
22 not'run such a study.

E3 -Q' Do you know if you increase the price of electricity.
24

one percent, how much your load decreases?

25 -

g' p g ,. 7 have not made that quantification. I suppose

: ,m ,

v

. . . . .
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,c~.,
:f i
N ,/ 1 'that is something that could be done but I have not actually

,

2 done:that. .It would-be a matter of going back through all of
'3 ~ the regression equations in the energy forecast and assuming
' La.d'ifferent price response-and from that you would produce
5

a new energy forecast and from that'a new load forecast and

6-
~from that you could answer-your question, but that is not a

'#
simple procedures.

8.
O Would the incremental cost of electricity increase

'9 . .-.

under_your study with Robinson retired as against Robinson
10*

-

fixed?

11-
A If I understood your question correctly, it is with

'12
the price increase if Robinson were retired and the answer to

I3; f} :that'is yes.-

"'~'
Q It.was specifically the incremental price, you know .

15
! 7.think that economists talk about buying at the margin and

''
the next-kilowatt you buy, would the price of that next kilo-,

.
-

17~
-watt increase with Robinson retired?

18
A Yes, it would, because you would be running in order

p ~to replace that energy and capacity which is lost as a result
20

of the retirement of Robinson 2. You would have to runI'
21

existing plants and cider plants more and that would-be at
p '22
4 a marginal cost, so the price would increase.

23.
Q. What conservation effects do you postulate in your

L: study of the replacement case?
! 25
| .A The same conservation is postulated in each case
| : f-~i ,

-( I1

t.s

|:

-
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| 1 and that is 1750 megawatts load reduction in 1995 beyond what
2 the demand would have been, which is a decrease of about

=

^

3 16 percent on peak load.

4 0 What is the basis of your estimate of a 750 mega-

5 watt load reduction?

-

6 A It is 1750 not 750. The basis of that is a total

7 of about 37 programs that the company has adopted in its2

8 conservation and load management program. As I indicated in
:

- 9 my testimony, we have gone through a very extensive effort to_

10 evaluate the cost and benefits of conservation and load manage-
11 ment, set the goal of 1750 megawatts by the year 1995 and
12y formed a new department to do that and put the nechanism in

.

13 place and are presently proceeding on schedule with that con-
-

,

'

14
. servation load management program.
I 15 0 What is the basic incentive to conserve?

16 A The basic incentive to conserve basically it could

g be put into two categcries. One would be from the company's17

_' 18 standpoint and another would be from the customers' standpoint.
19 Q How about from the customers' standpoint, if I

>
-

20:; might clarify my question?

f
21 A From a customers standpoint right now, if the cus-

+
22y .tomer will allow us to control his water heater and say air

[ 23 conditioner during peak load times, the incentive is two

h dollars per month for control of the water heater and ten24

25
f dollars per month for the control of air conditioners for the

?

s

-

2

_
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.

,] * ifour-summer' months,-if you have two' units, thirteen dollars,1-

'

~ so' that'is. an incentive that the cu:1tomer has._ .2 -

_

, We have'a rate whi'ch is available which gives a3.
~

4 =five. percent. reduction to those houses that have thermal
.

- ' 5; : standards <-which will meet that rate. We promote what.we call-

6 theicommon-sense house, which is a very highly insulated house
y '. 7 .It is.Very. apparent that with the common sense

1
e : house'the-customer can save sizeable amounts on his power bill.

- -L 9: Those are just some of the things. I can elaborate if you like '
;

.
10~ TQt The recurring. theme I hear is money.Is the cost

.'11 of electricity the fundamental incentive to conservation ?

- < ' 12 A cI'think certainly money is important and I would
t

:13 _ suppose'that?is what most people would react to; however, I,

e

O' 14- ido believe there is a national-conscience -- people say

-:15 Jfinite resources are running out.and'I would like to do some-
~

:-16 othing.about-it.

=17 !QL When people-sit.and make an~ economic. decision about

. '18
~

conservation techniques,-for. example, insulating or buying a-

~

19 - imore-efficient appliance,~are5those financial analyses pre-
.;s

-

20 ;dicated upon the price of the kilowatt hours of electricity-

121 ,~whi h-you are selling?.
22 A- Yes. They 'certainly would take that into considera--, c

- 023- .' tion.because'at,-let's take'a period of ten or twelve' years
24 ago, an' electrically heated house then had insulation which, ,

.

.25
; .was commonly referred to as 6, 4, 2 -- 6: inches overhead,

a/T _
'

e
: % ,/-'

:: m'?

-

.
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-

, - . ,
,

.

, . 't
fJK-}=g 3

m, ,y ;47 . Jinch'e's: in the wall",s '2 inches on the floor. That was- . Ny ,,
' '- -

. ..

..when the pricejof electricity.was at-one point.12;
.. .

.
. ..

,

:.3 - Now- the- common sense house. standards go to about' |1
,

4 '10!or.12 inche's: overhead,- 6 -inches'in the' floor and-'in the'

.

;5! 'wallsJand; pane: glass.
" *

7

-
~

L of - Lobvious'ly,as the-price of' electricity, increases,'

,- , -

'

.e<n. '7' . people:can: decide'they-will'spe'nd more money in orderinot to:.

.

, ' ,8 - have to-.payjthat much.:
'

- :9 [' Q>- J.An'dras the pri'ce-goes up, the.more likely'they are
t 1

q 1.0 fto~ expend money to conserve,cis that correct?
J]- je EA' |I^think!that is ailogical conclusion, yes, sir.

- . . y
y- 12.L QL . ,You'have testifie'd and under your testimony ~here.

, - .,

'
~. ." l i Jit):shows that-CP;& L postulates a higher cost-for electricity4

- L l.4 .
~ -

^ for rate payers with . Robinson : retired than with . Robinson
. .

.

'

.

S - :15: .: repaired?1
1

:n y .. -

; i ,- 16 .A~ '.Y e s , sir.
. ,

e - 171 .Q_ |Have you'not alsostestifiedLthat you assumed the

-18 Lsame' cons.ervation.effect regardless of whether the-steamg-, ;-

, , , . .
;

'*
-

, . -%

_ ' .: % - 19 ' generators were. fixed'or Robinson was retired?
.

'
, ~

,

''

,
20.

.

l

A:. .Yes.
'

r;; s

p- - 21 .' Q '. -Would1there'not.-be-an economic incentive, let ne,

t
. _ . 1 . . t

^
, - ;,y M 22 frephrase--thatc- .isLthe company =doing}everything it can now

9 23- }to; encourage:conservatio'n?* - '

?24 |A; iBased uponLitsJbest judgment, at-this point it is.

''

S2s Jdoing'everything economically' feasible as far as the company
.

.. |w .: . . ,' -

,

,k 7

r

>
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-
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1 is concern ~ed and the customer is concerned.

2 Q Has not that economic feasibility changed as the

3 price of electricity increases?

4 A Yes, to some extent. However, I think we need to

5 concern ourselves here about the relative merits if you will.

6 We have a broad array of programs. Some of those

7 programs como at a -- well, in fact the average, if you will,

8 of the 1750 megawatt conservation program, is about 250 dollars

9 a kilowatt, that is on an average. Some of those programs

10 approach $500 a kilowatt, which is a fairly expensive price

11 to pay for a kilowatt of conservation load management.

12 I think you need to remember that a kilowatt of

-

load management is not necessarily and in most cases is not13

i
la equal to a kilowatt of power generation.

15 If I have an air conditioner which I can control
. :

16 only 60 hours a year, I think it becomes fairly apparent that

"
17 that kilowatt of electricity that I get from controlling that

18 air conditioner is not equivalent to a kilowatt of load genera--

19 tion.
_

-

20 What I am trying to get across is when we price a
-

| 21 kilowatt of load management, you cannot equate that to a
_

_ 22 kiloyatt of power generation. It is, in fact, once you con-

23 sider the value or quality, if you will, of one megawatt-

24 versus another, the cost of that $500 per kilowatt program
-

-

25 might in fact be $2000 and then you are getting to the point

:

-

__.
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1 when it would equal generation, so what I am saying to you
2 is we have in fact priced some programs which in actually
3 would get very close to the cost of building new power plants,
d Q Are there energy-saving -- savings in energy costs
5 from conservation, so that the cost can't just be looked at
6 at $500 per kilowatt?

7 A There are primarily energy savings associated with
8 those programs that we consider to be conservation programs.
'' O Rather than load management programs?

10 A Pight. Load management programs such as air condi-
11 tioner control and water heater control,'in fact there may be a little
12 additional energy associated with that.

13 Q What percentage of the 1750 megawatts of conserva-
Id tion effect is a result of conservation?
15 A Roughly one-half.

16 0 If you are doing everything which is possible now,
l' economically possible now, would more things be possible
18 under a scenario with higher prices of electricity?
19

A I have not made that evaluation. I did not intend
20 to say we have done everything that could possibly be done. I
21

am not sure we could say we have done everything that could
22

possibly be done but I think we need to point out to keep this
23 .

In context, when one sets a 1750 regawatt goal of conservation
24

load management, one has bitten off quite a chew at 16 percent
of our peak load.

O

. - - . .
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3
1 I think you need to have time to work into that

i
2 program to see which programs work best and which do not before s

1
"3 you decide, okay, I can get another 200 megawatts. I believe

4 I pointed out in my testimony that out of a survey that was*

5 made, as far as conservation load management of megawatt goes, E
3

6 compared to installed generation out 120 companies we were ]
-

7 rated second in the nation and I think that says something to a

8 us about our program,
i

9 (Pause.) 2
:

10 Q Again, I am not trying to focus all of my questions ;

m
11 cn Mr. Montague. If you other gentlemen feel left out or feel :

4
12 you have more information, please don't hesitate to jump in

13 and if I am specifically limiting my questions to one of you,

O Id I will try to make that clear.

15 If we look at, in addition to Attachment E, -J

0

Anpendix G, page 1 of 3, Attachment D, Appendix G, page 1 of ]16

17 3, which is the September, 1983, study --

18 A -
. i

What was that page again?
]

l'
Q It is Appendix G. It is the Sectember, 1983, ;

a
20 study, the same appendix that we were looking at a moment ago. -

21
(Pause.)

22
Q Do you have that now?

2 'A Yes, I'm sorry. Yes, I do.

|24
Q Thank you. .

25 IWhat are the basic differences between those two?

:

:
i
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J

AI

I want to cal 1 them exhibits but thev are not
_

2 senarate exhibits,.those two tables. ,b
3 iA Two differences that I can think about right off 4

s.d

hand would be the cancellation oE Ferris Unit 2 for 1990 and N,
5 then Mayo Unit 2 would be accelerated to 1991 and then the
6 4690 megawatt units would have been accelerated. That would ;
7 be on the resources side.
8 i lAs far as the peak load side is concerned, I believc
' !I mentioned earlier specifically a 1995 time frame wherein the '

;
10 September study we have a given load of 9386 megawatts, if ilh

-

" J j

I look at the January update, I think I will find that to be !
12 Ii180 megawatts difference. Those would be the primary differ-

-

I3 i

ences in those tables as I view it now.
g

'd

.

Q So there is a somewhat lower peak load nd the
15

cancellation of a 900 megawatt nuclear plant and the addition
16 _

of a 690 megawatt undesignated, probably coal, plant?
II -

]A Yes. That and we use the term "undesignated" be- -

-j
'8 Jcause truly that is what it is. We know that based upon pre- s
"

_ sent projections of load growth that in order to maintain a-

di
20 _

-

20 percent reserve margin, we would need capacity in a given:

-
21 a

. year.At this point we have costed into the progran a 690 a
g

_ megawatt -- it would be a scrubbed basically a twin boiler
]

unit, the type of unit at our Mayo and Roxburg units.
^]

24
Q What kind of generation planning studies did you h-,

5
g

rely on in concluding that these were the kind and size of~

se b
e

"
i

_

- -i
1

e
- ?
- _._. iin
-
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:

-1' 5 facilities t'o construct?-; ,r -

-H |2 A 'As-I indicated the 690 zeegawatts are undesignated-

'- - 131 . capacity for that very reason because we have not mad'e that^

*
'

decision.- That is beyond the time frame, well, from the4

5 . standpoint of lead time we still have time to make decisions

EndL6. '_ 6 ' :as to what that capacity.ought.:to be'in.that time period.
'

,

'7

8 -'
,

-9:

-10

' 11.

:12

5-W ; _ " 13
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.
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h mgc 7-1 1 I think it is apparent that those studies will

2 be made, but we don't have the timeframe when we will need

3 to make that study at this point.

4 Q Are there different types of generation facilities?

5 A Certainly.

6 Q And it is not just differences between coal and

7 nuclear, is it?

8 A No, it is not.

9 Q There are also differences, are there not, between

10
_

peaking units and shoulder units and base-load units, are

11 there not?

12 A Yes. We refer to those typically as peaking
.

13 capacity, intermediate capacity, and base-load capacity.

.
Q What' kinds of generation planning studies did you14

-

15 all do to rule out other kinds of capacity?-

_
16 A We haven't ruled out any other kind of capacity.

17 I had hoped I had made that clear. We have not made the

1|8 decision. We call it undesignated for that very reason.

19 We simply say we need capacity in that timeframe. We do

20 not know yet what kind.
-

21 Q So that the scenario that is presented here,.

!
22 are you then not claiming that this will be the optimal

'

-

[ 23 generation construction plan for the co. ling fourteen or
:

24y fifteen years?
_

{ 25 A Based upon what we know right now, we cannot say

-

;

:
1 .
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I
mgc 7-2 whether it is or is not the optimal.'-

2 The point I have been trying to make is, we will

- 3
_

conduct detailed studies to determine what we call right now
s

4 "undesignated capacity." We will make detailed studies to
'.

5 try to determine what that ought to be. Those studies have
.:
|- 6 not yet been completed.

7-

(. Q Are there different costs for the different kinds

{ of capacity?8
,

9 A Yes. I think it is apparent that that is the case.

30 Typically base capacity costs more per kilowatt than possibly.

II

j intermediate capacity, and intermediate capacity costs more
-

12 than peaking capacity pretty typically,
e

13 Q Doesn't that affect your comparison here between
I Id
| the retirement case and the replacement case?
s
p 15 A You can't say whether it does or it doesn't affect
e

;- 16 it, because the detailed study hasn't been made to determinec

-

37 what that capacity ought to be, the undesignated capacity.f
_

Z 18 We'are not saying it will necessarily be a

# 19 base-load plant. We simply say there must be capacity in
t
g 20 that timeframe. It may be smaller fossil capacity.
:-

21"

( ; The general indication across the country is one
:

22 could install smaller capacity at a slightly less cost than

23
..

one could larger units. But at this point, that is a ratheri

[ generalized conclusion. Detailed studies have not been made.24

Y
25

Q Yet you used these assumptions to draw your
.

''

1
+
-

?
?

'' 5
t. ,,
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h mgc7-3 1 conlusions that replacement of the steam generators would

2 be cheaper for the ratepayers than retirement of Robinson,

3 didn't you?

.

4 A Yes, we did, and that is an appropriate assumption

5 to make, because you have focused only on capacity cost at

6 this time, and we are pointing out that base capacity has a

7 higher cost for kw. It also has a lower operating cost. And

a obviously-you must consider both of those in supplying your

9 load. You can't just say, because I am talking about base-

10 load capacity and I have said the base capacity is 400

11 kilowatts, that my study is wrong, because the study includes

12 the production costs.

13 Q Have you explored any sensitivities in terms of

..
14 using different kinds of capacity and what effects they would

15 have had on the results of your study?

~ 16 A No, I think it is not appropriate to explore

. : 17 sensitivities when you have not yet made the base assumption

18 to determine what you think the best capacity ought to be

19 for that undesignated capacity we are talking about. We

20 would have costs at that time when that study is made. We
. .

21 would consider everything we know how to consider when that

' 22 decision is made.

. 23 Q Would you not have come up with different answers

. - 24 if you had analyzed sensitivities in terms of different

25 types of capacity?

O

,

hl

[, . 1
'

'

-
_.

. .

.
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I
A That is total speculation. One cannot make that 7

2 judgment.

3 Q But you didn't do those kinds of studies, did you?

@4 A No, because we haven't done the base study yet to
m

5 decide what it should be. You can't do sensitivities on the 4
4

6 study until you do the base study. j

57 Q What do we have in front of us, then?

8 A You have -- are you talking about in Appendix G.
2

9 Q Yes, sir. ']
10 A Specifically what -- well --

11 Q You came in with a study that lays out numbers, -

12 saying it's a better deal for ratepayers to replace the steam ]
13 generators rather than to retire Robinson, based in part, 3

9 ~

14 I would assume, on the kinds of capacity laid out here. ]
15 You applied certain numbers based upon those assumptions to y

16 come up with your bottom-line, putative savings. 5
'

17 What would we have in front of us if you had not

18 run your case? j
u

"19 A You are talking about a different base case than
di

20 I am talking about. You have focused on that additional ]
4

21 capacity. In fact, that is cnly a part of the overall study

22 included in both scenarios, retirement and replacement.
..

.;
23 You have still got the completion of Harris Unit 1 and the

'

24 completionof Mayo Unit 2. Those are going to be the mains

'

25 cost factors, and those factors are included. ]

O
.

I,

if
.

;

7 h
_
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mgc 7-5 1 Now there might be some little bit of difference

2 if you go back and look specifically at that undesignated

3 capacity, but one can conlude it is not going to be very

4 much.

5 Q What is the dollar difference between your

6 conclusions in the September 1983 study and your conclusions

7 in the January 1984 study?

8 A In 1983 dollars, as I recall, the September had a

9 cost / benefit to replacement of something over $300 million,

; 10 and the study in January of '84 had a cost / benefit of 1983

11 dollars of some $800 million. Those numbers, I believe, are

12 in the testimony, and we will make sure they are entered;

13 correctly. In the January update, 1983 dollars, it's an:

14 $862 million benefit.

15 In the September study, there was a.$348 million --
.

16 JUDGE MARGULIES: 348?
_

17; WITNESS STANCIL: -- increase in the September study.

18 BY MR. RUOFF:
'

19 Q Isn't that some $500 million difference in the

20 studies related to the captial costs?-

21 A (Witness Montague) A portion of it is related to

22 the capital costs.

23 Q A portion can go from one percent to 99.9. Can

24
i you be more precise?
:

; 25 A I will have to call on Bob, who did the studies. He
-

.

f
3

2
m
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mgc 7-6 1 can tell us, I think, the exact --

2 A (Witness Stancil) I would say the majority

3 probably is the result of adding in the captial additions.

4 I might add, in the September study, we did not

5 recognize that those costs should be there. We did not

6 include the costs. The September study was a very conservative

7 study and did not include those capital additions, so it is

a not a fair comparison

9 If you include those capital costs, the two studies

10 would come closer together in the bottom-line conclusion, the

11 bottom-line numbers.

12 Q When you say "come closer together," I have here

13 the phrase "little bit of an effect from this undesignated

9 3d capacity," can you quantify a little bit?

15 A I'm not sure that the "little bit" that Mr. Montague

16 is talking about is the same thing that I'm talking about.

17 What I am talking about is, the September study did not

18 include the capital costs for any generation additions beyond - -

19 I believe for any generation additions between the two studies.

20 We recognize that that was a conservative case,

21 and I believe that the number would be just for those

22 capital additions -- would he about $1.2 billion in nominal

23 dollars that you would add to *. hat September study, if you

24 did include those capital additions or the capital costs

25 of the generation additions, the undesignated additions in the

:

- --
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mgc 7-7 I future. And what that does, I believe, is put you up close

2 to $2 billion in nominal dollars. I don't have the present-day

3 values right handy.
-

4 JUDGE MARGULIES: Mr. Ruoff,. if you are going

5 to go off on another segment, this may be an appropriate
"

. 6 time to take a fifteen-minute recess.

7 MR. RUOFF: Thank you, Your Honor.
"

8 JUDGE MARGULIES: We will take a fifteen-minute
L

h 9 recess.

10 (Recess.)

11 JUDGE MARGULIES: Back cn the record.
i

12
{ You may continue.
O
: 13 MR. RUOFF: Thank you, Your Honor.

Idk BY MR. RUOFF:
-

- 15 Q Mr. Montague or whichever of you gentlemen would

16 like to answer this, what assumptions does your study make

17 regarding costs which might result from the problems of

E 18 embrittlement of the reactor vessel?
L
[ 39 A (Witness Montague) I will let one of these
-

20 gentlemen answer that. They did the study.

21 A (Witness Stancil) I think we will have another
a
-

22 witness who will discuss the embrittlement problem in detail.
L

23 The company has a solution for somewhat resolving the,

24
y embrittlement problem at this point. .I am not a fuels

h expert, and this involves a fuels matter.25

W
-

E

b

L
-

E-
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Omgc 7-8 i But basically what we use are some special fuel

2 assemblies around the perimeter of the core, which reduces

3 the neutron flux in that area, and thus minimizes the effect

4 of embrittlement.

5 Now to the extent that there is additional cost
,

for that special fuel,that has been included in our study.^

7 Q And how has it been included, and what costs have
<

8 you ascribed to that?

9 A I don't have the details. I think there were some

10 costs that were provided to the Hartsv ille Group under

11 discovery that laid out the specific costs that were included,

12 all of the incremental costs associated with that. There

13 are new fuel assemblies. The analysis anC so forth that is

34 required has been included in our fuel cost.

15 Q So those costs are in the fuel cost, rather than

16 in capital additions?,

17 A That is correct. They show up in the nuclear fuel

18 cost, yes, sir.

19 0 If that doesn't work, what is the backup p.lan?
i

20 A We have no reason to think that it will not work.

21 There has been considerable investigation, and I think our

22 witness can -- that will be coming later -- can speak to
-

23 that issue.

24 Q If it were not to work -- and I recognize that

25 you are not an expert, and I'm not trying to get you to

O

\.
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Omgc7-9 1 testify as to the wisdom or unwisdom of the proposed
2 solution -- if it were not to work, what effect would that

3 have on the conclusion of your study? Would there be increased

4 costs which would make retiring Robinson a more cost /beneficia]

5 alternative?

6 A I think one would have to analyze the effects, and

7 if that did not work, what is the impact on Robinson, and what

8 is the cost associated with that?

9 Q Have you all conducted any kind of risk analyses

10 of potential scenarios, not totally unforeseen scenarios

11 but potentially foreseeable scenarios, such as there would

12 be increased -- much greater costs because of the embrittlement,

13 problem than you are currently projecting?

Id A We haven't in-our studies looked at specifically

is additional costs. I might say that our study was developed

16 in a very conservative format. We made very conservative

17 decisions in most of our data inputs in some of the costs

18 that were used in the study which allowed for some unknown

19 additional costs that might be incurred. I don't have a

20 list of specific things we have analyzed for or done

21 sensitivity for, but we have a conservative cost basis which

22 would cover a certain amount of that.

23 Q " Conservative" is a very imprecise term. Could

24 you quantify the conservatism you believe is in your figures

25 on embrittlement?

O

c- n n ,n ___________________
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( kngc 7-10 I
A As I state, we have not looked at the embrittlement

2 issue separately. We have included the additional cost
,

for the company's --
*

4
0 If you could answer my question, can you quantify

5 the conservatism?
6

A That is in the study overall?

7
Q No. With regard to embrittlement.

A No, I cannot.

9
0 Uhat assumptions do you make regarding spent fuel

IO
storage?

11
A Are you talking spent fuel disposal?

12
O Interim storara.

'3
. A Interim storage? Our study does not include any

'd
costs for interim storage. I might add, we ran a sensitivity

15
study, and we looked at the costs that would be required for

16
interim storage. It was a very small cost, I think.

17
Mr. Raskin may disagree. I disagree with his

18
assumption.

19
But we have looked at the cost to transport spent

20 fuel from Robinson to the Harris facility, which will have
21 adequate storage, and we have added some cost in for the
22

Harris facility, and I think the total -- I believe it was
23

around S19 million, is the-cost of interim storage.
24

0 It must be nice to be in a business where $19
2

million is a small cost.

O

_ _ _ . . .
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1mgc 7-11 A Well, it is an additional cost. It would not --

2 I am not saying it is a cost that will not be incurred, but

3 it is a small cost when you look at the overall cost of the

4 study. It does not swing the study or change the bottom-

5 line conclusions. That was my point.
'

6 Q Did you consider on-site interim storage, or

7 was the only sensitivity you examined shipping to Harris?

8 A The only sensitivity we actually costed out was

9 shipping the fuel to liarris. I might add that the company's

10 considering a dry storage experiment with the Department of

11 Energy, I believe it is, and that could reduce that cost

12 from the S19 million.

13 Q Itave you done cost studies on what the dry storage

14 cost would be?
-

15 A No, sir, I have not.

16 0 So it might increase them?

17 A Well, I guess that is a possibility from the folks

18 Ie ve talked with, and again I'm not a fuels expert. I have
.

19 looked to my people who are dealing with that particular

20 issue. They have indicated the cost should be reduced. The -

21 demonstratin project would have to be developed to determine

22 that cost. -

23 Q Would Harris alco be receiving Brunswick's spent

24 fuel?

25 A Possibly at some point in time; yes, sir. -

O
.
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'

yy
~i )mgc7-12 Q How long can you continue to ship to Harris?

I
-

,

2 /g. We can continue shipping the spent fuel to Harris
3

'for the remainder of the Robinson licensing period, 2007.
'

'Q' .But'once that fuel is there, something still heeds
5 to be done with it.
O

A That is correct.
#

Q And that is still an interim fuel cost, isn't it?
*

A Are you talking about the operating' cost of.

continuing to care for the fuel while it is at Harris?
IO

Q Right.

'I
'A Yes, sir, that is correct. And we have included

12
that cost in ourf$19 million. In fact, I think we-have

I3
/.,T. conservatively considered that cost..

\_/' -Q. 'I'am going to ask you again -- well, first'let me
rask,'what transportation costs did you use?

~ ^*
'We based ~the^ transportation costs -- first'of all,A-

l#'
_let me"say that the company owns a large fuel cask, rail-

*

. mounted cask,''so there is no incremental cost there. We
~19'

'have.used the' company's'1984 rail contract cost, considering
20

special' train charges-both'to and from the Harris facility.
' ~-

- 'Q Did you escalate those costs in any way?
-

.22 - -A Yes,-we.did. ~We escalated at the GNP deflator,
-

-

~ >

" ' projections of the GNP deflator.'
.24 '

Q That is'six percent?
,

p

;' . ' 25 -'

A It varied from year to year, based upon the GNPG:L

~ /~
Q)

-

-f

3

f &

Q _;,
_ _ - - - - . _ . _ - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- ^' -- -_
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-

( j mgc'7-13 1 deflator that-we used for overall fuel cost projections,

-2 which As based upon information from BRI Cost Forecasting
3 Services. That resource is being incorporated. We used

d those GNP deflators. I think the average is close to six

.5 percent.

'o That cost was $9 million or $8 million in 1983

7 dollars.

a O So that $19 million is nominal?,

9 A That is correct.

10 Q Have you done any kind of a risk analysis of
-

11 regulatory problems which might change the way that spent+

12 fuel needs to be stored or transported?

7% - 13 'A With regard to interim storage?

I .I4 Q Yes,

15- .A .No, sir. We considered the special train charges

16 and so forth, and as'I said, we'really used the charge-that

'7 would be conservative with the view of the Harris facility,

18 - so.you might say there is some conservative base that could

- 19 absorb some changes in. regulation.
,

20 g- Could you quantify that conservative base?

21 A What we used, basically there will be no incremental7

22 costs at Harris for developing that facility, to allow us to
.

23 ship and store fuel at.the Harris facility. We-included a

24 cost that was based,upon -- I think-it was a report that was

25 done for the= Department of Energy. It was based upon a

7 3
|.,_y

-

r Ilg -- . .- ' - u -

___,__.___________.___m - _ - _ - - _ - - - - -
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. mgc:7-141 raracking charge, an'on-site reracking charge and storage. 3

y ,

- 2 . costs over a fifteen-year period, which is really, I guess,,

i3 in 1984'I think-that was about $48 per kilogram.

End 7 d
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) 1 We would not expect to incur that cost at the Harri s.s

2 facility since there is no incremental ccat.

3 Q Have you looked at the possibility that, for exam-

d plc, you are proposing here to shift spent nuclear fuel, ir-
5 radiated fuel assemblies, all over the Carolinas, have you
6 examined the possibility that one or the other of the states
7- might attempt to restrict shipment within or into the state

8 of such assemblies?
9 A I have not attempted to quantify that, no, sir.

10
Q If that were to happen, would that have --

II MR. BACHMANN: Objection. The question has been

12 asked and answered.
13 (Pause.)~~

|
's/ Id'

JUDGE MARGULIES: I will permit the witness to

15 answer.
16 WITNESS STANCIL: .Will you please restate it?

17 BY MR. RUOFF:

'8
Q I think I only had two words out of the question.

''
The question was going to be, would that result in increased

20 -costs if such shipment were in some way restricted?
21 A (Witness S.tancil) I would think so. On the other hand,I

22
would have to weigh that there is also a possibility of

23
developing dry storage at the site, tich could possibly reduce

24
costs.

Q Or increase it?
-

% ,r

d
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|(m'( 1- A! That is a possibility, yes.

2 Q In your Sentember study, what was the estimate which

'3 you made of the cost of the steam generator replacement?
4 A- The cost, based upon the company's 1983 construc-

'5~ tion' budget,was $105,673,000.

6 Q All right.

7 What is the estimate in the January, 1984 construc-
1 e tion budget?

L9 A The estimate based upon the 1984 budget-is-
10 $134,205,000.

11 Q LHow much of an: increase is that?
;12 : A (Pause.)-

13- That is about a 27: percent increase.-.,s

b- |14 0 What-is the cost today, the estimated cost today,
L15 .of the Robins'on-replacement,.the_ steam generator replacement?

~

:16- A To my-knowledge, the $134 million in the 1984

17 budget number.is the.Lappropriate number, the company's 1984
1

18- budget 1was just'adonted in December, 1983..
-19

'O 'Were there any prior:cstimates'to the $106 million
~

-i- - 20- ' estimate?
21 A 'Mr. Williams, I'think, may.have some information

.

22' on1that;

23
. g. -(Witness Williams) Yes, there were.

. - 24
I believe an estimate in 1982:was around $125

^ 25. :million.

7
'

.

-

,a

#Th
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7
(v) 1 Q What is the basis of the 27 percent ir. crease from

-2 September.of 1983 to January of 19847

3 'A Basically we have the benefit of additional experi-

4 ence at Turkey Point. We have as the project has progressed

5 obtained a better feel, a better scope of the work that needs

6- to be done.- That entered into it and the 1983 estimate was
7 based upon an outage beginning in early January.
8 The late '83 estimate, the $134 million we are

9 talking about now, was developed assuming- that the outage and
10' replacement would begin in July. A slip in time due to escal-

11 ation contributed to that increase. '

12 Q There was discussion earlier of a possible stipu-

13
~

lation which would allow CP&L to begin doing the steam genera-,. s
<

.;
'x e 3d

-tor replacement as soon as certain staff requirements are met.

15
What would be the effect on the cost of the repair,

16- first the cost of the repair because of that acceleration of

17 schedule?
'18 A. We' haven't looked at that. This is a development

''
within-the past couple.of days. We have not analyzed that.

20
e 0 What would be the effect on the overall schedule

21 of the time to complete the renair?

22 - 3 7.do not know.,

23 A -(Witness Stancil) It is my understanding that

24 Lthere is a large amount of equipment and a number of the
25

- preparations.have been made so that there might be very little
(~b-
i h- -

.

x ,J

,
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[ 1 loss due to this acceleration.A.s)|
2 Q Could I ask you gentlemen to turn to Attachment E,
3 Appendix E,page 1 of 1 and likewise Attachment D, Appendix E.
d- page 1 of 1 of Applicant Exhibit-1 -- no,'what is this? Of

-

.5. ;the testimony. It is Appendix E of Attachment E and also of
'

6 G.

7 These are the September, 1983 and January, 1964
8 studies.

,

:9 (Pause.)
10 0 Do you have those?

.11 :A (Witneas Williams) Yes.

'12 A: (Witness Stancil) (Nods Affirmatively.)
~

-

13 0 If we compare-your September study and your Januaryg ,

+ L*- g_/' 14 - study, how much of.an increase in 1984 Robinson 2, oh, and
15 in cost' projections, is there?

16- A; '(Witness Williams)- Over the 15 year period in
m

37, nominal dollars,-that is about $176 million dollars.
is

*

.Q- 'A $176 million dollar increase? Or total?,

19' A .- Increase.

20 0 What is'the basis for that increase?
21 'A A re-analysis of the projected O and M another

~

22 forecast of O and H.

- 23 - 0 What were.the factors which went into your September ,

24
. :1983, numbers which were different from_your January, 1984

2t ;O and M. numbers?'

g
<t -

\_;-

''

(_.
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/~~N
T,_/ 1 A There were basically three components which are

2 looked.at in developing the O and M estimates.

3 There is a base component which is normal, routine

4 Loperation and' maintenance costs, a cost of O and M associated

$ with,the outages and a cost associated with rajor modifications:
.

" ' '
'

~6 In the 1983 forecast or the 1984 forecast,.if you

~7 will,_the base assumption per year increased. The number of
_

8 outages'in.the'1984 forecast is geater, that is, the schedule-

9 values in future years,than was assumed in the 1983 forecast. a

10 There is greater level of future major modifications.

= 11- assumed in the 1984 forecast as comoared to the 1983 forecast.

-12 10 If you look at.the increase from 1984 to 1998 in

f-] the1 September 1983 study, what is the increase in-the annual13

; # ' 14 expenditure for O and M, the average annual increase?

15 A The compound?

16 EQ Compound.
,

- 17. :A I have not calculated-that.

-18 Q' Would you: accept, subject to check, it is about

10- 5.2 percent?.

- 20 'A Subject to check.

21' A- (Witness'Stancil). Excuse me, are.you saying;the

22 overallinumbers that appear on Appendix E?

'2J - 23 Q. Lyes..

24K A Okay, thank you.,

25
3; g Are_you checking-that number?

p.

,|-

'T' 4 2

*f.
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'

,

<

y,k I' _A I can'if you'like.
*

.

2 .Q You were doing somathing -- I just -- what was the inflation

3 rat'e assumption which you made there? |

.4 A (Witness Williams) In the 1983 forecast?
.

- 5 Q In thi 1983 forecast.

-6 A Just one second.
'

7 (Pause.)-
s

8 We enmpoyed an escalation rate of 7.2 percent.

9 LQ. Are you then~ assuming that'from 1984 through 1988 you will have-

10 a n dec line' in real annual 0 and M expenditures?
1

11 .A _No.
.

12 q .; Okay.
..

i. 13 Well, . if the. increase if 5. -- first let me clarify, are. . , _ .

',(d'

\
id

, these nominal or'1983 dollars on Appendix E?

7
- :- 15 A They are nominal dollars.

~

-

16 Q _Ik the nominal dollars.' increase'at.5.2 percent per year
17: and-if'tbe~ assumed inflationffactor_is 7.2 percent,'is not the

_18' increase lower than the inflation increase?
~

19 A over the-15 year period, if you look at the average,

20 .yes.
,

21 If-you.go:back.and_look at~ the beginning year, the base

.22 year. which;was 1 9 8 4',-- a s i c o m p a r e d to 1985, you will see a' drop
- 23 in 0 ' and :M f rom -1984 to 1985.

124.

If you make that same.' calculation you just did, and use

25'

s 1985,:198'6-or some other year out there. I do not bel. eve'

.

*A
/ 1

'

i
,

f

m
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(,,I i .you would see the same things. The reason for that'is that

in 1984 'he O and M expenditures estimated in 1984 are higher.2 t

3 due to- the outage that was planned and the O and M related

id activities which were to be conducted during that outage.

5 g- Mr. Stancil, I take it you have up there your magic-

6 number machine. .

7' If you use 1985, what figure would you get for 1998?

8 A (Witness Stancil) For which table?
.

. 9 Q' .The September, 1983 study.

10 A The Septpmber study going from '83 to '987

11 O Yes, sir.

12- (Pause.)

1, s '13~ A I believe that number, subject to confirmation,

' ' Id would be about 6.8 percent.

15 0 And that is still lower than your assumed inflation

16'-
rate,.is that< correct?

17- A I think again ;ou would have to go back to the

is' components..the O and M is -- for instance, since I-just

l'

'

. happen to have an example here, if you take'the January study
.-.

20 for instance, there is a certain cost in there for outage.

21 In'1998, in~the January study.chere are only 9 weeks of outage

22 -. cost,fso it is not fair to'look at just the bottom line

23 numbers because'in 1997, for instance, there are 13 weeks of
.-.

24 outage.

25
I think you have to look at what is going on with

jy
[ 1
' j'

~
'
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( ! 1 those numbers. I<_-
{

2 Q Could you turn, then, to Appendix E,page 1 of 1

3 of Attachment E, which is the 1984 study, and why don't you

4 choose the years?

5 A What would you like for me to do?

6 0 Choose the years and calculate the annual change,
7 the average annual increase in 0 and M costs?

8 A (Witness Williams) That is not a meaningful

9 exercise. The cost from year to year will vary, as I explaine l.

10 They are made up of three components. One of those components

i 11 is outages. The number of outages in any given year is dif-

12 ferent between the two studies, between the o and M projec-

13 tions employed in the January study as compared to the Septem-,-.s

1.

V 14 ber study.

15 0 If we look at these numbers and if we were to

16 plot them on a graph, is there a trend?

17 A' The base costs assumed in the forecast increased
18 annually.

19 Q At what rate?

20 A We assumed an escalation rate of 7.2 percent added

21 on top of that base cost are outage costs which will vary

22 up-and down from year to year depending upon the number of

27 weeks of outages scheduled for the particular year.

2d Q Do the costs for the outages increase?

25 A: There is an assumed cost for each outage week.

,

' _,i'

t._ a __
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$' Just a second and-I will tell you what that is -- of-$340,0001

. . . -

iPer.weekkin 1984 dollars,~which escalates over the 15 year
~

2
,

' ~

periodJat,.7.2 percent.-3

4. -Q So, you assume the cost of outages is the sarae over

,
'

.5 ~ :the: entire' period?
, .

-.

:6: .A| ,Per week.'

'

, '7 'Q. _ Discounted?-

,- s- A- iPer. Week.
' ^ Q- _

.

: _., 7 9_ . Q .. Per week?
' '

10' . ~ ' AL Yes.

[ - 11 Q So'the only increase in cost which you are looking.
12- .at-then-is just' inflation. There are no.real increases in

13- costs of 0 and:M?.'

'

.

- 14 'A> .In. addition'to those two components, we have in-

:15: . cluded althird component,.which is.~ major modifications and wo,

~

16- assume;some additiona1~ dollars. associated With unknown modifi-
'

117$ cations.

,
18 . A~ - 2(Witness _Stancil) -Excuse.me, I am like Ed.- :You

'

f.s, J - 19 are talking- real' costi ~ increases 'and we 'use an escalation rate

20: Twhich'is a combination of inflation"and real cost increases,
,-

,

~21 so; there are some: real- cost Lincreases built into that.-

X_
'

'2'2
~

iQ. What are.the real cost increases?. How did you
J23 i

_
' calculate tho~se??'

24 'A I don't have.it-broken out'bec'ause-it is done by' :
-

,
, ,

| 25 ' . indices,: looking |at variousLdifferent indices and those indices
;j-4

E k,
,

.

, .-h '
r

'
- .

s, '
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F

f

;

V :1 have real costs and. inflation built into each index.

,2 .A (Witness Williams) If you assume escalation at'

.: . J.
.3' six percent and we utilized-the 7.2 escalation rate; then therit-

,

End 8'.' 4 is an-excess of one percent real increase.
3

~

o
' 15
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,
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1.

i

s

,M' "%

i rDs_/mgc .9-1 1 Q. If.we were to run a linear regression on the
.

2 . numbers set forth in your' Appendix E to the January study,

3 where would the line go?
I

d A (Witness Williams) I have not done such an |
,

_,

5 analysis.

6 -Q Can.you eyeball it?

7 A (Witness Stancil) Are yoit just saying, put a

of ruler on.the. numbers, plot the numbers?-

9 Q Run'a'' regression, which is ' --

10 A Essentially doing the same thing?.

,

11 .Q (Nodding affirmatively.)

12- A Are_you saying. what would be the slope?

13j~3 0_ Right. It would be going'up, wouldn't it?

- - 14 -- A Yes.-

15 0 Would it be going typ with those numbers faster or:

16. slower than the inflation rate?

I7 A |(Witness Williams) Again, that is not a meaningful

is way to evaluate.
,

19 MR. RUOFF: If I may, Your Honor, regardless of

20 - whether the witness thinks it-is meaningful,.I think I have

21 a right.to have it answered, and then h'e can explain why he
22 doesn't think it is meaningful.

23 - JUDGE MARGULIES: ' We can proceed in that manner.
,

24 ' Answer the question, and then give a full,

25
. explanation as to.your reason.

. -

|%.d .

,

m-

4

-

-
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r3
k [ mgc 9-2 l WITNESS WILLIAMS: Yes, sir.

2 Based upon the number Mr. Stancil calculated a

3 few minutes ago, the slope of that line would be less tha'n
#

i- 'the assumed six percent.

5. - MR . RUOFF: Okay. Thank you.

6 WITNESS NILLIAMS: May I add?

7 JCGE MARGULIES: You may complete your answer.

8 WITNESS WILLIAMS: Such a comparison is not

' '
meaningful because of the way the forecasc is developed and

10 the components considered. It is more involved than just

O plottiing. points on a graph. You must analyze what makes up

12 tho'se-costs, why they are-increasing, and what components.
'3

. ( - As I said, there are big variables in here. If you

' \-'/ 14
made that same plot for the base component of the costs,

'3 twhich are the major parts, it would be increasing at a rate

'''
greater than: inflation. -When you plot in on top of that the

'#- major. modifications and the dollars assumed for future

la
outages, theinumbers, as we have explained, go up and down

" from-year to ye'ar. And if you plot between any given year,

20
you may'get a line less than the assumed six percent.

"21
.BY MR. RUOFF:

22
Q Can you explain on a common sense basis how the

cost oh O&M in an aging plant will increase at lower than
#'

:the rate of -inflation?

25
.A .The base costs assumed are not increasing at a

/-

'

.y

_ . . . . . . . .- .- .
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i / mgc 9-3 1 rate lower than inflation.s

-2 0 But if you put them all together, they are, are

3 they not?

d A If you plot the total dollars as we have done here,
5 yes, they would. But that is not -- that masks the effect

6 you are trying to get at. The base costs are increasing at

7 a real price increase of over one percent.

8 Q How, in your analysis, do you capture aging effects?
9 A We have not explicitly looked at aging effects.

10 Q Could you turn to Appendix I, Page 1 of 1, of both

II Attachment D and Attachment E?
12 What are the increases in your cost of future

13y- additions and modifications?
' ' 14 A Please clarify.

IU 'O You have two tables there. One is a September '73

16 study. The other is a January '84 study. Is that correct?
' 17

.. A That's correct.

la Q Are those two tables the same?
19 A No, sir, they are not.

20 Q How do they differ?

21 A They differ in,that the figures for the years 1984,

"2 '85, '86, '87 in the January study are greater than comparable
23 figures for those same years in the September study. .

24
Q And the figures for '88 through '98 are the same?

25 A Yes, sir.

J
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r

mgc 9-4 ' l ' Q All right. What is the basis for the increase in

2 the costs.from the '83 to the '84 study?

3 ' A The bulk of it is made.up of.the increased costs

d 'for the steam generator repairs which we discussed a few

5 moments ago.

6 Q Okay. [And do.those effects continue into '86 and
7 '77

.8 A Just a-second, please, sir.

9 (Pause.)'

30 Yes, they do.

11 Q -When we earlier discussed O&M costs, you indicated

12 there were increased' costs as a result of additional major
~

,e 3 -13 modifications; ~ is that correct?
~

.(
' 14- A We-have:that assumption for that, yes.r E

15 Q Where' ara those assumptions captured by your leaving

, 16- the additions and modifications figures the same for the-

17 ' years '88ithrough '987

- 18 . A .They w ere . captured. in the initial estimate which
,

l' was included in the September' study.-

20 Q But they were left out of your O&M costs in the
-

,

21 September study.

-22 A' .. No , they were,not left'out. They were not' assumed

23 to continue at a level as~ great as the January study..

; 24 Q O'kay.
.

25 A (Witness Stancil) Excuse me. I think there may be

_ f-~x
;w

' '

.

A

_a-
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k ) mgc 9-5- 'I a point of confusion here. When we are talking about

2 ' modifications with respect to the OM, there are modifications

3 that are true O&M modifications, separate from capital-type
,

4 modifications. So there are two types of modifications we

5 may be talking about here.

6 Q So you are saying, then, that although you assume

-7 in the O&M some additional major modifications which were

a not assumed-in the September study, that those are not going
,

9 to'be capitalized into the additional modifications account?

10 A Those modifications would not be capitalized in-

'll either study. They are not capitalized modifications.

:12 -Q. Could you give some axamples of those?

13 A I think.when you repair -- undergo.a repair to a7' ~i|-t -/
'' ' 14 major piece of equipment, it would be considered an operation

15 .and maintenance cost. When you maybe change out that major
16 piece of equipment, such as a: pump or seals on a pump, when

=17 you. change out a property unit ~which is recognized in the

la accounting system, thenithat becomes a capitalized cost.

M' If it is-not removing that property unit but just

7 20 upgrading and maintaining that property unit, then it is
~

_

21' -an:0&M cost, a maintenance cost.

22 Q Are there any major modifications anticipated in
,

.23 .the' capital costs variety?.

- 24 A. (Witness 1 Williams) There is some level assumed,

25 .ye s . '
._ r -

'

\ ).,

_.

\

'

__ . __ _ l
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! )
}( ) mgc9-6 Q Some level assumed?

~

2 3, (Nodding affirmatively.)
3

. Q' What changes are you assuming?- Any specific changes,
# or'did you just lay out a number?
5 ~

We essentially -- the way the number was developed-A

'''

was'looking at historical expenditures, identifying some
I

non-recurring projects'and subtracting them to develop a
8

base for pr6jecting into the future. That left some non-
9

recurring major-type projects in there, specifically
0

identified. We can do that. But there is some level assumed
"

in there.
.

12
Q. How did you account for aging in your capital

13 '

expenditure figures?-s

(
Y# A Explicitly, we didn't. However, in assuming that

15
some unknown. future' modifications will be required, that could

16
very well be,due to aging or whatever reason.

17
O Do you assume in these figures that there will be

18
no future steam generator problems?

A Again, there were no dollars assumed to be spent
20

specifically on steam generator problems, but by the nature
- 21

of having some allowance in there for future unknowns, it may
22-

be due:to steam generator problems'or to any other reason. We
23

haven't made that determination.
24

0 What is the magr.itude of the allowance for unknowns-

25
here and also in the O&M?

*jAs.,
1 )
u/

P
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i

fmgc 9=7 1 A In the capital estimate, that was not explicitly

2 broken out. We analyzed past expenditures, identified some

3 non-recurring projects, and took them out which left some

d level in. I don't know exactly what that level would be.

5 In the case of O&M, we have assumed a reduction in

6 major modifications, $5 million, I believe, in 1984,

7 decreasing over five years to about $1 million in 1984

8 dollars. But that is escalated out for that future year,

9 picking up from there and growing at the assumed escalation

10 rate.

11 Q If steam generator problems were to reoccur down

12 the line, have you left in,'in your unknown unknowns

13 category, funds of sufficient size to address problems of,

i

~> Id the magnitude that have been experienced heretofore?

15 A I don't know. The magnitude of those expenses,

16 should they occur, that wou'.d be an unknown.

17 0 If they were substantial, would that affect the

18 conclusions of your study?

I' A What is substantial?

20 Q Say $100 million.

21 A I don't believe that amount would be included in

22 our assumption.

23 A (Witness Stancil) I might add --

24 0 I think my question was not just did it include it,

25 but what effect would it have on the conclusions of your

-(
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'( s'.mgc 9-8 1- 1 study?

2 A (Witness Williams) Should an expenditure of that

3 nature be required, of that magnitude, it could possibly

4 increase our assumption for capital additions and modifica-
_

5 tions; however, due to the magnitude of the benefit we are

6 discussing here, $2.2 billion, I do not feel that it would
~

7 reduce that benefit and alter our conclusions.

8 A (Witness Stancil) We have run a sensitivity, I might

' add, to look at capital additions using a different level

10 of capital additions,.and it did not impact the conclusion

11 we would. draw from the study.

End 9 12 (Pause.) '
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20

21

22
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23
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k ,Imgc 10-1 l'
-Q The sensitivity study to which you refer,

2'

ite. Stancil, is that-in the September or the January study?
3 A- The one I wss referring to is one we have done

d since the January report was filed.

5 g' .So that is --

'o A I have not provided that. We have done it since.

7
.that. time.

a g. Did'you provide a sensitivity study in the

' September --

10 A Yes, sir, we did.

11
Q And is that at Table 2 of Attachment D?

12 A Yes, sir,~I believe that is correct.

'3
.Q Now when you look at each of those sensitivity, . ~ .

I#
assumptions, did you assume for each of them that all of thes

15
other factors remained constant?

16 A Yes, sir, that is correct.

'7
- Q. If we look,'for example,..at your Sensitivity No. l ',^

is
.how much of a savings did you arrive at as a result of

'
I' . increasing the O&M costs lar an average of over 58 percent,
20 and what is'the difference between that, using that sensitivity

- 21 - case? ~What is the difference between that and your base' case?
22 A 'You are asking, what was the difference in the

23 savings from the base case?

24
Q. Yes, sire.

<

25 A Okay. You wouldLcompare the 388, $389 million,

. ,- g
*

.

.
,

4
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/;
I''v mgc 10-2 nominal dollars, which would be the conclusion drawn from

2 the O&M sensitivity with the $830 million in the base case

3 shown right above it.

d 0 Could we use 1983 dollars rather than the nominal
5 dollars, the current worth ones?

6 A Yes.

7 0 So the difference would then be roughly S193,734,0002

e A Subject to check, it would be the difference

'' between the roughly $155 million versus the $348 million.

10
Q That looks like 193, doesn't it?

I' - A' Yes, sir.

12
Q If we look at No. 2, what is the savings?

'3
i f~N A Again, you would compare the $348 million versus
D' i,

the $292 million.

15 0 Which would be S56 million, roughly $56,305,000.

16 .A Yes, sir, subject to check.

'7'
O .And what about No.-3, no improvement in Robinson-2

is operating capacity factor?

I' A Again, you would make the same comparison.
20 0 And would you accept that that difference would be

21 $158,252,000?

22 A Subject to check, yes.-

23
Q What about-No'. 4, zero system load growth?

24
A The same.

25
Q Would you accept $236,337,0007

ga
..
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I '\ '
V mgc-10-3' I ~A ~ Subject to check,.yes.

2 Q Now if instead of going with your base case, you

3 were.to. accept the sensitivities altogether, rather than

d
.

.
singled out, do you suddenly take-$644,658,000- out of your

"- 5 base case?
6 A It would not be' a one-for-one type of addition or

7- subtraction from those various different sensitivities.

s That would'give you probably a rough basis.

' Q That.is in the ballpark, right?

- 10
_ A That would p robably give you ballpark numbers.

' II Q- And if|you took 600 -- $650 million out of your
(

12 base case, you are1 suddenly at a savings of $300 million

13ge~x to retire Robinson, aren't you?
A l
' ' ' ~ Id 'A Somewhere'in that neighborhood. You are saying,-

- 15 : adding the 1983 differences there for Sensitivities 1 through
16 b4, .I p int out that tne sensitivities, each one was

' 37 considered to be a boundary or worst case type situation, so

18
=

it-would not be appropriate to sum those up. Tnose would not
~

I'
lua the conclusion. .For instance, zero load growth? I think

20 .thic is, in;itself, an outside worst case, wh'ich I don't'

,,

- 21 - think'we would ever. experience.
22

Q Areithese all of the sensitivicies you could have
23 tested, or are'there additional ones, such'as differences

24
.in fuel costs?: -

)'N ic A' Certaialy there are differences.
25'

;+
/ i
'
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,

3mgc 1 -4 MR. RUOFF: Thank you, Your Honor. That is all
2 we have,

s

3
| JUDGE MARGULIES: This will be an appropriate time

d
to recess for lunch. We will recess for lunch until 1:30.

5 '(Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m. , the hearing was
6 recessed for luncheon to reconvene at 1:30 p.m. this same
7 day.)
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'
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I

h I AFTERMOON SESSION

2 (1:30 p.m.)

3 Whereupon,
.

d B. MITCHELL WILLIAMS,
ROBERT S. STANCIL,

5 and

6 BOBBY LEWIS MONTAGUE

7 having been previously duly sworn resumed the stand and were

e examined and testified as follows.

9 JUDGE MARGULIES: Back on the record.

10 You may cross exanine, Mr. Bachmann.

11xxxx CROSS-EXAMINATION

12 MR. BACHMAUM: Thank you, sir.

13 I direct the panel to the September, 1983 and

Id January, 1984 studies we looked at earlier.

15 I would like the panel to look at Appendix G, page

16 1 of 3 cf both studies.

17 (Pause.)
18 BY MR. BACHMANN: -

I'
O Do you have that?

20 A (Witness Williams) Nods affirmatively.

21 A (Witness Stancil) Nods affirmatively.

22
Q In the column entitled, "New Capacity Measured in

23 Megawatts," comparing the two studies ,there is an elimina-

24
tion of a 900 megawatt unit from the September 1 -- it is on

2
September 1 but not on January 1 -- can we assume that the

) - -

:

.-
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1 elimination of that unit and the subsequent acceleration of

2 the other new capacity figures is based upon the cancellation

3 of th'e Shearon Harris Unit?

4 A (Witness Stancil) Yes, sir.
-

5 Q Going to the Table 2 sensitivity analysis that

6 you were referred to earlier by Dr. Ruoff, the statement was

7 made and I regret to say I can't remember who made the state-

8 ment that i. auld be inappropriate to sum the worst case

9 differences on that table?

10 A I would believe it was Mr. Stancil, yes.

11 Q Could you clarify for the record further why it

12 would be inappropriate to sum those numbers, to compare it

13 against the base case?

14 A There are two basic reasons. First of all, the

15 sensitivities were developed as a boundary condition which

16 might be considered as a worst case condition. Now we would

17 not expect to experience worst case conditions in all four

18 of these areas and therefore I don't consider it appropriate

19 to sum all of these up.
~

20 Another reason is, as I stated earlier, the Sep-

21 tomber study was a very conservative study. It did not in-

22 clude the capital costs of the generating additions, those

23 plants that would be accelerated are off of Appendix G.

24 I think those are th.e two reasons..

25 MR. BACHMANN: The Staff has no further cross

O
r

( ,

.

__

,_
''

, ..___w' ' --
'

-
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1 examination.

2 JUDGE MARGULIES: Redirect?

3 MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yes, just a couple of questions.

4xxx REDIRECT EXAMINATION

5 BY MR. TROWBRIDGE:

6 Q One for Mr. Stancil.

7 Mr. Stancil, I believe you were asked by Dr. Ruoff

8 what in fact acceleration of the repair program in accordance

9 with the stipulation outlined this morning might have on the

10 cost of the repair program. I think you answered that you

11 had madc no just calculation as to what it would cost in terms

12 of the dollars involved in the repair process.

13 Are there other costs, however, associated with the

3d repair program that would be affected?

15 A Yes, I might add I just ran through some quick

16 riumbers . I guess it came to mind that the acceleration of the

17 work would affect the allowance for funds used during construc--
18 tion, the interest on the money that has already been spent .

l'
I just ran through some quick numbers and it looks

20 like if we started the outage now as opposed to starting in
21 July we would save an allowance for funds on a very conserva-
22 tive basis.3ased upon what we have spent to the end of 1983,
23

it would be about one and one-half million; now that is a
24

conservative nurober so it will be much more than that as we
2 continue to spend money and carry the interest on that.

O

*
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5,

1 Another maybe greater cost that you should consider =

and that is the cost of replacement power -- if Robinson 22

has to remain idle while we are waiting for an amendment3
for -

a4 instance, it would cost probably on the order of two million j
dollars per month in replacement power costs to our company's $

5

6 customers while the unit is idle. 1
B
$7 Q Mr. Williams, will you turn to Appendix E of your j

8 January study?

49 A (Witness Williams) Yes, sir, a
In10 0 The projection of O and M costs -- =
a

11 A Yes, sir?

12 Q I note that beginning with 1984, there is a decreasd
|

13 in 1985 and another decrease in 1986 in the cost projections,
14 and before you start escalating thereafter, can you explain k|

15 that decrease?
'

l

16 A Basically the estimate for those years includes 5
m

17 an allowance to complete 0 and M projects related to TMI, %
j

18
.. for instance, things of that nature which we would deem non- j

19 recurring and expenditures are already planned and will be
i20 spent over that period of time,
j

21 Q Are the TMI requirements a substantial piece of 3
5-

22 these?
3
823 A Yes, I would think so.

..
3

24 5
MR. TROWBRIDGE: I have no more questions.

_

25 22

JUDGE MARGULIES: Is there any recross? I
.. 31

a
.

!
'

..

s
a
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1 M R '. RUOFF: -I!o.ne:from us, Your. Honor..

2 JUDGE MARGULIES: Mr. Bachmann?

3 MR. 3ACHMANN: No.
.

- 4 JUDGE MARGULIES: Gentlemen,-thank you. You are
s . . -

$~ excused.
_

- E rd 11. . 6- (Witnesses excused.)
g

y ,
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.
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1 JUDGE MARGULIES: Who is-next?i U fmgc 12'-1
2 1R. RUOFF: We are, your-honor. If we could call

3 Dr. Paul D. Raskin.i:

4 JUDGE-MARGULIES: I.will swear.you Dr. Raskin.

15 Whereupon

e 6 . PAUL D. RASKIN

7 was called as a witness on' behalf of the intervenors, and

.8' having been.first dulf sworn, was examined and testified as

. 9 follows:

- 10

- 11

12
,

:13-

'l
%' la

Q.
.15

*

16.
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DIRECT EXAMINATION
'

- 13Y MR. RUOFF:;

h.y/mgcc12-2--1 -Q . ould you state your_name and address'forW

2 the~ record?-:

3 A1 (Witness Raskin) My name is Paul D. Raskin. My

''' 4 business address is Energy Systems Research Group',

. 5
~

1120 Milk" Street,-Boston, Massachusetts.02109.
~

6- .g- .Dr. Raskin, did you prepare seven pages of-

7 testimony which has been prefiled in this case?

8 A-- Yes, I did.

9
Q _ Do you' have any changes or correctiona to make

10 in_the testimony;itself?

11 AL No. I;believe.not.

12: jy Did you'also prepare or cause to be prepared an

Jg-f ' exhibit-which has on-ic Exhibit.PDR-1, which is a statement13

i l.

' 5 '' id ~ of professional qualifications?-

15 .A. Yes, sir.
~

16 0 .Do you adopt those professional' qualifications as

37- your qualifications for this case?

* 18 A Yes,'I do..

19~ Q call right. Do you have any corrections to
3

20
. . Exhibit PDR-l?

,
21 A ek) , I.have none. 4

'

22
QL Did you also prepare or cause to be prepared,

23 under yourisupervision a document', Exhibit PDR-2, entitled
24 " Electric. Rate Consequences of, Retiring the Robinson-2

25'
'

Nuclear. Power Plant"?-
,.
'

~

'
,

-

h

'

'

. . . . . . . ., . .. .. .. _ _:____o.
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(,/ cic 12-3Lm
I

-A Yes, I did.

2
. QL And'do you have any;. corrections to'make to that

-3 exhibit?

#'

A Lyes. At this time, I would like to correct,

s'
several-typos that have been picked up that may confuse some.

b QI All right. Would you make those, please?,

7
A' On Page.20, the fifth line of text up from the

8
bottom, "kw" should be changed to "kwh."

'
On Page 22,'the fifth line of the first full

) IO' paragraph, between the word "recent" and " Carolina,"
U 11

'

" North" should'be-inserted.
12'

After the word ~" Commission," the word'"Public". ,

J,6 - 13 - shoul$ be inserted, and-the "s" in the word " Staff".should\ ,}
' ' ' ,g

be capitalized.
s

15
On'Page 24,J the third' full paragraph,'Line 4,

l'
" Reference-'44"'should.be changed to. read " Reference 40.."-

7 17
, -And. finally on:Page 87, Table.6.6, at the bottom

.18
of that' table where it says " Interest Rate, 12.757," snould
read "11.757'.".

20
.Q Are1.those all'of-the chan'ges you have to make to

^

th'is-exhibit?
'

. 2- ;A. .Thatiis correct'.-n
m .23 .

.

,

MR. RUOFF: Your' Honor, I~would ask that-.

e '-24 Dr. -Raskin's testimony be bound into the record as if read,

and that his Exhibit"PDR-1 be entered as Hartsville'

y-ag
hi

u- ,

+
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Mimgc L12-4. 51 I Exhibit liand that his Exhibit PDR-2 be entered into the~

227 l'

record as Hartsville" Exhibit 2.
'

7
"

-

<
- ; , JUDGE MARGULIES:. Is there.any~ objection to the

4
. , 7,. testimony? D'
~

M$ - '5 MR. TROWBRIDGE: No objection.s

i 5 6 MR. BACHMANN: No objection., .

;

~7 JUDGE'MARGULIES: The testimony of Paul D. Raskin,

,8 dunsisting of a/ narrative statement and the Appendices. ,

- s . .9 - PDRfl'and 2'will?be| bound into the-record as if orally
1
1,

_
. ,-~

J. ' .10 J givent arid-|will -become - a part of .the ' evidence" in this,

:a

11
,

(proceeding.1 '

,

;12. MR.3TROWBRIDGE:- Did.-you mean that'you wanted.

- 1'3 ' -:PDR-2,.Ean1 extensive'ireport, . duplic' ate'd -in the ' record or~

,

- Q, - ' 14-
,

.:treatedJasfa1 separate? exhibit?
^

' - 15 '-JUDGE ~BARGULIES: No. KI want-all three documents-1 .' & '

'^ '~

16: trest'ediasforalitestimony, fin the-same manner that we would
_ lb 'treatioralltestimony. .It is. bound in for the record and is

''

-' g -
,

~18: |notigiven. a . sep.Arate exhibit :nuinber.'

O F -(The. writ' ten' testimony of: Paul-D.: Raskin with
'

_

_

eXXX f ' T 20 : EHartsville.. Exhibits PDR--I and! PDR-2 attached, follow. )
-
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEKR REGCLATORY COMMISSION

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

In the Matter of )
CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-261 OLA(H.B. Robinson Steam Electric ),

Plant, Unit 2) ) January 20, 1984
)

.

TESTIMONY OF
*

PAUL D. RASKIN

on behalf of:
"

The Hartsville Group
P.O. Box 1089
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3
pg 1 Q. PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND BUSINESS ADDRESS.
~.
' ; )+[ -a

2 A. My name is Paul D. Raskin. I m the President of Energy fv r" .s-- 1
3 Systems Research Group, Inc., 120 Milk Street, Boston,

n 4 Massachusetts 02109.
..,:. % g,

a[f2[ 5 . Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR BACKGROUND AND QUALIFICATIONS. h(. . :% g
Tf 4 6 A. Subsequent to receiving my Ph.D. in physics from Columbia gWy9 a

7 University in 1969, I served on the faculties of City j

M5 8 College of New York and the State University of New York fa. g# =
1. .:.: 9 at Albany. At the latter, in addition to completing )

110 research ir physics, I chaired the faculty at an g
R

11 interdisciplinary college on contemporary social d
%

12 institutions, and expanded my research activities to g
i

13 include energy and-environmental issues.
~

14 Since 1976, I have been with ESRG, where I have ]

15 authored or co-authored over forty energy studies and have j
16 advised many state and federal governmental agencies, -g

.

- a

17 private organintions, and international ' bodies and

18 governments. These studies cover a variety of

19 energy-related issues, including utility system pI.anning,
.

20 demand forecasting, conservation policy, and cost-benefit j
Q

21 analysis. I have testified on these issues before the New
22 York State Public Service Commission in Case Nos. 27136, j
23 27154, 27319, and 28233; the New York Siting Board in Case
24 No. 80003; the Energy Board in the 1979 and 1981 Energy ?

G
25 Master Planning Proceedings; the Federal Energy Regulatory 3

0 >
26 Commission in Project No. 2729; the Connecticut Power g

i
-m

-1- ]
_ i
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' '

( l Facility Siting Council in Case No. F-80;
tecticut

2 PUCA in Docket Nos. 800302, 810602.and 8 the
3 Massachusetts Department of Public 'Utilit. ocket No.
4 20248.

*

5
My background is described more fully in the resume

6 attached as Exhibit (PDR-1) .
.

-

-

7- Q.
WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY TODAY?

.

8' A. The -purpose of ner testimony is to introduce the 1_ port
9

Electric Rate Consequences of Retiring the Robinson _2
~ ,

10
Nuclear Power Plant,- prepared under my supervision. It is

11 appended as Exhibit (PDR-2) .
12 Q. .PLEASE DESCRIBE THAT REPORT.

s 13 A'. I will restrict myself here to.a very brief summary sinceU
- 14

the report is designed to explicate the issues, findings, -

15-
and methods used in examin' ng the likely cost impacts ofi

-

16 retiring uhe Robinson facility.
17 Q.

PLEASE GIVE THE BACKGROUND TO YOUR'INVESTkGATION.
18 A.

The H.B. Robinson' Steam Electric Plant Unit No. 2-is a
.

19
pressurized water reactor (PWR) located at Hartsville, -

'20 South Carolina.
,

It is owned and operated by the Carolina .

21
~

' Power and Light-Company, a utility serving about 800,000
22 "

customers in both North ( 85 percent) and South (15
23 percent) Carolina.

The-Robinson plant, manufactured by
.

24'
the Westinghouse Corporation, began commercial operation

.

25 in March,.1971.
'!

-2- ,
.

1
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.
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g 1~ Beginning in 1980, corroding tubes in the steam
,

2 generators at the plant began cracking at a rapid rate.
~

3 Operations at the plant have been restudied in an effort
4 to reduce the rate of corrosion cracking.

,

5 CP&L, in anticipation of ~ continued steam generator
6 degradation, determined in 1982 that the three generators

. 7 at the plant should be replaced. CP&L submitted its final
8 proposal in early 1983 to the Nuclear Regulatory
9 Commission pursuant to the present hearing. Consequen tly ,

10 this is a propitious moment to explore the economic justi-
11 fication of continued operation at the unit.

12 The proposed steam generator repeacement project
13 raises a number of issues with respect to properO 14 engineering motheds, health and safety ramifications, and,
15 the issue addressed by my testimony, economic

,

16 j us tification. But the steam generator problem is not the

17 caly major area of uncertainty clouding Robinson's future.

,

18 In a recent study, the NRC staff concluded that a number

19 of PWR facilities suffer from prematurely embrittled
20 reactor vessels. The plant identified as highest priority

21 concern is the Robinson unit. It is likely that hardware

22 and procedural modifications will be required within five
-

23 years. .

24 Another problem requiring timely solution is the

25 disposal of radioactive spent fuel should the plant remain
h 26 in operation. The " temporary" on-site storage pools will

-3-

,
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1 reach capacity in about four years. An acceptable()
solution to the permanent off-site disposal of the,

2

irradiated fuel does not yet exist. For Robinson to
3

4 continue in operation, interim storage arrangements will

5 be required by the late 1980s with associated
environmental impacts , cost consequences and plant

! 6

availability repercussions which are, at this time,7

8 dif ficult to q'uantify.

It is within .this broad context of long-term*

9

uncertainty that the more narrowly defined economic
'

10

11 question is addressed. Is it cost-effective to replace

the steam generators at the H.B. Robinson 2 facility or12
,

13. should the plant be retired?-

WHAT APPROACH WAS USED IN ANSWERING THIS QUESTION?'~ ~14 Q.

.15 A. ~The objective is to simulate the flow of revenues CP&L

will receive from its ratepayers (" required revenue")
16

under two future scenarios, one with Robinson assumed to.

17
iscontinue in operation and a second in which the plant'18

19- assumed to be retired. The difference in required revenue

streams - between these two scenarios - is the " bottom line"20

21 measure of the cost impacts of retiring the facility,
s

The revenue streams are developed for the major cost
L 22

categories that would be affected by a decision to retire23~

These include operations and maintenance costs
24 Robinson. .

levels of additional capital expenditures on plant
25 (OEM),

nuclear fuel costs, decommissioning costs,
] 26 and equipment,

! -4-
|:

*
_
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| h ,1 and waste ' disposal costs for the Robinson unit.

2 Additionally, the costs of the steam generator re' placement

3 must be accounted for, as must be the make-up power and

4 energy costs required to substitute for Robinson.

5 Wherever possible, statistically based techniques

6 have been used to estimate key parameters. This has been

7 particularly useful for projections of Robinson O&M,

8 capital additions, and capacity factors (a measure of

9 plant availability). Computer models have been employed
.

to develop these inputs and to produce the scenario cost10

= 11 comparisons. Descriptions of methods, assumptions and~

12 results are provided in Exhibit (PDR-2) .
-

13 In this invectigation, the quantification of the

14 impacts of retiring Robinson are limited to those costs
.

15 which are directly incurred by ratepayers. A host of

16 other consequences -- environmental trade-offs, public and

17 occupational health and safety, nuclear risk, employment

18 impacts -- are not included . Consensual " social"
. cost / benefit analyses on these elusive issues, depending19

20 as they do en normative judgment and incomplete

21 information, are not possible at present. Debate on these

22 critical " external" impacts will be enhanced by a caref ul

23 assessment of the direct economic repercussions of

24' retiring Robinson, the aim of my study.

25 Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR FINDINGS.

. O
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The detalied findings on cost impacts are presented in1 A.

2 Section 2 of Exhibit (PDR-2) . . below. The basic

conclusion is that rates in the CP&L service area are3

likely.to be somewhat higher if the steam generator is4 '
~

replaced and Robinson continues to operate,,than if5-

6 Robinson is closed. The results for the
*

Baseline scenario -- defined by mid-range assumpticsns7

8 . which are neither optimistic nor pessimistic with respect

to the plant's prospects -- is that approximately $50
9

million in 1983 present value will be saved if the plant Il10
la

11 is retired early. I
d

1in a number of sensitivit;y tests, the ,

12 Additionally,

effects of a range of variation in key inputs have been13
In most instances, the economics of continued

14 examined.
The results are summarized

15 operation are not favorable.

16 in Table 1.1 of Exhibit (PDR-2), where both the
..

,

.

cumulative cost impact and the average percent change in
-

17
,

. rates are given for selected scenarios.13

The average rate impact of early retirement is small ;j
19

in all scenarios, with a reduction of only 0.2 percent in
20

Nevertheless, some savings are
21 the Baseline case.

The results indicate that
22 probable under retirement.

there is no economic case for the Robinson steam'

: 23 '

this time. Through a detailed
24 generation expenditure at

_ POR-2) ) ,(

25 cc parison and critique (Section 8 of Exhibit
we conclude that CP&L could make such a case only by .,

26

I
6--
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. 1 systematically adopting optim~r. tic assumptions on future

2 -nuclear plant performance and costs,-which are not

-3- validated by statistical analysis of the actual experience

4 and trends.

5 Q. DOES THIS COMPLETE YOUR TESTIMONY? ,

6 A. Yes, it does.

9

*%

O
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PAUL D. RASKIN

9 Research Scientis t
President

Energy Sys tems Research Group

Dr. Raskin performs resource policy evaluations for
domestic and international governments and a variety

. of private organizations. He provides quantitative
-

analyses of the economic, environmental and social
tradeof f s resulting from alternative energy and

-- resource development strategies , technologies, and
programs. He has supervised the development of a
number of computer-based planning models to assist
such efforts including the widely-used ESRG electric

. - utility forecasting model, a model for the evaluation
c

. of conservation-oriented programs ( CO N CO S T ) , the
Water Availability and Demand Evaluation Sys tem
(WADES), and the LDC Energy Alternatives Planning
(LEAP) system.

Education

Ph.D. Theoretical Physics , Columbia University,,

1970.

B.A.: Physics ,. University of California at
Berkeley, 1964.

Excerience

- 1976 - Present: Energy Systems Research Group, Inc.

E__
President with overall executive respon-
sibility since the incorporation of ESRG
in December , 1976. Principle responsioility
for energy and resource planning research

.~. projects for a variety of international, state,
local, and private agencies; development.-

thgj2 of computer-based modeling sys tems for
the analysis of the physical, economic,-

, . ,
,M i y$ and environmental implications of alter-
,[;i%%f native energy policy strategies.
-

1976 - 1978: Associate Professor, Empire State College ,M, 7,gg*" S ta te University of New York. Ins tr uc tio nt

!d l;(.h in physics, energy / environment, and science /
.

j
ggj society.
ry

.h t.p,f 1973 - 1976: Assistant Professor, S ta te University of
.. jd New York at Al ba ny . Chairman of the

'

w_k Faculty, The Allen Center, 1974 - 1976..

,

$QT
1969 - 1973: Instructor, Department of Physics, City

College of New York, CUNY.
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1. OVERVIEW :o

ground
< ,
lj o report addresses a fundamental question which will

8 eingly face ratspayers and regulators throughout the
1,

n y: is it economice_lly justified to make substantial

a ants to keep aging nuclear power plants in operation? The

,poneo curely depends on the circumstances particular to a spe-

i8 facility. 1-

The economic trade-offs of continued operation

a retirement are analyzed here for the case of the H.B.

inon Unit 2 nuclear plant in South Carolina.

he very fact that there is an issue of continued operation

a twolve year old plant such as Robinson, is itself

G rthy. At the inception of the commercial nuclea.r power

g there was wide engineering consensus that nuclear
j ie

b ng facilities would operate for several decades with high

A lity and at extremely low cost. The initial prognosis

Tcd to be overly optimistic. The experience of nuclear power

@ operations over the past twenty years has contrasted with

rlier promise of unprecedented economic efficiency. At

h hnso of the process from initial construction to operations

dioactive waste handling, the technology has proved to be

a intractable and costly than anticipated by the nuclear

38ryenditsregulators. in

-1-
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I
Beginning in 1980, corroding tubes in the steam generators *

at the plant began cracking at a rapid rate. Over the past j

three years well over a thousand tubes have been repaired.

Operatiers at the plant have been restricted in an effort to

reduce the rate of corrosion cracking.

CP&L, in anticipation of continued steam generator

degradation, determined in 1982 that the three generators at the
plant should be replaced. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(NRC) initiated hearings to determine whet...er a licensing

amendment should be granted for the steam generator repairs

(Docket No. 50-261). CP&L submitted its final proposal in early

1983 (Ref. 1). A decision on this issue is expected in 1984.

Consequently, this is a propitious moment to explore the economic,

justification of continued operation at the unit.

The proposed steam generator replacement project raises a

i number of issues with respect to proper engineering methods,
a health and safety ramifications, and, the issue addressed here,

economic justification. But the steam generator is not the only

| major area of uncertainty clouding Robinson's future. In a ,

recent study, the NRC staff concluded that a number of PWR

facilities suffer from prematurely embrittled reactor vessels

i *In a PWR, the heat from the reactor core is carried by water
'

under high pressure (the " primary cooling cycle") to the steam
generator. There it travels through thousands of tubes, trans-|I ferring heat to water circulating outside the tubes (the

! " secondary cooling cycle") which, once raised to steam, drives
the turbine generator.
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(Ref. 2).* The plant identified as highest priority concern is

the Robinson unit. It is likely that hardware and procedural
(- ..,

modifications will be required within five years (Ref. 3).

Another problem requiring timely solution is the disposal of

radioactive spent fuel should the plant remain in operation.

The " temporary" on-site storage pools will reach capacity in

about four years (Ref. 4). In the original nuclear " fuel cycle"

scheme, spent fuel from the industry was to be transferred after

several months to a reprocessing facility where uranium and

plutonium would be extracted for re-use. However, due to

unexpected technical complications, soaring costs, and concern

over nuclear weapons proliferation, the reprocessing option has

been indefinitely deferred. At the same time, an acceptable

solution to the permanent off-site disposal of the irradiated
,

( fuel does.not yet exist. For Robinson to continue in operation,

interim storage arrangements will be required by the late 1980s

with associated environmental impacts, cost consequences and

plant availability repercussions which are, at this time, difficult

to quantify.

Within this broad context of long-term uncertainty, we wish

to pose and address a narrowly defined question. Is it cost-

offective to replace the steam generators at the H.B. Robinson 2

facility or should the plant be retired?

I 'The steel walls of the reactor vessel, under high pressure con-
ditions, are progressively weakened by absorption of neutron
radiation from the fission process. If there is a sudden drop
in temperature, as would occur for example if the emergency
core cooling system is activated during an accident, the em-
brittled reactor is susceptible to " pressurized thermal shock"
and could rupture.
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1.3 Study Approach

The objective of this study is to simulate the flow of

O revenues CP&L will receive from its ratepayers (" required
Q

revenue") under two future scenarios, one with Robinson assumed

to continue in operation and a second in which the plant is

assumed to be retired. The difference in required revenue

streams between these two scenarios is the " bottom line" measure

of the cost impacts of retiring the facility.*

The revenue streams are developed for the major cost

categories that would be affected by a decision to retire

Robinson. These include operations and maintenance costs (O&M),

levels of additional capital expenditures on plant and equipment,

nuclear fuel costs, decommissioning costs, and waste disposal

I costs for the Robinson unit. Additionally, the costs of the
,

steam generator replacement must be accounted for, as must be the

make-up power and energy costs required to substitute for Robinson.

Wherever possible, statistically based techniques have been

used to estimate key parameters. This has been particularly

useful for projections of Robinson O&M, capital additions, and
1

capacity factors (a measure of plant availability). Computer

models have been. employed to develop these inputs and to produce

the scenario cost comparisons. Descriptions of methods,

assumptions and results are provided in subsequent sections of

this report.

* Formally stated, the cumulative present value of required
revenues under alternative scenarios have been computed and
compared. Present value calculations are commonly used in
comparing costs and benefits which occur at different points
in time. The procedure " discounts" future costs and benefits
to reflect the time value of money and underlying inflation.

-5-
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In this investigation the quantification of the impacts of

retiring Robinson are limited to those costs which are directly

F7 incurred by ratepayers. A host of other consequences --

|LJ
environmental trade-offs, public and occupational health and

safety, nuclear risk, employment impacts -- are not included.

Consensual " social" cost / benefit analyses on these elusive

issues, depending as they do on normative judgment and incomplete

information, are not possible at present. Debate on these critical

" external" impacts will be enhanced by a caref ul assessment

of the direct economic repercussions of retiring Robinson, the

aim of this study.

1.4 Summary of Findings

The detailed findings on cost impacts are presented in

Section 2 below. The basic conclusion is that rates in the CP&L
,

| service area are likely to be somewhat higher if the steam

generator is replaced than if Robinson is closed. The results

for the Baseline scenario -- defirad by mid-range assumptions

which are neither optimistic nor pessimistic with respect to the

plant's prospects -- is that approximately $50 million in 1983
,

present value will be saved if the plant is retired early.

Additionally, in a number of sensitivity tests, the effects

of a range of variation in key inputs have been examined. In

, most instances, the economics of continued operation are not
|

favorable. The results are summarized in Table 1.1 where both

the cumulative cost impact and the average percent change in
,

rates are given for selected scenarios.
- s
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The average rate impact of early retirement is small in all

scenarios, with a reduction of only 0.2 percent in the Baseline

[ case. Nevertheless, some savings are probable under retirement.'

L
The results indicate that there is no econor.ic case for the

Robinson steam generation expenditure at this time. Through a

detailed comparison and critique (Section 8), we conclude that

CP&L could make such a case (Ref. 5) only by systematically,

adopting optimistic assumptions on future nuclear plant

performance and costs which are not validated by statistical

analysis of the actual experience and trends.

I

I
ID
I
I
I

,I
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TABLE 1.1

RATE IMPACTS OF ROBINSON 2 RETIREMENT UNDER ALTERNATIVE SC(*IARIOSm
[,,) Cost Impact of Retirement

Cumulative
Change in

Required Revenue
(1983 present value Average Percent

Scanario Description dollars in millions) Change in Rates

Bacoline (See Text) -50 - 0.2

: assline with Retirement in 1994 vith -120 - 0.5
0 year plant steam generator replace-
ife ment

Bacoline with Pursue conservation in- -160 - 0.7
Conservation vestment to partiall ?

replace Robinson
generation

Nuclear O&M

rosts- High Double projected real
increases (Sec. 4) -180 -0.8

Low No real increases 40 0.2

ure Robinson
'

Investments
| - High Double projected real
| increases (Sec. 3) - 90 - 0.4
i - Low No real increases - 20 - 0.1

obinson 2
' Ccpacity Factor

,I-High 5% higher than Baseline (Sec. 3) 0 0.0
- Low 5% lower than Baseline -120 -0.5

|

Futl Price
;calation
- High Coal at 2% real (from 1%,

Sec. 7) 10 0.1
- Low Coal at 0% real -120 -0.5

Load Growth

I-High 2.6%/ year peak growth (from 2.2%) 20 0.1
- Low 1.7%/ year -240 -1.1

Period of
nnlysis

Long 25 years , 1984-2008 - 90 -0.4
Short 10 years, 1984-1993 - 90 -0.4
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2. COST IMPACTS OF RETIRING ROBINSON 2

The objective of this study is to quantify the changes in
mj) the costs to ratepayers resulting from not operating the Robinsonw

facility, relative to the option of extending the lifetime of the

plant via the steam generator investment. This was achieved by

considering CP&L's annual required revenues under various

scenarios. Required revenues are the funds utilities need to

collect from their customers to cover operating expenses, taxes,

capital, amortization, and return on investment. As an overall

measure of ratepayer expenditures, required revenues are an

appropriate indicator of cost impacts.

2.1 Cost Components

The required revenues for a given year are composed of many

elements reflecting the operations of the entire electric system

un' der consideration. However, the ratepayer impact of retiring

Robinson is the difference of two required revenue streams: one

with the plant operating and the other with it nonoperational.

Consequently, costs common to both cases cancel out in computing

the incremental impacts of a plant closing, and need not be

considered further.

There remain seven significant components of the required

, revenues that would be differentially affected by plant

retirement. These are:

k .

3
'I
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Make-up Generation. In the absence of the nuclear plant,

w
. the electricity generation requirements must be provided by the -

'j existing system, by purchased power, by new plant construction,
or by conservation. The costs of these make-up power alterna-,

!

I tives constitute the major penalty of early power plant
retirement. To analyze them , it is necessary to specify the

system responses to the loss of the facility (discussed in
'

Section 7). Projections of nuclear plant generation (capacity
fac t' ors )

I
to determine how much generation must be replaced are an

important ingredient in this analysis (discussed in Sectior. 3).

Direct Capital Related Costs. These include recovery of

capital, return on investment, and taxes related to the steam
,

generator investment, recovery of the unamorti::ed part of the
Robinson investment, and insurance. The amount and method of

recovery is to some extent a regulatory policy issue. In this

investigation, capital related costs have been computed using a

financial model to simulate CP&L characteristics and practices.
Assumptions are discussed in Section 6.!

Nuclear Fuel. This is an avoided cost (i.e., a benefit) of'

not running the plant. As with make-up generation, its value is

dependent on assumptions on likely future plant capacity factors.
Nuclear fuel cost projections are presented in Section 6.

Nuclear Operations and Maintenance. This is another avoided
cost. As discussed in Section 4, there is statistical evidence
for projecting escalating nuclear O&M costs related in part to
aging-related equipment problems.

m |
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I
Radioactive Waste Storace and Disposal. In the case where,

the plant operates , it is necessary to store and to finally

| L,J['']
dispose of additional highly radioactive spent fuel. Analysis is

\

given in Section 6.

Decommissioning. Expenses will be incurred in dismantling

or encapsulating the radioactive facility in either case.

However, the retirement dates may effect the timing of

| dismantlement and the level of facility irradiation and, thereby,
costs. These issues are addressed in Section 6.

Capital Additions. Certain costs for major plant repairs

and modifications are avoided if the plant is not operated. In

Section 5, statistical estimates of these costs are developed

based on actual experience with nuclear facilities.

2.2 Cost Accounting System

The complexity of these issues -- as well as the desire to

have a flexible capability for developing scenarios, performing

sensitivity analyses, and synthesizing results -- warranted the
,

use of a computer-based costing model. The model is designed to

| simulate the required revenue impacts in both current and

| discounted dollars and over alternative time periods. It provides a
t

flexible framework for testing the results over various scenarios

and parameter ranges, so that the consequence of uncertainty in

both technology variables (e.g., future plant performance) and

; policy or economic variables (e.g., fuel prices) may be adequately
1

explored. In addition, as described earlier, several ancillary

models were used in developing inputs on make-up generation,

capacity factors , O&M costs , and capital additions.

- 11 -
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2.3 Scenario Definitions

The benchmark comparison - the Baseline scenario -- is

, ' f] defined by the input assumptions described in Sections 3 throughW
7. The retirement date, should the steam generator not be

replaced, is December 31, 1984, as assumed by CP&L (Ref. 5). The

Baseline time period for analysis is the fif teen-year period

| 1984-1998. ' is period is selected for ease of comparison to the

| Company results which were computed for this period. Sensitivity

results for alternative time periods -- 25 years and 10 years --

were reported in Table 1,1.

2.4 Baseline Results

The revenue impacts of retirement are given in Table 2.1.

They are disaggregated for each year by cost category.* The cost

| streams are discounted to common 1983 present value dollars.**
1

The first~ column of Table 2.1 shows projections of CP&L's'

i

! revenue requirements (i.e., ratepayer payments), assuming that the

steam generator replacement takes place and Robinson continues in

operation throughout the time period considered. No further

extraordinary plant outages are assumed in this Robinson "in"

case. It is worth underscoring here, however, that if additional

I
*More details on the results by category are given in subsequent
sections.,

**The discount rate, a measure of the time value of money, is taken
at 11. 75 % , the Company's average cost of capital. From theI ratepayer point of view, the discount rate is related to
borrowing costs (or lost earnings on savings) plus whatever
premium is placed on short-term cash. The figure used here,
based on a conventional approach , is a reasonable proxy for
such a " social" discount rate. The underlying general rate
of inflation is taken at 6% per year throughout the study.

- 12 -
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major operational problems occur, related to continuing

embrittlement or other severe difficulties of the reactor vessel

Iat Robinson, the case for the steam generator replacement

dateriorates substantially. Since this possibility is not

includ-d in the Baseline analysis , the finding of modest economic

benefits to retirement must be considered conservative. For

example, if one assumes that the plant lifetime is limited, even

I with the steam generator replacement, to, say, ten additional

years, the benefits of retirement jumps from $50 to $120

million (see Table 1.1) .

The next eight columns in Table 2.1 are " adjustments" to the

revenue requirements that are projected to result from a decisio7

to retire the plant rather than to replace the steam generators.

| Detailed discussions of each of these adjustments will be found

in Sections 3 through 7.
|
'

The adjustment in column (2) is for differences in capital-

related costs in the two cases, primarily for amortization,

return and associated taxes on the Robinson facility including

the steam generator investment. A financial model is used to

| simulate these revenue flows. It will be noted that there is a

cumulative benefit here to retirement of some $122 million, half
'

of it associated with initial tax write-offs of sunk investment.

Column (3) displays an additional benefit to retirement of some,

$49 million cumulatively in avoided property tax, nuclear

insurance, and miscellaneous expenditures that would otherwise be

required were the plant in operation.

- 13 -!
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The adjusanent for the avoided costs of operations and

maintenance (" Nuclear O&M") at Robinson are given in Column (4).

This is a major benefit of early retirement at $397 million.

|

Column (5), labelled " net capital additions," summarizes the

projections for revenues associated with continued capital

! expenditures at the Robinson plant were it to remain in

operation. The cumulative benefit here to retirement is

I
estimated at $157 million.

Column (6) gives the projected cost stream for the nuclear

fuel costs avoided by retiring Robinson. The positive value for

1984 is related to the lower fuel requirements associated with

reduced operation during the steam generation replacement. The

net benefit to early retirement is estimated at $240 million.

Columns (7) and (8) give, respectively, estimates of reduced

P
expenditures under retirement for disposing of radioactive spent

fuel and for ultimately decommissioning the plant itself. These

benefits amount to $108 million -- $84 million for spent fuel and

1I' - $24 million for decommissioning.

The total benefit to retirement from the seven adjustment

categories described above is some $1,072 million (1983 present

value ) . The offsetting cost to early retirement is shown in

Column (9), labelle3 "make-up generation. " With Robinson not in,

| operation, the electricity that it would have generated must be
1

compensated for . Make-up energy could come from additional

generation from existing facilities, purchases from outside the

CP&L system, and from the possible construction and operation of

,

'
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additional power sources. An important opportunity for both

make-up energy and capacity would also come from increased

efforts to promote and finance cost-effective censervation and

lead management initiatives. Such a conservation investment

emphasis has not been included in Baseline assunptions.*

Beyond the need to make-up the energy lost from Robinson if

it retires, additional expenses would be incurred to keep the

generating capacity of the system sufficient to service a growing

load (i.e., peak demands) with adequate reliability. Loads and

resources projections, make-up energy sources and costs, and

|
make-up capacity costs are discussed in Section 7. Column (9)

summarizes the result, a $1,017 million penalty to retirement.

Note that in 1984 alone there is a benefit to retirement related
to the extra downtime required for the steam generation,

|
'

replacement.

Combining the benefits and the penalties of retirement,

we arrive at the total adjustment in Column (10) and the total

required revenues "without Robinson" (that is, with Robinson

retired in 1985) in Column (11). The cumulative benefit of

retirement is shown to be $54 million.

It will be noted that the annual cost impacts fluctuate due

to a combination of first-year effects, pattern of power plant

availability, and a variety of other factors. The " Revenue

Impact Summary" shown in Table 2.2 gives a summary of the

E
*Were conservation considered the preferred policy response, the
benefits of retirement would improve substantially as shown in
the sensitivity test reported in Table 1.1.
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adjustment stream from Table 2.1 as well as the cost impacts

expressed as a percentage change in electricity rates. The

cumulative percentage impact of retirement is negative throughout

the period.

From Table 2.2 it will be seen that, over the long run, the j

economic consequences of either continuing to operate or retiring

Robinson are not large on a relative basis (about 0.2% average

rate savings if the plant is retired). Beyond such ratepayer'

impacts, a prudent decision on the fate of Robinson would need to i

rely on assessments of environmental and safety tradeoffs, future

risks attendent on each option, and employment and other indirect ;

impacts -- factors beyond the scope of the direct cost analysis

presented here. However, given the results of this analysis,

there must be an affirmative demonstration that continued

operation would indeed provide sufficient " external" benefits.

p ses.nt such a sho.1ng, th. p1ane sho.1e be reeir.e.

.

,

I.
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DJKE 2.1

CP&L REVENLE REQUIREMENTS WI1H ROBIN 9ON Myr OPERATING
(Millions of Dollars - 1983 Present Value)

'Ibtal "Ibtal
With Chpital Prop. Tax Nuclear Net Cap. Nuclear Spent Decom. Make-up 'Ibtal Without

Year Robinson Oost Ins. Misc. OEM Addition Fuel Fuel Cost Generation Adjust. Robinson
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

1984 1,677 -62 -1 0 -2 7 2 0 - 55 -112 1,566
1985 1,657 -12 -6 -31 -4 -11 -4 0 93 25 1,682
1986 1,636 -9 -6 -31 -6 -17 -4 0 99 27 1,663
1987 1,616 -7 -5 -31 -7 -17 -4 -1 67 -5 1,612
1988 1,597 -5 -5 -30 -8 -20 -4 -1 68 -5 1,592

1989 1,577 -3 -4 -30 -10 -21 -5 -1 88 16 1,593
'

. 1990 1,558 -2 -4 -29 -11 -18 -5 -1 68 -2 1,556
' ~ 1991 1,539 -1 -3 -29 -12 -19 -6 -1 53 -17 1,522"
. 1992 1,520 -0 -3 -28 -12 -16 -6 -1 57 -10 1,510
I ' 1993 1,501 -1 -3 -28 -13 -20 -7 -2 64 -7 1,494
,

1994 1,483 -3 -2 -27 -14 -18 -7 -2 64 -10 1,473
1995 1,465 -6 -2 -27 -14 -19 -8 -2 75 -2 1,463
1996 1,447 -5 -2 -26 -15 -19 -8 -4 106 28 1,474
1997 1,429 -4 -2 -26 -15 -16 -9 -4 67 11 1,440
1998 1,411 -4 -2 -25 -15 -17 -10 -4 84 9 1,420'

'Ibtals 23,112 -122 -49 -397 -157 -240 -84 -24 1,017 -54 23,057

4

Figures may not sta due to rounding.

:
|
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TABLE 2.2

. REVENUE IMPACT SUMMARY
l W (Millions of Dollars)

| PRESE*4T VALUE
i REVENUE REVENUE ANNUAL CUMULATIVE

WITH 'IOTAL WI'DIOUT PERCENT PERCENT
. YEAR ROBINSON ADJUS T. ROBINSON IMPACT IMPACT

I 1984 1,677 -112 1,566 - 6.6 - 6.6
i 1985 1,657 25 1,682 - 1.5 - 2.6

1986 1,636 27 1,663 1.6 - 1.2
1987 1,616 5 1,612 - 0.3 - 1.0

I
-

1988 1,597 5 1,592 - 0.3 - 0.8' -

1989 1,577 16 1,593 1.0 - 0.5-

1990 1,558 2 1,556 0.1 - 0.5- -

1991 1,539 - 17 1,522 1.1 - 0.6-

1992 1,520 - 10 1,510 0.7 - 0.6-

'

1993 1,501 7 1,494 0.5 - 0.6- -

1994 1,483 - 10 1,473 0.7 - 0.6-

. g 1995 1,465 2 1,463 0.1 - 0.5- -

' g 1996 1,447 28 1,474 1.9 - 0.4
1997 1,429 11 1,440 0.8 - 0.3
1998 1,411 9 1,420 0.6 - 0.2

'IOTALS 23,112 - 54 23,057 N.A. -0.2

| Figures may not sum due to rounding.
N.A. = Not Applicable

'I

I

LI
!

I
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2.5 Sensitivity Analysis

The sensitivity of results to alternative sets of

assumptions has been examined in a series of additional ccst

comparisons. A range of values for key variables which bracket

the mid-range Baseline inputs have been considered. Sensitivity

scenario definitions and corresponding cost impact estimates are
presented below. A summary of results was already reported in

Section 1 as Table 1.1.

Baseline With 20-year Plant Life

One of the major uncertainties in the cost comparison

exercise is the long-term prospects for the Robinson Unit even if

the steam generctors are replaced. The Baseline impact of about

$50 million savings attributed to early retirement assumes that

the plant is in service throughout the study time frame,

1984-1998, once the replacement occurs. However, this will

understate the benefits of early retirement if this assumption
proves to be too optimistic.

Due to such contingencies as a moratorium on nuclear '

operations, further containment vessel embrittlement problems, or

the absence of a radioactive spent fuel disposal system,

operations may be curtailed earlier than hoped. The implications

of this possibility were tested with a sensitivity run that

assumes that Robinson lasts only ten years, through 1993, even

with the steam generator replacement. With this assumption,

the benefits of preemptive retirement rise to $120 million.

- 19 -
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Baseline With Conservation

If Robinson 2 is retired, there will be greater incen-

! r^) tive for CP&L to promote and invest in additional conservation
>

and load management programs. No such extra conservation is

included in the Baseline comparison. Conservation is a means of

replacing both energy and power. Without Robinson, the case for

| further conservation effort is stronger in two respects. First,

such an effort can reduce the need for any additional power that

would be required. Second, the economics of conservation

investments improve since the benefits of such investments are

governed by the savings in avoided energy and capacity cost which

could be achieved through demand-side initiatives. In the case

in which Robinson is retired, avoided costs are higher since

marginal generation is from more costly sources and marginal

capacity costs are greater.

In the sensitivity case, it is assumed that a heightened

;E conservation effort leads to a phase-in of load reduction

beginning in 1985 and reaching 300 MW (about half of Robinson's

capacity) by the end of the study period. Incremental

conservation investments are costed out at an average 2.8C per

saved KW (1983 price) and included as a revenue requirement of
iE

E retirement. The effect is to increase the Baseline estimates of
retirement savings from $50 million to $160 million.I
Nuclear O&M Costs

|

| A range of future O&M costs are developed around the

statistically-based Baseline projections (see Sec. 4).
|

| - 20 -
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Specifically, the real escalation rate is doubled in the high O&M

case and eliminated altogether in the low O&M case. The impacts ,

>' pq under the circumstances , range from a penalty of $40 million for
l .)

retiremer,t to a benefit of $180 million.~

Future Robinson 2 Investments

This refers to projections of additional capital investment

that will be required over the life of the Robinson unit

| (excluding steam generator costs which are treated separately

here). The statistical analysis employed to develop Baseline

estimates is discussed in Section 5. A technique similar to that'

used for the O&M sensitivity runs is used here, that is , defining
1.

W a range by doubling and zeroing Baseline real escalation rates.

The results are a spread of retirement benefits from $20 to $90
,

million.

Robinson 2 Capacity Factor _

Again, the Baseline case relies on statistically derived

E projections for plant availability (Sec. 3). In these tests ,
l

those capacity factor projections, averaging 60.3 percent over

| the study time frame, are increased and decreased, by 5 percent in
the high and low case, respectively. The corresponding,

! retirement benefits range from zero to $120 million.

Fuel Prices

For reasons discussed in Sec. 7, Baseline coal escalationI,

~

rates are assumed to be 1 percent per year real (7 percent

overall) over the 1984-1998 period. In sensitivity runs, that

rate was varied to 2 percent and 0 percent, respectively, in,

- 21 -
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separate runs. The corresponding retirement impacts range under

these assumptions from a penalty of $10 million to & benefit of

rn $120 million,

u)
Load Growth

The Baseline case includes a mid-range estimate of load

growth of 2.2 percent / year averaged over 1984-1998 (see Sec. 7).

In these tests, a high growth case of 2.6 percent / year (CP&L's
i December 1983 forecast) was employed and a low growth case of 1.7

percent / year (recent Carolina Commission staff estimate) is used.

The forecast assumption is important in determining the amount of

additional capacity requiced over time. The high growth rate

case would require substantial make-up power late in the study
period. It is assumed that part of this is made up by

conservation and load management efforts along the lines

discussed above, as' the case for demand-side initiatives would be

particularly compelling under conditions of high load growth
'

W if Robinson were unavailable. Under these forecast ranges the

ratepayer impact of retirement ranges from a benefit of $240

million to a penalty of $20 million under low and high load

growth assumptions, respectively.

Period of Analysis

The Baseline study period is 15 years freia 1984-1998. To

explore the dependency of cumulative cost impacts, the study time

frame was altered to 25 years (1984-2008) and 10 years

(1984-1993). The Baseline finding of a $50 million benefit to

retirement, increases to about $90 million for both the longer

and the shorter time frame.
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3. CAPACITY FACTORS

| 3.1 Introduction
t

!(sC The maximum output of a power plant over the course of a

full year of operation is the product of the total number of
hours in a year (8,760) and net full rated capacity of the
unit. Thus, for a 1,000 MW plant it would be 8,760 GWH.* This

! output is never achieved for a number of reasons. First, power

plants require outages for scheduled maintenance and equipment
repair. Second, there are unscheduled (or " forced") outages inI which unplanned maintenance and equipment repair occur.

Finally, some power plants are dispatched intermittently to
follow load and are consequently brought on-line (off-line) as

system loads experience upward (downward) swings. Peaking

units, for example, generate power for only a small fraction of
their available hours.

Nuclear units experience forced and scheduled outages

whose magnitude and character are specific to this technology.
Nuclear units are rarely operated to load follow. The

relatively high initial construction costs and technicalI,

l characteristics of nuclear units dictate that they be operated
{

in the baseload mode, generating electricity at the maximum

number of hours that they are available, while coming off-line
| only when necessary.
l
i

*A GWH (gigawatt-hour) is one million kilowatt-hours or one
thousand megawatt-hours.

!
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I
[ For nuclear plants, however, there in downtime beyond the

,r- imperatives of forced and scheduled maintenance and equipment
; i.

j outages. Nuclear units require rather long down times for
"

|
'

refueling, typically on a twelve to eighteen month cycle.

Moreover, Nuclear Regulatory Commission mandated outages for

inspection, safety, training and licensing can also temporarily

remove nuclear units from service.

Capacity factors are defined as the net electrical

generation divided by the maximum possible generation over the

course of a year (or any other time period) . In effect, the

capacity factor is the fraction of time (e.g., a year) a unit

is generating electricity at full rated capacity.

Nuclear power plants' capacity factors have been far below
i (~ mJ the expectations of the industry. A simple compilation of thisj >

Lv
industry-wide experience from 1973 to 1982, provided by the

g U.S. Department of Energy (Ref. 44, 4/83) indicates a ten-year
|

| average industry-wide capacity factor of 57 percent. This
,

average falls far below industry expectations, which have

ranged between 65 percent and 80 percent. Furthermore, there

| is no evidence in the DOE data of an industry-wide learning

process , that is, no general improvement over time.

There has been, however, a wide variation around the

industry-wide c.verage depending on the particular plant and

year considered. In order to understand the basis for this,

b
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variation, further detailed analysis has been performed here.
First, outages were divided into two sets. One set consists of

p outages for refueling, regulatory restriction (i.e., NRC
v

mandated), and operator training and licensing (hereafter

referred to as "ref ueling and NRC" outages) . The other set

consists of all other outages, including those associated with

equipment failure and maintenance (hereinafter referred to as
|

| " maintenance and repair" outages).

To explain the maintenance and repair outages, statistical

procedures were employed in the present study. The result of

these procedures -- multivariate regression analysis --I shows the magnitude of contributions to observed capacity

factors (adjusted to exclude refueling and NRC outages) from

each of several explanatory variables associated with the

characteristics of the nuclear power plants in the data base.

Once these magnitudes are established they can be applied to

any specific nuclear plant (such as Robinson) whose

characteristics are known, as one tool to predict future;

maintenance and repair outages. The results and raethods are

described below.

3.2 Findings

The results of the statistical analyses are presented in

| Table 3.1 below, where the regression results, modified to

incorporate a four percent annual NRC outage rate, and CP&L's

anticipated refueling schedule, are detailed for the years 1985

'
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:I
| to 1998.* The results have been modified upward by incorpora-
;

ting an average improvement factor derived from industry-wide

iID data on the magnitude of steam-generator-related maintenance
L.)

and repair outages. In essence, it is assumed that the steam

generator replacement will initially obviate the need for

outages dedicated to steam generator repair. Over time this
,I

advantage is assumed to diminish as the new steam generators

will themselves be subject to possible corrosion and

degradation problems. Table 3.1 also indicates CP&L's

assumptions concerning Robinson capacity factors, as well as

the assumptions employed in the present study.|I
The NRC-mandated outages were analyzed separately.

1

Year-by-year data was collected on such outages and a weighted

. average was developed for the years 1975 to 1981. This average

b outage factor, expressed as a percentage of. total industry-wide

reactor hours, was then included with CP&L's planned outage

schedule, to derive annual capacity factor projections for the

Robinson plant. While there are statistical indications of

continued long-term decline in Robinson capacity factors

(adjusted to exclude refueling and NRC outages) after 1990, the

assumption used here for conservatism is that the adjusted

capacity factor remains constant after 1990.

*For 1984, the capacity frctor in the steam generator replace-
ment scenario is assumed to be about 15 percent. In the case
where Robinson is retired at year end of 1984, the plant's
capacity factor in 1984 is assumed to be 52.8 percent. The
assumptions are consistent with those of CP&L assumptionsi

(Ref. 5, App. H and Interrogatory Response).
1
'
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I
TABLE 3.1

rm CAPACITY FACTOR PROJECTIONS FOR THE ROBINSON NUCLEAR UNIT: 1985-1998) (Percent)

|

I Regression Analysis Study CP&L
Year Proiacted Capacity Factor Assumptions Assumptions

I 1985 60.1 65.1 69.0
1986 68.2 73.1 80.0
1987 51.8 54.9 62.0
1988 51.1 53.5 63.0

I- 1989 71.5 77.1 88.0i

1990 52.4 53.4 65.0
1991 51.7 53.6 66.0

|I 1992 56.9 59.9 73.0
1993 61.2 65.6 80.0
1993 48.3 52.6 66.0

'

1995 48.3 53.4 66.0
1996 63.9 74.9 88.0
1997 46.7 53.4 65.0
1998 45.9 53.4 66.0

t

The results of the regression analysis, as well as CP&L

| and study assumptions, are depicted graphically in Figure 3.1.

I In this figure the results and assumptions are recast; for

purposes of clarity, the estimates are smoothed over time by;

substituting an average annual refueling rate for the planned

refueling schedule wherein downtimes fluctuate from year to

year. Figure 3.1 also provides the actual experienced and

statistically predicted capacity factors from 1975 to 1982.

k
'
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FIGURE 3.1

ROBINSON CAPACITY FACTORS
HISTORICAL AND PROJECTED
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I
3.3 Statistical Analysis

The statistical analysis of nuclear plant capacity factor

fD experience involved three areas of study:
LJ

1. Multivariate regression analysis of capacity factors

(adjusted to exclude refueling and NRC-mandated

outages).

2. Asnessment of the magnitude of steam generator-

related maintenance and repair outages.

3. Estimates of the magnitude of NRC outages.

These areas of analysis are discussed in turn in the sub-

sections that follow. The application of the results of the

statistical analysis to the Robinson nuclear plant is discussed

in Section 3.4

Regression Analysis: Introduction
L

The data base used in the regression analysis consists of

the electricity production and outage experience of 72 US.

nuclear power plants (essentially all commercially operating

I units) from 1975 through 1982. The source of this data is the

| Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) " Grey Books" (Ref. 6). The

analytical technique applied is multivariate regression

analysis, which explains the observations (experienced annual

I capacity factors) in terrrs of a linear combination of

independent variables selected because they are believed to

have a cau al or associative relationship to the observations.

The variables explored in the regression analysis included unit

1

!h
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,

size, reactor type, unit age, presence or absence of cooling
towers, salt-water cooling or not, steam system supplier, and

: commercial operation date.
t W)>
'

The age (years of operation) variable is interesting in two
respects. First, it can express a maturation effect, i.e.,

improvement after the first few years (" shakedown" period) of

cperation. Second, it can express aging phenomena, i.e.,

deterioratio of performance with age, after mature levels have

been reached. In order to test for such phenomena it is necessary
to use broken linear, rather than a single linear age variable. In

l addition, to examine whether aging effects differ with plant
characteristics, i.e., reactor type, size, salt-water cooling,

product terms of age times these variables have been employed.I A further discussion of the data base used for regression
analysis deserves attention here. Since NRC mandated outages occur

u
somewhat episodically or randomly over the data base period, these

i 3 outage hours have been removed from the analysis. Similarly,

refueling outage hours have been removed, since these too add aI
degree of scatter or randomness because they sometimes overlap,

\ -

calendar years and the cycle itself can vary rather widely. While

regression could readily be performed on the raw or unadjusted

capacity factors, here we have applied it to adjusted capacity
factors in order to obtain a better analysis of the factors which

contribute to forced and scheduled maintenance and equipment
outages. The adjusted capacity factor is:

k
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k
Net Electrical Generation

Adj. Cap. Fac. = Net Design Electrical Rating x
'

(8,760 - Refueling and NRC Outage Hours)

Regression Analysis: Discussion
|

|
The independent variables selected in the multivariate

,I
'

1

| regression specification for adjusted capacity factors are defined |
|

|

I below in Table 3.2.

The results of the multivariate regression analysis are |

provided below in Table 3.3. The first two columns provide the

form of the equation, a sum of coefficients times independent

va riables , with the second column designating the independent
variable , defined in Table 3. 2. The third column provides the

value of the regression coefficient, the fourth column gives the

T-statistic, and the fif th column gives the confidence level. The

regression coefficient is the measure of the magnitude of a
I variable's contribution to the observed result (here, adjusted
I capacity factor ) . Thus, for example, the value .090 for the BWSTM

coefficient shows that on average nuclear units with a Babcock

and Wilcor steam system have experienced 9.0 percent lower
| \

adjusted capacity factors than other units. The T-statistic is,

the measure of the significance of the variable in explaining the

observed variation in adjusted capacity factors. The confi.lence

level indicates the probability that the coefficient of the inde-

pendent variable has an absolute value greater than zero.

k
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TAOLE 3.2

I_NDEPENDENT VARIABLES SELECfED FOR REGRESSION SPECIFICATION
FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ADJUSTED CAPACITY FACTT)RS

.

Le Variable Name Definition

DERU Unit net design electrical ratingI in megawatts

PWRU 1 if unit is PWR
0 otherwise

SALTU 1 if unit is salt-water cooled
0 otherwise

AGE. Years of commercial operation (through the

I end of the calendar year of the capacity
factor observation)

TOWERSU 1 if unit has cooling towerI 0 otherwise

AGE 4 AGE-4 for Ace < 4
0 otherwise ~

~

AGE 6 AGE-6 for Age < 6
-

0 otherwise

| AGE 10 AGE-10 for Age < 10
| 0 otherwise

BWSTM Babcock and Wilcox Steam System

WESTM Westinghouse Steam System
.

1

iI
I

|I
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I
TABLE 3.3

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ADJUSTED CAPACITY FACTORS
1975 Through 1982,

| Equa tion
| t T Independent value of Confidencei LJ Coefficient varia ble coefficient T-Statistic Level

A .704 8.73 > 99.8%

+ B x DERU -5.39 x 10-5 .444 > 20.0%

+ Z x DERU x PWRU -2.86 x 10-4 -3.84 > 99.8%
+ C x PWRU .450 5.41 > 99.8%,

+ G x SALTU l.23 4.51 > 99.8%
+ E x AGE .005 820 > 50.0%
+ X1 x SALTU x DERU -2.35 x 10-4 -1.99 > 95.0%
+ K x PWRU x TOWERSU .136 -3.81 > 99.8%

+ W x AGE x PWRU .016 -3.14 > 99.0%

+ D x AGE x DERU l.55 x 10-5 1.25 > 50.0%

+ L x TOWERSU .053 1.95 > 90.0%
+ S x SALTU x AGE .102 -4.68 > 99.8%

'

+ F x SALTU x PWRU .112 1.56 > 80.0%

| + H x SALTU x PWRU x
AGE .022 -2.36 > 98.0%

+ L3 x AGE 6 .030 1.28 > 50.0%

+ M2 x AGE 4 x DERU 6.34 x 10-5 2.39 > 98.0%

+ M3 x AGE 6 x DERU -3.54 x 10-5 .961 > 50.0%I
+ N2 x AGE 4 x SALTU .040 .997 > 50.0%

+ N3 x AGE 6 x SALTU .017 .454 > 20.0%

+ N4 x AGE 10 x SALTU .112 3.83 > 99.8%
<

+ X2 x BWSTM .090 -2.96 > 99.0%

+ X3 x WESTM .018 .739 > 50.0%

Number of Variables = 22 Standard Error of Regression = .145
R-Squared = . 296 F(21/470) = 9.41
Corrected R2 = .265 COND(X) = 90.65
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Finally, summary statistics, including the corrected

R-SQUARED and F-ratio which are measures of the goodness-of-fit

of the entire equation, are also provided in Table 3.3.,
1

l

Average Steam Generator-Related Maintenance and Repair Outages

In order to track the initial improvement in operating

performance resulting from replacement of a plant's steam

generators, the result of the regression equation has been

modified to incorporate an improvement factor. This factor was

derived from industry-wide data compiled by the NRC (Ref. 7)

that indicates that steam generator-related maintenance and,

repairs account for 23 percent of all non-refueling outage time.

It is assumed that the initial impact of steam generator

'

replacement will be to reduce to zero the outage time dedicated

to steam-generator replacement and, therefore, that the

statistically predicted outage time will be reduced by the'

industry-wide average figure of 23 percent.

In the years that follow, it is expected that steam

generator tube corrosion resulting from secondary coolant

impurity deposition will lead to a gradual increase in steam

generator repair and maintenance efforts.

| Average Regulatory Outages

once results are obtained for the adjusted capacity factors,

refueling and NRC-related outages must be reincorporated to

obtain the net result, i.e., experienced capacity factor. For

i the purposes of this study, CP&L's projected refueling schedule

is adopted. |,

!
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I

In contrast to the regular refueling cycles, NRC-mandated

[~)m
outages occur more unpredictably. They result from a perceived

L
need by the NRC for back-fit or other safety-related

niodifications and activities. In order to assess the magnitude

of these outages, industry-wide data for the years 1975 to 1981

was analyzed and average outage rates for PWR 's, BWR's, and all

reactor types were developed. The average NRC-mandated outage

i rates for this period are presented in Table 3.4.

TABLE 3.4

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT NRC-RELATED OUTAGE RATES: 1975 m 1981

Outage Rate *

PWR .04

BWR .01

All Reactors .03

I
* Expressed as a fraction of total annual reactor-hours.

I
3.4 Application to Robinson

The regression equation for adjusted capacity factor, given

earlier in Table 3.3, can be applied to any nuclear facility once

its characteristics (i.e. values of the independent variables);

! are established. For the Robinson facility these characteristics

are provided below in Table 3.5.

|
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TABLE 3.5

ROBINSON PLANT CHARACTERISTICS,

(Values of Independent variables)

L DERU 712 MW

PWRU 1

SALTU 0

|
'IOWERS U 0

AGE 0.82 in 1971, incremented by 1
'

thereafter

AGE 4 -3.18 in 1971, incremented by 1
through 1975 and 0 thereaf ter

AGE 6 -5.18 in 1971, incremented by 1
through 1977 and 0 thereaf ter

AGE 10 -9.18 in 1971, incremented by 1
through 1981 and 0 thereaf ter

i WESTM 1

|ID
'

The results are given below in Table 3.6. The adjusted

capacity factor regression predictions are based upon the
,

!

assumption of a 712 MW design electrical rating. The first

I column of this table recasts the predicted capacity factors in

terms of CP&L's 665 MW capacity assumption for Robinson. The

; equation predicts an adjusted capacity factor (on a 665 MW basis) l

of 79 percent in 1985, dropping at a rate of 1.6 percent to an l

adjusted capacity factor of about 64 percent in 1998.
;,

)
The assumptions used for this study concerning adjusted

]
capacity factors are presented in the second column of Table 3.6. )
For the present analysis, the regression results have been

modified to incorporate an improvement factor in 1985
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I
corresponding to the replacement of Robinson's steam generators

(see discussien in Section 6.4). The results have been further,

; modified to incorporate the assumption that renewed steam
u

generator corrosion, as well as possible problems related, for

example, to containment vessel embrittlement, will force

Robinson's adjusted capacity factor to drop from its high point
,

in 1985 of about 86 percent to a value of 75 percent in 1990.

Because of the uncertainty in assessing the long-term impacts of
,

steam generator performance and embrittlement, it is

conservatively assumed that no further age-related deline in

operating performance will take place af ter 1990.!

The third column of Table 3.6 gives the assumptions used for

the present study for Robinson's experienced capacity factor.

This column simply incorporates CP&L's planning schedule for

refueling outages and 'an average figure for NRC-mandated outages

into the adjusted capacity factor assumptions in the second

column.

Finally, CP&L's assumptions for Robinson capacity factors

| from 1985 to 1998 are given in the fourth column of Table 3.6.

It can be seen that over the fourteen-year period, CPSL's

estimate of capacity factor avarages almost 11 percentage pointsI higher thsn the capacity factor assumptions used in the present

study.

;
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I
TABLE 3.6

ROBINSON NUCLEAR PLANT PREDICTED CAPACITY FACTORS
(Percent)

Regressior Study Assumptions Study
Result Adjusted Adjusted Capacity Assumptionsw

Years capacity Factor Factor Capacity Factor

1985 79.0 85.7 65.1
1986 77.0 83.5 73.1
1987 76.8 81.4 54.9

B 1988 75.7 79.2 53.5
1989 74.5 77.1 77.1
1990 73.4 74.9 53.4I 1991 72.3 74.9 53.6
1992 71.2 74.9 59.9

'

1993 70.0 74.9 65.6g 1994 68.8 74.9 52.6
|

5 1995 67.8 74.9 53.4
1996 66.6 74.9 74.9
1997 65.5 74.9 53.41I 1998 64.3 74.9 53.4

| Fourteen-
Year
Average 71.7 77.2 60.3

f
i

:

I|

I
I
I
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4. OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE

4.1 Introduction

The operations and maintenance (O &M ) costs of nuclear,

L~i

generating stations together with nuclear fuel expenses comprise

the electricity production costs at these facilties. These

costs are passed on to electricity consumers as direct

| expense items in required revenues. Other costs associated with

nuclear power include the capital costs of the facilities

(including capital additions ) which enter required revenues

through their inclusion in the rate base, upon which interest or

! a rate of return can be earned. In addition, the costs of

| decommissioning and spent fuel disposal can impact required
! revenues insofar as funds for their implementation are collected

|
during the operating years of the nuclear station. Discussions

of capital additions , steam generator replacement, spent fuel

disposal, and decommissioning costs and their required revenue

| impacts follow in Sections 5 and 6.

Nuclear power plant operations and maintenance costs fall

into 13 broad subcategories, as reported.by utilities to the

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) in anntial Form 1

submissions and to the U.S. Department of Energy (Ref. 8). TheseI \

are listed below in Table 4.1. Data on these OEM costs have been

collected for nuclear generating stations for the years 1970

through 1980. A total of 49 nuclear stations, including

; virtually all commercial units that have operated in the U.S.*,

| are included in this data base. I
1

|
* Station sites may contain more than one power plant " unit."

|
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TABLE 4.1

NUCLEAR O&M SUBCATEGORIES

Operations Maintenance

Supervision and Engineering Supervision and Engineering
Coolants and Water Maintenance of Structures|

Steam Expenses Maintenance of Reactor Plant
Steam from Other Sources Maintenance of Electric Plant,

Steam Transferred Maintenance of Miscellaneousg Electric Expenses Nuclear Plant;

|3 Miscellaneous Nuclear Power
Expenses

Rents!I
; Some of th'e salient features of nuclear power plant O&M cost
,

experience are revealed by direct examination of industry-wide
averages. In the industry as a whole, nuclear O&M costs have

increased from about one-half of nuclear fuel costs in 1970 and

| 1971 to about twenty percent greater than nuclear fuel costs in

1979 and 1980. Thus, these costs have begun to dominate the,

production costs for nuclear facilities. Within the O&M costs

j themselves the split has remained rather stable at about 55

percent for operations and 45 percent for maint.enance throughout
the 1970-1980 period. Of the 13 subcategories, the two largest

are miscellaneous nuclear power expenses (23.5 percent in 1980)

and maintenance of miscellaneous reactor plant (20.5 percent in
1980). These two subcategories plus maintenance of miscellaneous

nuclear plant have increased their share of total O&M costs from

about 39 percent in 1970/71 to over 50 percent in 1979/80.
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I
Table 4.2 shows the industry-wide annual O&M costs for;

nuclear stations from 1970 through 1980 on a per-kilowatt

!q installed capacity basis, in both nominal and constant (1983)

"~
dollars. The second column, nuclear O&M costs in 1983 dollars

per kilowatt , shows the growth trend in real costs during this'

,e r io d , thus correcting for both inflation and the increasing
size of the industry. The increase was from about $12.5 per

kilowatt in 1970 to about $35.9 per kilowatt in 1980. The

average annual growth rate in real (i.e. above inflation) O &M

| costs per kilowatt for nuclear stations in the U.S. was 9.3

percent per year from 1970 through 1978 (the last full year

before the 'IMI reactor accident) and 11.0 percent per year from

1970 through 1980.

TABLE 4.2
rn
|bj OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE COSTS FOR NUCLEAR STATIONS IN '111E U.S.1

1970-1980

Average Industry
Average Industry 1983 Dollars

Year Dollar per Kilowatt Per Kilowatt

1970 5.25 12.53
1971 5.02 11.40
1972 6.91 15.08

'| 1973 6.38 13.16
1974 8.73 16.58

| 1975 9.94 17.27
'E 1976 11.98 19.78

E 1977 13.65 21.29
1978 16.78 24.39
1979 20.93 28.04I 1980 29.21 35.93

Average Annual
Growth Rate

| (Percent)

1970-1978 16.6 9.3
1970-1980 18.6 11.0

,
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4.2 Findings

Linear regression techniques have been used to explain the

rm. variation in operations and maintenance costs throughout the

!J" industry in terms of independent variables expressing the

characteristics of nuclear stations. The results of this

analysis have been applied to the Robinson plant to predict

operations and maintenance costs for the years 1984 to 1998.

These costs, in millions of constant 1983 dollars, are presented

in Table 4. 3. * Table 4.3 also displays CP&L's assumptions.

The results of the regression analysis, as well as CP&L's

assumptions, are depicted graphically in Figure 4.1. Historical
'

o&M expenditurcs for the Robinson plant are also provided in

Figure 4.1 for the 1971 to 1980 period, along with the stream of

expenditures predicted by the regression analysis for those
e
j years. It is apparent upon examination of Figure 4.1 that the

regression analysis predictions for 1971 to 1980 closely track

E actual experienced costs during that period.

I
I

.

I
I
I *For the Robinson retirement case it is assumed that expenses

incurred in 1984 are equal to the value predicted by the
regression analysis ($33 million 1983 dollars).
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TABLE 4.3

ROBINSON NUCLEAR PLANT OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE CX)STS
(Millions of 1983 Dollars)

Regression Analysis

I Projected Operations CP&L
Year and Maintenance Costs Assumptions

1984 33.0 35.6
1985 34.6 29.3
1986 36.1 24.1I 1987 37.7 30.5
1988 39.2 31.4
1989 40.8 29.1

I 1990 42.4 24.7
1991 43.9 30.8
1992 45.5 31.2

l 3 1993 47.1 27.7
E 1994 48.6 28.6

1995 50.2 32.3;

1996 51.8 32.6I 1997 53.3 26.7
1998 54.9 32.2

P
I
I'

I
I
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4.3 Statistical Analysis

Nuclear generating station operations and maintenance costs

PN have varied widely by facility and year of operation. In the
LJ

present analysis, linear regression techniques have been used to

explain this variation in terms of independent variables

expressing the characteristics of the nuclear stations. Various

models or equations were selected for analysis. These equations

expressed the dependent variable (O&M costs in 1980 dollars per

kilowatt) as a linear combination of several independent or

explanatory variables.

Numerous independent variables were explored in various

combinations with each other. These included plant size (in

Megawatts) and age, chosen to test whether economies of scale and

cost increases associated with aging have been occurring. Other

variables which were explored for statistical significance in

explaining the variation in O&M costs were plant vintage (date of

| initial commercial operation), geographic location, demonstration

unit status, salt-water cooling, multiple unit siting, 1980

operation, reactor manufacturer, cooling towers, turbine

| manufacturer, utility size, and utility experience with nuclear

plant operation. The last five variables were not found to haveI statistical significance. Definitions of the variables for which

statistical significance was found are provided in Table 4.4.

The model chosen, including the values found for the

coefficients and the measures of statistical significance and

goodness of fit (t-statistics, R-Squared, etc.) is given in Table

4.5. All of the variables in the model show strong statistical

significance.
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I
TABLE 4.4

DEFINITIONS OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES USED IN
NUCLEAR OEM COST REGRESSION MODEL

.

L.s
Variable Definition

AGESTEP Cumulative years of commercial operation
to the end of the year for which the O&M
cost observation is made. For multiple
unit stations, AGESTEP equals the age of
the first unit until the second unit comes
on-line. With multiple units in operation
the variable will equal the average age ofI all units.

NEMASK 1 if station located in the Northeast
0 if otherwise

DERSTEP The station's net design electrical rating
(DER) in megawatts. For multiple unit
stations , DERSTEP equals the first unit 's
capacity until the second unit commences
operation. With multiple units operating
the variable will equal the average (DER).

SALT 1 if station is salt-water cooled.p O if otherwise

jP DEMO 1 if station was built as a demonstration
project

' 0 if otherwise
<

MULTSTEP For multiple unit stations MULTSTEP is 0
until the year the second unit begins commer-
cial operation. With multiple units
operating MULTSTEP will equal 1. O at allI times for single unit stations.

BIRTH STP Date of commercial operation. BIRTHSTP
includes the actual calendar on-line date
through the use of fractional years. For
multiple unit stations, BIRTHSTP equals tt.e
birth date of the first unit prior to
commercial operation of the second unit,
af ter which BIRTHSTP equals the average
birth date if both units are operating.

TMI 1 if year of operation is 1980
| 0 if otherwise

,
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TABL" 4.5

NUCLEAR STATION O&M COST REGRESSION MODEL+

Equation Value of
''

Independent Co- Confidence
Coefficient varia ~ ole efficient T-Statistic Level

A -139.21 -8.45 > 99.8%

+ B x AGESTEP 3.19 7.00 > 99.8%

+ C x NEMASK 5.15 5.75 > 99.8%

+ G x DEMOX AGESTEP 3.24 4.78 > 99.8%

+ H x DEMO -31.71 -3.87 > 99.8%

+ J x MULTSTEP -2.98 -3,21 > 99.8%

+ K x BIRTHSTP 2.02 9.28 > 99.8%

+ M x DERSTEP X AGESTEP .002 -3.28 > 99.8%

+ Q X SALT x AGESTEP .915 5.65 > 99.8%

+ N x 'IMI 8.59 6.25 > 99.8%

( Number of Variables = 10 Standard Error of Regression = 7.16

m R-Squared = . 675 F(9/317) = 73. 21

Corrected R2 = .666 COND(X) = 131.98I
|

+ Dependent variable is nuclear station O&M costs in 1980 dollars
per kilowatt.

I
i

I

b
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Several of the variables are time related. The result for I

general age term (AGESTEP) indicates that real (1980 dollars) O&M

h costs have been increasing at over $3/KW per year for everyv
additional year of operation of nuclear stations. The aging

i effect of operating salt-water cooled plants, (SALT x AGESTEP) is

found to be an additional S.92/KW per year, probably the result

of the corrosive impacts of salt-water in the cooling systems and

steam generators of these units. Economies of scale were found

to be significant. The value for the coefficient for the size

times age term (DERSTEP x AGESTEP) implies that for a 1200 MW

plant O&M costs would be S.40/KW lower than for a 800 MW in the

first year of operation. These effects increase with age. For a

1000 MW plant the two terms together imply O&M cost increases of

about Sl.20/KW per year, while for a 800 MN the increases would

1
i be about Sl.60/KW per year. '

Two other time related variables proved signi'ficant. The

variable TMI was found to have a coefficient of 8.59, implying

that on average an additional $8.59/KW was experienced by nuclear

stations in the year 1980 (the first full year of operation after

i the TMI accident). There has been a large upward shift in

the level of nuclear O&M costs since 1979. This is probably due

to costs associated with increased safety related requirements

related to the TMI accident and greater NRC scrutiny generally.

It is too early to tell whether this represents an acceleration
E

,

a of the trend in real cost increases or a permanent shift.

g . .. .
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I
Preliminary analysis based on the inclusion of 1981 data confirm
the regression results given above. The upward shif t of about

pm $8/KW occurs in 1981 as well as 1980. It is appropriate at this
'L time to conclude that this shift will persist.

The variable BIRTHSTP is also time related. It measures the

calendar year (and fractions thereof) of initial commercial

operation. The finding of an additional $2/KW for each year

later of commercial operation indicates that there are higher
costs for maintaining a kilowatt of capacity which is built
later. This may be a result of greater complexity and more,

safety features embodied in later vintage plants.

4.4 Application to Robinson

The regression equation given in Table 4.5 was applied to
the Robinson facility for the years 1984 to 1998. Table 4.6

| be low, gives the values of the independent variables for

Robinson, which were used in the regression equation. Table 4.7

gives the results in 1980 dollars /KW, nominal dollars /KW and

total required revenues impact in nominal dollars.

I
I
I-

k
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TABLE 4.6

ROBINSON PLANT CHARACTERISTICS-

(Values of Independent variables)

b -

AGESTEP 0.82 in 1971, incremented by 1
thereafter

DERSTEP 712 MW

SALT 0

DEMO O

MULTSTEP O

BIRTHSTP 71.18

TMI 1

I
ID

f
I
I'

|

I
B

I

('
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I
j TABLE 4.7

ROBINSON NUCLEAR PLANT OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE COSTS

r. s

Total
S/KW (1980) $/KW (Nominal) (Millions Nominal)*

I 1984 37.43 49.16 35.0
1985 39.20 54.58 38.9
1986 40.98 60.48 43.1

I 1987 42. 75 66.88 47.6
1988 44.52 73.83 52.6
1989 46.30 81.38 57.9

| g 1990 48.07 89.57 63.8
| g 1991 49.84 98.45 70.1

1992 51.62 108.07 76.9
1993 53.39 118.49 84.4
1994 55.16 129.77 92.4

'

| 1995 56.94 141.98 101.1
| 1996 58.71 155.19 110.5
' 1997 60.48 169.47 120.7

1998 62.26 184.90 131.7

I

| C'T

*The regression analysis prediction is based on a capacity rating
i for Robinson of 712 MW. The data in this column is therefore
i derived by multiplying the second column by 712 x 103,
|

I
I
I
I
I-
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I
5.1 Introduction

) Capital expenditures on nuclear generating stations do not
s

end upon completion of construction, fuel loading, and the

commencement of commercial operation. Additional capital costs

are incurred in the years following the in-service date. Indeed,

the rather large capital additions associated with replacement of

the three steam generators at the Robinson plant are a striking
example of these continued expenditures. The steam generator

replacement costs for Robinson are treated separately in Section 6.
' Independent of steam generator replacement costs, however,

nuclear stations have incurred annual capital additions in the mil-

lions and sometimes tens of millions of dollars throughout the 1970s.

Capital costs for nuclear generating stations, and therefore

capital additions as well, fall into three broad categories --

land, structures, and equipment -- as reported in-the annual Form

1 submissions of electric utilities to the Federal Energy

Regulatory Commission (FERC) and by the U.S. Department of Energy

(Ref. 8). These data are reported for nuclear generating
'

stations on a cumulative basis. Thus, the difference between

cumulative station costs in two successive years is the net

capital addition in the last year. It is the net result of both

additions to and retirements of nuclear plant. In the present

treatment only these net capital additions are examined.*

*The result of this is to somewhat under-estimate the addf.tional
required revenues which derive from capital additions. This isi

because the reported retirements in the net additions are in|

original rather than depreciated cost in the FERC Form 1
documents. Furthermore, retired plant can still influence
revenue requirements through continued amortization or as
expensed items after removal from the rate base.

| -52-
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Data on forty-nine nuclear generating station net annual

capital additions for the years 1970 through 1980 have been

collected from utility FERC Form 1 reports and the U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy documents. Simple inspection of some industry-'

wide averages reveals some interecting patterns. Over this

period as a whole, the mix between the net additions in the three

categories has been about 30 percent for structures and 70

percent for equipment (with less than one-half percent for land) .

The overall net annual capital additions in the industry

increased from about $2.6 million in 1970 to about $840 million

in 1980, over three-hundred-fold. Table 5.1 shows the annual

industry-wide expenditures in botn nominal and constant (1983)

dollars per kilowatt of installed capacity.

The last colunn of Table 5.1 industry-wide costs in 1983

dollars per kilowatt, shows the broad temporal trend when

corrected for both inflation and the growing size of the nuclear

a power sector. These costs increased from about $3.50 per

kilowatt in 1970 to about $24.70 per kilowatt in 1980.- The

growth rate in industry-wide nuclear station net capital

additions was 17.5 percent per year above inflation from 1970 to

1978 (the last full year before the 'D1I reactor accident) and

15.9 percent per year above inflation from 1970 to 1980. Just as

the initial real capital costs per kilowatt of nuclear power

plants have increased over this period, so too have the real

costs of capital additions. It is much more costly to both

construct and maintain a kilowatt of nuclear capacity today than

it was a decade ago.
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TABLE 5.1

NET CAPITAL ADDITIONS FOR NUCLEAR STATIONS IN 'IBE U.S. : 1970-1980

Cost Cost
Year ($/KW) (1983 S/KW)

I 1970 1.46 3.49
1971 1.84 4.18

*

1972 3.96 8.65
1973 5.30 10.93
1974 4. 74 8.99j

: 1975 4.72 8.20
1976 6.51 10.75

I- 1977 10.63 16.58
1978 9.24 13.43

'1979 8.65 11.59
1980 20.08 24.70

Average AnnualI Growth Rate
(Percent)

1970-1978 25.3 17.5
1970-1980 23.9 15.9

1

_5 . 2 Findings
'

! Industry-wide variations in net capital additions have been

analyzed with the use cf multivariate linear regression

technique s . Applying the results of this analysis to the

Robinson nuclear plant yields predictions of net capital

additions for the years 1984 to 1998, net of anticipated steam

generator replacement costs. These predicted costs (in miliions

of constant 1983 dollars) are sumarized in Table 5.2.* AlsoI detailed in Table 5.2 are CP&L's assumptions concerning future
net capital additions.

*The projected net capital addition costs listed in Table 5.2
assume continued operation of the Robinson plant following steam
generator replacement. For the Robinson retirement case no
further capital additions are assumed between 1984 and 1998.
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I
The projections provided in Trale 5.2 have been depicted

graphically in Figure 5.1. Incli;ded in this figure are the

rw actual historical expenditures incurred at the Robinson plant for

the period 1972 to 1980. An examination of the historical data

indicates both the episodic nature of annual net capital

additions costs, as well as the general trend towards increasing

costs during this period. Despite fluctuations, the experience

at Robinson has been broadly consistent with the results of the

regression analysis.

I
'

TABLE 5.2

ROBINSON NUCLEAR PLANT NET CAPITAL ADDITIONS COSTS
(Million 1983 Dollars)

Regression Analysis
Projected Net Capital CP&L

Year Additions Costs Assumptions

: 1984 12.2 2a.8*
l 1985 13.1 23.2

1986 13.9 6.7
1987 14.7 1.7
1988 15.5 1.8'I 1989 16.4 1.8
1990 17.2 1.9
1991 18.1 1.9
1992 18.9 2.0
1993 19.8 2.0
1994 20.6 2.1

I 1995 21.5 2.2
1996 22.3 2.2
1997 23.1 2.3
1998 24.0 2.4

,

1
,

l

I
* Net of steam generator replacement costs.
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5,3 Statistical Analysis
m

various models (or equations),-expressing observed nuclear
,

station net capital additions costs as a linear function of setsp 1

of explanatory variables (representing the nuclear station

chara cte ris Eics ) , were explored in regression analyses.* Most ofI
the variables discussed and defined earlier in the sections on
capacity factors and O&M costs were examined. The four that were

j found to have strong significance were the station's age (years

of commercial operation, represented by the variable AGESTEP),

the date of ~ initial commercial operation (represented by the

variable BIRTHSTP ) , whether multiple units are sited (represented

by the variable MULTSTEP), and whether the plant is salt-water

cooled (represented by the variable SALT) . These variables are,

i

) more preciseJ y defined in Table 5.3 below.

Table Si 4 provides 'the statistical results . The rather low

R-Squared is the result of very wide plant-by-plant and
.

year-by-year variation in the historical net capital additions data

base that is; not explained by the equation. Strong results are

I obtiined, however, for the independent variables , all of which

were found to be significant at confidence levels above 99

percent. Thus the equation gives the average net capital
i

additions costs of nuclear plants with' different characteristics,

around which there is substanbial variation.

| g *So as not to double count the cost impacts of steam generator
I g replacement'(discussed independently in Section 6), the net
| ' capital' additions for the years of steam generator replacement
: at thb Surry nuclear plant were excluded from the regression
'

analysis.
'
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TABLE 5.3

DEFINT. TION OF VARIABLES IN NET CAPITAL ADDITIONS
COST REGRESSION EQUATION

variable Definition

AGESTEP Cumulative years of commercial operation
through the end of the year for which
the net capital additions cost observat. ionI 1s made. AGESTEP equals the age of the|

I first unit until the second unit comes
on-line. With multiple units in operation

l the variable will equal the average age
'

of all units.

| MULTSTEP For multiple unit stations MULTSTEP is O,

E until the year the second unit begins
commercial operation. With multiple units
operating , MULTSTEP will equal 1. ForI single unit statior.s MULTSTEP equals 0 at
all times.

| BIRTH STP Date of commercial operation. BIR'IH STP
| includes the actual calendat on-line date

through the use of fractional years. For
multiple unit stations , BIRTHSTP equals the

- first unit's birth date prior to commercial
operation of the second unit. With multiple
units operating, BIR'IESTP equals the average
birth date.

SALT 1 if station is salt-water cooled.
! O if otherwise.

.

I
I
I

'

E 1
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TACLE 5.4

NDCLEAR STATION NET CAPITAL ADDITIONS COSTi

REGRESSION MODEL+

{]/ Equation
L.m Independent Value of Confidence

Coefficient variable coefficient T-Statistic Level

A -121.18 -3.24 > 99.8%

+ B x AGESTEP 1.70 3.23 > 99.8%I + J x MULTSTEP -7.59 -2.92 > 99.0%

+ K x BIRTHSTP 1.72 3.51 > 99.8%
! + Q x SALT x AGESTEP 1.59 3.76 > 99.8%

'I
!

Number of Variables = 5 Standard Error of Regression = 19. 46-

R-Squared = .118 F(4/263) = 8.76

Corrected R2 = .104 COND(X) = 81.22

D
i + Dependent variable is expressed in 1980 dollars per kilowatt.

1

I
I|

E
I

I

' I
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The first term, AGESTEP: shows an increase in costs of

Sl.70/KW (1980 dollars) per year as the plant ages. The BIRTHSTP

' ]/ term shows a Sl.72/KW per year increase for each year later
L,

| of commercial operation. The first temporal term is designed to

capture the increased costs associated with plant aging and the

need for repair and replacement of equipment. The second

|

temporal term is designed to express and capture the quantitative

effects of the nuclear plant's vir.tage.

. Plants completed (and entering service) at a later date have

generally cost more to construct (per KW of capacity) due to

increased regulatory impacts on reactor safety and design. For

similar reasons, it is expected that the cost of repairing and

replacing equipment would be more costly per KW since both the

amount and cost of this equipment per KW has increased over the

years of the data base (1970-1980). Together, the AGESTEP and

BIRTHSTP terms can be interpreted as expressing the effects of
'

physical deterioration and regulatory impacts on the costs of

capital additions to nuclear power plants.

Another temporal term, SALT x AGESTEP, gives an additional

increase of $1.59/KW per year for salt-water cooled plants. That

( is, salt-water cooled plants' net capital additions increase at
|

| $3.29/KW per year (in 1980 dollars), as compared to the $1.70/KW

annual increase of non-salt-water cooled plants. Finally, the

term MULTSTEP gives an economy of common siting of $7.59/KW.

Thus, two units at the same site have lower average costs because

certain equipment, structural and land additions can be shared.
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Preliminary analysis of capital additions in 1981 confirms
the regression results reported above. The results now embody

3 twelve years of data.

5.4 Application to Robinson

The regression model for net capital additions, shown in

Table 5.4, can be applied to the Robinson facility once its
characteristics (values for the independent variables) are
specified. These are given in Table 5.5.

TABLE 5.5

ROBINSON PLANT CHARACTERISTICS
(Values of Independent Variables)

I
AGESTEP 0.82 in 1971, incremented by 1 thereafter
MULTSTEP O

BIRTHSTP 71.18

SALT 0,

1

The regression model has been calibrated to the experience
at the Robinson plant for the years 1972 to 1980. An annual

<

overall adjustment factor of 56 percent has been applied.

The modified regression equation is used to predict Robinson
net capital additions costs (in 1980 dollars). These costs are

converted to nominal dollars by applying annual inflation rate

estimates for the 1980-1983 period and a percent rate thereafter.I For each annual net capital addition, a fixed charge rate is
applied for every year including and following the year the
addition is made. This fixed charge rate (17.37 percent *) gives

the required revenues impact of each investment.

* Based on CP&L estimates.
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I
These results are provided in Table 5.6. The first column

gives the 1980 dollar cost per KW of net capital additions

- predicted for the Robinson facility. The second column givesi

Is'
Le" these annual investments in nominal dollars per kilowatt and the

third gives them in millions of nominal dollars (column two times

. 712 ) . The fourth column gives the increment to that year's

required revenues due to that year 's net capital addition

I investment (column three times the fixed charge rate of .1737).

Finally, the last column gives the impact in each year of that

year's and all previous years' capital additions investments on

required revenues (i.e. the running sum of column four entries).

I'

TABLE 5.6

j NET CAPITAL ADDITIONS COST AND REQUIRED REVENUE IMPACTS
| FOR THE ROBINSON HUCLEAR PLANT
1

Annual
Required Annual
Revenue Required

| Total Cost Increment Revenue
Cost Per KW Cost Per KW (Million (Million (Million

Year (1980$) (Nominal $) Nominal S) Nominal $) Nominal $)

1984 13.86 18.12 12.9 2.2 2.2
'

1985 14.81 20.65 14.7 2.5 4.8
1986 15.76 23.17 16.5 2.9 7.7
1987 16.72 26.12 18.6 3.2 10.9
1988 16.67 29.21 20.8 3.6 14.5
1989 18.63 32.72 23.3 4.0 18.6
1990 19.58 36.38 25.9 4.5 23.1I 1991 20.53 40.45 28.8 5.0 28.1
1992 21.49 44.94 32.0 5.6 33.6
1993 22.44 49.72 35.4 6.1 39.8
1994 23.39 54.92 39.1 6.8 46.6

; 1995 24.35 60.53 43.1 7.5 54.1
'

1996 25.30 66.71 47.5 8.3 62.3

I 1997 26.25 73.46 52.3 9.1 71.4
1998 27.20 80.62 57.4 10.0 81.4

Total 468.5 81.4 499.0-- --
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6. ADDITIONAL ROBINSON BELATED COSTS

The previous three sections discussed the methods and

rm{y assumptions employed in performing capacity factor, O&M, and

capital additions projections. In this section, other costs

related to operation of the Robinson plant are discussed. The

categories of cost addressed sequentially below are: nuclear

fuel, spent fuel disposal, plant decommissioning, the steam
generator replacement, recovery of sunk investment, and

miscellaneous items.

6.1 Nuclear Fuel

The costs of nuclear fuel can be divided into three
components: the direct cost of the fuel itself, the cost of

I financing the nuclear fuel inventory, and the cost of disposing
'

of the fuel after its use. The first two components are

discussed in this subsection. The costs of spent fuel

3 disposal are discussed in subsection 6.2.

The direct cost of nuclear fuel was estimated to be 3.6i

mills per KWH in 1984, and was assumed to escalate thereaf ter

at 4.43 percent per year above the general rate of inflation

(itself 6 percent per year ) . Both the initial value and the

escalation rate were based on CP&L estimates (Ref. 5, App. D).

These figures exclude revenues earmarked for spent fuel
disposal. Estimates of the cost of financing nuclear fuel|

inventories were also based upon CP&L projections, suitably

diminished to reflect the lower level of generation and hence,

nuclear fuel expense, assumed for future plant generation (see
capacity factor analysis in Section 3.)
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In Table 6.1, the revenue requirements associated with

these components of nuclear fuel costs are reported for the
em

scenario in which Robinson operates. If Robinson is retired at

the end of 1984, the cost of the nuclear fuel inventory at that

time will be written off. The cost of that write-off, assumed

to be collected over six years and summing to $12.7 million

(present value) was charged to scenarios in which Robinson is

retired.

_

Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel6.2

6.2.1 Introduction

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act ("NWPA") of 1982 (Ref. 9)

provides for "the development of repositories for the disposal

of high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel."

Utilities which operate commercial nuclear power plants must

pay a fee, currently set at 1 mill per kilowatt hour of nuclear

| generation, to the " Nuclear Waste Fund" established by the Act.

The Department of Energy ( " DOE " ) is given responsibility for

| using this fund to establish a nuclear waste disposal program,

the full cost of which is to be recovered through fees paid by

the electric utilities supplying the fuel for disposal. The

costs to be recovered include the costs of regulation, research

and development, licensing, and decommissioning, as well as

j the costs of actually constructing and operating the disposal
facility.
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TA2LE 6.1

NUCLEAR FUEL CX)STS IF ROBINSON OPERATES
(Current Dollars)

Robinson Direct Total Finance-

Generation Unit Cost Direct Cost Costs Total
Year (GWH) (Mills /KWH) (S Millions) (S Millions) (S Millions)

1984 862.16 3.60 3.102 0.000* 3.102

1985 3,792.33 3.98 15.103 6.451 21.554

1986 4,258.37 4.41 18.772 10.889 29.661 I
!

1987 3.198.14 4.88 15.606 14.447 30.053 )
l

1988 3,116.59 5.40 16s835 18.715 35.550 '

1989 4,491,38 5.98 26.856 13.653 40.509

1990 3,110.76 6.62 20.590 17.967 38.557

1991 3,122.41 7.33 22.878 23.654 46.532

1992 3,489.41 8.11 28.301 16.150 44.451

93 3,821.46 8.98 34.310 24.924 59.234

994 3,064.16 9.94 30.453 31.107 61.560
1
'

1995 3,110.76 11.00 34.223 36.882 71.105

1996 4,363.22 12.18 53.136 26.934 80.070

| 1997 3,110.76 13.48 41.935 34.774 76.709
1
'

'

1998 3,110.76 14.92 46.420 40.746 87.166

TOTAL: 5^.022.68 N.A. 408.519 317.293 725.812

i l
The costs of financing nuclear tuel inventory in 1984 is unaffected by i*

I whether the plant is retired, and, consequently, is not considered
in either scenario.

N.A. = Not Applicable
1
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The NWPA offers utilities relief from responsibility (but

not the cost ) for the ultimate disposal of cpent fuel.

m However, with federal permanent storage facilities not
I i
O scheduled to open until 1998, many utilities, including CP&L,

must face the problem of insufficient capacity of on-site

reactor storage pools. At a number of nuclear sites , including

Robinson 2, storage pool capacity has been expanded by

"reracking" the spent fuel assemblies (i.e., storing the fuelI at a higher density). Some plants, again including Robinson 2,

have shipped spent fuel to the on-site storage pools of other

reactors. These are, however, limited solutions to the problem

of storing spent fuel until permanent storage is available.

Tha following subsections will discuss the costs ofI interim storage, the costs of disposal, and, finally, the

application of these costs to Robinson.

6.2.2 Interim Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel

Interim storage of spent fuel is necessary until permanent

repositories become available. The NWPA establishes a separate

fund for interim storage and authorizes the DOE to establish

facilities for temporary storage. However, there are several

reasons for utilities to opt to use on-site facilities for

interim storage.

First, the intention of Congress in establishing the Interim

Storage Program is not to transfer responsibility for interim
t

I storage from the utilities to the federal government. Rather,
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I
the objective is to provide an option for utilities which cannot

provide for interim storage on their own. Specifically, " th e
,

p persons owning and operating civilian nuclear power reactors have

the primary responsibility for providing interim storage.. . "

(Ref. 9, 2229). Also, the DOE is authorized to provide

interim storage capacity of only 1,900 metric tons -- a small

fraction of the interim storage capacity projected to be required

prior to the targeted opening of a permanent disposal facility inI 1998.

Furthermore, governmentally provided interim storage is not

likely to represent a cost savings relative to on-site utility

operated interim storage. The full cost of federal storage is to

be recovered from the utilities utilizing the service, while theI storage methods under consideration are the same for the

governmental or direct utility options. The cost to the utility

is likely to be comparable, with the economics of centralized

5 federally operated option benefitting from possible economies of

!
scale while being burdened with additional transportation costs.I

The costs of on-site utility operated interim storage
l

facilities were estimated in a recent report prepared for the DOE

| (Ref . 10 ) . Cost estimates, stated in 1981 dollars, range from a

low of about $120/KgU for cask storage to $410/KgU for vault

! g storage.*

| |

| *The cost eetimates presented here are for interim storage
options involving " unconsolidated" spent fuel. Costs for
" consolidated" (more closely packed) options may be slightly

| 3 lower, but more uncertain technologically and less likely
| to achieve licensing approval (Ref. 10, p. 2).
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Many technical and regulatory uncertainties exist regarding

interim storage of spent fuel. It is not yet clear which of the

F'T options will ultimately be favored, or whether the current cost
D

estimates will prove to be accurate. At the present time, a

figure of $200/KgU (1983 constant S) can be considered to be a

reasonable mid-range estimate for planning purposes. This is

comparable to current high case estimates for silo or drywell

storage and is well below the current estimates for vault storage.

This cost can be compared to the fee which DOE expects to

charge for federal interim storage. The DOE fee estimates, shown'

in Table 6.2, vary widely depending on the mode of storage chosen

I and the amount of spent fuel to be stored at the interim storage

facility. The estimate here, of $200/KgU for storage at the reactor,

falls within the range of currently projected costs for federal

interim storage which are expressed-in terms of total costs per

KgU deposited. Additionally, costs would be incurred for trans-

porting the spent fuel from the plant to the federal facility.'

There may be some possibility of providing interim storage

at the on-site storage pools of other nuclear units. Shipments

of spent fuel from Robinson to the storage poolr at CP&L's

Brunswick nuclear station began in 1977. Utilizing a portion of
l

the existing storage capacity at Brunswick has allowed the
,

1
!

| continued operation of Robinson which is currently forecast to

have adequate on-site pool capacity until 1987 (Ref. 19). Trans-

shipment of fuel to Brunswick is no longer a reasonable option,

however, as the storage pools of the Brunswick units themselves

are expected to be filled soon after.
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I
Assuming Harris Unit #1 is not cancelled or substantially

delayed, tra ns -sh ipme nts from Robinson to the Harris spent fuel

.S storage pool may be possible. But in addition to the question of- ' -

i! !

| the timely completion of Harris , the usefulness of the storage

pool at Harris is likely to be limited given the extent of CP&L's

interim storage problem (three units scheduled to lose full core

I reserve between 198 7 and 1990 ) . The cost of transporting spent
|

fuel from Robinson to Harris would be on the order of $20/KgU in

1983 dollars (based upon Ref. 11). At present, all plans for

spent fuel interim storage must be considered uncertain.
,

|

TABLE 6.i

ESTIMATE OF THE 'lVTAL UNIT COST FOR
FEDERAL INTERIM S'1VRAGE SERVICES AT VARIOUS

CAPACITY LEVELS FOR EACH OF 'IHE
; ALTERNATIVE MODES OF S'IORAGE*

Total FIS Fees (1983 S/KaU)
Capacity At Site Without At. Site Withi

of FIS Existing Transfer Facilities Existing Transfer Facilities
Facility Storage Storage

(MTU) Cask Drywell Silo Cask Drywell Silo

50 $1,041 S1,145 $1,082 S 594 S 782 S 718
100 598 632 613 368 450 429
300 280 280 277 206 219 216
800 180 168 176 151 144 151

1500 150 139 144 134 124 129
1900 142 130 136 130 118 124

I
* Source: DOE (Ref. 11)

,

j 6.2.3 Permanent Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel

Interim storage, whether at reactor site or FIS facility, is

a temporary measure to allow nuclear reactors to continue

operating until a permanent storage (or " disposal") facility is

y r.. , to - i . .. f. , for .i. in . ,eo,o,i - . o.i - ,.
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I
DOE's current estimate of the total cost of permanently storing
approximately 140,000 metric tons (1 Metric ton = 1000 kg) of

m\ spent fuel is between $20 and $30 billion in 1982 dollars (Refs.
\

12 and 17). Assuming a cost in the middle of this range and full

utilization of the storage capacity, the price per unit of spent
fuel stored is $179/kgU in 1982 dollars. This is, in some sense,

the basis for the 1 mill /KWH fee established by Congress.

It should be noted that the DOE figures cited above do not

account for inflation. The system of cost collection involves a

review of the cost estimate by DOE each year, at which time an

increase or decrease can be recommended. It appears that the

intention is to account for cost increases due to inflation (and
other factors) through these yearly revisions. Thus , even if the

current DOE total cost estimate for disposal in 1982 dollars

{ ) proves to be accurate, increases in the 1 mill per KWH fee
a

corresponding to the general inflation rate, can be expected.
E This is recognized in CP&L's cost figures which put the fee at

E 1.1 mills per KWH in 1984.
,

g;

) Other estimates have put the cost for disposal of spent fuel
well above the $179/KgU price. Some of these are listed in Table

6.3. The first listing in the table is a cost estimate from a

study done for the California Energy Commission (Ref. 13). This

study employs a price of $250/KgU (1979) in most of the analysis,

but in sensitivity calculations a cost of $2500/KgG (1979) is
used. The study states tha t the second price estimate, higher '

than the first price by a factor of 10, is " equally likely, "

citing " problems of technological optimism" for the lower figure.
Specifically, reference is made to pre-construction estimates
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of the construction cost of nuclear power plants, which were low

by a factor of about 3 and the original estimate of the cost of

F7 the Alaskan oil pipeline which proved to be low by a factor of 10.
L-.] |1

Also listed in Table 6.3 is a price estimate based upon a

study by MHB Technical Associates (Ref. 14), in which the tasks of

disposing of spent fuel were allocated to 18 categories, and a

Ii

i cost estimated separately for each. The MHB study included ;

|

costs for interim storage which we excluded from the figure

'

I listed here. The cost estimate in the table attributed to

National Economic Research Associates, Inc. (NERA) is from Lewis

Perl's testimony before the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission

I1
tegarding the Limerick Nuclear Station (Ref. 15 ) . A study by the

i

General Accounting Office (Ref. 16) estimates the cost for disposal
'

of spent fuel from the Zion plant to be $339/kgU (1981$) " based on

'FD
b/ Department of Energy estimates."

At the present time , it appears that the costs of disposal

can reasonably be expected to fall between $300 and $400 per KgG

(1983 $). As was the case for interim storage costs, current

estimates of permanent disposal costs are, of course, necessarily

uncertain. If previous cost escalation patterns are a guide, the

ultimate costs could greatly exceed the high end of this range.

'I Another indication that the initial fee of 1 mill /KWH may prove

ultimately to be insufficient is that at least one utility'

(Commonwealth Edison) had, prior to the NWPA, arranged for funds

to be collected for spent fuel disposal at a rate of 2 mills /KWH

(Ref. 18).
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In this study it was assumed that paymsnt for nuclear

fuel disposal begins in 1984 near the figure of 1 mill /KWd
prescribed by the NWPA. For the following reasons , however,

r'm

]' future revisions to the fee are likely to outpace the generali

inflation rate.

TABLE 6.3

CDST ESTIMATES FOR DISPOSAL OF SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL 1

I
'

1983 S/kqU,

CEC /Duane Chapman 2 336-33'60 (256 2500 in 1979 S/kgU)

GA03 381 (339 in 1981 $/kgc)

NERA/ Lewis Per1 4 333 (248 in 1979 S/kgU)

MHB5 321 (220 in 1978 S/kgU)

DOE Current Estimate 6 190 (179 in 1982 $/KgU)

p)t,
Notes:

E 1. Note that these cost estimates do not include the cost of interim
storage.

2. Source: Ref. 13, pg. 73.

3. Source: Ref. 16, pg. 11.!

4. Source: Ref. 15, Table 12.

I 5. Based upon Table 5-3 of Ref. 14. The costs associated with
away from reactor (interim) storage were subtracted from
the MHB es tima tes .

6. Based on Refs. 12 and 17. The price listed here is derived
by dividing the mid-range cost estimate for the entire waste
disposal program ($25 billion) by the total storage capacity
to be constructed (140,000 MTU) .
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First, as discussed above, the initial fee is based on

; cost assumptions at the low end of the range of the available

estimates. Apparently this is due at least in part to a desire
m
! 1 by Congress to keep the technical aspects of the Act as simpleuJ

and understandable as possible. That is ,1 mill /KWH was chosen

as an initial expedient and is not intended to be an accurate

estimate of the final cost.

Second, the nuclear industry has a track record of

| underestimating the costs of large projects, of ten by factors

of 3 or more.

! Third, preliminary cost estimates for projects involving a
i

great deal of technological uncertainty (such as the disposal

of spent nuclear fuel) are optimistic as a general rule.

Fourth , the current DOE estimates ignore not only inflation,

but real price increases as well. Generally, costs of construction

escalate more rapidly than the general inflation rate. Even quite

small annual increases in real cost will result in large increases <

in the cost of a facility to be constructed in the late 1990s.

Given that cost increases are likely as a Federally operated

disposal site materializes, there is also the problem of

subsidization of disposal costs for previously burned fuel. That

is , according to the current plan the approximately 9300 metric

tons of nuclear fuel burned prior to April 1983 will be charged a

l one-time fee which is " equivalent" to 1 mill per KWH. While the

plan provides for revaluation of the fee for fuel burned af ter

-n-

4
'i e s ? o
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April 1983 to provide for increases in DOE's cost estimate for the

entire waste disposal program, no provision is made for previcusly,

["] burned fuel to share in future cost increases. Thus , as cost
LJ

increases materialize, the fee for fuel burned in the future will

be adjusted to reflect the disposal cost increases for all fuel,
including fuel which has already been burned. This subsidization

E of the disposal cost of previously burned fuel will result in the
magnificaticn of any future cost increases.

6.2.4 Robinson Spent Fuel Interin Storage and Disposal Costs

) As discussed in the preceding sections, the cost of

interim storage for Robinson's spent fuel can be expected to

| fall between $20 and $200 per KgU, while permanent disposal
M costs can be expected in the range of $300 to $400 per KgU.

| Considering these cost ranges and the high degree of

uncertainty, a total price of $500/KgU (in 1983S) is a

reasonable estimate for disposal spent fuel from Robinson.

At this price, the total disposal cost for the spent fuel
discharged between 1984 and 1998 will be about $145 million

(1983S). This assumption has been incorporated into the

analysis of required revenues in the following manner. A fee

of 1.1 mill per KWH was charged to fuel burned in 1984. This

is the fee assumed by CP&L based upon DOE's proposed fee of 1.0

mills per KWH escsalated for one year to 1984. In 1985 the fee

,

~

* Based on Ref. 19.
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is assumed to be simply the 1984 fee escalated with the general

inflation rate (6 percent). In the following years, costs are

assumed to escalate such that the full incremental cost of $145
L__/ million (in constant 1983 dollars), incurred if Robinson is not

active, is recovered by 1998. The resulting flow of projected

costs is presented in Table 6.4.

The negative impact in 1984 results because for that year

Robinson is assumed to operate more in the retirement case than

in the case of continued operation.

TABLE 6.4 .

ROBINSON SPENT FUEL DISPOSAL COSTS
(Millions of Dollars)

Required Revenue Impacts

Year (Current Dollars) (1983 Dollars)

1984 -2.4 -2.2
f 1985 4.3 3.8
1 1986 5.2 4.4

1987 6.3 5.0
1988 7.7 5.7
1989 9.3 6.6
1990 11.3 7.5
1991 13.6 8.6

I 1992 16.5 9.8
1993 20.0 11.2
1994 24.2 12.8
1995 29.3 14.6
1996 35.5 16.6
1997 43.0 19.0

| 1998 52.1 21.7
|

Total 276.0 145.0

I

1

|| |
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I
6.3 Decommissioning

6.3.1 Introduction

In th e pa s t , it was thought that permanent entombment of

retired commercial nuclear reactors would be a viable
decommissioning option. However, it is no longer considered to

be a reasonable option due to the problems associcted with

maintaining security for the centuries required for radiation to

decay to acceptable levels. Hence, it is expected that at some

point all existing nuclear units will be dismantled and disposed
of. Tha t is, the radioactive structures will be cut into pieces

which can be put into containers and transported to a site for

permanent underground storage.

Dismantlement can take place soon af ter plant retirement or

it can be deferred for a number of years. Immediate

; dismantlement has the advantage of returning the site to

| unrestricted use at an earlier date. Delayed dismantlement can
'

decrease worker exposure to radiation, and hence the cost of

! dismantlement, but has the added cost of maintaining security at
I the site during the interim period. When the costs of security

are considered, immediate dismantlement is generally thought to

be the least expensive option, even in present value terms (Ref.

20, p. 3).

'

6.3.2 Cost Estimates for Dismantlement

Nuclear reactor dismantling experience is limited to very
small military or research reactors and one 22 MW demonstration

plant. Cost estimates for modern commercial nuclear power plants

are therefore extremely speculative.
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The 22 MW Elk River reactor, which was dismantled between

June 1972 and November 1974, serves as the basis for some recent

decommissioning cost estimates. It is, however, hardly

comparable to a modern nuclear plant. Elk River operated

commercially for only four years, generating approximately 420

GWH over its lifetime (Ref. 21, p. 53). This can be contrasted to

the more than 100,000 GWH expected to be generated during the

operating lifetime of a typical commercial nuclear power plant.

The buildup of radionuclides at a plant such as Robinson will be much

greater than that faced by the dismantlers of Elk River. Higher

levels of radiation, along with other problems associated with

distantling a large reactor, would lead to relatively higher

costs:

, "hten dismantling larger reactors, workers would have
'

to be protected with more effective -- and isolating --
; shielding; the isolation will require both remote
| operation and monitoring of the cutting torches. In
I addition, the thicker, heavier fragments from commercial

reactors will be more expensive to handle: additional
manipulators will be needed, and current to the plasma
torch would have to be higher to cut through the thicker

I metal. A particularly cumbersome problem would arise if
the nuclear facility is a great distance away from a
convenient nuclear waste disposal site." (Ref. 22)

On the other hand, large scale dismantling projects would tend

| to enjoy certain economies of scale as have been experienced
|
'

in the construction phase of nuclear power plants.

The radioactive waste from Elk River was shipped fromi

|

Minnesota to a burial site in Illinois. This distance is much

shorter than can be expected on average for future

11 ',

w
I'
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decommissionings, though the current shortage (indeed non-

existence) of sites for the disposal of large quantities of

I'] radioactive waste makes detailed estimates of shipping distance
L

and cost impossible.

Dismantling the Elk River plant cost $6.15 million (Ref. 23).

Simply scaling this cost by MW size, in 1982 dollars, results in

cost for dismantling a 1000 MW power plant of about $600 million.
!
I

Further, if the decommissioning costs for a large reactor scaled

from: the Elk River costs according to MW years of operation, then

the cost would be much higher. But such scaling is too

simplistic.
,

Some cost estimates for immediate dismantlement are

presented in Table 6.5. These give some indication of the range
1

of the estimates and also show a trend within the utility
'

( ){f industry toward higher estimates over time. The first

| engineering analysis of the decommissioning cost of a large

'

nuclear power plant was published in 1976 by The Atcmic

Industrial Forum's National Environmental Studies Project (AIF/

.MSP, Ref. 24). The cost at that time was estimated at $26.9

million (in 1975 dollars) for immediate dismantlement of & 1,160

MW pres.turized water reactor (PWR).

An engineering study done for the NRC in 1978 by Battelle

Pacific Northwest Laboratory (Ref. 20) estimated a higher cost,

$42 million (in 1978 dollars), for immediate dismantlement of a
,E
u reference 1,175 MW PWR.
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TABLE 6.5

COST ESTIMATES FOR DECOMMISSIONING BY IMMEDIATE DISMANTLEMENT

Year i| r Estimate 9
|[) Original Capacity Original Converted

Estimate Type of of Unit Estimate to Millions
Estimator Published Plant (MW) (in Millions of S) of 1983 S

AIF/NESP1 1976 PWR 1160 26.9 (1975S) 47Battelle: 2 1978 PWR 1175 42.1 (1978S) 61

|I LaGuardia for
RG&E3 1979 PWR 470 37 (1979$) 50

AIF/NESP
Survey 4 1981 PWR Avg. 54.5 (1980S) 66

LaGuardia for
RG&E5 1982 PWR 470 120 (1982S) 127 l'I Weinstein for '

PP&L6 1983 BWR 1050 123 (19835) 123

CEC 7 1980 PWR 1000 269 (1990S) 162

:

Notes:
em

! 1. Source: Ref. 24

2. Source: Ref. 25.

| 3. Source: Ref. 27, p. 8.
|

4. Source: Ref. 20. Cost estimate listed is an average of a number of
industry estimates performed during or prior to 1981.

I 5. Source: Ref. 27, p. 6.

6. Source: Ref. 28

i 7. Source: Ref. 21, p. 55.

8. Conversion to 1983 dollars is based upon the implicit price deflators
,E for the gross national product listed in the Economic Report of the
|5 President.

I

b
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= A survey of decommissioning cost estimates was made in 1981
1

by Stone & Webster Engineering Corp. for the AIF/NuJP (Ref. 20). In
|

| this survey, various industry estimates of decommissioning costs were
i rm
!] presented and compared. The Battelle estimate noted above was in-t

cluded in the survey. However, most of the cost estimates were made
'

by utilities, generally based upon the 1976 AIF/NESP study. The|

average of the available industry cost estimates for immediate dis-

mantlement of PWRs was found tc, be $54.5 million (in 1980 dollars).

Thomas LaGuardia's 1979 estimate of $37 million (in 1979

dollars) for the decommissioning cost of Rochester Gas and
,I

Electric's Ginna nuclear unit is typical of utility estimates at

that time. It is, like many of the others, based upon the 1976

AIF/NESP study. Recently, LaGuardia estimated the

decommissioning cost of the Ginna unit to be $120 million (in

| 1982 dollars). This represents an annual escalation rate of 48

percent over the three-year period for the estimated costs.

LaGuardia points to several specific categories of cost as

| the major forces driving the escalation of his cost estimate for

decommissioning:

National average labor rates have increased
approximately 21% since 1979. Shipping costs
have increased about 50% per mile since 1979,
reflecting the economic impact of the fuel cost
increases. Furthermore, the current estimate
assumes shipments are made to Hanford, WA (2600
miles) as compared to a 500 mile trip in the NUREG
and AIF/NESP studies. Burial costs have increased
by 350% since 1979, which accounts for a major
portion of the current $120 million Ginna estimate
compared to prior estimates (Ref. 27, p. 8).I

Albert Weinstein recently estimated the cost of

decommissioning PP&L's Susquehanna Unit #1 to be S123 million (in

| |
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I
1983 dollars). This is another indication of the trend toward

higher decommissioning cost estimates.

y Estimates from outside of the industry have been predicting
i

L much higher costs for a number of years. Particularly notable is

a report prepared for the California Energy Commission in 1980 in

which it was concluded that because of the " apparent systematic

understatement of engineering cost estimates of complex

technological systems" the then current estimates of

decommissioning costs were " inadequate for planning purposes"

(Ref. 21, p. 56). The report went on to ectimate a cost of S162

million (in 1983 dollars) to decommission a 1000 MW nuclear unit.
The basis for this estimate is the assumption that the

decommissioning cost will be 10 percent of the construction cost,

or specifically, that the decommissioning cost in constant

'O on-line year dollars will be ten percent of .the construction cost

; in current dollars, excluding AFUDC.
!

| Another analyst has estimated that decommissioning costs

will be as much as 24 percent of the cost of construction (Ref.

26). This figure is based upon the relationship between

| construction cost and decommissioning cost for the Elk River

reactor and the Sodium Reactor experiment.

All of the quantitative estimates in the decommissioning

literature must of course be considered highly speculative.

5.3.3 Robinson Decommissioning Cost

CP&L's most recent estimate for Robinson decommissioning is

$44.8 million (in 1979 dollars) for dismantlement after a 30 year

delay (Ref. 29, p. 5). This was prepared by Thomas LaGuardia in
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1979. While immediate dismantlement is expected to be somewhat

less expensive at an estimated S34.7 million (in 1979 dollars),

rm CP&L has adopted decommissioning with a 30-year delay before

dismantlement as the preferable option (Ref. 30, p.3).

As discussed above, any estimate of decommissioning cost

made in 1979 must be updated for the dramatic increases in cost

estimates which have occurred between that time and the present.

LaGuardia's cost estimate for RG&E's Ginna unit increased by a

factor of 3.2 between 1979 and 1982. This factor was applied to

LaGuardia's 1979 estimate for Robinson to yield a decommissioning

cost estimate of $143 million in 1982 dollars, or about $150

million in 1983 dollars. This can be considered a " current"
industry estimate for Robinson.

There are reasons to expect the cost to be much higher.

First, the nuclear industry has a track record of estimating the

| costs of nuclear projects optimistically. If the-comparison of
1

initial industry estimates of nuclear power plant construction

costs can be taken as a guide, then it will not be surprising if

preliminary engineering estimates of decommissioning cost prove

too low by factors of 4 or more.

| Second, " overnight" engineering estimates in general are

often low. As projects materialize, costs which were not

anticipated are realized and costs which were anticipated often

turn out to be far greater than originally expected, resulting in

" adjustments" to the original estimates. This is particularly

true for new technologies such as decommissioning.
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Third, as prices for labor and materials increase,

escalation of the costs of construction in general have tended to
1

outpace inflation. For example, between 1972 and 1982 che GNP

[g"m
,

price deflator increased at an annual rate of 7.6 percent while

the price deflator for fixed investment in nonresidential

structures increased at an annual rate of 10.3 percent.

Continuation of this trend until the time of dismantlement would

I have a tremendous impact on costs.

Fourth, waste disposal costs represent a large portion of the

total cost of dismantlement. The cost of radioactive wasteI disposal is highly uncertain and subject to rapid cost

escalation such as that experienced over the past few years.

There are no obvious reasons to expect waste disposal costs to

escalate at more reasonable rates in the future, particularly

with the existing shortage of disposal facilities aggrevated by

the need to store the tremendous quantities of waste associated

I with decommissioning.

And finally, there are the impacts of regulation. Much of

the industry's inaccuracy in construction estimates was due to

the changing regulatory environment as safety standards were

upgraded, and thereby engineering and construction requirements
|

| and costs were increased. Similar regulatory changes are likely

in the decommissioning area as well. This is especially so since

it is an area that has not yet received as much attention at the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission as other areas of nuclear
i

regula tion .'
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Third, as prices for labor and materials increase,

escalation of the costs of construction in general have tended to

outpace inflation. For example, between 1972 and 1982 the GNP
f,a
LJ price deflator increased at an annual rate of 7.6 percent while

the price deflator for fixed investment in nonresidential

structures increased at an annual rate of 10.3 percent.

Continuation of this trend until the time of dismantlement would

| have a tremendous impact on costs.

Fourth, waste disposal costs represent a large portion of the

total cost of dismantlement. The cost of radioactive waste

disposal is highly uncertain and subject to rapid cost

escalation such as that experienced over the past few years.

There are no obvious reasons to expect waste disposal costs to

escalate at more reasonable rates in the future, particularly

with the existing shortage of disposal facilities aggrevated by

the need to store the tremendous quantities of waste associated

with decommissioning.

And finally, there are the impacts of regulation. Much of

the industry's inaccuracy in construction estimates was due to

the changing regulatory environment as safety standards were

upgraded, and thereby engineering and construction requirements

and costs were increased. Similar regulatory changes are likely

|
in the decommissioning area as well. This is especially so since

it is an area that has not yet received as much attention at the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission as other areas of nuclear

regulation.
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' For these reasons', current cost projections such as the $150

million estimate for decommissioning Robinson at the end of its

,r planned lifetime must be considered optimistic.

U
6.3.4 Cost' Savings Due to Early Retirement

Decommissioning costs are largely a function of the amount

of radiation present at th e time of plant shutdown. The longer a

nuclear reactor operates, the more highly radioactive it

becomes , and correspondingly, the more decommissioning will cost.

Howe' er, tho' degree to which early retirement will af fectvI _

decommissioning cost is difficult to determine.

A recent study of decommissioning cost states that " th e co s ts

to cut, remove, ship, and bury the reactor vessel and internals

are dependent upon the segment curie (measure of radiation)

o content and weight..." (Ref. 31). Thus , for reactors that are
> )

I operated for less than their design lifetime, there is a

corresponding reduction in total curies, and a potential for

reduction in disposal cost for segments that are curie limited.

Millions' of curies of radiation will be present at the shutdown

of a plant such as Robinson. To put this in perspective, the

existing burial sites have limits of about 60 thousand curies per

shipment (Ref. 32).
' The longer lived radionuclides such as 63 i, 59 i, 14C,N N

and 94Nb, which contribute significantly to the difficulty (and

cost) of long term disposal, build up in the reactor in proportion

to the cumulative operation time. Thus, the inventory of these

radionuclides will more than double if Robinson is allowed to operate

through the end of its expected useful life.
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Cobalt-60 is the primary isotope of concern in terms

of dose rates to workers during decommissioning processes. This

radionuclide has a shorter half-life (about 5 years) and
| p] therefore builds up more rapidly during the early years of a'

reactor's operation, the quantity leveling off after

approximately 20 ef fective full power years of operation. If

allowed to operate to the end of its expected life, Robinson will
have about 30 percent more 60Co present at the time of shutdown

than would be present at a shutdown in 1984.

Roughly two-thirds of decommissioning costs are directly

related to the removal of radioactive structures and equipment,

or about $100 millier. of the $150 million decommissioning cost
estimate. Of this, about 25 percent, or $25 million, is

avoidable by shutting down the unit at the end of 1984, based on

gm the variation in radioactivity as discussed above. Key factors
i )

|
d'' influencing ultimate decommissioning costs are dependent on

radiation levels. These include shipping and disposal of
I

radioactive material and costs associated with more difficulty in
meeting occupational health and safety requirements. Lower

| radiation levels, ar.d thereby lower costs, are attributed to

|I early retirement.
|
'

There is also a cost savings in the case of Robinson's early
retirement in that the need to ship and dispose of a second set
of steam generators is avoided. At current prices, the estimated '

|

| cost of shipping and burial will be on the order of $1 million.

Such additional savings are not included in this analysis,
i

|

|
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I
f,3.5 Decomminnionincr Cost Collection

The cost of decommissioning in the case in which Robinson
W continues operating is estimated to be $25 million (in 1983

,r

O dollars) more than the cost of decommissioning Robinson were it!

retired at the end of 1984. At the 6 percent annual inflation

rate assumed in this study, the incremental cost becomes $60

million in 1998, the year by which Robinson's decommissioning
| costs are to be collected.

Thus, an incremental total of $60 million (in 1998 dollars)

is assumed to be collected over the fif teen year period 1984-98
and put into a decommissioning fund (" sinking fund"). It wa s

assumed that the incremental cost of decommissioning was

re-estimated every three years, with each revision more nearly
approximating the estimated ultimate cost differential of $60

rq million in the year 1998. For the first three years, (1984-1986)
iJ" no extra funds were collected.

It was assumed that the fund would be used to support the

Company's rate base, prior to decommissioning, and therefore

would be credited with interest at
I

the Company's average rate of
return, 11. 75 7 percent. Income taxes were charged both on the

'

annual contribution and on a portion of the interest credit.*

I
i *The need to pay income tax on a portion of interest can be seen
'E as follows. Prior to decommissioning, the decommissioning fund
5 is a source of capital which earns a cash return and which

offsets Company issues of both debt and equity. To the extent
|B that equity is off set, no additional tax is incurred since both
| 3 the fund balance and equity returns are taxable. When bonds
; are offset, however, tax deductible bond interest costs are
| replaced by the non-deductible fund interest. Here, additional

income taxes are incurred.
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I In Table 6. 6, the status of the fund and the annual rate
impacts are shown. On the lef t of the table, increases in the fund

from rate payer contributions and interest accruals are shown.

) On the right, we show the annual impact on required revenues,

disaggregated into the direct contribution and tax effects.

TABLE 6.6

ROBINSON DECOMMISSIONING COSTS
(Millions of Dollars)

DECOMMISSIONING FUND ANNUAL REQURED REVENUE IMPACT I
Previous Annual Annual New Annual Income

Year Balance Contrib. Interest Balance Contrib. Tax Total

1984 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

I 1985 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1986 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1987 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0
1988 0.5 0.5 0.1 1.1 0.5 0.5 1.0I 1989 1.1 0.5 0.1 1.7 0.5 1.6 1.1
1990 1.7 1.4 0.2 3.3 1.4 1.5 2.9
1991 3.3 1.5 0.4 5.2 1.5 1.6 3.19 1992 5.2 1.6 0.6 7.4 1.6 1.8 3.4
1993 7.3 3.3 0.9 11.6 3.3 3.6 6.9
1994 11.6 3.5 1.4 16.5 3.5- 3.9 7.5
1995 16.5 3.7 1.9 22.2 3.7 4.4 8.1
1996 22.2 8.2 2.6 32.9 8.2 8.9 17.1
1997 32.9 8.7 3.9 45.5 8.7 9.9 18.6
1998 45.5 9.2 5.3 60.0 9.2 11.0 20.2

TOTALS 42.6 17.4 42.6 48,1 90.7

- Interest Rate: 12.757%
Inflation Rate: 6.000%

I N.A. = Not Applicable

I
|
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6.4 Stram G7n9rntor Rnpincem7nt Conto

CP&L is planning to repair the three Westinghouse steam

generators at its Robinson nuclear plant by replacing the lower
m
] assembly and refurbishing components of the upper assembly of

each steam generator. This method of repair has been chosen over

several other options because of its technical feasibility and
perce!.ved cost-effectivenass. The alternatives include: 1)

cntirely replacing the steam generators, 2) retubing the steam
generators, or 3) sleeving the steam generators.

The first alternative to the current repair plan --I replacing the steam generator as a whole -- was rejected due to
several engineering constraints. These included insufficient
space to maneuver the steam generators within the containment

structure, as well as the necessity for breaching the containment

dome in order to remove the generators.p
Retubing and sleeving of the existing steam generators were

rejected as repair options because it was assumed that these

repairs would be short-lived and would, therefore, necessitate
further repair efforts in the near future. CP&L assumes that the

degradation problems they are currently experiencing requireI implementation of a wide range of design modifictions which could

not be incorporated in a retubing or resleeving program.
The current repair program involves several modifications in

the design of the new steam generators, including the use of

thermally treated Inconel 600 tubing, full depth expansion of
tubes in the tubesheets, and redesign of the tube sheet and

|

|
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I
support plates. In addition, CP&L is planning to switch from

phosphate chemistry control to all-volatile-treatment in the

secondary system.
t b

!LJ substantial expenditures for the steam generator repair have

already been made. However, the overall level of expenditures

and the treatment of those expenditures for ratemaking purposes

are dependent on whether the steam generator replacement is
,

|
| completed.
1

In the case of continued operations at Robinson, the steam

generator replacement project is assumed to be completed, at a

total investment of some S105,673,000 (Ref. 33, p. 49). This

investment would be recovered through rates. A utility financial

model was employed to simulate the flow of required revenues

associated with this investment. The results are shown in Table

6.7. The annual revenue requirements include recovery of the

I initial investment (based on a twenty-five year life ), return on
1

) th e investment *, income taxes , and deferred income taxes.

1
In the case where Robinson is assumed to be retired, the

steam generator replacement is not performed but recognition must

be made of the $66,854,000 in steam generator costs which CP&L

| will have committed itself to by the end of 1983 (Ref. 33, p.

49). In a recent CP&L rate case, the North Carolina Utilities

Commission determined that the Company should be allowed to

I E *^ rate of return weighted over the projected capital structure
3 of 11.757 percent was employed (Ref. 5, p. 5).
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TABl.E 6.7

CAPITA!.-REI.ATED COSTS OF STEAM GENERATOR REPI.ACEMFNT

TEARS --- 1984 1985 1984 !?u? 1968 Itti 1990 litt !??2 1993 1994 Itf5 1996 1f97 1998

ANNUAL 800E I4 Pk. 4.225 4.225 4.275 4.225 4.275 4.225 4.2.'5 4.225 4.225 4.225 4.225 4.??5 4.2.'5 4.225 4.225
El VALLE (800k OEF't.) 105.430 101.405 ??.180 92.954 88.729 84.504 80.279 74.054 71.828 47.603 43.378 59.153 54.928 50.702 44.477
ANNUAL IAX WPN. 7.730 13.517 11.574 f.642 9.442 f.642 8.496 8.496 N.&ta 8.494 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
NET VAttE ITAE NFE.) 96.620 88.890 75.364 43.769 54.107 44.445 34.783 26.087 17.392 8.ste -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000
S.L. KPB. FOR N0kM. IAX 3.865 3.865 3.865 3.u&5 3.845 3.845 3.845 3.u&5 3.865 3.845 3.865 3.845 3.845 3.845 3.645

014R CDS'S 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.%0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
REVENUE 34X 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
IAX CatSt.I AmW. AMORI. 0.387 0.38 7 0.387 0.38/ 0.387 0.387 0.387 0.37 0.387 0.387 0.387 0.38 7 0.387 0.387 0.387
IAX CREFil ktsfhVE ?.443 f.276 8.890 t.503 8.117 7.730 7.344 6.957 6.578 6.184 5.798 5.411 5.025 4.438 4.252,

* I(FIrg[8 IAX1S l.903 4.758 3.806 2.855 2.855 2.855 2.3/9 2.379 2.3?? 2.3/t -I.903 -1.903 -1.903 -1.903 -l.903
AIK-0 Ell IAx An0RI. 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

8 PiFTERIS IAX RESERVE f.643 11.180 15.558 18.970 21.438 23.904 26.374 28.3&& 30.359 32.358
{8.06)

4.343 32.054 29.744 27.4R 25.185
Raic sd 13 096 85.927 77.807 70.638 43.944 57.251 50.794 44.578 3d.348 32.144 24.131 24.196 22.260 20.124.

kflism 10 E0ulIT 5.483 5.041 4. Nil 4.141 3.7&& 3.372 2.vt? 2.4?& 2.259 l.uf3 1.653 1.539 8.425 1.311 1.197
af fuRN TO PRffERk18 1.043 0.9&2 0.8/l 0.7tl 0.714 0.641 0.569 0.4y9 0.430 0.340 0.314 0.21 3 0.271 0.749 0.228
RElukN 10 SONDS 4.419 4.079 3.494 3.353 3.035 2.718 2.411 2.114 3.821 1.526 1.332 1.240 1.149 1.057 0 %$

IAXAME INCQnE 8.940 2.153 2.164 3.904 2.982 2.0'.8 2.11', l.274 0.485 -0.443 7.489 7.422 7.355 4.887 4.62(,
INCOME LAX 4.402 1.060 1.460 1.924 1.448 1.683 1.050 0.627 0.204 -0.218 3.784 3.655 3.523 3.391 3.243
RioutRES REVENitS 21.089 19.7:.9 18.252 14.f22 15.440 14.438 l1.240 !?.084 10.932 9.778 f.022 8.643 8.303 7.944 7.585

P.V. FACTOR 10 !?83 0.895 0.801 0./16 0.641 0.5/4 0.513 0.457 0.411 0.348 0.329 0.294 0.243 0.734 0.281 0.889
P.V. 0F kIO. REVENl&S 18.871 15.810 13.074 10.848 8.994 7.410 6.0d1 4.967 4.020 3.217 2.6% 2.282 1.957 1.676 1.432

i



I
recover an investment in abandoned plant over ten years but

should not be allowed to earn a return on that investment (Ref.
34, pp. 66-67). This approach was applied to the currentlyp,s

'L~ committed investment in the new steam generator, again using the
financial model. Included are income tax implications of

write-of f of the steam generator investment. It may be deducted

from taxable income, reducing income taxes in the year in which

the deduction is taken.

The dif ference between the required revenue streams assuming

steam-generation completion as reflected in Table 6.7, on the one

hand, and a write-off of the sunk costs, on the other hand, is

the net benefit credited to the retirement scenario. The

cumulative savings over the 1984-1998 period is computed to be

about $83 million (1983 present value). This is reflected under

the column labelled " capital cost" in Table 2.1.

6.5 Recovery of Sunk Investments

There are additional consequences for capital-related

! required revenues, beyond those for the steam generator

replacement discussed above, that are likely to be experienced in

| the event Robinson is retired. These relate to the unamortized
capital investment in Robinson 2 itself.

CP&L has invested over $125 million in the Robinson nuclear
1

plant, excluding the costs of steam generator replacement. Over
I

tin:e, this investment has been depreciated so that net investment

was $84 milion at the end of 1982 (Ref. 35, pp. 67-68). If
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I
Robinson continues to operate, CP&L rate payers will continue to

be charged for depreciation, return, and the associated income

m taxes on this investment. If the plant is no longer operating,
U

the ratemaking treatment of this investment is somewhat less

certain.

In the Robinson operating case, depreciation, return, and

the income taxes associated with the sunk investment were

included as a component of revenue requirements and projected

using the financial simulation model. For the retirement case,

the treatment embodied in the recent North Carolina decision

cited above (ten year amortization with no return) was employed

beginning in 1985, and the associated revenue impact was included

in revenue requirements.* The net benefit to retirement is

computed to be $38 million (1983 present value ) .

rG
\J

6.6 Miscellaneous Costs of Robinson"r

In addition to the various costs related to the operation of

Robinson discussed above, several more minor items were also

considered. These are grouped under the column " Prop. Tax, Ins.,

Misc. " in Table 2.1. Included are nuclear liability insurance,

I property insurance, property taxes, and general and

administrative costs.

In each case, the estimates of these costs were developed

from CP&L projections. Nuclear liability insurance estimates
|

I *The analysis does not attempt to reflect the likelihood that the
sunk investments could be written of f for income tax purposes
more quickly if the plant is retired . This retirement case
underestimates the benefit to the retirement case since earlier
tax deductions imply savings in present value terms.
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I were employed directly*. For the other items, estimates of the

ratio of these costs to plant investment were employed to develop
revenue requirement im pac ts .

r
In particular, property tax was estimated to be 0.629

percent of gross investment while property insurance and general

and administrative costs were estimated at 0.323 and 2.327
percent, respectively (Ref. 33, p. 49).

I

I
I
I
[O
LJ

1 9

I
|I

I
i

'I million limit on utility liability for damages related to a
*In December 1983, the NRC recommended to Congress tha t the S570

nuclear accident be removed. This controversial limitation,
dating to the Price-Anderson Act of the late 1950s, was designed,

to encourage the growth of the nuclear power industry. Its,

I removal sould increase the insurance-related costs of nuclear
operation above the historically-based estimates employed here.

|
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I
7. SUPPLY PLANNING WITHOUT ROBINSON

In earlier sections, the operations and cost projections
g
[] associated with continued service at Robinson have been analyzed.

As already discussed in Section 2, the key cost penalty of early

retirement, results from the need to supply the energy that

Robinson would have provided, and additional generating capacity

to ensure adequate service reliability. This section sumarizes

I the supply planning picture in the CP&L service area, the

implications of a Robinson retirement, and the assumptions

I employed in estimating make-up power expenses.

7.1 Loads and Resources

Currently, almost all of CP&L's generation is from coal- and

nuclear-fired plants. In 1982, coal plants provided about 73
,

| percent of CP&L's energy requirements , while nuclear provided

about 22 percent. Of the remainder, hydro electric generation and

interchange purchases were the most important sources. Less than .

one-tenth of one percent of the energy requirement was supplied
!

from the Company's gas turbine plants.

Installed capacity is more evenly divided among coal,

nuclear, and gas turbines. Including Mayo 1 which began

commercial operation in March, 1983, coal-fired plants account

| for about 60 percent of installed capacity, while nuclear plants

represent about 24 percent and gas turbines account for some

14 percent.

-

|
1
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I
Current CP&L plans call for two new generating plants by

1991.* The Company is constructing a 900 MW nuclear unit, Harris

1, which will be operational in 1986. In addition, a 720 MW,

,

coal-fired plant, Mayo 2, is due in-service in 1991. In order to

identify the power planning implications of retirement, Baseline

case capacity requirements for the period 1984 to 1998 sare

analyzed assuming that the Robinson steam generators were

replaced and the plant operates throughout the study period.**

Similarly, capacity requirements were computed assuming that the

plant was retired at the beginning of 1985.

7.1.1 Load Forecast

The first step in developing a supply plan is to estimate the

long-term growth in the demand for electricity in the area. In order

to establish a plausible range, forecasts of peak load were reviewed.

Two recent load forecasts are available, one performed by

| the Company *** and the second by the Public Staff of the North
|

Carolina Utilities Commission (Ref. 37). CP&L forecc its that

peak load will increase at an average annual rate of about 2.8

percent from 1984 to 1998. The Public Staf f report forecasts

| that peak load will grow at an average annual rate of about 1.7
1

percent over the same period. The two forecasts are shown

I *CP&L announced in December 1983, tha t it was cancelling
Harris 2, a second 900 MW nuclear unit, and advancing the in-
service date of Mayo 2 by one year.

** Recall that a separate cost comparison explored the implications
of Robinson not lasting this long even with the steam generator
repair (see Table 1.1) .

* * * The CP &L forecas t (Ref. 36) was updated in December 1983
(private communication with CP&L personnel) . The updated
figures are used throughout this study.
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I
graphically in Figure 7.1. The deviation between them is traced

largely to differing assumptions on the future market penetration
ra of demand moderating technologies at the end-use, e.g. , more
1i)'"

efficient appliances and motors, tighter buildings, better energy
" housekeeping," and load management initiatives.

The first energy crisis of 1973 ushered in some striking
shifts in the patterns of electricity consumption. Prompted by

the combined effects of higher prices, regulatory and policy
initiatives, the growing saturation of certain end-uses, a

levelling in demographic growth trends, and heightened

conservation awareness, the rapid post-war growth in demand

dropped precipitously throughout the nation. Over time,

utilities and planners have grown to appreciate the irreversible

character of this transition and began factoring these effects
into their long.-term system planning perspective.

,

The result has been a near universal drop in long-range load
forecasts over the last ten years. CP&L is no exception, as

illustrated in Figure 7.1 where its forecast of peak demand for

the year 1990 is shown to decline over the past ten years. The

CP&L forecast of the 1990 peak was almost 29,000 MW, dropping to
8,200 MW in the latest revision.

An independent load forecast was beyond the scope of this
investigation. The forecasts employed in the Baseline cost

comparison is mid-range between those of CP&L and the North

Carolina Public Staff. Review of the CP&L forecast suggests that

( - ee -
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FIGURE 7.1

LOAD FORECASTS FOR TIIE CP&L SERVICE AREA
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I
the process of downward revision may not be complete. In

particular, the forecasting methods are insufficiently detailed

g to adequately incorporate continuing evolution toward more

fJ' efficient equipment and structures at the point of consumption.

A more disaggregated "end-use/ engineering" emphasis in model

construction and data development would lead to higher confidence

I .

and, in all likelihood, more modest forecasts.

On the other hand, the Public Staff forecast which

I incorporates substantially higher levels of conservation and load

manageme.it, does not provide uncontroversial, sharply argued

justification for the particular set of assumptions. In light of

the current absence of a consensual state-of-the-art forecast,

the mid-range forecast is adopted as the most reasonable choice

at this time ,

i
| .7.1.2 Generating Capacity Requirements

The next step is to determine the amount of capacity which

j vill be necessary to reliably service the forecast demand. Like

j all electric utilities, CP&L must maintain capacity reserves over

( and above the level of peak demand. This reserve serves as
'

insurance against equipment breakdown and other outages. In

| general, most utilities try to maintain a reserve margin (the

percentage by which capacity exceeds peak demand) of fifteen to
'

twenty percent. CP&L's planning criteria is to maintain a twenty

percent reserve margin.

A convenient form for considering the adequacy of reserves

is the loads and resources table. This table shows the forecast

peak load and the generating resources available over a period of
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years. In Table 7.1, the loads and resources for CP&L during the
study period are shown. The loads are mid-range between the CP&L

) and staff forecasts, as discussed above. The resources shownL

include the two new plants currently under construction as well,

as a small amount of purchased power which CP&L expects to

receive regardless of the status of Robinson. The Robinson plant

is assumed to be removed as of 1985.

The table indicates under " Additional Resources Required",

the capacity required above the current plan if Robinson were
retired. In two near-term years (1985 and 1990) CP&L will likely
have modest capacity shortfalls. Thereafter, capacity shortages

are unlikely to be a problem until the mid 1990s.

There are substantial quantities of power available for

purchase in the region. The Southeastern Regional Electric

Reliability Council (SERC) currently has resources which are

about 45 percent in excess of peak demand, about 40,000 MW. In
'

the near term, likely sources are the Southern, TVA, and South

Carolina Electric and Gas System (Ref. 5, App. F). It is likely
'

that regional capacity will be available well into the 1990s. A
!
! recent summary of the situation in the SERC area projected that

capacity will be in excess of that required to meet projected
demands (plus a 20 percent reserve margin) by some 10 percent, or

about 10,000 MW, into the early 1990s (Ref. 38, pp. 9 and 25).

| This projection is based on planned resource additions and a

compendium of utility-supplied load forecasts, averaging about|

3.4 percent growth per year. The pattern of continuing downward

adjustments described earlier for CP&L applies to the other SERC
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!
numbers as well. It is likely that demand projections will drop

further with time. For example, if load growth is taken at a 2
'

percent average annual rate *, computed overcapacity in the SERC

. 'LA area is huge, over 25,000 MW in 1991 under current resource
|

plans. Similar conditions pertain in neighboring regions which

could offer further sources of power.

I However, neither new plant construction nor external

purchases may ultimately prove to be the optimal replacement

power chosen. Toward the end of the century, when the most

additional capacity will be required, a number of alternatives to

conventional coal plants may be available. Among the

alternatives are advanced conservation technologies, wind

generated power, prefabricated modular units (fuel cells,

ba tteries , integrated gasification-combined cycle coal units,

pressurized fluidized bed combustion), and solar power. These non-

conventional approaches to planning are at various stages in the

research, development, and demonstration process.

*This level of load growth is similar to that found byi

I independent load forecasts of area utilities (e.g., Refs. 37
and 39).
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TACLE 7.1

LOADS AND RESOURCES

NI Capacity Additional
Resources in Resources
Required Excess of Required Resources

Peak Under Current Required Without Without ReserveI ear
Load Plan Reserves Robinson 2 Robinson 2 Margin

Y (MW) (MW) (MW) (MW) (MW) (%)

I 1985
1984 6,758 8,800 690 0 8,800 30

6,919 8,800 498 167 8,302 20
1986 7,066 9,700 1,221 0 9,035 28
1987 7,187 9,700 1,076 0 9,035 26I 1988 7,312 9,700 926 0 9,035 24

1989 7,460 9,700 749 0 9,035 21
1990 7,648 9,700 52.s 142 9,177 20
1991 7,791 10,420 1,071 0 9,755 25
1992 7,965 10,420 863 0 9,755 23
1993 8,135 10,420 659 6 9,761 20

1994 8,299 10,420 461 204 9,958 20
1995 8,481 10,420 243 422 10,177 20I 1996 8,686 10,423 0 665 10,423 20
1997 8,896 10,675 0 665 10,674 20

-1998 9,115 10,938 0 665 10,938 20
-

i

|I
I

|I
|I
|I
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7.2 Sources of Replacement Energy

There remains the issue of how the available generating

'd plants will be utilized to serve customers ' energy requirements.

The objective of power plant dispatching is to fulfill these

requirements from the available generating plants at the lowest

cost. The principles of economic plant loading indicate that the

l plants with low running costs , particularly nuclear plants , beI
used.first. These plants are followed in the loading order by

generating plants with increasingly greater running costs. Costs

are minimized when plants are dispatched (subject to their

availability) in this order on an hour-by-hour basis until the

current customer requirements are met.

j over the past several years, a number of computer models

have been developed which simulate this process of hour-by-

hour dispatch to meet customers' requirements. CP&L employed one

3 such model (PROMOD) to determine what plants would replace the
|
'

Robinson plant if it is retired (Ref. 5, p. 4). Their effort

ensisted of running the model twice, once assuming that the steam

generators were replaced and once assuming that the Robinson plant

was retired. By comparing these two runs, one can estimate which

plants would replace the lost generation at Robinson.

The runs indicate that about ninety percent of the

Robinson generation would be replaced by the Company's own coal-

fired generation. The remainder was divided between increased
~

purchases from other utilities and increased use of CP&L's own
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gas turbine plants. Each of these sources is significantly more

expensive than coal-fired generation.

For the purposes of this study, these dispatch runs were relied
{

Ls' upon to determine the source of replacement energy. Several

adjustments were made, however. The most important stems from

the adoption of a lower load forecast. Based on its relatively

| large projected growth in future demand, CP&L assumed that coal

plants which are not explicitly identified in its current plan

would be constructed beginning in 1994. Because such plants

would not be required under the lower forecast adopted here, the

percentage of replacement power from coal was reduced in the

later years of the study. The sources of make-up generation over

the study time frame are presented in Table 7.2.

TABLE 7.2

SOURCES OF REPLACEMENT ENERGY
(GWH)

I Year Coal Gas Turbine Purchases Total

1984 -1,957 -102 -155 -2,214
1985 3,352 110 330 3,792
1986 3,739 221 298 4,258

I 1987 2, 930 102 166 3,198
1988 2,743 215 159 3,117
1989 4,039 180 274 4,491
1990 2,812 87 211 3,111s

1991 2,894 72 156 3,122
1992 3,235 80 174 3,489

! 1993 3,420 138 264 3,821
1994 2,666 92 307 3,064
1995 2,706 31 373 3,111
1996 3,796 44 523 4,363
1997 2,706 31 373 3,111,I 1998 2,706 31 373 3,111

|

| Total 41,787 1,332 3,828 46,947
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7.3 The Costs of Replacement Power and Energy |

Once replacement capacity requirements and the sources which

supply the replacement energy have been established, the next
iT
LJ step is to develop estimates of the associated costs. These

costs can be conveniently broken into three groups: the cost of

replacement capacity in the two years it will be required through
1990, the costs of replacement capacity in the last years of the
study, and the costs of each of the various sources of

replacement energy.

As described in subsection 7.1, three categories of make-up

power sources are available to replace that portion of Robinson

power needed to meet the reliability criterion. These are the

construction of a new facility, purchases from neighboring
utility systems, and nonconventional sources.* As we have seen,

abundant purchased power sources are available in the region, a

condition that will in all likelihood persist well into the

1990s. Cost projections based on this option (or new

construction if that is necessary), as presented in Table 7.3,
1

e are used to estimate make-up capacity charges. They are taken to

increase from current levels based on the embedded costs of|

existing facilities to the projected costs of new coal plants
with scrubbers in the 1990s.

i *A fourth, the most cost-effective, is additional effort to
promote ef ficiency and load management at the end-use. This

I option would have top priority under the real-world Robinson
retirement scenario. For conservatism, it has not been
included in Baseline results.
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I Because uncertainties concerning availability, engineering,

and cost remain at this time for the non-conventional generating
W technologies, these alternatives have not been included in this

analysis. Should the remaining uncertainties concerning these

alternatives to coal be resolved favorably over the period before

make-up capacity is required, then the costs of substitute power
may well be less than calculated here.

TABLE 7.3

CAPACITY CHARGE ASSUMPTIONS _

Year $/KW/ MONTH

1985 8.00I 1986 8.50
1987 9.00
1988 10.00

I 1989 20.00
1990 30.00
1991 33.00

r~m 1992 36.00

b 1993 39.00
1994 42.00,

1995 46.00
1996 50.00
1997 55.00
1998 60.00

I,

Source: Ref. 5, App. F,

, The third cost category is the cost of replacement energy.

Here, 1984 average fuel costs for coal and gas turbine generation

; of 22. 3 and 87. 2 mills /KWH , respectively, were developed based on

the dispatch runs . In addition, carrying costs for the

additional fuel inventories required when Robinson is not in
,

operation were included. Costs for purchased energy were

similarly developed, based on CP&L estimates.
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I
Turning to the cost of replacement energy in future years, it |

is useful to review the costs of energy production, particularly
pm the cost of coal, in recent years. In the years following the
U

OPEC embargo in 1973, there was a dramatic rise in the price of

coal as well as other fuels. Rising oil prices led to a number of

government and private initiatives to expand coal use in the U.S.

The subsequent upturn in demand resulted in an increase in new

mine contracts, many of which tied coal price escalation to the

cost escalation of various elements of the mining process (labor,

equipment, freight, etc.). These new contracts, combined with a

shift toward the use of more expensive low-sulfur coal during this

period, generated rapid increases in the average contract price of
coal. The magnitude of this rise is apparent in Table 7.4, which

presents the average cost of coal to utilities from 1973 to 1983

as compiled by the DOE.

As shown in the table, the 1973-1983 period can be
W conveniently divided into three sub-periods. Between 1973 and

1974, the price of coal increased dramatically, at a real rate

(net of inflation) of sixty percent. From 1974 to 1978, the price

of coal continued to increase, though less rapidly, at about five

points above inflation. Since 1978, the price has been more

stable, rising at an average annual real rate of one percent.

During the past few years, the worldwide glut of oil and

consequent drop in oil price has slowed the rapid growth in demand

| for coal. With supply overtaking demand, the trend in new

|g
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I
contracts is toward existing mine supply and away from the

escalation indices attached to new mine contracts. Furthermore,

V[~~'
utilities are re-negotiating existing contractual obligations ini

order to moderate or remove these cost escalation clauses. The

end result has been a down-turn in the growth rate of average
contract coal prices. From 1980 to 1981 the real growth rate in

average coal prices was 3.6 percent. From 1981 to 1982 this

dropped to 1.5 percent, and from 1982 to mid-year 1983 coal prices

actually declined by 2.4 percent.

I
TABLE 7.4

AVERAGE COST OF COAL DELIVERED TO
STI:AM-ELECTRIC UTILITY PLANTS

(C/MILLION BTU)

Year Current Dollars 1983 Constant Dollars
,

'

1973 40.5 81.8
1974 71.0 131.9
1975 81.4 138.4
1976 84.8 137.1
1977 94.7 144.6

I 1978 111.6 158.8
1979 122.4 160.6

( 1980 135.1 162.7
l g 1981 153.2 168.5

5 1982 164.7 171.0
, 1983* 166.9 166.9
|

lI
* Data is for the first seven months.

j Source: Ref. 40, p. 92.

I

k
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There is a growing consensus today that this turn-around will

continue through the next decade. For example, at a recent fuel

[~] supply seminar sponsored by the Electric Power Research Institute
VJ

(EPRI) the price of coal was projected to remain constant in real

terms through 1990 (Ref. 41). Similarly, in a recent lo ng- te rm

energy analysis, state planners in New York assumed a coal price

; forecast of zero percent real escalation (Ref. 42). At the same

| time, there are recent indications that world oil prices are soon
likely to undergo further substantial real price decreases, with

inevitable cross-over effects of controlling coal demand and coal
prices (Ref. 43). Given these outlooks, fuel escalation rate

assumptions of from zero to two percent real are suggested. An

assumption of a one percent price escalation rate (seven percent
nominal) was adopted for the Baseline case.

Summary estimates of the make-up energy and power costs

likely to be incurred if Robinson is retired in 1985 are presented
j in Table 7.5. The negative figures in 1984 reflect the extra

plant down-time required for the steam generator repair. The

total cost of retirement, suitably discounted to present value

dollars, was reported under the column "make-up generation" in

Table 2.1. At $1017 million (1983 present value ), the price of

replacement power and energy for Robinson 2 would indeed be

substantial. However, as discussed in Section 2, the costs of

running the facility are likely to more than offset this cost

penalty of retirement; that is , the benefits of retirement are

projected to exceed the expense of substitute power.
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TABLE 7.5

COST OF ENERGY AND CAPACITY TO REPLACE ROBINSON
(Millions of Nominal Dollars)

--

Capacity Energy Cost *
T Yonr Cost Coal Gas Turbine Purchases Total

1984 0 -45 -9 -8 -62
1985 8 82 10 16 116
1986 0 98 22 18 138
1987 0 82 11 11 104

'

1988 0 82 25 11 118
1989 0 129 22 20 172
1990 26 97 12 14 148
1991 0 106 10 13 130
1992 0 127 12 16 155
1993 1 144 22 25 193
1994 51 120 16 28 216
1995 116 131 6 33 286
1996 200 196 9 46 451
1997 219 150 7 36 412
1998 239 160 7 38 445

Total 861 1,660 183 318 3,023

rau~.orking capital calculated as 2.3 percent of fuel costs.
!

I
I

'I
'

I
I
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|
How then does one get from CP&L's S350 million cost penalty ;

of retirement to the Baseline result of a $50 million benefit?

The steps are laid out in Table 8.1 in the form of adjustments by

the major categories of disagreement. These will be discussed in |
|

turn below. It will be argued that CP&L's study judgements are

unjustifiably optimistic about future Robinson operations,

reliability and costs. The Baseline comparison better balances

| the range of conceivable outcomes , and is recommended as the more

I suitable result for planning purposes at this time.

The adjustment estimates were developed by changing CP&L's

assumptions to those in the Baseline case performed in the

sequence shown in Table 8.1. Each adjustment entry is thereby the

incremental ef fect beyond the cumulative ef fects of those pre-I ceding it.

The first entry refers to the value used in discounting

I future costs and moving to common (1983) dollars. The CP&L study I

uses a discount rate of 9. 4 percent based on the Company's

projected overall rate of return, net of tax. This figure is tooI
low. As discussed earlier, the discount rate is a measure of the

time value of money to the impacted actors. Long-range planning

requires the adoption of an appropriate " social" discount rate.'

If Company return is used as the proxy for this rate, then the

pre-tax figure is the proper measure for society-as-a-whole

(investors and taxpayers ) . This is a common approach.

If the ratepayers are considered the appropriate group in

th is ca se , the discount rate could be related to borrowing interest

rates or lost earnings. However, it is well known tha t |
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I
individual implicit discount rates are much higher than this ,

of ten well over 20 percent, reflecting a premium on more certain,

near-term savings (e.g., see Ref. 44). At the least, CP&L's fullms
l"] projected rate of return, about 11. 8 percent , should be used. It

is in the Baseline comparison.

The bulk of the dif ference, some $380 million, between the

impact of ESRG Baseline and CP&L assumptions lies in the second

category of adjustments listed in Table 8.1 labelled " Robinson

I Operations Costs . " The major issues have already been discussed

with respect to , capacity factors , O&M, and additional capital

expenditures at Robinson 2, in Sections 3, 4 and 5, respectively.

In each case, the current study relied on detailed explanatory

models in attempting to establish the important determinants of

I these variables and the likely trends in their future behavior at
W

Robinson. CP&L's estimates appear to be based on in-house
b4

judgements. If systematic mathematical models and data analyses

g were employed they have not been publicly documented or alluded

to. These estimates are far too optimistic, as illustrated

graphically in Figures 3.1, 4.1, and 5.1, which contrast the CP &L

projections with those derived from the statistically analyzed

trends based on actual experience.

Two other Robinson 2 operations costs that CP&L has likely

underestimated are also indicated in Table 8.1. First, spent fuel

costs in the Baseline scenario reflect both an allowance for

interim storage expenses until a final depository is available

|
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I
and likely escalation of cost estimates for ultimate disposal (see
Sec. 6.2). CP&L's do not include these costs, accounting for $50

million of the overall variation. Second, incremental

L. .) decommissioning costs related to additional component irradiation,

estimated at $10 million, have been charged, perheps conserva-

tively, to continued Robinson operation under Baseline assumptions

(see Sec. 6.3). CP&L has not considered this phenomenon.

The third adjustment category in Table 8.1 refers to the

different methods and assumptions used in estimating costs associated

with the additional energy and capacity required if Robinson were

retired in 1985. Here, CP&L underestimated the costs of substi-

tute power by about S60 million. The breakdowns by three

subcategories are shown in the table. First, the Baseline

comparison uses a somewhat lower electricity demand forecast than

[~~''} CP&L, reflecting a mid-range of current estimates as discussed in
'y.J

Section 7.1. Employing the lower forecast would decrease CP&L,

|

estimates of retirement cost impacts by $60 million. Second, the

CP&L etudy does not appear to 6ssign capacity charges to the

additional power needed in the 1990s in the absence of Robinson 2.

This translates into an additiona] S180 million charge to
retiring Robinson. The Baseline case incorporates this cost,

t

penalty to retirement. The third subcomponent under "Make-up
l ~

Generation Costs" refers to a variety of effects leading to'

different results for make-up fuel costs. These include variations

in fuel price escalation rates and alternative supply plans.*

*CP&L's study was performed before the decision was made to
cancel Harris 2 in December 1983. Part of the make-up energy!

is achieved by advancing the Maye 2 plant when Robinson 2 is
not running. This credit is not ,4 ken in the Baseline comparison.

113 --
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I
It is impossible to pinpoint the contrasting results with

precision in the absence of detailed brot . downs of CP&L results,

but the aggregate effect is to overcharge the Robinson make-up

W(r fuel costs by some S60 million.

The fourth and final category listed in Table 8.1 refers to

differing assumptions about the likely rate treatment for

recovering past Robinson investments in the event the plant is

retired -- unamortized original investment, additional capital

expenditures up to this time, and the already committed payments

on the steam generator replacement. The Baseline scenario assumes

only the return of the investment, the CP&L study assumes both return

of and return on that capital (Ref. 45). That is, in CP&L 's
accounting, the ratepayers pay for the capital investment of the

I abandoned facility and interest on that investment. For reasons

F~7 indicated in Section 6.5, the Baseline recovery treatment of
Q

,

'

sharing the costs between ratepayers and stockholders appears

; consistent with recent regulatory policy. If so, CP&L has
|
| overestimated retirement impacts by some $20 million.

There is inherent uncertainty in the type of long-range cost

comparison undertaken here. However, the Baseline case attempts

to incorporate middle range assumptions in simulating the probable

effects of abandoning Robinson 2. The results strongly suggest

that while the impacts are not large, there are likely to be
'

benefits to an early retirement. The primary deviation with CP&L

" " ' ' " " " " * " " ' " " """ ' " " " " " " " " " ' ' """'"**'"*"
I:
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the future reliability and costs at Robinson 2. In light of past

experience, we see no scientific evidence for the rosy picture

CP&L paints. The Baseline results are recommended as the more
m
j] reliable estimate of the cost repercussions of an early retirement
m

of the Robinson 2 tacility.

TABLE 8.1

RECONCILIATION OF ESRG AND CP&L RATE IMPACT ESTIMATESI (Million 1983 PV S)

{

CP&L Estimate 350

Adjustments

1. Increase Discoun_t Rate - 60

2. Robinson Operations Costs -380
- Use Statistical Projection of O&M (-130)
- Use Statistical Projections of

Capital Additions (- 90)
- Decrease CP&L Capacity Factors (-100)
- Reflect Spent Fuel Interim Storage

p- Costs and Cost Escalation (- 50)
- Account for Incremental De-

P
.

commissioning Costs (- 10)

3. Make-up Generation Costs + 60
- Use Mid-range Load Forecast (- 60)
- Include All Capacity Charges (+180)
- Adjust Fuel Costs (- 60)

|{ 4. Capital Recovery Creatment 20-

|
ia Total Adjustment -400

!I
ESRG Baseline Estimate - 50

'I

I
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Imgc 12-5- BY MR.'RUOFF:;

-2 Q Dr. Raskin, at this point, if you would answer
3

.any question which the company or Staff has for you.
d

A Yes.

5
MR. TROWDRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Jones will

6

conduct the cross-examination of Dr. Raskin.
.XXX 7

CROSS-EXA.MINATION
8

BY MR. JONES:
9

Q Dr. Raskin, you are the President and Chief
10

Executive Officer of ESRG?,

II
, A That is correct.

12
:Q Are you the founder of ESRG also?

I3
A I am among the founders.

O)( Id
Q Who are the other founders?~,.

15
A The other founders are Dr. Richard Rosen,

c 16

Dr. John Stutz, Dr. Stephen Bernow, and Dr. David Nichols.
I7

Q Could'you describe in a general way the sort of
I8

work ESRG does? I understand it is a non profit corporation
"

and for a consulting firm, that.is a little unuc2al. I would
20

be interested in a little bit of background in terms of why
2I

you formed the organization and the sort of work you have
, 22

been doing,-what your objectives are.
23

A Energy Systems Research Group was formed in 1976
24

when I and several of my colleagues were university
25

professors who were-teaching in our various disciplines, as
p,

%,.
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,m
(_,) mgc 12-6 1 well as conducting courses in issues surrounding technology,

2 energy and economics and social repercussions. At that time

3 we recognized that there was a ecnsiderable amount of

d interesting work to be done in the energy area, and we began
5 doing that while we were teaching.

6 The work has covered the full range of energy

7 ' issues from consideration of national energy planning in
a developing countries through analyses of alternative

9 technologies, such as coal generation and natural gas issues

30 with an emphasis on electric utility planning.

'll -I believe it has conducted perhaps 200 studies at

12 this point.

13
j-- Why don't you ask another question? I will try

Id to focus in more on what you are after.'s
;.

15 Q Well, what is the primary objective of ESRG as

16 a non-profit corporation?

37 A The objective of ESRG is to present analyses of

18 the various trade-offs attendant with social policy issues

39 for the-purpose of public education and the information of

20 policy-makers. That is the mandate of the organization.

21
Q- Do you have any interest in what decisions are

22 ultimately made, or are you just interested in putting out
.

23 .information for people to do with what they will?

d
A' We have an interest in trying to mount the best

25 state-of-the-art technical analyses of issues as they come
i-

/
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i\_ mgc 12-7 along, if that is what you mean.

2 Q How is ESRG's work financed, since you are a
3 non-profit corporation?

d A Our work is financed through a wide array of

5 different clients, federal agencies, state agencies and

6 many private agencies and many international agencies. It

7 is quite a wide spectrum.

8 O Do you solicit contributions from the general

9 public?

10 A I don't believe we have ever solicited contribu-

Il tions from the general public.

12
Q Do you solicit contributions from anybody?

13<m A We have made applications and proposals to many
! ( )' '' Id people.

15
Q Do you have a group of regular contributors who

.

16 -contribute to your work and who feel that they are

17 contributing to a particular cause?

18 A No, I don't believe so. I believe every project

I' we have worked on has been project-specific, both with

20
respect to the issues and its funding base.

21
Q You have no general fund to which you ask people

22 to contribute, to underwrite and support your work?

23 A I believe we have a small energy alternatives

i 24
research fund, which was begun about two years ago, through

2'c
which we solicit foundation grants, but those are generally

| (~\
^G!'

I
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1mgc 12-8 earmarked for specific projects.

2 O Are you being paid to testify in this proceeding?

' ~3 A Partially.

d Q Could you explain what you mean by " partially"?
5 A What I mean by " partially" is, we received a

6 foundation grant to perform the study, and it was able to

7 cover part of the costs..

8 Q What foundation provided the funds?

9 A The Rockefeller Family Foundation.

10 Q But that doesn't cover your full cost?

11 A It depends on how long this takes.

12 (Laughter.)

13 -Q To the extent that this takes longer than you wish

14L/ it would, --*

15 (Laughtnr.)

16 -- who pays?

'17 A Well, it would not be paid.-

} Q In that case, then, you would be volunteeringis

19 your services to the Hartsville-Group?
,

- 20 A Well, that is one way of putting it. In many of
1

21 our different projects, it is very difficult to pinpoint
- 22 exactly.how a project will unfold, and many times it occurs

23 that.you start a; project, and you incur costs in excess of'
'

24 what you anticipated. You nevertheless do not leave the

.25 project in the lurch.

i.
.

e
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;fM
I(j|mgc12-9 Q _How much did you receive from the Rockefeller

2
Foundation for participating in this proceeding?

3 A $15,000.

#
Q. Now, Dr. Raskin, can you tell me when you were first

5 contacted about participating in the present proceeding

6 before the NRC? By "you," I mean ESRG, of course.

7 A That would be very difficult to answer without

a consulting my records, which I do not have with me.

'9
. Q Do you have a recollection? Can you put it in a

10- year?
,

'" A About a year ago,-I would say.

12
Q Approximately January or February of '83?

'3 A I really couldn't pinpoint it more specifically
.

,

'#
than I already have.

15
Q Do you remember who contacted you and how you

16
were contacted and what organization contacted you?

'I A The background of it was, we had done a study on

18
the cost tradeoffs at the Indian Point plant in New York

I'
State a couple of years ago, and as a result of that study,

20-
we did a screening-examination of all of the operating

21
lP ants in the country. And at that point we realized or

22
came up with the finding that while most of them were

23
.likely to enjoy substantial benefits of continued operation,

24
several of them were marginal. So in a sense, the idea of

2
looking :further into this came out of that background.

. . , . ,

.

-

-"
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,,~) mgc 12-101 Q So you did some kind of preliminary screening study(
that indicated to you that among all of the operating nuclear2

3 plants, Robinson might be among a small group of plants for
4 which retirement would be cost-beneficial?

'S A- That is correct.

6 Q When did you agree to testify in this proceeding,
7 specifically agree to testify to come here today?
8 A (Nodding negatively). I believe it was in the

9 . fall of'this year.

10 Q Had you had conversations with any groups prior.

11 to that?

12 A Did I personally have conversations with any?>

13 Q Your organization, ESRG.

O)(_, 14 A' With respect to?
'

15 0 . Testifying in this proceeding.
-

16 A Yes, it was raised as a possibility, I believe,.

17 prior to that.
'

~18 Q' When do you believe it was raised as a possibility
19 prior to that?,-

20 A Sometime over 1983.
21 .Q Was it just casually mentioned, or was there some

22 serious discussion?
23 A It was raised as a serious possibility contingent
24 upon a_ number-of factors.

25 Q Such as?

O
__

m
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( mgc-12-11 A' Not the least of which was our time availability
I

2 and the ability to defray some of the costs of the project.
3 0 'By whom? Anyone who would defray them?
d

A. Because we had at that point -- we then proceeded
5 '

to-develop some grant. proposals that were then awaiting the
6 internal decision cycle within the different foundations.
7

: 0 You indicated earlier you got some money from the
;f 8 Rockefeller Foundation. ~-I guess you just told me you filed
!

9 proposals with other foundations as well?

10 A That is correct.,

Il 'Q Do you remember when they were filed?
] 12 A I believe about the same time.

13[.g Q Did'they specifically request money for doing a
- Id study of whether or not it would be' cost-beneficial to

15 shut the Robinson plant down?
16 A I.think they did. At least I think several.of
17

; them did.

18
Q Those studies, .those foundation grant proposals

I' ~ were-sent out when, would you say?
20 -I would really have to check my records. I don't

g

- 21
! have my_ diary here.

22
Q Well, this obviously would have been a fairly1

23 'important project for your organization. You are not real
24 large, and you are the President and Chief Executive Officer.,

25
.

Don't yoit have a better recollection than that?.

+

~
k-
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(O,/ mgc 12-121 A This is a very tiny project with respect to the
2 operations of ESRG in terms of time and money and commitment.
3 0 What is your total budget annually?-

d A The 1983 total budget was about Sl.4 million.
5 Q But you don't remember when you sent the proposals
6 out for grant requests?

7 A Sometime in 1983.
8 Q Early or late?

9 A Mid.

10 Q Mid? Summer?

11 A Could be. I just really can't pinpoint it without

12 my records.
c

13 Q In relation'to when you first had conversations with
x_/ Id the Hartsville Group for testifying for them, had you sent

|
15 those grant proposals out? In other words, did you send the
16 requests for foundation money out before_you talked to the
17 Hartsville Group or after you talked to the Hartsville Group?;

18 A I-really don't remember the sequence.
i 19 0 You have no recollection whatsoever?
|

20 (Pause.)
21 A I'm not even sure there was a Hartsville Group at

j 22 the time.
:
,

23| Q At the time you sent the proposals out?
! 24 A You would have to subpoena someone from the
I

.

25 Hartsville' Group to get an accurate answer.

O
'\ )

!
,
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\s lmgc 12-13 ' Q What,-if anything, is your relation to the

2 Fairfield United Action Group?

3 A We have no organizational connection 2 all.

#
Q Have you done any work for them?

5
r A I don't believe so.

6
Q Do you know who they are?

i 7- A Fairfield United Action?

8
Q Yes.

' A Yes. I believe John Ruoff here is a member of,

10
the Fairfield United Action.

II
Q Have they ever hired you to do any work?

12
A I don't believe so, no.

'

13
| Q Hartsville Citizens Concerned, is that a group you

('~5s'_-) ':
14

are familiar with? -

,

15 A I have never heard of them. ,

16
Q Palmetto Alliance?

''
A I have heard of them.

18
Q Have you ever done any work for them?

'

19
A I'm not real sure. It's possible we did a couple

20
of days of consulti.ng for them.

I ^ 21'

Q Did anyone in your organization ever testify on

'22'
their behalf?

23
A I really don't.know.

24
Q Perhaps Dr[- Rosen?

25
A If it were anyone, it would have been Dr. Rosen,

,
,

.

-

-
'

!.
L

!

!
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k ,)mgc'12-14 ' but I really don't know.. I know he testified down here.,

2
7,m not sure under whose auspices it was.

[ Actually I take that back. I'm not even sure he
#

testified down here. I really don't remember.

S
Q When did you first do a study of any sort projceting

-6
the early retirement of the Robinson plant might be

#
cost-beneficial?

8
A The one and only study I have done of that nature

'
was submitted on January 20, 1984.

10
0 Didn't you tell me a moment ago that you had done

" a' screening study of all plants in the country and that you
12

found that among all of those plants, a small group were-

13
| candidates for early retirement, and Robinson was one you
l i4

l '/ found to be in that screening study category for'early-

15
retirement?,

16
A I didn't-call that a study. It was a sort of

I# simple kind of mapping of various variables characterizing
'

18+

the alternative plants, matched against the important variable
'

19
that we reduce -- or be involved in these tradeoff analyses,

20
so it was a very straightforward internal screening analysis,

'
| not a study per se.

22
Q To the extent that Dr. Rosen may have testified in

23
a proceeding before the North Carolina Utilities Commission,

24
that ESRG had never done any kind of a screer.ing study that

projected that it might be cost-beneficial to retire or
,

h '

s I
; v

m.
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mgc 12-15 1-'
decommission the Robinson plant, would he have been wrong?

2
fCould you break that up into several different-A

3 sentences?-
4

O Sure.

5
JUDGE MARGULIES: Before you do.that, what is the

i - 6
relevance of this line of questioning, Counsel?!.

[. 7
MR. JONES: Mr. Chairman, I think'I can tie it all

8

!..

together fairly quickly. I think a major point I am trying
'

to establish is the extent to which the organization.for
,
,

' 10

which Dr. Raskin is testifying has (a) . solicited a client,
! II

and -(b). comes to the study with a predisposition, because
12;

I think that does' affect the' quality of the study that has
I3

been done, and that.that will become apparent as we proceed
, k ))

f
Id

with cross-examination.s

.End 12 15

|- 16 '

i 17
i

I. 18

19

: 20

21
.

.22

23

24

25

;
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V 1 JUDGE MARGULIES: I will permit you to continue.

4 BY MR. JONES:

3 Q The question was, to the extent that Dr. Rosen

d testified, if he did, before the North Carolina Utilities

5 Commission last summer, that ESRG had never done a screening

6 study that would indicate it could be cost beneficial to shut

7 the Robinson plant, would he have been mistaken?

8 MR; 3UOFF: Your Honor, there is nothing in this

' record that Dr. Rosen did testify before the North Carolina-

10 Commission or if he did that he testified to anything and I

II am not sure that counsel should be testifying about what

12
! Dr. Posen did or did not testify to.
!

13
.

MR. JONES: Mr. Chairman, I am prepared to develop

Id this further if need be. I don't think it is worth spending

15
'

all of the time that may take. There are prior reports pre-

.16 pared by ESRG that'I would like to have identified at a later

37 point.

I8 I have certified copies of the testimony I am talk-

'' ing about with me that we can produce at the appropriate time.

O
; JUDGE MARGULIES: Let's find out if the witness
!

21 has 'knowiecjge. If the witness doesn't have knowledge we are

22
going around and around.

23 THE WITNESS: He would not have been mistaken be-

24
cause we have never done anything that we have called a study

~ 25
of Robinson, a screening study. What we have done is exactly

r3
./

c
. -. .
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(J') . i what I said, crude . kind of matri:: mapping of variables 'across<

> s-

2> a' bunch of plants and compared that'to the sensitivit" of
3 bottom line results to those variables.>

We did not characterize that as a study.4

t

5 MR. JONES: I thought you said earlier in y.our.

testimony this afternoon that you had done a screening study.6
;

7 I. thought Iicopied down those words.

8 THE NITNESS: If I used the word " study" I misspoke
'

9 myself. Basically it was an analysis, an internal analysis.
10 -There is no such study.

.11 - BY MR. JONES:

12 Q Did ESRG file a request for a grant with the
1

13 Mary Reynolds Babcock Foundation?

14 A That is-correct.
I

15 Q Would that have been essentially the same proposal ;
16 submitted to the Rockefeller association?
17 A I do not think so.

,

18 MR. JONES: Mr. Chairman, could I have marked for

j 19 identification, I guess this would be CP&L Exhibit 2?

20 JUDGE 21ARGULIES: 2 for identification. It will be

I 21 marked as Exhibit No. 2 for identification.:

Exxxx 22 (The document referred to
; 23 was marked Licensee's Exhibit
I-

24
No. 2 for identification.)

25

I )'

<

<

-
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7,

( y i BY MR. JONES:
sv

2 Q Mr. Raskin, I would ask you to examine that docunen:

3 and tell me if you can identify it and recognize it?

4 A I am sorry, would you repeat the question please?

5 0 I asked you if you could identify the document if

6 you recognize it and whether that is a copy of the grant pro-
7 posal you made to the Mary Reynolds Babcock Foundation, your

8 organization, ESRG?

9 A It appears to be yes.

10 Q And it is dated when?

11 A February, 1983.

12 Q What specifically did you ask the Reynolds Babcock
13 Foundation to do?

N,
,

(j'

14 A The request concerne,d the funding of certain activi--

ties around the dissemination of the results of the study andis

to of participation in regulatory proceedings such as this one.

17 0 Did you have any position at that time about whethe:

18 or not it was a good idea to close nuclear plants down?
19 A No, I didn't then and I don't now.

20 Q You have an open mind in the matter?

21 A That is correct.
!
!

22 Q There is a subtitle on this request. Would you

23 read that, on the front cover page?

24 A " Demonstrating the Economic Effects on Rate Payers
25 of Closing South Carolina's Robinson 2 Unit."

(%
a

|

L.
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O lQ Q Do you take that as a very neutral statement?
2 A Exactly. We had already done two studies, Indian
3

point and Maine Yankee, where in fact the title was very
4

similar to that and we found in fact there was an economic
5

impact of closing it down and fully expected to have the same
6 result with respect to the Robinson study.
7

Q Fully expected to have rhich result?
8 A The results showing there would be modest economic
9 impacts of retirement. Those were the results we had had

10 previously. It is not the way Lae bottom line came out in
il actually doing the analyses.
12

O But with other plants you said earlier that your
13

studies had shown that it simply would not make any sense to
<

b' 'id shut them down, did you not?
15- A We have never testified on whether or not a nuclear
to power plant should'be shut down.
17

O And you are not so testifying today?
18 A I am not testifying on that either. I am testifying ,

l'

on the best estimates of the likely rate payer impacts of two
1 20

decisions and comparing them, one to replace the steam genera-
21

tors, the other to retire the plant. Beyond that, I am not
22

testifying. I am saying that this is one of the inputs that
23

it seems to me a prudent decision would take account of in
[ making a final determination that weighs a lot of other factors

24

i
' 2 ''

also.
1

v

L
|

!
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) 1 Q RIf your study had shown tremendous savings associated

2 with replacing the steam generators at the Robinson plant,

3 would you be here testifying today?

d A I swear to you as a physicist I-would be.

5 Q In Item 4 of this grant proposal about the third

6 page from the back, sort of in the middle, there is a subtitle,

7 " Relationship of This Proposal to ESRG's Overall Effort on

8 Nuclear Retirement."

9 A That is correct.

30 Q And as I understand the proposal, as you describedj

11 it to the Babcock Foundation, the study of the Robinson plant,

12 you are presenting in this hearing is but a-phase of a multi-

13j% phased project, is that correct?
'',h\

Id A Yes. I have already named the other two projects
,

15 we.have considered, Maine' Yankee and Indian Point. Cur main i

,

16 interest in becoming involved in those projects was because

37 'and'in our assessment the analysis that was brought to bear

18 was inadequate in estimating the cost impact in those studies,

l' which were in-.a sense the predecessors of the current study

204

we used all of the models'at our disposal to try to come up

21 with the best estimate of cost.

We in fact found that there were economic impacts

3
-of retirement. We found that the literature on the subject

24 was sorely wanting and I feel we have contributed greatly in

25
this effort to sharpen up the analysis and discipline of

.rN
k.,_,,) = i
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(/ 1 cost analysis and I believe this will become an increasingly
'

2 signif.icant issue as time goes on and as power plants age.

3 Our only interest is trying to inject into the

d process a high level of analytic standard.

5 Q As I understand it, you have completed phases 1 and

6 2 and phase-3 then was the application to specific plants.

7 You have applied your methodology to Indian Point

a and you have applied your methodology to Maine Yankee and now

9 you have applied it to the Robinson plant, correct?.

10 A That is correct.

11 Q The same basic methodology?

12 A The same approach.

13.r g Q And the purpose of this request for grant money
t <
\
''''/ 14 was so that you could disseminate the results?

15 A That is correct.,.

|

16 Q And among the activities to be funded by the pro-

17 ' posed grant were as you show in Item 5, meetings with-local-

| '18 and national citizens' groups to plan the most effective

i 19 . strategy for public dissemination of case studies and to

L
20 target regulatory' proceedings for expert testimony?

|

L 21. A That is correct.

22 Q Based upon that objective, let me ask you this:

23 did ESRG contact the Hartsville Group and suggest to them

24 that they had some testimony to present or did the Hartsville

25
f Group contact the ESRG and ask it for help?
t

L G_
i

|

L
~

L
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(y
\,,) l' A I really don't remember. At the time we did the

2 Indian Point study,_which I believe was the most recent one,
3 it generated a lot of publicity and a lot of interest among
d people interested in this issue.

5 We had a lot of contacts. There were a lot of

6 discussions and there was a lot of back and forth. The sequenc e

7 of it, I really don't remember, as I say, I don't even remem-

8 her when we first had a contact with an entity called the
J.

9 Hartsville Group.

10 Q Is it possible that ESRG solicited its client in

il this case?

12 A I don't know what that means. I know that what

13 we had was -- we were interested in doing a study not only ofp fs
< \
t 1

''' Id Robinson but other plants as well, in fact, we are doing and
15 there are foundation grants that went out and there was an

16 exploration of possible forums for the dissemination of the

17
results as a public education activity.

18 There were a lot of discussions that went on.
39

JUDGE MARGULIES: For clarification, counsel, would

20'

you repeat the question and identify who you mean by " client"?
21s

BY MR. JONES:
22

Q Yes, sir. By " client" I mean the Hartsville Group,

23 which is sponsoring the witness and the question basically is
24 whether the Hartsville Group sought the help of ESRG or ESRG

sought the help of the Hartsville Group in order to have a

s

).
-;

:
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) i forum to disseminate the results of its study?

2 A I believe it is the latter. I believe when we

3 originally decided-to look at the Robinson situation, I don't

believe we were even aware that there was going to be a hearing4

5 in Hartsville. At that time basically the notion was origin-

6 ally that there would be a study done that would be put in

7 journals and generally in the interest of public education.

8 Q Why didn't ESRG simply seek to intervene in the

9 proceeding, then, if it is a real party in interest?

10 A I don't accept your premise.

11 Q Okay, forget the premise.

12 Let's address the question -- why didn't ESRG seek

13 to intervene in the proceeding?
7 3
' J

_ 14 A ESRG doesn't intervene in proceedings, as parties

15 in proceedings. I don't think it ever has. ESRG does studies ,

16 When groups or parties of hearings request our

17 participation, we consider that, whether it is consistent with

18 what we consider our mandate and our research goals and with

19 our time constraints.

20 0 Okay, in this case, I guess the bottom line of thi;s

21 series of questions is that you don't remember whether you
22 contacted the Hartsville Group or the Hartsville Group con-

23 tacted you but you think you may have contacted them.

24 Is that a fair summary?

25 A No, actually, I think we probably didn't. If I

(\
-
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- ( ) I had to guess I would have to guess that we probably did not.
.. sq

2 Q All right. Let me follow up with you, Dr. Raskin,

3 on the Nuclear Retirement Project as a project and the other

studies you have done because I want to spend some more time.4

5 getting specifically into this study and looking at that in

6 the context of some of the other studies you have done so that

7 we can see and trace the history of the development of your

a methodology over the past couple of years.

9 I think you have already indicated that there was

10 the Maine Yankee study and then there is the Indian Point

11 study that you have done?

.12 A That is correct.

13 Q And then there is the Robinson study?,,

k -) 14 A That is correct.s

15 Q And do you know if ESRG has testified previously

16 before the North Carolina Utilities Commission in which it

17 presented and used the results of one or the other of its

18 studies?

19 A Of the studies you just mentioned?

20
.Q Yes, sir.

21 A I really don't know.

22: . O You don't know whether or not Dr. Rosen on behalf

23 of ESRG testified in March of 1983 before the North Carolina

! 24 Utilities Commission and used as the basis of its testimony
l-

25 the Indian Point study?
i-

Os
I }
\d

i

!

1
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) 1 A He very well may have testified at that time. What

2 the conten~c of his testimony was I am not in a position:.to

-3 say. 'The ESRG has someone testifying about once every week
4 or two.

5 Q And you have no personal knowledge of whether he

6 testified before the North Carolina' Utilities C'ommission in a
7. general rate case last summer, in July of last summer, ini

which he also made use of the Indian Point study methodology?8

9 A I don't know. I don't know what the issues were in
10 .that case.

11 C How many people are there in ESRG?

12 A About 25.

13 Q How many officers are there?tm
\ ^n

,
L

| 14 A. Six.
|

15 Q Dr. Rosen is-an officer?
,

16 A Correct.
.

17
Q. Executive Vice-President?

18
A That is correct.

''
Q And you have no knowledge of where he goes and what,

20 proceedings he may have participated-in?

21
A. I know for example last week he was both in-Ohio

22 and Michigan In the intervening times he has been a dozen.

cither places. To pinpoint both the place and content of what he is doing
24

is not'in my Job description.

25
MR. JONES: Mr. Chairman, I would like to have

O.

.
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I b 1 marked for identification as CP&L's Exhibit 3, copies of aV
2 document entitled, "The Economics of Closing the Indian Point
3- Nuclear Power Plant." If I may, I have more copies, -if I may
4 give one to the witness.so he can be looking at it while

5 we are passing them around I would appreciate it.
,

6 JUDGE MARGULIES: It will be marked Exhibit No. 3%

7 for. identification.
,

8 (The document referred to-

9 was marked Licensee's Exhibit
xxxx 10 No. 3 for identification.)

11 BY MR. JONES:

12 O Dr. Raskin, let me ask that you look at that and

13

ph -
see if you can identify tnat as the Indian Point study which

-,

'd you sent to CP&L in response to a data request interrogatory?,,

15 MR. RUOFF: I wonder if I could inquire if the

16 Applicant has another copy of that, because I don't have one.
'

MR'., JONES: I made fewer copies of that because. 17 ,

is I asauned that you would have one.

19 ,MR. T20'1 BRIDGE : We could certainly. lend you this
+

t
76 one. <

- a

2C ' MR . JONL's: ryes.
.

|- 22
. (Document.{s_handedto.d.Ruoff)'

End 13. 23 A MR. RUOFF: Thank'you.
3 .s -

2e .
,
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( ,/ mgc 14-1 1 BY MR. JONES:

2 -Q Is that the Indian Point study?

3 A Yes. This was the draft Indian Point study.
d Right, okay.

5 Q That is the Indian Point study?

6 A There was a final report.

7 0 Well, this is the one you sent to the company in
8 response to its request, so we don't know anything about that,
' Dr. Raskin. You are not quibbling that this is the copy

to you sent to the company?

11 A I will take your word for it.

12 Q Well, I would represent to you that that is a

13 photocopy of what you sent to the company as being the,

' 14 Indian Point study in response to the company's request.
15 That report is in the same series and line from which you
16 developed the Robinson study, is it not? It is the same

17 basic methodology? It is an earlier ver. ton?

18 A As I said before, itLis the same conceptual approach.
19 The methodology is in constant evolution.

20 Q That is one of the things I want to get to, the

21 evolution of the models from one iteration to the other.
22 MR. JONES: Mr. Chairman, I would like to have

23 marked for Identification as CP&L Exhibit No. 4 a package
2d of materials which have on their cover, " Testimony and
25 Exhibits of Richard A. Rosen before the North Carolina

OV '
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m
Imgc 14-2 Utilities Commission, Docket No. E-2, Sub 461."

2 BY MR. JONES:

3 Q Dr. Raskin, the question I would like to ask you --

d JUDGE MARGULIES: It will be marked Exhibit No. 4

5 for Identification, CP&L's Exhibit No.,4 for Identification.

6 (The document referred to was
7XXX marked CP&L Exhibit No. 4
e

for Identification.)

' BY MR. JONES:

'O
Q I would like to ask you, Dr. Raskin, if you would

'' examine Tab No. 2 and tell me what that appears to be,
12 please? Do you recognize Tab No. 27

33 A Well, it has a family resemblance to the ESRG

Id Nuclear Power Plant Capacity Factor Analysis.
15

Q. Does that appear to you.to be the same exhibit, a

16 version of the same exhibit, that is included as Appendix C
'7

. to the Indian Point study?
* *

18- A I would have to look at it. It wou?.dn't surprise

me if that were the case.

20

.

If we are talking about it and at any time y9u findQ,.

21 it is something different, please so indicate, if you will.
22 -MR. JONES: Mr. Chairman, finally I would like to

23 have marked for Identification CP&L Exhibit No. 5, which is

2' .a bound packet of materials bearing the title, "Testi nony
25

and Exhibits of Richard A. Rosen before the North Carolina

o
6
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()mgc14-3 I Utilities Commission, Docket No. E-100, Sub 47.",

2
JUDGE MARGULIES: It will be marked as CP&L

3 Exhibit No. 5 for Identification.
4

(The document referred to was
5XXX marked CP&L Exhibit No. 5
6

for Identification.)
7

BY MR. JONES:
e

Q And again, Dr. Raskin, I would invite your
9

attention to the tab marked No. 2 and ask if you would
10

examine that and see if it is familiar to you, if you can
11

identify it?
12 *

(Pause.)
13

A Well, again, it looks like one of Richard Rosen'sO 14

exhibits on the subject of nuclear power plant capacity
15

factors.
16

Q , ell, right, and it is an ESRG report, is it not?W
17

A It's testimony of. Richard Rosen, as far as I know.
18

Q You are denying that it is an ESRG report?
19

A Well, we have to put this -- as far as I know,
20

this exists as part of his testimony on the subject before
21

us.
;

22

Q It is dated December 1982; is that correct?
23

A That's correct.
24

Q All right. When you compare that with Appendix C
25

to the Indian Point study, when you look at the Table of

O
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) mgd 14-3a 1
Contents, would it appear to you that those are very similar

2 ESRG reports?
3 A I am quite sure that they came from the same --
d that he took the same approach, the same method.
5 0 And you were one of the principal authors of the
6 Indian Point study. Your name is lifted on the front along
7

with Dr. Rosen's; is that not correct?

8 A Correct.

9
Q The two of you worked very closely on this whole

10 project?

II A Well, we worked on the Indian Point study. He has
12 not worked much since then on these projects.
13

Q So you are saying that ESRG has a project for which
r

()s Id
it is asking for foundation support, that the Robinson study

15 is a phase of this ESRG project, and yet your Executive
16 Vice-President is out disseminating different versions of the
17

report from those you may be disseminating, and you don't
'8 know what's in the reports that he is using?
"

A Well, the internal quality at ESRG concerns how
20

these reports are reviewed for research precision and
21

consistency. I personally don't review all of the reports
| 22

that go out of ESRG.

23
Q But you would not deny that for purposes of

#

reviewing ESRG's use of its nuclear plant retirement effort,
25

that these documents would be similar, would be instructive
,o 26 and informative?
kh

L_
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mgc 14-4 1 A The testimony of Rosen in North Carolina, I'm

2 not familiar with it. It's certainly not part of the overall

3 project. I don't know what the issues are, but I believe
.

'
d they have nothing to do with nuclear retirement.

5 0 I haven't asked you anything about his testimony.

6 I've just asked you about the exhibit, which is the nuclear

7 capacity factor study, and asked you to confirm that that

8 certainly appears to be the same, a major piece of the same

9 study that you have used in the Robinson study.

10 A It is one component among many in the Robinson

H study that addresses capacity' factor.). I assume what he would

.12.'

have done there would be to have used our statistical model
.

13 in analyzing capacity factors, as we did in the Robinson "s

~/ 14
! study. In that sense, they are the same family, yes.

15 I certainly would not expect him to start over from

16 scratch if he is doing a rate case which somehow involves

17 capacity factors. I would expect that he would try to apply-

is what is an ongoing development of a data base, some models

l' and methodology to particular issues at hand in that case.

20 Q Again, Dr. Raskin, I am not asking you about his

21
| testimony or for what purposes he used the ESRG model at

22 this point. I am simply trying to confirm that these are

23 . basically the same, that this is a report of the same

24 methodology that you have carried through in this case, or

25 appears to be.

/
\ ,)
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mgc 14-5 ' A I do not confirm that, because the methodology isi A'

2
constantly being updated. We are constantly trying to age

the data base. We are constantly trying to improve the !
t

#
fits. And what is used there and how it relates to the

5
overall generation models which have been going on for about

6
five years now would have to be reviewed.

-
#

I believe that the same kind of method has been

8
used probably in a dozen different cases and has undergone

' ~

sharp peer review.

'O
Q Dr. Raskin, I am going to ask you, because we are

'
not going to finish with you today, if you would examine these

12
documents more carefully this evening and if you would let

3's me know if, in fact, we are not looking at a consistent

I4'

report.

I recognize there are some different numbers and

16
so forth, but these are, in fact, iterations of what started

17
out as your-Maine Yankee, Indian' Point study series on

18
nuclear plant retirement, and they are in a consistent line

19
of development with the Robinson study.

20
Can you confirm that for me, or will you attempt to?

21
A If you will allow me to correct your premise..

22
Q Okay.

23
A These were not developed part of the Maine Yankee

24
nuclear retirement project. They were developed about five

25
years ago and have been under development since then. There
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>-
(ss,)mgc14-6| 1 is not-a single ESRG model. There are a lot of different

2 lasues, and we try, where plausible, where the data base

3 warrants, to develop those models, to address the issues.

d This is one aspect of a very large, analytical )

5 problem. It did not begin with and will not end with the !

6 issue of nuclear retirement. It is applied in a lot of rate

7 cases and in a lot of other generation planning analyses.

8 0 Well, so that we can get into the study itself a

9 little bit, let me ask you if you would turn to Page C-3 of

30 each of these documents.

' 11 (Pause.)

i 12 Would you confirm whether or not the first paragraph

|
' 13 on Page C-3 is the same'in each of these three documents?f3

Id
| A It seems to be.-

I

15 Q Dr. Richard Rosen, who sponsored these reports

16 before the North Carolina Utilities Commission and who was
17 a co-author of the Indian Point study with you, is also a

.

-18 co-author of the Robinson study, is he not?
|

l' A He's not a co-author. He was on a team on a very

20 minor basis and.had nothing to do with capacity factors.

21 Q He is listed as a part of the project team on the
,

:

( 22 cover of the report.

23 A That is what I just said. He was a part of the.

24 project team. He was consulted with respect to generation

.
- 25 planning, but he had no imput on. capacity.

,

'

t i
| x_/
|

|
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1mgc 14-7 Q Just to put in context the development of this

2 model and methodology which you have carried a step further in tl
~

3
Robinson study, in applying it to another specific plant,

d ~

would it be fair to say that ESRG is -- regards itself as

5 being somewhat on the frontier of development of a new

6 method for predicting power plant performance?

7 A Well, along with other analysts, yes.

8 O Do you regard the results of the study you have

' performed for Robinson or the results of the Indian Point

10 study or the others in this series, -- do you regard those

Il results to be definitive?

12 A I regard the results to incorporate the best

13
estimates of projected costs and benefits at the time they

Id were made. Nothing is definitive. If you are looking fifteen

15
years into the future, you make what you hope are the most

l6
prudent kinds of estimates, balancing the whole spread of

17
uncertainty on all of the inputs that you can.

1e
Q Would you read the last sentence of that first

"
full paragraph as it appears in each of those three reports?

20 A On Page C-37

21
Q On Page C-3, yes, sir.

22 A "It is obligatory,-however, to provide analyses

23
which may give indicative, if only tentative, results."

24
Q Would you explain what you mean by that?

2
A I don't believe you will find this sentence in my

/

b'
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O
(s,) mgc 14-8 1 Robinson report, but I will try to remember. Let me have

2 a second to see what the context is.

3 (Pause.)*

4 Yes, all right.- What that is referring to, I

5 believe, is -- what we did was an analysis that at'empted to
6 look at the behavior of capacity factors as a funct 1 of the

7 age of theE ant.i

8 We found in certain cases there was statistical
9 indications that there were decreases in the probability

10 that a plant would be available as time went on. I don't

13 believe that -- well, getting back to the sentence, what this

12 -ia saying is, because the farther out you go, the less data
13

7- you have, that the results have to be considered more

N# 14 tentative. Nevertheless, it is of interest to see what those

15 results are as.one input among many in helping to form your
16 judgments about future plant performance.
17 0 You said you don't believe you made that statement

18 about the Robinson plant. You wouldn't hestiate to make

l' that about the Robinsor. study, would you? '

20 A I wouldn't hestiate to make it, as long as I was,

21 at'the same time, able to put it in the right context.

22 Q Didn't you just put in the right context?

23 A I stand by the statement I just made.

24 Q Let ma get a little bit further into the specific

25 . application'of the ESRG model to Robinson.

biv
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' '''''mgc 14-9 You are not arguing with my premise that based

2 upon what you said in the Babcock Foundation proposal, that

3 the Robinson study is a direct outgrowth of this line of

d studies that you have done in the Maine Yankee plant and tha
5 Indian Point plant and which I, at least, contend that

6 Dr. Eosen also used in two North Carolina Utilities

7 Commission cases.
8 A You see, I don't believe that is accurate.

9 Q All right.

10 A I don't believe Rosen looked at the issue of

II nuclear retirement in North Carolina. He may have, but that

12 would surprise me,

'3t'~'y Q Okay.
'~)\

Id A Excuse me, sir. I think what he did was use

15 certain analytic elements that come to bear on certain rate

to issues as well as on nuclear retirement issues, and applied

17 those to the specific issues he was addressing, which were

18 different than the kinds of issues we are addressing here.

I'
Q What were the specific issues he was addressing?

20 A I would have to read the testimony. I believe

21 basically what it had to do with was certain issues in the

22 rate case, as far as I could tell.

23
Q Mmm-hmm. Something to do with calculating base

24 fuel costs, perhaps? Does that sound familiar?

25 A Would you define " base fuel cost"?

|

v
!

i
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I

s

s - new s # 1 Q Well, with calculating fuel cost.
mgc 14-11,

2 A It is conceivable. I don't know.

3 0 Is it conceivable that Dr. Rosen could have been
d using the capacity factor model without doing a full study
5 or making any statement at all about retirement and using,

6 the capacity factor model for the purpose of predicting fuel ,

7 costs?

8 A That is absolutely possible.

9 0 Do you suspect that is what he might have been doing?
10 MR. RUOFF: Your Honor, the witness has testified

:

11 he doesn't know what Dr. Rosen was doing.
12 JUDGE MARGULIES: We seem to be wandering far

13 afield in attempting to retry to North Carolina case. And

| -
14 if you are interested in the model that he used and how he

15 used it, without telling you how to_try your case, I think,

16 you could be more direct than you have been.

17 MR. JONES: All right. We will move on.

18 BY MR. JONES:

19 Q In developing your Robinson model, Dr. Raskin,

20 your primary objective and the main thing you have attempted r

21 to do, is it not, is to compare revenue requirements customers
:

22 would be. faced with under two alternatives: one, with the

23 Robinson plant operating, and the other with the Robinson

24 plant retired at the end of 1984?

25 A That is correct.

b)'

U
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( } mgc 14-121 Q And to do this, it is necessary for you to determinew/

2 what the cost of producing a given amount of electricity will
3 be for some period into the future?
d A That is correct.

5 Q What are the major categories of cost that you
6

were interested in developing in the Robinson study, and if
7

they are relevant, the Indian Point study which preceded it as
8 well?

9 A I understood the first part of that question. What
to

was the second part?

II
Q The categories or cost which were of interest to

12
you in the Robinson study, and if they are relevant, which

13
were of in.terest to you in the Indian Point study as well.g

(_) Id
A I believe the same categories of cost would apply

15
to any such study. And what they have to do with is, you

16
know, there are two futures -- one, Robinson continues to

17
run, and one where it is retired, and there are costs incurred

'8 in both cases.
39

In the case where Robinson continues to run, there
20

are the costs of the initial investment in the steam generator.
21

There are the O&M costs associated with the plant and the
22 capital additions associated with the plant. There are the
'3*

nuclear fuel costs associated with the plant. And the
24

decommissioning cost and the spent fuel costs on the other
25

side of the ledger, insofar as Robinson were retired.
(3
< >
%/

' - a
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( },/ mgc 14-131
r

If Robinson were retired, the extra costs that

2 would be incurred in that case have to do with supplying the

3 energy that would have been supplied by Robinson and, where

d .necessary, supplying the additional capacity to maintain the

5 system at its reserve criteria.

6 Q Is one of the primary things that you need to

7 estimate the capacity factor at which the nuclear plant would

a have operated?

9 A It is one of many inputs. As you have noticed

10 in the analysis, we looked at the effects of varying those

11 assumptions around our mid-range case, including our baseline

12 assumptions, so you can judge for yourself how significant '

13 it is.

O/ 14 0 Was your answer, yes, the capacity factor is one

15 of the itaortant things you need to estimate?

16 A It is one of the important things; that is correct.

17 Q Actually, by knowing the capacity factor, you are

18 able to calculate how many kilowatt hours the Robinson would

19 have produced, had it been repaired, and thereby know how

20 many kilowatt hours you have got to replace by some other

21 means.

22 A That is correct.

23 Q Let's look at your Table 2.1, which is, I believe,

24 on Page 17 of your report.

25 Just so I can confirm that I understand what the

-fi
V

.

.
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O
IV mgc 14-14 basic method is for reaching your bottom-line conclusion

2 about the savings associated with early retirement of the

3 unit, in Column 1, what you have done is, using your own
d ' assumptions, calculated the cost of meeting CP&L's ene gy
5 requirements for fifteen years into the future; is that a

6 rough approximation of what you have dcne?

7 A I don't think it's accurate to say "using our

8 assumptions." We try wherever possible to identify the

9
contpany 's. assumptions , and^that is one of

'O of the cases where we did. That is, ve based the computation

II of revenue requirements out into the future, incorporating
12 company estimates of price increases and energy loads.
13 0 In Column 1, you have used the company's assumption
Id of energy growth?

15 A Let me correct that. Of price and energy growth?

16 We will get to-that. .I assume we used a mid-range between

'I the North Carolina, Staff and company's assumptions.
18 0 Isn't it accurate to say, Dr. Raskin, that in

l' calculating the values in Column 1, you took parts of
20 CP&L's study and accepted them where you felt comfortable
21 doing that, but substituted your own assumptions where you
22

felt comfortable doing that?-

23
.A Column 1 is completely irrelevant to the bottom

,

24.

line. The only reason it is there is to try to give an order
25 of magnitude estimate of how large is large. In other words,

.

!
. . . . . .

.
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Imgc 14-15 we didn't have ,o have Column 1 at all. The effect we are

2 really talking about has to do with the impacts of retirement.

3 This is simply trying to get a measure or benchmark against

4 which one can test the size of these impacts. That is the

5 only. role it plays. It really has no significance with

6 respect to the estimate of impacts. It is used as a way of

7 getting percentage of impact.

8 Q But that is what you estimate it would cost to

' produce a given amount of power with the Robinson plant

to operating, isn't it?

II A That's what we are using as an estimate. I wouldn't

12 put much -- I don't put much claim to the precise accuracy

13 of that number, because it is not a significant number.

a' Id What we did is, we-drew the base year revenue

15 requirements by projected growth in consumption and then

16 applied CP&L's assumption about price increases to arrive

17 at that number.

18 Q I won't take the time at this point to try to get

l' you to specify exactly what assumptions went into the

20 calculations of Column 1. We may be both thinking

21 - approximately the same thing about it.

22 Your Column 2' represent savings that would be

23 incurred in the event that the plant were cancelled, because

24 there would be certain capital costs which the CP&L customers

25 would not have to pay; is that correct?

/~N .

.
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V(D 1 A The net effect would be to avoid certain capitalmgc 14-16

2 Cosrs.

3 Q Those are the capital costs that are saved because

d the plant would no longer be in rate base?
f

5 A There are those, minus those that would be incurred

6 if it were in rate base. That is what I mean by the net

7 effect.

8 Q Right. These are all net numbers?

' A That is right.

30 Q All right. Now the way you have calculated that,

' number, though, one of the ways that the customer today saves

12 by cancelling Robinson-2 is by avoiding. paying essentially

f
13 rate of return and carrying charges on that capital, isn't

Id it?

IS A That is correct. I bellave, again, that is the
;

16 same assumption included in the January '84 CP&L assumption.

17 0 The way you have done it, though, you have assumed
,

'8 that when the unamortized balance of the Robinson plant is

l'i written off, the company will not be able to earn any return

20 on unamortized balances. So in a sense, the customer gets

21 that savings, in part because the stockholder is picking it

22 up. That would be correct, wouldn't it?

23 A What is assumed here is our reading of what is.

24 applicable within the North Carolina regulatory framework,

i 25 which is, for abandoned equipment, there is no return.

I

C __
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Oh mgc 14-17 I ^

If that is what you are driving at, that is what

2 we have assumed here. I believe it is the same as the

3 company assumed.

d
0 Do you know of any situations where that has been

5 true in the North Carolina regulatory jurisdiction for

6 property that had been placed in service and was retired, as

7
opposed to cancelled plants which were still under construc-

a tion?

' A I don't know.

'O
Q Do you know whether North Carolina has an inconsister t

'

'' history relative to leaving unamortized balances on cancelled

12 plants in rate base?
:

'3 A I believe the recent decision we were using here is,
'

'#
in fact, a deviation from the previous decisions, but I

'S believe it is the one currently operative.

16 0 In Column 3, again there is a savings to the

I#'

customer from retiring the plant in that property taxes

'8
won't have to be paid; is that correct? *

| A Among other things, that is correct.

20
! 0 Among other things, that would mean the company

21
would no longer pay county taxes here in this county.

'
22

A That's correct.

I 23
| Q That is a part of the savings.

24
A That is correct. And insurance and certain other

25
|

miscellaneous costs that we have interpreted from the

I |D
-\j'

|
>
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( ) mgc 14-18 3 interrogatory responses of the company.

2 Q That savings would be absorbed by the people who

3 '

live in the county in which the plant is located.

d A If the taxes were made up externally to that, that

5 is true. Whether that would happen or not is a subject for

6 another study.

7
Q Similarly, with these other columns, you have the

8 nuclear operating and maintenance expenses which would be

9 saved by retiring the plant. Those capital additions which *

10 you wouldn't have to make would result in discount. The
" nuclear fuel costs you wouldn't have to incur. Spent fuel,

12 storage and disposal costs you wouldn't have to incur.

I3 And then in Column 8, you have decommissioning,s

N- I 'd
costs which you calculate would be cheaper if decommissioning

15 were done now rather than later, right?

16 A I believe the accurate statement is, in our

37 estimation it would be somewhat cheaper to decommission'a

18 plant.which was not as radioactive at the time of

I'
decommissioning.

20

21 -

.22

23

24

25

a

. . . . . . .
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I

g) i o Is it your recommendation that if the plant were(
2 decommissioned and retired at the present time that it be

i
3 immediately decommissioned? I wasn't able to tell for sure !

4 from your study?

3 A No, we are not taking a position on the technique

6 for decommissioning. As a matter of fact we try as far as

7 possible to interpret the assumptions of the company on this

a point.

9 Q You are not taking a position on whether there

io should be a 30 year delay or it should be immediate?

ii A No.

12 0 When you get to column nine, that is really where
i3 all of the offsetting costs to these savings comes, isnt' it?

The real question before the Board and the issue separating14,

the Hartsville Group and CP&L is whether we can find some wayis

to to make up the generation from the Robinson plant that is in
17 a sense cheaper when you take all of these credits and the

is cost of repairing it and going ahead and operating it.

19 A I guess I must a pologize for not making the text

20 clearer. It is not the main difference between the Hartsville
21 Group and CP&L. The main differencc, as you see a section

|

| 22 in this report with reference to the first study is with res-
23 pect to what costs one is ascribing to the continued operation
24 of Robinson.

!

25 0 Yes, but when all is said and done, what you have

Oi
t,

! 'V
!

|
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( ) got to figure out is whether you can go out and find some othei
c

way to get the same amount of energy that the plant would2

produce at a cost which is less than the cost of repairing3

the plant and going ahead and operating.4

5 So there is two things one is balancing, what
would the cost be were you to go ahead and run it and what6

would the cost be if you have to make it up?7

8 A Both of those issues are significant and in fact

the former one, on a quaatity level is more significant.9

to Q The former one is column 1, isn't it?

ii A Column 1 is irrelevant. Column 1 is only there as

a benchmark against to measure the size of the impact. It has
12

nothing to do with the estimate of the cost tradeoff._ 13

( !

N ,/ 14 0 It is nct an estimate of what it would cost to
.

is repair the plant and continue to operate?
16 A It is not there at all for that purpose. You could

eliminate that from the table and still have the study.17
It

18 was meant to be there for a pedagogic or expository clarity.
I am sorry it hasn't achieved that purpose.19

20 Q In order to determine the makeup generation that

will be required to replace the Robinson plant in order to21

derive the cost that you have in column 9, you need to have22

23 some estimate of what the future capacity factor of the Robin-
24 son plant would be.

25 A That is one of the inputs, that is right.
-

a
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,j 1 Q And it is a fairly major input, actually, isn't it?
! 2 A Again, that is an imprecise word. We did some
!
^

sensitivities on what we thought were reasonable and on.the3

"

4 cost and that appears on page 8 and I would put the uncertain-

ty band at around 50 or 60 million dollars in 1983 present5

6 value dollars.

7 Equally significant, our assumptions on fuel prices.,
'

8 on takeup energy sources, on load forecasts.;

j 9 0 But of all of the columns, this one has the most
i

10 dollars in it, doesn't it?

18 A 1 don't believe there is a column there at all
12 with respect to capacity.

13 Q Dr. Raskin, I think you are understanding what I
'

14 am saying. You have to calculate a capacity factor in order
.

15 to know how many megawatt hours you have to replace and the
16 megawatt hours you have to replace is what stands behind the
17 dollars in-column nine, isn't that correct?

18 A That is one of the important inp~uts, yes.
i

19 Q And there are more dollars in column nine than any
20 other column, isn't that correct?

21 A That is correct.
I

22 .Q Do you have any idea if you just took nominal dollar s,

23 .how many dollars are in that column?

24 A I don't have that with me.

25 0 Would it be around threc billion dollars?

j-
:

,
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|
I i

i A That sounds like the right ballpark. I

( 2 Q If I understood what you told me just a moment ago, |
|

,

| 3 in a sensitivity study varying capacity factor by five percent I

| |

can wipe out your total savings on a present worth basis? l| 4
\ |

5 A Or double them, yes.

6 Q Right, and if you doubled the capacity factor, you
7 woule. casily double the cost in column 9? |

| '
i

i 8 A If you doubled the capacity factor, you would have (:|

9 a plant running more hours than there are in a year. (j
+

i l
io G Right, but it does illustrate, doesn't it, the '

1

I 11 capacity factor and how you estimate that is pretty important
12 to the accuracy of your study.

;

[
- think it is one of a number of important inputs |13 A

iN 14 as I said before.
,

15 O Mow the ESRG has developed a methodology for estim- !

16 ating the cost and benefits of various policy decisions that i

i
17 regulatory bodies might make relative to nuclear plants. I i

18 think that is what you were really telling me early on this

19 afternoon, and that methodology was developed in the Indian j
20 Point case and in the "aine Yankee case and you have carried

,

21 it forward in the Robinson case and there are three separate
22 regression models which are a part of that overall methodology |,

|

23 are there not? (
f

|
24 A Not the way you put it. I don't believe at the I

i

25 time we did the Indian Point study, I don't believe we had I
1
1

i t

1

>, w,-w-rr,-,,, . . ~ , - - . - - - , - - . - - - . ~ , _ _ _- - - - , - . - - - -
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() 1 yet developed the model for the capital additions.

2 O All right.

3 A That is an example of how what one needs to do with

$ an area such as this, where the conceptual understanding is4

5 in rapid evolution and the data base is growing all the time,3

.

you always have to try to be current, your best estimates, so6

7 each one of these studies is different for that reason.
a Q All right. In the Robinson case and the two cases;

9 preceding it, you have a regression model for estimating the
,

10 capacity factors for various types of nuclear plants, do you,

11 not?
!

; 12 A That is correct.
:

13 Q And in the Robinson model, and the Indian Point and,

i 14 Maine Yankee predecessors, you have a regression model for
15 - projecting O and M costs?

16 A I think that is correct, yes.

|
17 Q For various kinds of nuclear plants.

18 A (Mods affirmatively.)

f 19 0- In some of the models you have a regression model

20 for projecting capital additions, costs?
t.

L
21 A I think of the three studies you mentioned,.I

|
22

; believe this is the only one that it appears in.

23 Q Now these regression models were used to develop
i :24 the capacity fac. tors which stand behind your costs in column
,

i 25 nine and on your Table 2.1 to establish the o and M costs
!

I
i

f

L
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( ,) set forth in column four of Table 2.1 and to establish the
,.

i
x_/

2 net capital additions cost in column five, Table 2.17 Is

a that correct?

4 A What was the first part of that sentence?

5 JUDGE MARGULIES: Do you wish to have it read back?

6 MR. JONES: .No, I can repeat it.

7 BY ..R. JONES:

8 Q The regression model for estimating capacity factor s

9 stands behind the calculation of the cost in column nine on
in Table 2?

i A Thank you very much. Yes, your statement is correct.

12 0 All right. Now the cost for the other columns were

13 calculated in somewhat more traditional ways, I suppose you
(~\
V 14 would agree?

15 A Well, I don't believe there is a traditional ,

16 approach with respect to spent fuel or decommissioning costs

17 with respect to the capital costs. We use a traditional

is approach to utility financial simulations, that is true. Many

19 of the other numbers were taken directly from the company.
20 MR. JONES: Mr. Chairman, I am ready now to talk

21 about the regression model for calculating capacity factor.

22 This would be a convenient time for an afternoon break,

23 if you intend to take one?

24 JUDGE MARGULIES: Yes, let's take a 15 minute

25 recess.

7y (Recess.)
j

. ._
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1 JUDGE MARGULIES: Back on the record. You may
2 ' continue, Mr. Jones.

3 MR. JONES: Thank you.
4

BY MR. JONES:
,

5 Q Dr. Raskin, again in that part of your study in which
6 you'have used regression analysis as I understand it for
7

determining the capacity factor, o and M costs and capital
a addition costs, you used a multivariant regression analysis
' in which you statistically compared several independent vari-

10
ables against, say, the capacity factor or O and M cost or the

11

capital addition cost for the whole universe of nuclear plants,

12
to see what affects or changes the dependent var,able in each

I3
case, whether it was the capacity factor, o and M cost or

'd'

so-forth.

15 Is that in a layman's way correct?
16 A (Nods affirmatively.)
17

Q And by learning through your statistical technique,
!

18
what plant characteristics affect the capacity factor.In the

i
I'

|_ capacity factor model, you can determine what the capacity
20

factor of a plant with a given set of characteristics would
j 21 be compared with all of the other plants?
\

22'

A You can derive what the statistical fit would 1eply
for'h.given' plant, that is correct.

24 '

Q Now have you had a chance at all during the break

to compare further the Exhibit C that Dr. Rosen used in t*ei

r

i O
| \ J

V
|

[

i

t
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() I sub-461 case in the brown book with the model that you have
2 used in this case?
3 A No, I have not.

d O Let me ask you, if you would, could you turn to
5 Table C-4, I believe it is, in the 461 in the brown book,
6 Tab 2. I believe that is on C-21 on Tab 2 on the brown book.
7 And on page 3-3 of your Robinson study, would you compare tho se
e two tables and final regression results and tell me if they
9 are the same?

10 JUDGE MARGDLIES: What is the relevance here,!

11 Mr. Jones?

12 MR. JONES: Mr. Chairman, there are differences

13 in the development of the model .that become very relevant.,,

! k.) id More importantly, there is just much more explanation of what
15 ESRG has done in the earlier study than they chose to provide

t

to for this case.

17 The actual-capacity factors model is mathematically
18 the same model, I believe you will find, and I wanted to use
l'

some of the explanation provided in the other ESRG report.
20

| JUDGE MARGULIES: I think once again we are trying
21 to go back and prove.another case. The witness has testified
22 at length that'there has been a development or progression,

23 -to these models.
24

MR. JONES: .That very development is instrumental
25 and I think it can be shown before we are through, I feel,

b>
; ~-e

!

,
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d I that these matters are relevant and given a little time it

2 will be more apparent.

3 There are relationships that have a direct bearing

4 en the accuracy of the model submitted in this case. I am
,

5 not. trying to retry -- seriously, I am not trying to retry

6 an earlier case.. It is totally irrelevant in this instance.

End 15, 7 It is a matter of having these materials to use.

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

.0G

%
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( j JUDGE MARGULIES: Will your point of departure1 . '

2 be'that the testimony in the North Carolina. case is
1

3 correct?

4
~

MR. JONES: It will not matter whether the : c.stimon- v

5 in the'Morth Carolina case is-correct or not. It will be
~

6 apparent that frca.the same model,you can't reach the conclu-

7 sion reached in that case and the conclusion reached in this
8 xcase.

9 JUDGE MARGULIES: One of my problems is I don't

to even know what the issues were in the North Carolina case and
11 without knowing the issues, what importance is there to what

.

t

12 wa|s done-in that case?
f3 MR. JONES: What I intend to do is to (a) use some,,

,
4

. 14 'ofs the background description of the development of the modelC/
-

s

15 prasentedsby ESRG in that case that has not been presented

16 in this_ case to- help' develop an understanding of what, in fact
,

s

17 they have done'; (b) to look at the conclusions reached from
18 the very.sdic model there versus the conclusions reached here,
19 which are inconsistent one with the other.
20 JUDGE MARGULIES: I don't know what the issues were

'

21 atithe North Carolina case.

22 MR. JONES: The issue in both c'ases,obviously, this
23 is a capacity facto'd model and the issue in,both cases were

24 what will the capacity fact <<J be from a family.of nuclear
~

25 plants using this'part u l 41 2gression model?
'

s

F
*

I
T

,

t

,

4
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( ) i JUDGE MARGULIES: We have no record and no witness

2 from the North Carolina case. We have it for documents that

3 are totally unauthenticated. We have a witness here who did

4 not testify in the other case and you are wandering fall

5 afield in attempting to put in soraething that has no relation-

6 ship to what we are looking at or I cannot see has a relation-

7 ship to what we are looking at.

8 MR. JONES: Mr. Chairman, what I am talking about

9 are ESRG's conclusions. ESRG is a consultant. We have the

10 same authorship with the documents, officers of the consulting

11 firm have participated in the development of both of them.

12 Perhaps we should have subpoenaed all of the ESRG

13 staff whose name appears in this report so that we can testp_
i \

\_/ 14 them. That didn't seem particularly efficient to us.

15 I do have certified copies of the transcripts

16 and exhibits from the North Carolina case if Dr. Raskin is

17 unwilling to identify this report as being ESRG's report but

18 the really material and relevant thing is the history of the

19 detelopment of the ESRG studies and regression equations

20 and how they change of the addition or subtraction of data

21 or subtle changes of independent variables and the only way

22 you can do that is to show the way ESRG as a consulting firm

23 has treated these things from one version of the model to

24 the other.

25 JUDGE MARGULIES: The witness has testified these

,,m

-
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A
( ,) I changes take place.

2 MR. JONES: I would like to test them and ask
.

3 questions about them, Mr. Chairman.

4 JUDGE MARGULIES: To establish what? He has already

5 testified these changes do take place.

6 MR. JONES: We have not established the reasons for

7 the changes or the magnitude of the changes or the meaning of

8 the changes and we need to be able to get into the details

9 to do that.

10 I believe that if I allowed to proceed, it will

11 become apparent before we are through that there is substance

12 here.

i3 (Pause.)

Os 14 JUDGE KLINE: Mr. Jones, we are trying to see what

15 differences you are trying to show.

16 Are you trying to show something about the evolution

17 of the model itself or are you trying, to show how the same

18 model will vary in.its output depending upon what input vari-

19 ables.are used?

20 MR. JONES: I am trying to show basically very majo

21 changes in the output of the model with changes, rather subtle

22 changes in the independent 'rariables in the model itself, not

23 the use of.the model as applied to a given plant as point

24 number one.

25 There are also some interesting things that have

i \
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() happened with the application of the model to a particulari

2 fact situation, but at this point I am looking primarily at
the development of the equations and the assumptions going itto3

the development of the equations and the database as it has4

changed going into the equations prior to the application of5

the model to the Robinson plant or any other plant.6

7 JUDGE KLINE: When you say development of the equa-
8 tion, are you speaking of the coefficients of the equations

based on data or based on input? That is, the same conceptual9

equations, would they not be used the same in both models?10

11 'iR . JONES: I think you will find that what appears
to be the same conceptual equation varies radically in results12

simply by adding a year's data or changing, putting a differ-
13

N ent paired variable in and things of this nature and as a re-14

15 sult of these changes, one has to raise questions about the
to validity of the model and then about the validity of the con-
17 clusions reached from the use of the equation in the specific

.

18 case of the Robinson plant.

19 JUDGE MARGULIES: What is the caption of the docket

20 in Exhibit No. 4, for identification?

21 MR. JONES: Docket E-2, sub.461.

22 JUDGE MARGULIES: And what is the entire caption
23 of the case?

24 MR. JONES: It was before the Morth Carolina
25 Utilities Conmission, taken from Volumes 13 and 14 of the I

t

-.
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I

' %
| 1 Carolina Power &
i Light Company general rate case in docket
i

j 2 E-2, sub- 4 61. .

!

, 3 JUDGE MARGULIES: has that case gone to decision?
i

?

k
j 4 MR. JONES: Yes,

fI

|
I 5 JUDGE MARGULIES: Do you have a copy of the decisich

o in that case? '

t

7 MR. JONES: I don't have one with me. I can provide !

i

i

8 one to you for the record. This was a minor piece of the
! 9 case.
| It was testimony on behalf of the Attorney General.
'

:| 10 MR. RUOFF: Your Honor, might I be heard on this?
||

11 tJUDGE MARGULIES: You may.
12 MR. RUOFF: It seems to me one of the fundamental
13 problems is, Mr. Jones is trying to cross examine Dr. Raskin

k, 14 on testimony which is not Dr. Raskin's testimony and while

it may have been developed using some of the same modeline !
15

16 techniques that Dr.
Raskin has testified that he did not review

this testimony prior to it being offered and if Mr.17

Jones wants -

!18 to get into problems with the model which Dr. Raskin used, {
i19 that is appropriate, but to get into problems with the use
!
i20 of another person in the shop where Dr. Raskin has not had the '

21 opportunity to review it, that is not fair cross examination.
22 !JUDGE MARGULIES: I am still interested in seeing

,
23 a copy of the decision in the proceeding.

.

24 MR. JONES: I am sorry. This appears to be -- I
25 have not seen the order in this printed version. It was a

,

i

s
I
r

n

5

.
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T ,) =1. general rate case. It would be in conjunction with a finding
2 relating to the establishment of fuel costs in the proceeding.
3 I don't think that you will find /ery much about

4 -the_ specific testimony in the order, as I recall.

5 I-think the confusion here really is that the major
.6 importance is simply in the development of the evolution c*

7 |the model. I can go to the Indian Point study and do the

a same thing, which is a document the witness has given us in
9 response to interrogatories. It is an earlier version of the

10 model and for that reason it is not quite as convenient to use

11 as the version that was submitted in the general rate case.

12 But the basic explanation is the same. This Exhi-
'

13 bit.C-3 that has been presented in the two North Carolina pro-~ ~ -

I's l 14 .ceedings and in the Indian Point case is a fairly thorough
15 explanation of the ESRG methodology, which was not presented
16: by the witnesses in this case and it helps to elucidate and

17 understand what they have done but if it would be better It.

18 will go to the Indian Point study and we will use it.

19 ' JUDGE MARGULIES: Dr. Raskin, did you testify in
4

20 the Indian Point case?
21 THE HITNESS: No. I did not.

22.

JUDGE MARGULIES: Did'you prepare the study in

23 the Indian Point case?

24
WITNESS RASKIN: I prepared it jointly with

25
2 Dr. Rosen, yes, sir.

.q
'w]

..

.
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'O JUDGE MARGULIES: If the same results can be achieved,
2

Mr. Jones, we would feel more comfortable in dealing with the
3

Indian Point case in which this witness participated.
4

MR. JONES: Let me proceed that way. It may be that
5

as information develoos that way, you will allow me to go
6

back to the next iteration of the case, which is the one we
7

are trying to use now and are having troubles with, and if you
8

don't want me to do it at that time, we will do something else.
9

JUDGE MARGULIES: Let's start with Indian Point, in
10 uhich this witness participated.
11

BY MR. JONES:
12

Q Dr. Raskin, would you then turn in your copy of the
13 Indian Point study to page C15.,\

!j Id
Do you have that?

15 A Yes, I do.

16
Q Now, as you describe in your Indian Point study

17

appendix and your descriptive narrative with the development
18

of your capacity factor model there, you first attempted to
19,

regress capacity factors against the independent variables showr
20

in the left hand column on Table C-3, did you not?
21

| A We regressed the dependent variable against a wide
! 22

array of alternative plans or models.
23

Q Look on page C-14.
"4'

Do you not say there or imply there at least, I
23

elieve you say in one of these reports that you first used theo

p,
' ,j?

L ;
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() I five basic independent variables, that is how you started,
2 isn't it?

3 A I am just confused at what you are driving at with

#
the word "first." It is an e'v o lu't io n a r y process. This was.

~

the.best model we had come up with at the time,'but there were
,

6 many, many_different models tested.
,

7
0 'All right.

8
Read the first paragraph there under " Mode.ing

'
Considerations," on page C-14.

f-

10 A "A simple linear regression using a basic set of

''
independent _ variables, MDCU, PWRU, SALTU, TOWERSU and

12 Age pr duced rather weak results. The model employed in the
'3

(~%g : regression results are given explicitly in Table C, below.",

'
-

%/ 14
Q- Table C represents an attempt to develop a model

15
using those five simple, independent variables, does it not?

;6
A That is correct.

17
Q You concluded from that that the statistics just

8
! weren't very. good?
t

'

A That is correct. Certain of the variables did not

show high confidence levels.,

21
Q And just so we can see we are reading the table

'

the same, when you look at the corrected R that means, does
23

it not, that the model only explained 5.8 percent of the
24

differences in capacity factors among the plants looked at?
'

25
A That is right. That is correct.

D(v
,
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i
w_/ 1 Q And if you look at the coefficients, does it not

2 mean that you start out with a capacity factor of 71.7 percent ?

3 That is one way of looking at it -- .717 in the middle of the

d column can be converted to a capacity factor percentage, can

5 .it not?

6 A No,

7 Q I see. What is it?

8 A The approach has been --

9 Q No, well, I'm sorry.

10 A -- not to regress against capacity factors ner se

11 which I define as a measure of the actual power delivery over

12 maximum power delivery on an annual basis, but rather to re-

13 greso against what we call the adjusted capacity factor,-

'' 14 where there is an attempt to remove the outages for refuelling

15 and various regulatory purposes.

16 0 That is an adjustment we haven't talked about yet.,.

17 You began with your familiy of plants. How many units did

18 you include in the study, 62?

19 A That sounds about right, yes.

20 0 At any rate, you used virtually all of the nuclear

21 power plants in the United States in the study?

22 A Yes, that is correct.

23
Q All right.

24 You have said you adjusted their historical capa-

25 city factors in what ways?

(

, . . . . .
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,Di
( ,) 1 A 'What we were interested in attemotina to exclain

2 was the outage that was not planned, the so-called forced

3 outage.For-the dependent variable set, we were looking at
d . capacity factors, net of planned outages for example,'for
5' refuelling.

6 Q So to make your adjustment, if I understand it,
7 -you subtracted out of the gross historical capacity factor
8 what you estimated to ha the outage time required for refuel-
9 ling and the outage time that you attributed to NRC mandated

to . outages?

11 A That is correct.

12 Q So the .717 is an adjusted capacity factor?
13

f- A The . 717 is simply the constant term in the regres-
(

'

id''- sion model.
| 15 -Q Okay,-you couldn't represent ' hat as a capacityt

16 factor in any sense?

17 A No. It is a whole equation which.is attempting
18

to explain.the adjusted capacity factor.
>

A

l'
Q Let's look at the second term.

20 What does MDCU stand for?
21 g. 1.will have to refresh my memory.
22

Q Is that on C-137

|-.
23

.

Maximum Dependable' Capacity..A

|= 24
j Q All right. Is it correct to say that the maximum
-

s

25
L dependable capacity of the unit, the variation in maximum
I
.,-
( l
. x_./

|

-
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(m
| ) 1 dependable capacity will -- has the effect of reducing the\_/

2 capacity factor slightly?

3 A That is the way it looks, yes.
4 Q And the next term is PWRU, that stands for what?
5 A It probably stands for a PWR dummy variable.
6 Q PWR dummy variable?

7 A One if it is a PWR zero. If it isn't I would have-

a to check again.

9 Q You use that term in the regression model in this
to particular case, in the Robinson case?
11 A I believe it is the same term.
12 O All right, that means if it is a pressurized water
13 reactor, it increases capacity factor by 7.1 percent, is thatr'

(_ Nl 14 how you can interpret that second column there?
1

15 A It increases the adjusted capacity factor by that
16 amount.

17 Q Yes.

18 Now the next term, SALT 2 stands for whether or
19

not the plant is on saltwater, is that correct?

20 A Saltwater cooling, that's correct.

21 Q And if it is a saltwater plant, it decreases the
22 capacity factor by 3.4 percent?
23 A The adjusted capacity factor.
24

Q I'm sorry, when I say capacity factor, I recognize
25 it is an adjusted capacity factor.

73
'
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V) 3 A Yes, sir.

~2 Q And then if you look at the AGE term, the age
3 variable increases capacity factor, looking at the next inde-
4 pendent variable?

5 A Yes.
.

6 Q . And if a plant has a cooling tower, that is what
i

7 TowersU means, isn't it? ',

8 A That is correct.

9 Q- 'It increases the capacity factor.

to A Depending upon the variation of these independent

variables which I will have to look up again to see how they11

12 are defined.

13 0 .Well, isn't that a term you also use on your Table
f g- g
'

( ,/ 14 3.3 in your testimony?
15 A The letters are the same. I don't know if the

.

16 meaning is the same.,

17 Q Do you think they are any different?,

18 A They seem to be the same.
r

19 Q I believe you point out in your Indian Point text
i

that you tried those five independent variables and the results20

.

| 21- were somewhat weak.

j 22 A Yes. That is why we went back to the drawing board
23 and came up with a new model.

24 Q Right. And the new model you came up with resulted
| 25 from as you say in the last paragraph on page C-14, the
L -

/ \

x _-)-s,

,

,

|
!

|
i

L
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l ,

I addition to various cross-product term's to the regression
2 equation. Is that correct?,

\

: 3 A Plus a more careful specification of the age vari- <

t-
'

4 ables into broken linear bits.
.

5 Q Right.

6 And as a result of those refinements you came up
7 with a model which is shown on Table C-4 on page C-21, is that

End 16. 8 not correct?

9

i 10

! ' 11

I 12

13

'
; 14
.

!~ - 15

16

17,

18

-19

!- 20

[ 21

4

; -22
l

23
;

1

24

4

25
^

|
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[ ~\\ /'mgc 17-1 , A That is correct?

2-
Q And in this case, when you combined some of the

3 independent variables, you still have the same basic terms,

#
do you not? Plus you have the type of plant here --

A No. The age variables are absolutely critical

6
in this whole procedure, because if you attempt to pick up

7
the learning part of the early years in the nuclear plant

a
cycle, the leveling off and then the aging effects, so there

9
is a theoretical structural basis for this particular

10 formulation of the variables, and that is absolutely critical

11
in deriving a best fit.

'
Q In this case, you also used the adjusted capacity*

13
factor?p

'' A That is correct.

15
Q In which you excluded the refuelings and NRC-

16
mandated outages, correct?

17
A That.is correct.

-

Q In doing that, how did you go about selecting the

NRC-mandated outages?.'

20
A I don't remember at Indian Point. I would have

21
to look it up. The reference to our source is in the

22
Robinson study, if you are referring to the Robinson study.

23
Q It's where?

24
A The reference to our source is in the Robinson'

25
study.

'( .

v

. . . . . .
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T,,/ mgc 17-2 1 Q Could you point that out to me, please?

2 (Pause.)

3 A All right. The plant outages are reported on

d Page 35'.

5 Q Yes, but how did you calculate them?

6 .A It is from an NRC' source, but I will have to find
L

7 a reference.

8 Q On Page 29, you reference the Grey Book. Is this
;

9
~

some of the data that came from the NRC Grey Book?

10 A That is quite possible.

Il Q lou don't know?

.12 A. I'm not sure if it came from the Grey Book.

13 Q Is-there a consistent _de^finition..of what is an, ..O:

.t i

N >' 14 'NRC-mandated outage that would be uni.formly used.by all
|

i
i 15 utilities?

f 16 A I would have to go back and go through all of our
:

17 work papers with respect to developing those figures to see

38 how we transcribed it from those sources to our data base.

19 I didn't come prepared to recreate the fundamental. input

| 20 numbers today. .That could easily be provided on discovery.

21-
| Q That is a fundamental 1 input to your model, isn't

22 it?

23
-

It is a minor input. As we saw, it was about threeg

24 or four percent on the adjusted capacity factor. The idea
i

25 there was to use an average over the data base.

mo
L.

!

'
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4}/ mgc 17-3
|

Is- Q It is four percent of the adjusted capacity factor,

2 and you.say'that is a small amount?

3 A No. It is four percent of the total.

d
Q And you say four percent is a small amount?

5 A Four percent is a small amount.

6
Q Didn't you testify earlier that five percent wipes

7 out your entire $50 million present woth savings?

8 $50 million is a large amount.A I haven't testifie. +

'
Q But this four percent t au are calling a small

10 amount could have a significant impact on the results of

Il your study, couldn't it?

12 A It should be handled carefully, and I believe we

I3ew handled it as carefully as one can. I don't have the work
i \'' ld'

papers in. front of me to tell you exactly how they were

15 dervied.

16
Q You also adjusted the refueling outages. Can you

'7 tell me how you did that?

18
A Again, I believe an average value was taken from

l'
NRC sources.

20
Q Do you know what the assumed refueling outage was

21 in terms of its length?

22 A I believe it was 13 percent, but again, I would have

23
to' check that against my work papers and records.

- 24
Q Do you have those with you?

25
A No, I do not.

,

v
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[ )mgc17-41 Q Then you can't explain to us how you reached your
2 conclusion that refueling takes 13 percent of the available
3 time in a year on average?,

'
d A We reached the conclusion through getting the best

:s data we could from industry sources and from the regulatory
-6 bodies,

,

7 Q How many weeks would refueling that took 13 percent
'

8 of~the total outage time encompass?
E 9 A Seven.

10 Q So essentially --

, il A I'm not sure that's exactly the right number.
12 O When I take 13 percent of 52 weeks, I get 6.76,

.

'
13 -

[ so that would seem to be approximately the same.
*% ' . 14-

A I'm not sure 13 percent is exactly the assumed
j IS' number. As I say,.in doing a model like this, there are

16 many inputs and a v'ery elaborate data base, and one does not
17 carry that around in one's head.,

|
18

Q You don't say what average refueling time is anywhere
19 in-your report. This.is'a critical number, you say, in theL

," 20 Indian Point 1 report,'and if you said-it in the Indian Point
'21 report, would it be applicable in~ understanding the Robinson
22 report?

23:; A Not nceessarily. We tried to use the latest data?*
24

we could get.
'

25
Q Do you believe it is probably 13 percent?

O
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/O
\ '/mgc-17-5 A I would really rather provide you precisely the

+ I

2 right' number, but I cannot out of memory.

3 Q If the model Dr. Raskin -- the equation Dr. Raskin

d used is identical to the equation you used -- I'm sorry --

5 Dr. Rosen used is identical to the equation you used, and

6 Dr. Rosen said 13 percent, would it be 13 percent?

7 A I do not intend to comment on what Dr. Rosen meant

8 to testify.

9
Q Wouldn't it follow as a matter of logic, Dr. Raskin,

10 that if the regression equations are identical, that the same

' assumption had to be made about what was a refueling outage

12 in order to get an adjusted capacity factor to use in

I3 developing the' regression equation?
. ('~]I.uj la A If everything you said is true, I guess that would

15 probably be the case. But I don't know that everything you

16 say is, in. fact, true, since I have not studied the previous

I7 testimony.

Q Let me in vite you to do that once more.

'' Well, you used in the Indian Point study the maximum

20 dependable capacity, did you not, as one of your independent

21 variables?

22
A That is correct.

23
Q Where did you get that number, do you know? Did

24
that come from a published source?

25
A Yes, I believe so.

-

*%.)
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\
V mgc 17-6 I Q Do you know where it came from?

2 A Again, I would have to look. You are talking about

3 thousands of numbers, and I don't have the sources and dates

d in my head.
,

5 Q In the Robinson study, you used design electrical

6 rate, did you not?

7 A That is correct.

8
O Do you know where-you got your design electrical

' ratings?

10 A Again, I cannot tell you precisely what the sources

U are. There are many sources and many numbers.
12

Q Did CP&L~not ask you where your design ratings came
I3y from in a n -interrogatory?

I# A. I don't believe so.

15 0 .My recollection is different. My recollection is

'16 that you had cited a source for that, Dr. Raskin. If'you

'7
would check'that, I would appreciate it.

18 You have used for the Robinson plant a design
l'

electrical rating of what?

20 A I-believe it is 712.

21
Q And'you don't know where that came from?

22
-A: I believe it came from NRC documents, but I would

23
have to check exactly what the source was.

24
0 In your Babcock proposal, you said that the Robinson

25
plant had a -- that'it was a 700 megawatt plant.

.G
- 1, f

%d

. . . . . . . . . . . ..
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|3
~(_,)mgc 17-7 1 A I did not compose the Babcock proposal, so I can't

2 help you.

3 Q My problem is, we have been able to locate no

d source thatlists the Robinson plant as a 712 megawatt plant.
5 If you can help me find a source that lists it as that, we

6 can't find anyplace where we have filed it as a 700 megawatt
7 plant.

8 A If you nave asked us for the source of that number

9 and the citation on it, then you should have it in your
30 possession. If you have not asked us for it, then this is a,

II very difficult time, since I don't have the information before

-12 me.

13 Q We did, and I will try to get that, and we can come-s

A# Id
back to this at a later point, because I don't think from the

.15 information you gave us, we were able to determine where the
,

16 712 came from.

17 A I can certainly find out for you. Perhaps a follow-up
is question at that point would have been appropriate, as we
l' agreed in the deposition.

20
MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, may I make a remark

21 on the lateness here?

22
This study was prepared and made available to us

23 on the exact date that the testimony was required to be filed
24 in this proceeding. ESRG was not selected early in the game
25 as a witness. We were told late in the game that there would

fx
\ h
'wd
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,-

(_ Jmgc 17-8 be ESRG. It was obvious that ESRG was in the beginningI

2 stages of its study at that point. We did what we could.

3
We went to Boston, and we took the depositions on or about

#
January 5th of this year. We attempted at that time to

5 obtain as much data as we could.
r

6 For example, we asked at that point, "Can you give
7

us the industrial data base you are using? Can you do that

8 much?"

*
The answer was, "No, we are doing a quality

10
assurance check of that information, and you will get it at

II
the same time you get the reports."

12
We asked about the assumptions. We were told that

'3ew the assumptions would be provided in the study. They were
- '# not provided in the study to anywhere near the degree they

15 have been provided, let us say, in the Indian Point study.
16

Following that, with the cooperation of ESRG,

'7
we developed quickly and on a very informal basis a lot of

'8 questions, about 52, as I recall, which we Federal Expressed
I'

up to Boston, and which they responded to in a rather short

20
period of time. But there was no working time for a

' reiteration of requests of the kind that Dr. Raskin is talking
22

about.

JUDGE tiARGULIES: I don't know if you are
24

foreclosed from pursuing it.

Is this information that you can make available?

p!*

_/
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.

A
1 -WITNESS RASKIN: Oh, certainly,certainly. It is%,mgc'17-9-

2 straightforward information. I just don't have it with me.

3 JUDGE MARGULIES: I think it is a matter of working

4 cut --

5 MR. TROWBRIDGE: I am sure we can work it out. But

6 the insinuation that we were late in asking these questions

7 seemed to me unwarranted.

8 JUDGE MARGULIES: I did not recognize it as such,

9- Mr. Trowbridge.

10 MR.'TROWBRIDGE: If it wasn't intended, then I take

11 ~it back.

12 JUDGE MARGULIES: In-fact, you may want to. develop

.13 ~

jg it right now as to when you can get that information and how

'' id
'

.it will be made available to you.

.15 MR. JONES: Mr.-Chairman, I would like to suggest

to that the witness make a phone call-tonight to his colleagues
~

37 and seek an answer to the. question about the assumed outage

is . time, and I would like to know whether it is the same in-this

~I' entire. series of studies, and the assumption about NRC-mandated
'

20-
~

outages and;where.the data came from and-the source of the
21 ' design electrical rating of 712 megawatts for the Robinson

22 plant.

23 I would:think he should be able to get that from

24 'his. colleagues. ~There is bound to be someone familiar with-

25 the details of the study.

b
v1

. -
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D's Imgc 17-10 JUDGE MARGULIES: Do you have any objections to

2 that,'Mr. Ruoff?

3 MR. RUOFF: Without talking to my witness, I don't

4
know who will be in his office tonight or what the situation

5
there is or whether it is available.

6
I am not trying to keep from providing the

7 information. I just don't know whether it is an overnight

8 proposition.

9
JUDGE MARGULIES: You have no objection to providing

10 the information? It is a matter of the proper timing.

'II
Dr. Raskin?

12
WITNESS RASKIN: -I have an objection to providing the

I3

\n information. What is referred to by Mr. Jones is a whole
}

^ ^ ' '#
series of. investigations. I would be happy to provide it

15
for the Robinson assumptions as such. Otherwise, it is a

16
research project to go back in the archives to find out who

I
did the project and why they did it, and go back in the

I8
work papers and'all of that.

I'
If it would be straightforward to find out what

20 the assumption was and the source for the mandated outages
21

and for the 712 megawatt DER, that is no problem.

JUDGE MARGULIES: Would it be satisfactory?

MR. JONES: The other was the refueling outages.

24
Well, Mr. Chairman, I have a problem with his not

i

2''
being able to find out what those same a sumptions were in j

rm 1

Iv) 1
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r) .|
i(_, mgc.17-ll the report filed by Dr. Rosen earlier, since the msults

2 of the report are identical. And if the assumption were,

d

3 different, that requires an explanation, and I think that

d
. is a simple matter of getting that information. I don't

5 know why he would even hesitate to undertake to do it.
6 WITNESS RASKIN: It involves a different set of
7 factors, a different set of people, to find out what was

a assumed, and I have myself not even read Dr. Rosen's testimony.
9 JUDGE MARGULIES: Well,'when you propounded your

H) interrogatories and took depositions on January 5th, did you
11 go back to the Indian Point and through the North Carolina
12 - case?

13,, MR. TROWBRIDGE: Yes. The Indian Point case, in

N ')>

id any event. We indicated at the outset of the deposition that
15 we were familiar with the Indian Point study, and based on
16 questions -- we mostly said, "You can answer our questions

'I7 withLreference to Indian' Point and assume that if the
18 information is in the Indian Point study, we-will know it.";

I''
JUDGE MARGULIES: I think one of the preliminary

20' 1

things, we should identify the Indian Point case for the

21 record, which we have not done, and certainly it is a
;-
'

22 Nuclear Regulatory Commission case.
23

So would you identify it for the record, so it
L

24 will be clear in the record what we xe speaking of?
25'

MR. TROWBRIDGE: Mr. Chairman, I am sure we can do

13,

b
r
|-

!

I
;
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m
- I mgc 17-l'2'I that. The Indian Point study was originally mentioned in

2 the contention of the Hartsville Group here. We obtained a
3 copy at that time. We purchased a. copy at that time from
#

ESRG. There was no Indian Point proceeding in which it had
5 been introduced at that point. In fact, it was the subject --

6
I will strike that remark.

7
So we have proceeded with the report, quite

8 independent of the NRC prcceeding.
'

JUDGE MARGULIES: But it was to be used in an NRC
10

proceeding?

''
MR.'TROWBRIDGE: I don't know whether it was to be

12
used at the time. I know there were efforts by Indian

13
Point to discover this document that weren't very successful,n

C'\i
'd

but I have no idea whether it was intended to be used in an
15 NRC proceeding. The' Staff may have a better answer than I
to have, both on the identification of the Indian Point

' ~ '7
proceeding and --

18
MR. JONES: Mr. Chairman, I have - perhaps I can

"
ask the witness if he knows that Dr. Rosen used this Indian

0
Point study in an NRC proceeding concerning Indian Point?

'
THE WITNESS: I believe he did.

'

MR. JONES: There was, Mr. Chairman, an NRC
23

proceeding in Docket 52-47 and 52-86, and it is reported
~

24
in ASLPB 81-466-03-SP. It is dated October 24, 1983. And

2
the order purports that Dr. Rosen testified, and it would

. O)(v
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,-
,

(, ! l JUDGE MARGL1IES: At this stageof the proceeding, we
2 will continue to direct our attention as agreed to Indian
3 point and Robinson and I direct my question to Dr. Ruoff.
d

Would it be possible to obtain this information in

5 regard to Indian Point and if not, why not?
6 MR. RUOFF: The only response I could give would
7 be'to check with Dr. Raskin. We could ask Dr. Faskin if it
8 is possible to obtain that information.

9 THE WITMESS: It is certainly possible. Whether
'O I can reach the relevant people at home tonight and they will
11 remember or have to go to the office to check their records
12 I can't tell you.

13''

I believe the Robinson information will be fresh
l4 enough so that I will get the answer directly.
I I' JUDGE MARGULIES: Would there be any problem,
16

Mr. Jones, in terms of getting the Indian Point information

17 maybe some time tomorrow afternoon?

18 MR. JONES: No, sir. I think one of the --
l9

Mr. Chairman, I apologize. I had marked up the study in the
20 Sub-461 case because it describes this particular regression
21 model and I was more familiar with that.
22

I believe if Dr. Raskin can't find it, I can proba-
23

bly find the 13 percent figure somewhere in the explanation
#

of the Indian Point study but I am not certain of that.
75 THE MITNESS:

I am willing to accept, subject
-w

( )
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18:2

m

() I to check, the 13 percent figure. That is the figure I remember

2 too when we started talking about this initially. I could

3 check that if we could go ahead and use the 13 percent.

4 MR. JONES: For both reporP.s?

5 THE WITNESS: That would b3 satisfactory to me at
,

6 this point. I will just check it myself.

7 MR. JONES: And 4 percent for both reports?

8 THE WITNESS: I believe that in fact is probably

9 the case.

10 MR. JONES: Okay.

11 Mr. Chairman, let me just proceed with that subject

12 to check, acceptance of the values, I think it will carry us a

- 13 long way.

'' Id I think to the extent the witness can do that, it

15 would be helpful on some of these other numbers.

16 Dr. Raskin - - May I proceed, Mr. Chairman?

17 JUDGE MARGULIES: As long as you have the information

18 and are satisfied with it.

19 MR. JONES: He has accepted two fundamental numbers

20 subject to check, the source of the DER rating and the

21 confirmation of the sub 112, I take it he has undertaken to

22 make a best effort to find it and if he does not find it, I

23 suppose it goes to the weight of his evidence and it may or

24 may not have any impact on anything as far as --

25 JUDGE MARGULIES: Does that satisfy the extent

~s

-
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('"'
'

2

i ofe your questions with regard to Indian Point and Robinson?"

g <-*t

for is there'other information you are seeking with regard to
'

3

'those cases that you want the witness to obtain from Boston?
,

,
', ,

d' 4
MR. JONESt

,

.I think that is it at this point._ ,

I'

y 5
am not sure. .I hope he is going to be familiar with how hev

, ,

6'

7-calculated some of the numbers in nis tables.
3

7 '

:, ', JUDGE MARGULIES; I am talking about what has de-
eE

veloped up to this point in terms of what he may or may not
'

'

kncw on future examination. We will, take that up when we come
"}

to it but in terms of what he has * Fen examined on previously,. .-

! '' ,does that satisfy you? ,
,

.

12 \1 MR. JONES: I think it dods atcthis point,s <
< yes,,

I3 sir.' .m
d

| BY MR. JONES:
s t - s

15
g Q Dr. Raskin, on the Indian Point study, you did the

, ' ' ,. 7 16 simple regression with the five independent variables and int

,

n'

Table C-4 you present the results of a final regression using,

la
what -- there are about 22 variables there plus or minus, the

.,

''
precise number is not important tojm6, and ine: that case you

2$ got.a>somewhat better correcte R, did;you,not?
,

21 i, , ,

A That is right.
'

22 :
.pO.

.,
4

.n
But~it only explains 32.7 percent of the. variability1v

'

', '23[ in. capacity [ factors, doesn ' t it?
24 .

A I wouldn t say only. I mean this is a very diffi-
2 . .

-
i

'

, cult,< fluctuating variable to fix. It explains 32.7 percent,,

'

W% r
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f
.

'
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|

(\
1 of the corrected R2 basis.'( )
2 Q But that means if it is explaining 32 or 33 percent

a that what -- roughly 67 percent goes unexplained?

4 A Yes.

5 He are talking about the fluctuations around the

6 mean.

7 Q In your initial regression, where you put SALT in

8 as an independent variable, it decreased the capacity factor
9 but in your more complex regression, where you had several

10 paired terms, the fact that.a plant was located on saltwater

11 increased capacity factor, did it not?

12 A I do not believe that is correct. If you will look

13 at the cross terms of salt and capacity you will see that they7_

s- 14 have a negative sign.

15 Q But salt by itself -- G has a; positive sign in

16 Table C-4?

17 A But salt by itself is not a meaningful statement.

18 All power plants have some megawatts, some capability.

19 Q I am sorry.

20 A It is the combined - .5is variable appears in

21 two terms there. It is the combined effect you want to look

22 at to figure out what the dependency is on the salt variable.

23 0 You are saying it is no problem at all when you

24 put salt in as a variable by itself.It has a positive sign

25 and in fact would increase capacity over 7 percent, then when

(\
%J
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:

(s) you combine it vith something else it decreases capacity.
2 That doesn't raise any question?2

< 3 A It raises no questions of principle, no question

4 of statistical theory.

5 0 Why not?

6 A It doesn't violate any of the principles of best
,

7 estimation.'

| 8 0 Well, are you saying that there doesn't have to

9 ,be any logical connection between an independent variable and
r

10 the impact it has on a dependent variable?

11 A I am not saying that at all. I am saying in the

12 second fit, we have a better nodel. It has more detailed in-

r 13 structions for explaining the effects. The direction of the
! O
| (%s} 14 effects are quite comparable. It is more precise.
i

15 0 Well, when you combine salt with age, I am looking
to again at Indian Point, Table C-4, in coefficient S, when

.

17 you combined salt with age it decreases capacity factor five i

18 percent but when you combined salt with a PWR it increases i
i

19 the capacity factor 13 percent, does that not raise any ques-
20 tions in your mind about the logic of it all?

|

| 21 A First of all, your statement is inaccurate. You *

|-
! 22 can't read these coefficients and equate them directly with
I

|,

23 the capacity factor. You are multiplying the terms of the
'

24 . equations and you have to substitute in variables that.would

I 25 apply to the independent list of variables we have here.

O.
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/^\, ( ,) For example, age is not one. It is whatever the

4 2 age is as expressed in a previous table.

3 Second of all, there is no problem at all. What'

4 this is saying essentially.is there are economies of scale

5 terms. There are scale terms involved. That is where size

6 Comes in and there are aging terms. It just so happens that

7 these effects and their trends over time vary according to

e other parameters that characterize the plant, for example,
,

9 whether it is saltwater cooled or not, so this is getting more
;

io structure into it to be able to select out of all of the dif-

it fe<ent variables'that characterize the plant those which have

12 ,a meaningful impact on its performance.

13 So instead of lumping them together as one kind of; -

\s- 14 plant what we are pulling out here now is various distinctions --

!
15 saltwater - no saltwater; PWR - BWR; size and then the cross'

16 terms.are a way of picking up the effects of, for example,

17 scale economies or age as a function of these different char-
1
'

18 acteristics, so it is getting more structural detail into the

19 fit.

.20 0 I understand, but you are saying you don't look

21 for'any engineering logic between at least the sign on the
!

22 independent variable.

;. 23 A Of course we do and I see no problem with it.

24 0 Well, I am correct that when you combine salt with

i

| 25 a PWR unit you increase capacity factor salt alone?

.OvQ
|

.

n___
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.

fiQ 1 A You cannet have salt alone. Salt is multiplied

2 for example by age. A plant generally has an age and salt

3 is multiplied by size. All plants have a size, so when you
4 turn off all of those other variables you are right -- it is

5 a plant that doesn't exist.

6 Q But that one set of paired variables does increase

7 the capacity factor when you solve the equation, otherwise
a why have it in there?

9 A The reason you have it in there?

10 -Q Well, answer my first question, if you will, please .

II A I am not sure I understand your first question. If

12 you want to look at the effects of salt you have to look at

- 13 all of the terms in the equation.

% Id
Q . Yes, but.you can look at them individually as well

15 when you are solving the equation, right?
16 If when you look at the salt just times age it

17 does one thing but when you combine salt with a couple of
18 other variables, it goes in the opposite direction.

39 A There is no problem with that. It just shows the

20 world is more complicated than having x equal A plus BY or
21 something like that. It is saying there are combined effects

22 that seem to be indicated by the data base .
23

~Q 1et's leave the Indian Point one and.go-to your
24 Robinson study, Table 3.3, which you have in this later editio. 1

25
of the model. The same basic thing is happening I guess and

f)
'V

: .. .. . .
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fm

k ,,) 1 your answer would be the same, that it doesn't matter that

2 the signs can flip-flop, depending on how you combine salt
3 with other variables or how you combine cooling towers with
4 other variables and so forth?

5 A Well, what do you pick up for the coefficients

6 depends upon the model you are using to make the estimation.
7 If you.use different models you will have different coeffici-

8 ents.

9 The finding that salt has a certain kind of effect

10 on the results is consistent between the models. What it is
11 is more detailed in the second model.
12 0 Is it possible that some of the signs can change

completely simply ' y adding a year's data or some other vari-13 b,_

i i
\s / 14 able?

15 A No. Again, we have been adding data all along,
1:6 monitoring the effects on the data, seeing if tnere are any

17 inconsistencies or fluctuations, trying to build a stable

18 database and model and I think if you will look at the appli-

19 cation of the model, it has been fairly consistent over the

20 last few years.

21 Q Let's look at this later Robinson model.

22 You have an R here of .265 compared to the Indian

223 point corrected R of .32. That means, does it not, that

24 the later, more sophisticated Robinson model only explains

25 26 percent of the variability in capacity factors?

p
,

t.
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() 1 .A I believe these models are the same basic structurc .

2 The only -- the major difference was putting in an extra age
3 term, again to try to pick up more of the effect over time

of the availability of plants as they age.4

- 5 In so doing, we lost some of the ability to explair;

the fluctuation around the mean, but that is not the only6

{ 7 . measure of goodness of fit.

8 At the same time that variable had a high confidence
9 level and therefore we decided to keep that in for structural.

10 reasons, for theoretical reasons, for engineering reasons as
11 you put it.

I

12 0 Which variable of that Are you talking about had
13 a high confidence level?

C\(,,) 14 A Age 10.
'

15 0 Age 107 That is a new variable you added between
16 the Indian Point study and the Robinson study?
I'7 A If you-compare those two tables, so it appears.

'

18 Q And with just the addition of that one paired
19 variable, you get this much difference in the basic coeffici-
20 ents or are there other causes of changes?
21 A I would really have'to analyze that situation
22 .between the two models. There are intervening versions of
23

these m'odels between these two studies and I have not done
24 a direct analysis comparing these two studies.
25

There are a number of things going,on, more data
.

s_-
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m
1 and different models.

2 Q There are intervening versions but they essentially
3 follow the same pattern and structure?

4 A You have seen yourself in going through this
5 eticlogy, the study of the origins of our model some of the

6 progress between the first and second Indian Point version.

7 You see the process of trying to grapple with and
8 come to grips with an explanatory model for capacity factors.
9 That I hope will continue. There seems to be a process of

10 closure going on now insofar as we are unable to improve these
11 models substantially as we have been able to in the past, but
12 we are going to keep trying.

13 Q Are you telling me now that there is a direct trail,.
r 1

\/ 14 from one of these models to the next from which you can sort
is of look at the historical development, the ones that I have

16 tried to talk about today?

17 A Yes, ESRG has been trying to develop exlanatory
18 models for capacity factors for a number of years,yes.
19 Q You said'just a moment ago that you left the
20 age 10 times salt in Table 3 in the Robinson study because it
21 had a high confidence level, a good T stat, right?
22 A That is one of the reasons, yes.

23 The other reason I alluded to was if one doesn't
24 use statistical models and look at the explanations of goodnes s

25 of fit and say here is the truth, one is also bringing to

O
V
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4
k ,) bear analytic judgment and a model, a structural theory.ofi

what should simulate or explain a given physical phenomena,2

3 so both of those things are going on.
!

l
4 Q What, Dr. Raskin, has been your selection process

|
!

for determining which of these independent variables or pairec.5

independent variables you leave into a particular iterationo
4

1

7 of the model?

8 A The combination of the very two factors I just
9 expressed to you. One is the degree to which it seems to

be reinforced by various measures of statistical reliability.10

11 Two -- structural notions of trying to model a physical I

i

12 phenomena.

13 If you' pick up any statistical book on an under-
'

graduate level it-will tell you don't simply rely on your14s-

15 database to tell you the truth. Also try to build the models

16 that are theoretically valid, where you are trying to find

17 variables and relationships that explain what you think is
End 18. 18 going on as you would with any scientific theory.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

[ t
I

.
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f3
.I( y mgc 19-1 O If I understood something you just told me, then,.

2 it was something I was trying to get at a few question ago.
3 That is, in your opinion, once you have some intuitive logic
d about the common sense of the relationship between an
5 iindependent variable and a dependent variable,

!
--

6 A Once you have an intuitive -- not an intuitive --

7 once you have an explanation about why it behaves the way it
8 does, it is not~necessarily common sense once you have an I

i

'; explanation.
;

10 0 Can you, then, look at the independent paired
i

31 variables and try to develop an explanation for why its
12

sign is either positive or negative?

13'

f"N That would be a very worthy exercise.A

! Q A very worthy exercise?
Id

|

| 15 A That is correct.
;-

; 16
Q And then relate what is happening in that exercise

17 to what happens to a similar independent variable when it is
18 paired with another variable?

19 A Right.

20
,

.O Later in the equation, particularly if it changes
21 the sign.

22 A Probably the best way to do that is through some
23

of the historical information you have here. Instead of
24 looking at the numbers, we have actually plotted the behavior
25 of these curves, broken down by various values of significant

| [o; ,
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1(_,/mgc 19-2 variables -- salt /no salt, PWR/BWR, et cetera, et cetera,
2 and look at them over time as against the actual experience
3 data. That way you won't get confused in trying to look at
d one variable at a time, forgetting there are mutliple effects
5 of these variables.

6 So I would encourage you to get a better underst.ndir g
7 and refer to those graphics, as opposed to the list of numbers
a we are looking at here.

9 Q As I understood something you told me in your
to answer to a previous question, you can explain the logic of ,

il why one of these paired variables has a particular sign?
12 A Not by itself. What you should be able to explain
13 is why a given variable has the effect that it does. The

~

N-)- Id effect.that it has depends upon its comprehensive effect on
15 the bottom line, the left side of the equation.

'16 Q All right. Can you explain the.effect of salt on

17 a PWR, versus the lack of effect of salt on a BWR?
18 A I would like you to establish that as a reality.
19

I do not believe that is true. As a matter of fact, I believe
20 there is a salt term that applies to both BWRs and PWRs.
21 Q The salt term applying to BWR increases capacity
22 factors, right? Coefficient G?

! 23 A No, that is not correct. There are also terms!

24 involving the age o'f'the plant. Again, it is a complex
25 phenomenon. If you look at the curves, you will see that there

A

|

|
'

r

!
|
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- ] mgc-19-3 1/

( are variations in capacity. factors. Salt /no salt, BWR/PWRj

2 and combinations thereof. And they have a certain age shape.
3 Q That is after you buy the total output of what
d comes out of the machine, right?

5 (Pause.)
6 -We are trying to address -- I thought you told me
7 about ten minutes ag) that you ought to be able to explain the
a logic of what is going on as between the independent variables
9 and_the dependent variables. And then you said, well, you

30 can't do just one or two;.you've got to look at groups of
11 them. And I have asked you to look at salt as it relates to
12 BWRs and PWRs.

13 Are you saying that can't be done?D.
\-/F 14 'A 'Well, I didn't think that is what you were asking4

15 I think that can be done if you are careful. And what-me.

16 weLare seeing here is that there is an effect, a groupedJ

17 effect between salt and PWR and age.
18 Q- What about BWR?

.

19 A BWR is also relative to that, because the PWR

20
, -

is a dummy variable which does nothing but distinguish between
i

[ 21 theEtwo.. There is definitely a salt.effect in BWR.
t-

22 Q And what is it?
i

23 A Again,_probably the best place to see that is in

24 the figures that you seem familiar with at this point.
-25

Q. Can you show me some?

~~D,

L x -) .
. .,

'
,

!

!
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I. mgc 19-4 A Are they in the Indian Point study?
2

Q Yes, there are some in each of them, I think,,

3 beginning in Indian Point on C-34 and C-35.
d

A All right. If yo'u look on Page C-32 as a case
5

example, you will see here where the attempt was -- the only;

6
difference between these two graphs appears to be salt or

#

no salt, and they have quite different behaviors, so there
is an effect for the salt.

'
Q Yes, all right. So salt decreases the capacity

IO

factor for a 600-megawatt BWR, is what you are saying?
II

'

A I didn't say increase or decrease. I didn't
12

analyze it. I said they are different.
33

0' Well, looking at C-32, if I read what I think you
ja'v

are intending to show in that simple figure is, the adjusted
15

capacity figure goes down for a small BWR on salt water, goes
16

up for a small BWR that is not on salt water. It goes down
37

for a 1000-megawatt BWR on salt water, and goes up for a
8

1000-megawatt BWR that is not on salt water.
I'

And going.on to C-34, it goes down dramatically
20

for a 600-megawatt PWR on. salt water. It does not go down
21

for 3 600-megawatt PWR that is on fresh water, such as
!

Robinson. It goes down for a 1000-megawatt PWR on salt, but

up for a PUR that'is not'on salt.
#

I read those correctly, didn't I?,

2
A My intent of showing was to say that the salt terms

-

v

-
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(,,mgc19-5 1 affect both BWRs and PWRs.

2 Q I see. While we are looking at, C-34 there, at

3 least in the Indian Point study, the Robinson's plant's

d capacity factor would be going up with time because it is

5 a non-sall water plant, wouldn't it?

6 A There are other variables at Robinson besides

7 those. For example, the size.

8 Q This was a total plant. It is a total 600-megawatt

9 PWR with no salt.

10 Age is the only thing that varies in your

11 Robinson regression, isn't it?

12 A Once you put in the characteristics of the plant,

13 who built it and all of that, time is the remaining7-
i a* - ' 14 variable.

15 Q Let's get back to Table 3.3 where you are talking

to about the selection of these independent variables and you

??? 17 made a point that the Age.10 times salt is an improvement

I8 in the Robinson study over the Indian Point study, because it

l' had a high confidence level, 99.8 percent.

20
.

Could you explain to me the principles pursuant
;

| 21 to which you determined each independent variables to leave

22 in and which to reject in creating your model, your
.

23 regression equation?

24 A We looked at all of the various combinations.

25
Q Fine. Then what?

/~%
( )v

|
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r
Imgc 19-6 A And it shows the one with the best fit, the,

2 highest confidence levels.

3
Q What did you regard as a high confidence level?

d
A Generally a T statistic greater than 2.

5
Q Greater than 2?

6
A (Nodding affirmatively.)

7
Q Is age a fairly significant independent variable?

8 A- Not always. There's not enough structure in the
9

data base to select those.
IO

Q Didn't you tell me a few minutes ago, it was one
'' 'o'f the critical ones?
12

A I didn't say that. What I said is, we added
'3

Age 10 to the earlier model, and that accounted for, in fact,
''

a decrease in the corrected R2
15

Q When you look at the --
16

A I think it's critical from a theoretical point of
'I

view.

18
Q When you look at all of the independent variables,

''

age fits into a large number of them, does it not, just
20 scanning down?
21 -

g Yes. But you have to be careful. These are
22

block variables, since what we want to try to explain here
23

is not a single line for age, because that apparently is not
24 the case. That has been ruled out basically as a valid way
25

of explaining behaviors, just one linear effect. One needs
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N ,)mgc 19-7 to look for data that applies to certain ages to try v.o get1

2 some of the structure of those curves in there.
3 So when you look at all of these age terms, yce
d

are not looking at many terms. You are looking at various

5 bins of ages.

6
O Age figures into 11 out of 22, I think, on

7
Table 3.3 here.

8 A Age itself? Age overall is a very important
'

variable.

10
Q And if we look at the application of this model

'' in Table 3.5 on Page 36 to Robinson, since Robinson is an
12 eleven or twelve year old plant, the only variable in there
'3

which is not a constant is age, isn't it?| 7_.s
k ,) 14

15

16

17

! IEl

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

i (-
5 |

'

'w/
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(_) mgc 20-1 1 A Yes, that is correct.

2 Q When we go back to the model itself on Table 3.3,

3 the age variable has a 50 percent confidence level; Age

d times Size, 50 percent; Age 6, 50 percent; Age 6 times Size,

5 50 percent; Age 4 times Salt, 50 percent; Age 6 times Salt,

6 20 percent. And if it is a Westinghouse plant, you only get

7 a 50 percent confidence interval, too. And Robinson is a

8 Westinghouse plant.

? A Yes. You selected out the variables with the lowest

10 confidence levels.

11 Q Why did you leave them in?

12 A Because we think they are best left in for structural

13 reasons,gs
,

t )
k# Id Q What are those structural reasons?

15 A The equation does worse if you take them out.

16 Q Well, the equation does better if you leave Age 10

17 out, compared with the Indian Point equation.

18 A That's exactly what we did in the study. You are

19 forgetting the most important part on Page 38. When you

20 first look at the regression results, you notice there is

21 that decline as applied to Robinson. And if you look at the

22 middle column, the one that we actually used, you see that

23 we did not essentially use that time decay of the facility.

24 So while as we stated in the test, there are

25 indications -- and I would have to call these preliminary

7-
4

\_,
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.

(,,jmgc20-2 1 indications that one is seeing a time decrease of capacity
2 factors as plants get to be over a decade old, we are not
3 yet, for reasons of caution, not yet using that in the

4 actual study.
;

5 What we use are much higher values. So these are

6 Considered to be a floor below which we would not go out of
,

7 a sense of conservatism in doing the study.
8 So while we are spending a lot of time developing

! 9 the model -- and I certainly hope we can improve the model
- 10 in time -- we are not. literally using it in the case. As a

1

11 matter of fact, the figures we are using are some ten

12 percentage points higher than that. We did not trust the
.

| 13 . time decay of the capacity factors out into the post-10-year
14 period, so it was not used.<

i

15 Q You are saying you didn't use the model for anything,
,

16 then.

17 A No. We used it in the following way. We used it

18 to' estimate the capacity factors on a statistical basis at

19 Robinson in 1985. We then removed the part of the effect

20 related to steam generator problems, making the assumption
21 there would be no steam generator problems at Robinson.
22 In other words, in doing the statistical analysis ,

23 part of the. outage time is related to steam generator problems

i 24 at-the various power plants around the country. Therefore,

25 that is reflected in our equations, in our estimations and our

d

.-e i ,,=-.--,-~-e-+,,4-,,---.=,--m *=4-, ,& c , -, ,-.v. -w-w t--e,---c- -- - - - - --w. g 4 -e--ryr, 9y -
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(Q mgc 20-3
i

1 fits. What we did is remove that information, increase the

2
, capacity factor above our equation in an attempt to correct

3 for'the probability there wouldn't be steam generator
d problems, at least initially.

5 0 If you --
.

6 A So we used it in that way. And we also used it as
7 a ' floor, developing the longer-term trend on the capacity
8 factor. But when we got out to the post-10-year period,
9 there was no more decrease for time.

10 Now we have been criticized by other people saying,
il- "This is incredibly optimistic." Even our own statistical

12 analysis, our feeling is, at this. time while there are

13 indications -- and I think it is somewhat conservative -- that1

(d,8 Id because of some of the problems you are raising with confidence,

is levels and all of that, we.are not willing to use the time
'

16 behavior out past a 10-year period.

17 Q Wait a minute. You are losing me here. You started

18 out saying, "Look at Table 3.6. We didn't use the model."

19 And then you doubled back and said, "But we did use the

20 model."

21
i And you did use the model. You used the model

22.
to get your starting point, and you used the model to get

23
your degradation for the first five years at least..

!

24 A I referred you to Table 3.6 when you mentioned

_25 the issue with the Age 10 term. What I am pointing out is,

'
,

,

|

|
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Imgc 20-4 we have not used the model out at Age 10. I am saying there
2

are indications we decreased the capacity factor with time,
3 but we haven't used it. In fact, none of the assumptions for
d

any of the years in our analysis are as low as the model would
5 predict. They are all above the model prediction, each and
6

every year, and in some cases substantially so.
#

Q That' leaves you with nothing but your own judgment,
a

then, about wha't the capacity factor should be for Robinson.
'

A No, that is not so.

10
Q You just came to a point and drew a line.

''
A Let me repeat. We used the model for the first

12
year, corrected it for the absence of steam generator

'3
problems which we hope Robinson will not have initially, and

'd

we used the model for guidance in the shape of the curve out
15

to 10 years. But we did not use the model exactly as it came
16

out' for the use of caution and caution only. Had we done that,
'7

we would have found the benefits of retirement would have
is

been greater.

"
Q How did it shape the curve for the first ten years,

20
Dr. Raskin?

21
A Just look at the columns. You will see the

22

deviation between the first and second column for the first
23

year is taking into account the absence of steam generator
24 1

problems. And then you follow it down, you will see it is
25

tracking the shape of that curve.

:0,

v
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.. mgc 20-5 1 Q Only untk1 1989, and then you cut it off and held

2 it constant.

3 A That's right. That is when Robinson was ten years

4 old, and we don't feel the model at this point is sufficiently

5 refined --

6 0 Robinson is ten years old in 1989?

7 A I'm sorry. It's out ten years from --

a Q Robinson is twelve years old now, Dr. Raskin..

9 A You're quite right. What I am saying is, what we

10 have not done here is to use the time decay from the equation

at any' point, essentially.11

12 Q Okay. So you didn't use the equation.

'3 A We used the equation to derive the initial value.<~3
l i

- Id Q All right.

15 A And then to track the curve from then on.

16 Q That's the point I'm having trouble following you.

17 You used it to track it for five years max; is that right?

18 A That's correct. You are quite right. We could

l' have continued it out into the future and used the model

20 exactly as it came up. We chose not to do that.

2:
; O Because of problems you have already described

22 with the model? You don't have confidence to use it all of

23 the way out?

24 A That's right. And I will have more confidence in

25 doing it out that far when our data base includes plants that

ps,

O

!

1.
_
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()mgc20-6' I are that old. Uhat we are looking at now is a scant number
2 of plants out fifteen or twenty years old.

3 So consequently, what that implies to me is, wait;
4 assess it every year; see if you can get those confidence
5 levels up; refine the analysis, and at some point yo u will

have the confidence to be able to use that equation over6

7 maybe even the full life of the plant. But right now the

8 vintage structure of nuclear plants is such that most are
9 very young. Very few are older. So what that means to me

is, when you get out to fifteen or twenty years old, the10

11 number of data points you have diminishes, and it becomes
12 more speculative.

13 Q All right. After 1989, nothing but your personal
7

_ ) 14 judgment determines the capacity factor that you assums for
15 Robinson?

16 A No, I don't accept that. The first year effects

17 were developed with the assumption, as I said, using the
18 model adjusted for no steam genrator problems, and then
19 over time, the equation tracks our assumption.
20 Where it becomes personal judgment is when we
21 freeze the equation. That is personal judgment.

22 Q Excuse me. Let me stop you there. That was my
23 question.

24 I said after 1989. That is where you freeze it.

25 From there on, it's personal judgment. And you said yes; is

/~s
( b
s~/
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,
I \ }'(_)mge 20-7 that correct?

2
A It is our judgment, based upon the reasons I gave

3
you, that there are not too many data points of plants

'
a

eighteen, twenty or twenty-two years old, okay? So it was
5

an assumption out of trying to have a conservative set of

6
assumptions and get a true baseline estimate of cost / benefits

7
that we chose to freeze it at the higher level.

8
Another approach would have been just to use the

9
model as it appears on the lef t. We chose not to do that.

10
Q I think you have explained why you chose not to do

11
that. If you have problems with the specification of the

12
model that prohibits you from using it to develop the

13
, ~y capacity factors on into the future, why can you at the same
r <

'J
time have confidence in accepting its output for 1985?

15
I mean, how can you not have confidence, but have confidence

16
all at the same time, particularly, Dr. Raskin, when you have

17
so many of the independent variables which have such low

18
confidence levels? '

19
A I don't think there are so many at so low

20
confidence levels. I think the equationperforms quite well,

21
given the complexity of the issue at hand. I haven't seen

22
a better equation or a better scientific basis for making

23
these kinds of assumptions, except guesses. So I think it is

24
common knowledge and commonly accepted that one uses a

25
statistical approach to try to make sense out of capacity

7

,,!
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- [' ' v }m g c 2 0 - 8I factors, and this is the best equation I know of.

2 So I have high confidence in it. The stipulation

3 I am making or the exception I am making here is that when*

d plants get very old, we don't have enough information on aging

5 plants out in the 18-to-20-year region that would mean you
.

6 could use -- I feel you could use the equation with a high

I confidence.

8 I think it is a cautious assumption not to let them

' decay any further. I think there are indications that is

IU happening, and the model indicates that on a; preliminary:

'Il basis, but we are not using it.

12 0 of course it is that very period out in the future

th t we are most concerned about in this proceeding, isn't
,

.

15 A Well, we certainly could use the medel, but we

16 chose to be cautious.
I

II
Q ' Mrrm-hmm . - Isn't it true that when you say that age

'8 has a confidence level.of 50 percent, that you have a 50

'' percent change or less of the value actually being greater

20
than zero?

I A For that term. But age appears in the other terms

22 ,y,g,

23
Q Yes. And in several'of them, it doesn't have all

24
- that high-a confidence level, not as high as you, yourself,

.
25

,, d you were looking'for.i

Iv
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7
i )\~/ mgc 20-9 A In particular for Age 10, which means older thani

2 ten years old.

3 Q Each time you leave an insignificant variable in an

d equation of this sort, it affects the results, doesn't it?

5 A It doesn't necessarily affect the estimations of

6 the other variables.

7 Q Could you explain what you mean by that?

8 A If the variables aren't correlated to one another,

' then if you add a variable that does not give a confidence

10 level, it doesn't necessarily affect the coefficient of the

11 other variable.

12 Q What is the matter with variables being correlated

13(~] to one another?
\''/ id A Well, the main question you look for is whether or

15 not it is in your estimation -- to see whether or not your

16 estimations of goodness of fit are, in fact, valid.

17 So what it can do is give you a fallacious

18 indicator of a confidence level of goodness of fit.

I' Q Are you talking about if there is a high correlation

20 between two independent variables, it means that they are

21 both interacting with each other and sort of describing the

22 same phenomenon?

23 A No. The statistical base doesn't know what is

24 correlated in reality. There could be a pattern of

25 correlation of either the variables or the error terms by

7

.

s
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k,)mgc20-101 chance. It could also be because they are inherently related

2 in terms of the physical phenomenon.

3 0 Is there any inherent relationship between the

d independent variables in this model that you see?

5 A There are inherent relationships with the age

6 terms, as I said, trying to block out the age terms in

7 different segments. So what we have is an age term which is

a basically a mean, and then we are looking for flutters or

9 variations around that age term having to do with the

10 different regimes of age -- young, middle, old. So you are

11 trying basically to reflect a curve which you might posit
x

12 from an engineering point of view.

13 There is a learn #ng period. Plants seem to get
[~)
i/ Id better. There's a leveling off period, and there seems to

15 be an aging period.

16 0 If the equations are really telling you anyting --

17 I mean, your conclusions you have just drawn are based upon

it the assumption that your equations are giving you real

19 information about the real world. That's true?

23 A It's not only that. It's also based on logic.

21 We know or we seem to -- people seem to think there is a

22 learning process in plants, and that seems to be reflected

23 in the data.

24 People also seem to agree that there is an aging

25 phenomenon as you have experienced at Robinson, for example,
,'

1
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p
mgc 20-11 I with the steam generator. This is simple engineering logic.

'2 As things get older, they are less reliable and need more,

3 repair.

~d so if the equations were inconsistent with that,
5

you probably would adjust the equation, because the first

6
and foremost thing is to simulate what you think theoretically

7
to.be correct.- And I-think theoretically it is correct, as

8
a lot.of other people do, that there is a shape to the aging

* phenomenon with rSupect to the capacity factor, which shows
'O this increase, a leveling off, and e decrease with time, for
'- the obvious engineering reasons.
12

JUDGE liARGULIES: Mr. Jones, it is now after five,
'3p If we co'uld break at a natural point?
I'

, 'MR. JONES: This is an excellent point.
15

- JUDGE MARGULIES: It will be right here, then. We
16 will recess until tomorrow morning at 9:00 o' clock. Starting
'7 et 9:00 o' clock, we will take limited appearances and
18

statements.

"
From the written requests I have received, which

20
are approximately eight, that should take one and one-half

21
hours ~. We will continue with the testimony, if we don't have

22
q .. people making limited appearances.

23
; . (Whereupon, at 5:01 p.m., the hearing was adjourned

24
to. reconvene at 9:00'a.m., Wednesday, February 8, 1984.)

1
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